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Safety Instructions 

◆ Warning signs 

This manual uses the following identification terms to explain what need to be followed in order to prevent personal injury or 

death and equipment damages. These identification terms distinguish the degree of harm and damages that can occur during 

misuse. The important contents in this manual are related to safety and must be strictly followed. 

Danger 

⚫ Indicates an imminently hazardous situation that is very likely to result in death, serious injury, or fire 

if not avoided. 

 

Warning 

⚫ Indicates an imminently hazardous situation that is likely to result in death, serious injury, or fire if not 

avoided. 

 

Note 

⚫ Indicates a hazardous situation that could result in medium or minor injury, fire, or equipment 

damages if not avoided. 
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◆  The following precautions must be followed to ensure safety 

◼ Overall Precautions 

Danger 

⚫ For your safe use of the product, carefully read this manual. 

⚫ Keep this manual in a safe place and ensure that it is delivered to the end user. 

⚫ Do not remove the cover, cables, connectors, and optional devices while the servo drive is powered on. 

Failure to do so may result in electric shock, product shutdown, or burnout. 

 

Warning 

⚫ Use the power supply specifications (phase number, voltage, frequency, AC/DC) that are compatible with the product. 

Failure to do so may cause electric shock, product shutdown, or burnout. 

⚫ Be sure to connect the grounding terminal of the servo drive and servo motor to the grounding electrode. 

Failure to do so may cause electric shock or fire. 

⚫ Do not disassemble, repair or modify the product. 

Failure to do so may result in fire or malfunction. 

Products that have been disassembled, repaired or modified are not covered by the warranty. 

 

Note 

⚫ The heat sink, regenerative resistor, external braking resistor, servo motor, etc. of the servo drive may be at a high temperature 

when the power is on or when the power is just cut off. Take safety measures such as mounting cover to avoid accidental contact 

between hands and components (cables, etc.). 

Failure to do so may result in scald. 

⚫ Do not damage or forcefully drag the cable do not cause excessive force on the cable. do not hang heavy objects on the cable. do 

not let the cables be caught in the lid, cabinet door, etc. 

Failure to do so may result in malfunction, damage, and electric shock. 

⚫ The use of systems designed with safety functions must be performed by a technician familiar with the relevant safety standards 

after understanding the contents of this manual. 

Failure to do so may result in personal injury, product damages or other mechanical damages. 

⚫ Do not use the product in locations exposed to water splashes, corrosion, flammable gases, or in the vicinity of combustibles. 

Failure to do so may cause electric shock or fire. 

⚫ Do not use a servo drive that is damaged or with missing parts. 

⚫ Set the emergency stop loop externally to ensure that the power is cut off and the operation is stopped immediately in the event 

of an exception. 

⚫ When used under poor power supply conditions, install protective devices to ensure that the input power is supplied within the 

specified voltage fluctuation range. 

Otherwise, it will cause damages to the servo drive. 

⚫ Use a noise filter, etc. to reduce the effects of electromagnetic interference. 

Otherwise, it will cause electromagnetic interference to electronic devices used near the servo drive. 

⚫ Use specified combinations of the servo drive and servo motor. 

⚫ Do not touch the servo drive with wet hands. 

Otherwise, it may cause malfunction. 
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◼ Precautions when keeping the product 

Note 

⚫ Do not overload this product (follow the instructions). 

⚫ Otherwise, it may cause injury or malfunction. 

⚫ Keep and install the product in places:  

• Without direct sunlight 

• Where the ambient temperature does not exceed the limits allowed for running this product 

• Where the relative humidity does not exceed the limits allowed for running this product 

• Where condensation does not occur due to rapid temperature changes 

• Where there is no corrosive gas or flammable gas 

• Without combustibles 

• With less dust, dust, salt and metal powder 

• Free of splashing of water, oil and liquid medicine 

• Where vibration or impact does not affect the product (the level of vibration or impact does not exceed the 

limits allowed for running this product) 

• That are not exposed to radiation 

Keeping or installing the product in an environment other than the above may cause product failure or damages. 

 

◼ Precautions when handling the product 

Note 

⚫ Use the correct method to be handling the product according to its weight. 

⚫ When operating the servo drive, pay attention to sharp parts such as the corners of the product.  

Otherwise, it may result in injury. 

⚫ Do not overload this product (follow the instructions).  

Otherwise, it may cause injury or malfunction. 

⚫ When transporting the servo drive, do not hold the front cover and the connector.  

Otherwise, it may cause the servo drive to fall. 

⚫ Servo drives are precise equipment. Do not drop it or apply any strong impact on it.  

This may cause its malfunction or damage. 

⚫ Do not apply impact to the connector.  

Otherwise, it may result in poor connections or malfunctions. 

 

◼ Installation precautions: 

Note 

⚫ Install the servo drive in a position with sufficient bearing capacity according to the technical data. 

⚫ Install the servo drive, servo motor, regenerative resistor and dynamic braking resistor on non-

combustible items.  

Installing directly on or near combustible items may cause a fire. 
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Note 
⚫ When installing the product, make sure that specified distance is maintained between the servo drive and 

the inner surface of the control cabinet and other machines.  

Failure to do so may result in fire or malfunction. 

⚫ Install the servo drive in the prescribed direction.  

Failure to do so may result in fire or malfunction. 

⚫ Do not step on this product or place heavy objects on it.  

Otherwise, it could result in malfunction, damages, or injury. 

⚫ Prevent foreign objects from entering the servo drive.  

It may cause a malfunction or fire. 

⚫ Keep and install the product in places:  

• Without direct sunlight 

• Where the ambient temperature does not exceed the limits allowed for running this product 

• Where the relative humidity does not exceed the limits allowed for running this product 

• Where condensation does not occur due to rapid temperature changes 

• Where there is no corrosive gas or flammable gas 

• Without combustibles 

• With less dust, dust, salt and metal powder 

• Free of splashing of water, oil and liquid medicine 

• Where vibration or impact does not affect the product (the level of vibration or impact does not exceed the 

limits allowed for running this product) 

• That are not exposed to radiation                                  

Keeping or installing this product in an environment other than the above may cause product failure or damages. 

⚫ Use this product in required conditions of its specifications.  

Using this product in an environment that does not satisfy the conditions in its specifications may cause product 

failure or damages. 

⚫ Servo drives are precise equipment. Do not drop it or apply any strong impact on it.  

This may cause its malfunction or damage. 

⚫ The servo drive must be installed in the control cabinet. 

⚫ Do not block the air inlet and air outlet of this product, and do not allow foreign objects to enter the inside 

of this product. 

Otherwise, this product might malfunction. 

 

◼ Precautions for wiring 

Danger 

⚫ Do not change the wiring when the power is on.  

Otherwise, it may result in electric shock or injury. 

 

Warning 

⚫ Wiring and wiring inspections need to be done by professional technicians.  

Otherwise, it may cause electric shock or malfunction. 
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Warning 
⚫ Check the wiring and power supply carefully.  

The output circuit may be short-circuited due to incorrect wiring or abnormal voltage. If the brake does not 

operate when the above fault occurs, it may cause mechanical damages or personal injury. 

⚫ Connect the power supply to the specified terminal.  

It may cause a malfunction or fire. 

 

Note 

⚫ Wait until the power supply is shut down for at least 10 minutes before checking and making sure that 

the charge indicator (CHARGE) turns off, and then perform wiring and inspections. Even if the power is 

turned off, high voltage can remain inside the servo drive. Therefore, do not touch the power terminal 

while the charge indicator (CHARGE) is on.  

Otherwise, it may cause electric shock. 

⚫ Perform wiring and trial operation according to the precautions and procedures described in this manual.  

Failure of the servo drive caused by incorrect wiring of the brake circuit or abnormal voltage may cause 

mechanical damages, personal injury, or even deaths. 

⚫ Perform wiring correctly and reliably. The connector and pin arrangement of the connector vary by 

model. Be sure to confirm the pin arrangement from the technical data of the model you are using.  

Otherwise, it may cause malfunction or false actions of the servo drive. 

⚫ Be sure to tighten and securely connect the wire of the power terminals and the motor connection 

terminals in accordance with specified method and specified torque.  

Insufficient tightening may heat up the wires and terminal block due to poor contact and subsequently cause a 

fire. 

⚫ It is recommended to use the shielded twisted-pair wires or multi-core twisted-pair overall shielded wires 

as the input/output signal cables and encoder cables. 

⚫ When wiring the main circuit terminals of the servo drive, follow the following requirements.  

•  After the wiring of all components, including the main circuit terminals, is completed, turn on the 

power supply of the servo drive.  

•  If the main circuit terminal is a connector, remove the connector from the main body of the servo drive before 

wiring it.  

•  Only one wire can be inserted into one wire socket of the main circuit terminal.  

•  When inserting the wire, do not make the burr of the core wire contact the adjacent wire, so as to avoid short 

circuit. 

⚫ Install a safety device such as a circuit breaker for wiring to prevent short-circuiting of external wiring.  

Failure to do so may result in fire or malfunction. 

⚫ Securely tighten the fixing screws and locking mechanism of the cable connector.  

If it is not tightened sufficiently, the cable connector may come off during operation. 

⚫ Do not use power cables and signal cables (input and output signal cables and encoder cables) in the same 

casing, and do not bundle them together. When power cables and signal cables are not placed in separate 

casings, keep 30 cm or more between them when wiring.  

If they are too close, it may cause malfunction due to interference of weak electric wires. 

⚫ The length of the cable should be considered when deciding where to install the encoder battery. In 

general, install it near the encoder. 
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◼ Precautions during operations 

Warning 

⚫ Before installing the servo drive on the supporting machine and running it, switch on/off and set up the 

parameters suitable for this machine.  

Operating the servo drive without these settings can cause unexpected mechanical movement, failure, or 

personal injury. 

⚫ Do not make extreme changes to the parameter settings.  

Otherwise, it may cause unstable movement, mechanical damages, or personal injury. 

⚫ To avoid accidents, install a limit switch or stopper at the terminal of the movable part of the machine.  

Otherwise, it may result in mechanical damages or personal injury. 

⚫ Perform a trial operation after fixing the servo motor and disconnecting it from the machine.  

Otherwise, it may result in injury. 

⚫ When an alarm is triggered, the servo motor will stop due to inertia or stop by dynamic braking, 

depending on the specifications and settings of the optional parts of the servo drive. The inertia-driven 

moving distance varies depending on the moment of inertia and dynamic braking effect of the load. 

Therefore, confirm the moving distance during trial operation and consider installing a suitable safety 

device on the machine side. 

⚫ Do not enter the machine's moving range during operations.  

Otherwise, it may result in injury. 

⚫ Do not touch the moving parts of the servo motor and machine during operations.  

Otherwise, it may result in injury. 

 

Note 

⚫ Design a safety system to ensure safety even in the event of a signal cable disconnection or other failures. 

⚫ Use the dynamic braking function ONLY for emergency stop.  

Otherwise, premature aging, malfunction and unexpected movements of the components will happen inside the 

servo drive, resulting in equipment damages, burn damages, and personal injury. 

⚫ For the gain adjustment during system startup, check the torque waveform and speed waveform with a 

measuring instrument to make sure that there is no vibration.  

Vibrations due to high gains can cause premature damages to the servo motor. 

⚫ After the trial operation of the machine and equipment is completed, use the debugging software to create 

a parameter backup file of the servo drive. This backup file is used to reset the parameters when the servo 

drive is replaced.  

If the parameters are not backed up, it will cause malfunction after the faulty servo  is replaced, and even cause 

damages to drive mechanisms and devices. 

◼ Precautions during maintenance and inspection 

Danger 

⚫ Do not change the wiring when the power is on.  

Otherwise, it may result in electric shock or injury. 
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Warning 

⚫ Wiring and wiring inspections need to be done by professional technicians.  

Otherwise, it may cause electric shock or malfunction. 

 

Note 

⚫ Wait until the power supply is shut down for at least 10 minutes before checking and making sure that 

the charge indicator (CHARGE) turns off, and then perform wiring and inspections. Even if the power is 

turned off, high voltage can remain inside the servo drive. Therefore, do not touch the power terminal 

while the charge indicator (CHARGE) is on.  

Otherwise, it may cause electric shock. 

⚫ Before replacing the servo drive, back up the parameters of the servo drive. Copy the backed-up 

parameters to the new servo drive and confirm that the copy process has been completed correctly.  

If the servo parameters are not backed up or the backup is not completed properly, it will cause malfunction 

after replacing the servo drive, and even cause damages to machines and equipment. 

⚫ Before operating on the servo drive body and wiring ports, take proper antistatic measures.  

Otherwise, it may cause damages to the machine. 

 

◼ Precautions for handling exceptions 

Danger 

⚫ When the safety devices (wiring circuit breakers and fuses) on the power cord are in action, switch on the 

servo drive only after finding out and eliminating the events that result in their action. In addition, replace 

or repair the servo drive and check the wiring to effectively eliminate the events that result in the actions 

of safety devices.  

Otherwise, it may cause fire, electric shock, or injury. 

 

Warning 

⚫ When power is restored after a transient power outage, a sudden restart may occur. Use a mechanical 

design that ensures that personal safety is not endangered during restart.  

Otherwise, it may result in injury. 
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Note 

⚫ When a fault occurs, first eliminate the trigger event of the alarm to ensure safety. Then reset the alarm 

or turn the power back on and restart the servo drive.  

Otherwise, it could result in injury or mechanical damages. 

⚫ Be sure to connect a solenoid contactor between the main circuit power supply and the main circuit power 

terminal of the servo drive. The contactor is designed to cut off the power on the main circuit power 

supply side of the servo drive.  

If the servo drive fails, continued flow of large currents can cause a fire if the solenoid contactor is not connected. 

⚫ When a failure occurs, cut off the main circuit power supply.  

Otherwise, failure of the regeneration circuit, etc., will cause the regenerative resistor to overheat and cause a 

fire. 

⚫ Install a residual current circuit-breaker for overload and short circuit protection, or a residual current 

circuit-breaker for grounding short circuit protection combined with a wiring circuit breaker.  

Otherwise, a grounding short circuit, if it happens, can cause the servo drive failure or a fire. 

⚫ The brake mechanism of the servo motor is insufficient to guarantee safety in a dangerous state of 

movement under external force (gravity, etc.) when the power supply is cut off or abnormally stopped. 

Therefore, it is important to set up an external brake mechanism to guarantee safety. 

 

◼ Precautions for discarding 

Note 

⚫ Follow common industrial waste disposal procedures when discarding this product. However, applicable 

laws of each country shall prevail if such procedures conflict with these laws. If necessary, take measures 

such as labeling and attaching notices to the final product. 

 

◼ Additional Notes 

Note 

⚫ The illustrations in this manual are representative legends or concept diagrams, which may differ from 

actual wiring, circuits, and real objects. 

⚫ Due to product improvements, specification changes and the attempt to make the use of this manual 

easier, we may make changes to this manual from time to time. 

⚫ We do not guarantee the quality of the products modified by customers. We shall not be liable for any 

injuries or losses caused by customer modification of products. 
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Preface 

1.1 Overview 

1.1.1 Chapters 

The main contents of each chapter of this manual are described below. 

Number Chapter name Overview of contents 

1.  Preface 
Introduces the main methods of using this manual, product specifications and models, and 

related standards and certifications 

2.  Installation Introduces the dimensions and installation requirements of each servo drive model. 

3.  Wiring Introduces the wiring methods and precautions of each port of the servo drive. 

4.  Settings 
Introduces the method of setting the parameters of the servo drive and the setup and 

operations of basic functions. 

5.  Running Introduces the operation method of the servo drive trial operation function. 

6.  
EtherCAT Bus 

Operation 
Introduces the setting method of servo driver EtherCAT bus operation 

7.  

Operation 

control block 

diagram 

Introduces the control block diagram of each control mode of the servo drive 

8.  Adjustment 
Introduces the adjustment method of servo drive control parameters and frequently used 

servo adjustment functions 

9.  
Application 

functions 
Introduces the main applications of the servo drive 

10.  Monitoring 
Introduces how to monitor the running state of the servo drive through the debugging 

software 

11.  Maintenance 
Introduces the fault and alarm information of the servo drive and related processing 

methods. 

12.  
Security 

functions 
Introduces the security functions supported by servo drives 

13.  Interfaces 
Introduces the communication setting method between servo driver and EtherCAT master 

station 

14.  
Object 

Dictionary 
Introduces the object dictionary information 
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1.1.2 Identification Description 

The following signs are designed in this manual to help readers distinguish between different types of texts. 

 

These signs alert users to what they need to attend to when using the servo drive 

 

 

These signs indicate which operations or actions are prohibited to prevent equipment failure or 

injury. 

 

 

They are used for further interpretation of technical terms or technical background for better 

user understanding and use of related functions 

 

1.1.3 Parameter Description 

The servo parameters are described in this manual as follows: 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value 
Become 

effective 
Period 

0x2000 0 
Position control 

switch 
— 0x00000000—0x03010103 0x02000000 Restart N 

Index:  indicates the index number of this parameter in the object dictionary. 

Unit: indicates the "minimum" setting unit (scale of the set value) that can be set in the parameter. 

Setting range: the minimum and maximum values allowed for this parameter. 

Default value: indicates the setting value of the parameter when leaving the factory. 

Become effective: indicates how modified parameters take effect: “Immediately” indicates that parameter modifications take 

effect immediately. “Restart” indicates that parameter modifications take effect after the servo drive restarts. 

Period: indicates the allowed modification period of the servo parameter, “Y” indicates that it can be modified anytime, and 

“N” indicates that the modification is allowed only when the servo is OFF. 
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1.2 Data Plate 

Output

Serial number
Hardware version

QR code

Input

Model

二维码
XXXXXXXXXX
XXXXXXXXXXH00

 

 

The data plate is on the side of the servo drive housing. Check the data plate information before using or 

replacing the servo drive. 
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1.3 Model Identification 

CDRA–6A18-B 20–SA 1–C00

       
 

Number Item Symbol Description 

① Drive series CDRA CDRA series servo drive 

② Shaft type and output current type XXXX Refer to the Table of Typical Shaft Types and Output Currents 

③ Voltage class 

A AC 200V 

B AC 400V 

C DC 300V 

D DC 600V 

④ Power supply input capacity 

00 None 

05 5-10kVA 

10 10-15kVA 

20 20-30kVA 

40 40-60kVA Note 1 

⑤ Encoder interfaceNote 3 

SA Protocol encoders such as TAMAGAWA 

SC Protocol encoders such as Nikon 

HF Hiperface encoder 

⑥ Safety brake control 
0 None 

1 Yes 

⑦ Product customization number C00 Can be omitted for standard products. 

 

Table of Typical Shaft Types and Output Currents 

Product 

category 

Typical shaft types and 

output current types 

Number 

of shafts 

Rated shaft output current (Arms) 

Shaft 1 Shaft 2 Shaft 3 Shaft 4 Shaft 5 Shaft 6 

Multi-shaft 

product 

6A18 6 18 18 10 5 5 5 

6B18 6 18 18 18 10 10 10 

6E25 6 25 25 25 10 10 10 

6B35 6 35 35 35 10 10 10 

4A18 4 18 18 18 5 —— —— 

4A35 4 35 35 25 5 —— —— 
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Note 1: When "40" is selected for the power supply input capacity, only AC 400V is supported. 

Note 2: Some protocols are under development. "SA" supports protocol encoders such as 

TAMAGAWA, and "SC" supports Nikon protocol encoders, consult the corresponding vendor 

for specific information. 
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1.4 Specifications 

1.4.1 General Technical Specifications of CDRA Products 

 

Installation method 

Installation method Through-wall mount 

Shaft safety brake (optional) 

Output voltage DC 24V 

Maximum shaft brake output current 2 

Shaft IO interface 

DI 
Supported functions 

Touchprobe, hardware positive limit switch, hardware negative limit 

switch and origin switch 

Number of channels per shaft 3 channels 

DO 
Supported functions Alarm signal output and position comparison output 

Number of channels per shaft 1 channel 

Control communication interface 

EtherCAT 

Profile IEC61800-7 Profile type1 (CiA402), CoE (CANopen over EtherCAT) 

Communication object PDO (Process Data Object), SDO (Service Data Object) 

Operation mode 

Planned position mode (PP), homing mode (HM), cyclic synchronous 

position mode (CSP), cyclic synchronous velocity mode (CSV), and cyclic 

synchronous torque mode (CST) 

Debugging communication interface 

Communication interface RS485 

Debugging software DriveMaster 

STO interface STO1, STO2 input, and STOM output 

Alarm signal output interface Supports STO trigger signal output and any shaft alarm signal output 

Integrated security functions 
Safety torque off (STO), safe stop 1 (SS1), safe stop 2 (SS2), 

and safety brake control (SBC) (optional) 

Operating environment 

Ambient temperature and relative humidity during operation 
Not derated at 0℃-45℃, and derated at 45℃-55℃. 10%-90%RH (no 

condensation) 

Ambient temperature and relative humidity of storage 

environment 
-20℃-65℃. 10%-90%RH (no condensation) 

Vibration 5.88m/s2, 10Hz-60Hz 

Altitude Less than 1000m above sea level 

IP Level IP20 

Applicable standards 

CE instruction EN61800-3, EN61800-5-1 

Functional safety certification IEC61508, IEC61800-5-2 
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Installation 

1.5 Precautions 

Follow the following requirements during installation: 

Warning 

⚫ Explosive or flammable gases 

Do not use the servo drive in an environment with explosive gas or flammable gases. 

If the components such as relays, contactors, and regenerative resistors in the cabinet generate produce sparks, 

they can become a source of fire and cause fire or explosion. 

 

Note 

⚫ Universal Precautions 

Installing the servo drive on or near combustible materials can easily cause a fire. 

Do not place heavy objects on or step on the servo drive. 

Use the servo drive within the specified environmental conditions. 

Prevent the servo drive from falling and strong impact. 

Pay attention to preventing the screws, metal sheets and other conductive materials and combustible 

substances from entering the servo drive inside. 

Do not block the suction and air outlets. Proceed with installation in the right direction. 

Consult our company when you need to keep the servo drive for a long time (more than 3 years). 

If the drive or any of its parts is damaged, contact our company for repairs immediately. 

⚫ When installed in a cabinet 

Fully consider the size of the cabinet, the cooling device, and the layout inside the cabinet to ensure that the 

ambient temperature of the servo drive is controlled below 45 °C. 

⚫ When there is a vibration source nearby 

Install a shock absorber between the servo drive and the base to ensure that the vibration will not be 

transmitted directly to the servo drive. 

⚫ When there is a heat source nearby 

Considering that convection and radiation may cause temperature rise, make sure that the ambient temperature 

of the servo drive is lower than 45 °C. 

⚫ When there is corrosive gas 

Do not use the servo drive in an environment with corrosive gases. Using the servo drive in a corrosive gas 

environment for a long time will cause poor contact between the connector and the nodes. 

⚫ In an environment with dust or oil mist 

Do not use the servo drive in an environment with dust or oil mist. 

The adhesion and accumulation of dust or oil mist may cause leakage or the insulation performance 

degradation, which may cause damages to the servo drive. 

⚫ When there is a strong interference source 

If the input signal or power circuit is disturbed, the servo drive can malfunction. 

If there are interference sources near where the servo drive is used, take corresponding anti-interference 

measures such as installing a filter in the front of the drive, optimizing the wiring, and reducing interference 

from the interference source. 
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1.6 Inspection 

After the product is delivered to you, check the following: 

⚫ Is there any damaged or missing packaging during product transportation? 

⚫ Does the servo drive model match the ordered product? 

⚫ Does the servo drive look complete? 

⚫ Are these loose screws of the servo drive? 

⚫ Are standard and purchased optional connectors in the box? 

 

 

Contact us if there are any discrepancies with the product. 
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1.7 Typical Model Dimensions 

1.7.1 CDRA-6A18-B20-xxx 

Unit：mm

 

 

 

 

Contact us if you want more information of unspecified dimensions in the drawings 
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1.7.2 CDRA-6B18-B20-xxx 

Unit：mm

 

 

 

Contact us if you want more information of unspecified dimensions in the drawings 
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1.7.3 CDRA-6E25-B20-XXX 

Unit：mm

 

 

Contact us if you want more information of unspecified dimensions in the drawings 
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1.7.4 CDRA-6B35-B20-XXX 

Unit：mm

 

 

Contact us if you want more information of unspecified dimensions in the drawings 
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1.7.5 CDRA-4A18-B20-XXX 

Unit：mm

 

 

Contact us if you want more information of unspecified dimensions in the drawings 
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1.7.6 CDRA-4A35-B20-XXX 

Unit：mm

 

 

Contact us if you want more information of unspecified dimensions in the drawings 
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1.8 Installation Direction and Space Requirements 

1.8.1 Drive Installation Space Requirements 

When installing the drive in a cabinet, ensure that the following spaces are left around: 

100

100100

100

mm

 

 

 

1. Since the heat generated by the servo drive is radiated from the bottom to the top, in order 

to ensure the stable performance of this device, it is usually required to be installed 

vertically, that is, to ensure that the airflow direction of the drive's own forced air cooling 

is from bottom to top. 

2. Multiple drives are allowed to be installed in parallel. 

3. Keep the ambient temperature of the servo drive below 45℃. 

4. In the case of poor cooling inside the control cabinet, use the cooling fan to keep the air 

flowing. 
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Wiring 

1.9 Precautions for Wiring 

1.9.1 Safety Requirements 

The following requirements should be strictly followed when wiring. 

Warning 

⚫  Do not touch the internal components of the servo drive. otherwise, ma there are chances of electric shock. 

⚫ When the servo is powered up, no one is allowed to enter the range of its mechanical movement to prevent any 

possible personal injury or deaths. 

 

Note 

⚫ Only trained and authorized qualified engineers can perform the external wiring of the servo drive. 

⚫ Check the voltage class of the servo drive carefully before powering it on. Failure to do so may lead to 

personal injury or device damages. 

⚫ Only reliably power off all the power to the system and wait at least 10 minutes can the servo drive housing be 

opened. 

⚫ Make sure that the rated input voltage of the servo drive is consistent with the AC supply voltage before use. 

⚫ The servo drive has passed the voltage withstanding test before delivery, so the user should not perform this 

test again. 

⚫ Do not connect the power supply with the motor power output terminals U, V, W 

⚫ Both the servo drive and motor must be reliably grounded for safety purposes. 

⚫ For easier input side overcurrent protection and maintenance at outage, the servo drive should be connected to 

the power supply through an air switch or fuse switch. 

⚫  Except for the X1 terminal, it is strictly forbidden to connect the power supply input terminal to other 

terminals. Otherwise, the product will be damaged. 

⚫ The input voltage of all terminals should not fall out of the allowed range. 

⚫  The maximum output current for the motor brake control output line connector is 1A. If the current carried by 

the brake control is out of the allowed range, use an external relay to get the current back into the allowed 

range. 

⚫ Make sure the wiring sequence is correct, the connection is secure, and the insulation is reliable before power 

on. Otherwise, the product can be damaged. 
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1.9.2 System Wiring Requirements 

Pay attention to the following when wiring the main circuit: 

⚫ It is recommended to use the twisted-pair wire or multi-core twisted-pair overall shielded wire as the input/output signal line 

and encoder cable. 

⚫ Do not press or damage the cable. 

⚫ Power cables should be wired separately with signal lines and encoder cables. 

⚫ Power supply input cables should be wired separately with power output cables. 

 

In order to suppress the electromagnetic interference between the servo drive and surrounding devices, the following anti-

interference measures can be taken as necessary: 

⚫ Whenever possible, set the input instruction device and anti-interference filter near the servo unit. 

⚫ Always attach the surge absorber to the coil of the relay, solenoid valve, and solenoid contactor. 

⚫ Do not put the main circuit cable and the signal cable in the same sleeve, do not bundle them together, and keep a distance 

of more than 30 cm between them. 

⚫ Do not use the same power supply as electric welding machines, electron discharge machines, etc. Even if it is not the same 

power supply, when there is a high-frequency generator nearby, connect an anti-interference filter to the input side of the 

main circuit power cable and the control power cable. 

⚫ Perform proper grounding.  Refer to the content below for information about grounding. 

 

When connecting the grounding wire, pay attention to the following: 

⚫ In any case, the cross-sectional area of each protective conductor that is not part of the power cable or cable sheath should 

not be less than: 

◼ 2.5 mm2, if with mechanical protection. 

◼ 4 mm2, if without mechanical protection. For devices connected with the cable core, measures should be taken to 

make the protective conductor in the cable core the last interrupted conductor upon the failure of the stress relief 

mechanism. 

⚫ Single-point grounding is recommended. 

⚫ When the servo motor and the machine are insulated from each other, ground the servo motor directly. 

⚫ When interference occurs in the I/O signal cable, connect the shielding layer of the I/O signal cable to the connector housing 

before grounding. 
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1.10    System Wiring Diagram 

1.10.1 System Wiring Diagram of CDRA Six-shaft Products 

 

Note1：

When the model is CDRA-XXXX-BXX-XXX，three-phase 380V power input;

When the model is CDRA-XXXX-AXX-XXX，three-phase 220V power input;

OUT
X6

X5
IN

X4

X3

X2

X1

X11 X12

X13

X31 X32

X33

X51 X52

X53

X23

X21X22

X43

X41X42

X63

X61X62

B P R S T PE PE W U V PE W U V PE W U V

U V W PE U V W PE U V W PE

Inlet filter 

Input 
reactor

Circuit breaker 

R
S
T

Regenerative resistor 

24V+

24V-

Circuit breaker 

Control power 24VDC

M M M

MMM

Next 
slave

EtherCAT

EtherCAT

EtherCAT Master

Power supplyNote1

J1

J2 J4 J6

J5J3

Encoder 

Motor 
brake 

CooLDrive RA

24V-

24V+

Encoder 

Motor 
brake 

Encoder 

Motor 
brake 

Encoder 

Motor 
brake 

Encoder 

Motor 
brake 

Motor 
brake 

Encoder 
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1.10.2 System Wiring Diagram of CDRA Four-shaft Products 

OUT
X6

X5
IN

X4

X3

X2

X1

X11 X12

X13

X31 X32

X33

X23

X21X22

X43

X41X42

B P R S T PE PE W U V PE W U V

U V W PE U V W PE

Inlet filter 

Input 
reactor

R
S
T
PE

24V+

24V-

M M

MM

EtherCAT

EtherCAT

J1

J2 J4

J3

CooLDrive RA

24V-

24V+

EtherCAT Master

Next 
slave

Circuit breaker 

Control power 24VDC

Power supplyNote1

Note1：

When the model is CDRA-XXXX-BXX-XXX，three-phase 380V power input;

When the model is CDRA-XXXX-AXX-XXX，three-phase 220V power input;

Regenerative resistor 

Circuit breaker 

Motor 
brake 

Motor 
brake 

Motor 
brake 

Motor 
brake 

Encoder Encoder 

Encoder Encoder 
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1.11 Power Supply Wiring 

This chapter describes the wiring of the servo drive power circuit, including how to wire the power supply, control power, DC bus 

and regenerative braking circuits. 

1.11.1 Ports and Functions 

The port connector illustrations and pin definitions related to power supply wiring are shown in the following table. 

Port name Pin definition 

Power supply 

input and 

regenerative 

braking port 

(X1)  

Control power 

port (X2) 24V-

24V+

 

 

 

Each connector in the above table is given in a terminal view. In actual use, pay attention to the installation 

direction and pin definition to avoid device damages caused by incorrect wiring. 

 

When different power supply inputs are used, the wiring of each port can differ. The three power supply input methods are listed 

below: 

◼ Three-phase AC 380V power input 

Port name Pin symbol Specifications and parameters 

Power supply input and 

regenerative braking port (X1) 

L1, L2, L3 Three-phase/AC 380 (-15%, +10%). 50/60 Hz 

PE Used to connect with the PGND wire 

B, P Used to connect an external braking resistor to interfaces B and P 

Control power port (X2) 24V+, 24V- DC 24V (-10%, +10%) 
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1.11.2 Power Supply Wiring Diagram 

◼ Three-phase power input 

X1

B P R S T PE

Inlet filter 

Input reactor

R
S
T
PE

Regenerative resistor 

Circuit breaker 

 

◼ Control power supply input 

X2
24V+

24V-
24V-

24V+

Control power 24VDC

Circuit breaker 
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1.11.3 Precautions for Power Supply Wiring 

◼ Cable Type Selection 

Examples of the relationship between the nominal cross-sectional area of cable and the permissible current are shown in the 

following table: 

Nominal cross-sectional 

area/mm2 

Allowable current (Unit: A) at different ambient temperatures 

30°C 40°C 50°C 

0.5 6.6 5.6 4.2 

0.75 8.8 7.0 5.4 

0.9 9.0 7.7 5.8 

1.25 12.0 11.0 8.3 

2.0 23.0 22.0 15.0 

3.5 33.0 29.0 21.8 

5.5 43.0 38.0 28.5 

8.0 55.0 49.0 36.8 

14.0 79.0 70.0 52.5 

Note: The above values are reference values when using special heat-resistant polyethylene cables. There are differences in the 

ampacity of cables of different specifications. 

 

 

When considering the ampacity of the cable, be sure to leave a certain safety allowance according to the 

wiring environment and the actual operating conditions of the system to avoid device failure or loss of 

personal property 

◼ Additional Notes 

⚫ Do not change the wiring while power is on. Otherwise, it may cause electric shock or personal injury. 

⚫ Wiring or inspection must be done by professional technicians. 

⚫ Even if the power is turned off, high voltage can remain in the servo drive. So, make sure that the CHARGE lamp is off 

after the power is turned off and wait for at least 10 minutes. Then perform wiring and inspection. Do not touch the power 

terminal while the CHARGE lamp is on. 

⚫ Perform wiring in strict accordance with the wiring diagram provided in this manual. Otherwise, there are chances of device 

damages or electric shock. 

⚫ Use a circuit breaker or fuse to protect the main circuit. 

⚫ Set up a residual current circuit-breaker to build a more secure system. 

⚫ Frequent power on/off will lead to aging of the internal components of the servo drive, so do not power on/off frequently 

unless necessary. Under normal operating conditions, it is recommended that the interval between a power-on and power-

off time interval be greater than 1 hour. 
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1.12 Motor Wiring 

This chapter introduces the wiring related to the servo drive and the motor, mainly including the motor power line, the motor 

brake control circuit, the motor temperature detection circuit, and the wiring methods of different types of encoders. 

1.12.1 Ports and Functions 

The diagram and pin definition of each port connector related to the motor wiring are shown in the following table. 

Port name Connector illustrations and pin definitions 

Motor output port 

(X11/X21/X31/X41/X51/X61) 

 

Encoder and I/O ports 

(X13/X23/X33/X43/X53/X63) 

17

814  

Motor brake control port 

(X12/X22/X32/X42/X52/X62) BK+ BK-
MT1 MT2

 

 

 

In order to distinguish the direction of use, the outline of the insertion ends of the connector are indicated by 

dashed lines in the illustration. Use a real product in distinguishing the direction. 
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◼ Motor power output 

Port name Pin symbol Functions 

Motor output port 

(X11/X21/X31/X41/X51/X61) 
U, V, W Connect with the three-phase power line of servo motor 

Grounding terminal PE Connect with the motor housing 

 

◼ Motor brake and temperature detection port (connecting with safety brake control circuit) 

Port name Pin Signal name Functions 

 Motor brake control port 

(X12/X22/X32/X42/X52/X62) 

1 MBK- Negative pole of motor brake control output 

2 MBK+ Positive pole of motor brake control output 

3 MT1 NC 

4 MT2 NC 

 

◼ Encoder port (asynchronous serial encoder) 

 

Port name Pin Signal name Functions 

Encoder port 

(X13/23/33/43/53/63) 

10 ENVCC Encoder power supply +5V 

11 GND Encoder power supply 0V 

8 DATA+ Serial data + 

9 DATA- Serial data- 

Housing Shielding —— 

 

 

Before wiring, ensure that the supply voltage of the selected motor encoder is the same as the supply voltage 

of the drive's encoder (refer to the requirements of the VCC in each table). All types of encoders should be 

used with care. The following contents are no longer repeated. 

 

◼ Encoder port (connecting with Hiperface encoder) 

Port name Pin Signal name Functions 

Encoder port 

(X13/23/33/43/53/63) 

10 ENVCC Encoder power supply + 8V 

11 GND Encoder power supply 0V 

8 DATA+ Serial data + 

9 DATA- Serial data- 

2 SIN+ SIN + signal 

1 SIN- SIN- signal 

3 COS+ COS + signal 

4 COS- COS- signal 

Housing Shielding —— 
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1.12.2 Motor Wiring Diagram 

◼ Wiring of motor power cable (X11/X21/X31/X41/X51/X61) 

PE W U V

M

 

◼ Motor safety brake control wiring 

 

1. The maximum output current of the safety brake control port is 1.3A. The motor brake control should be 

controlled by an external relay. 

 

M

+ -

BK

+ -

X12/X22/32/X42/X52/X62

External relay control motor holding 
brake wiring example

Example of connection of motor holding 
brake directly controlled by driver

BK+ BK-
MT1 MT2

BK

+ -

X12/X22/32/X42/X52/62

-+
KA

M

+ -

BK+ BK-
MT1 MT2

Holding brake 
power supply

Motor 
brake 

Motor 
brake 
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◼ Encoder wiring (connecting with asynchronous serial communication encoder) 

1
2

GND

ENCVCC

DATA-

DATA+

11

10

9

8

Motor Encoder

Connector 
housing

Shielding 

X13/X23/X33/X43/X53/63

 

 

 

◼ Encoder wiring (connecting with Hiperface encoder) 

GND

ENCVCC

DATA-

DATA+

11

10

9

8 Motor Encoder

COSINE

REFCOS4

3

SINE

REFSINE

2

1

1
2

X13/X23/X33/X43/X53/63

Connector 
housing

Shielding 

 

 

 
The symbol  indicates that the wires need to be twisted-pair wires. 
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1.12.3 Precautions for Motor Wiring 

⚫ When wiring the power line of the motor, select a suitable cable diameter according to the working current of the selected 

motor. Refer to the diameter reference value in section 1.11.3 for more details. 

⚫ After the motor power cable is wired for the first time or changed, check and verify whether the phase sequence of each 

cable is correct. 

⚫ Make sure that the grounding terminal of the servo drive is connected to the grounding terminal of the motor. 

⚫ When using a motor with brakes, select the surge absorber according to the brake current and power supply used. 

⚫ When wiring the encoder cable, select twisted pair cables at the corresponding positions according to this section. The cable 

conductor resistance should not exceed 1Ω (depending on the cable length). The recommended conductor cross-sectional 

area is 0.15~0.75 mm2. 

⚫ Choose the encoder signal cable with shielding layer and connect the cable shielding layer to the metal housing of the 

encoder port connector. 

⚫ Do not lay the encoder signal line and power cable together. Make sure to leave a gap of more than 30cm between them. 
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1.13 EtherCAT Wiring 

1.13.1 EtherCAT Introduction 

◼ EtherCAT Overview 

EtherCAT is short for Ethernet for Control Automation Technology. EtherCAT is open network communication between master 

station and slave station for real-time Ethernet. EtherCAT is developed by Beckhoff Automation GmbH and managed by ETG 

(EtherCAT Technology Group). 

◼ EtherCAT System Structure 

The EtherCAT network structure is shown in the figure below, and the most typical linear topology is used in this example. 

Relevant documentation is available if other structures are selected. 

EtherCAT Master

EtherCAT
Networking tools

ESI file

CoolDrive RA
(As EtherCAT Slave)

Other slave 
stations

Other slave 
stations

RJ45

RJ45 RJ45

RJ45

 

 

 

The EtherCAT master station is required to generate relevant networking information based on the ESI 

(EtherCAT Slave Information) file provided by us. 
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1.13.2 Port Symbols and Functions 

◼ EtherCAT Communication Wiring 

 

1.13.3 Precautions for EtherCAT Wiring 

⚫ Choose CAT6A network cable with shielding layer and RJ-45 plug with metal shielding layer. 

⚫ When crimping the plug, make sure that the wire core is in good contact with the metal pins of the plug and is securely 

fixed. 

⚫ Crimp the shielding layer of the network cable to the metal housing of the RJ-45 plug. 

⚫ The cables used to connect with adjacent devices should not be too short and must meet the requirements of the cable 

bending radius. 

⚫ Use twisted pair cables to connect Pin 3 and Pin 6. 

⚫ Do not lay signal cables and power cables together, and make sure that there is a gap of more than 30cm between them. 

 

Port name 
Pin 

symbol 
Signal name Functions 

EtherCAT communication 

port (X5/X6) 

1

8

 

1 DP_PHY0_ TX+ Send data + 

2 DP_PHY0_ TX- Send data - 

3 DP_PHY0_ RX+ Receive data + 

4 —— —— 

5 —— —— 

6 DP_PHY0_ RX- Receive data - 

7 —— —— 

8 —— —— 
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1.14 STO Wiring 

1.14.1 Port Symbols and Functions 

◼ STO Wiring 

Port name 
Pin 

symbol 

Signal 

name 
Functions 

STO port (X3) 

STO1- STO1+

STO2+STO2-

STOM- STOM+

NC1NC2

ALM- ALM+

 

1 STO1+ Safety Torque Off function signal input 1+ 

2 STO1- Safety Torque Off function signal input 1- 

3 STO2+ Safety Torque Off function signal input 2+ 

4 STO2- Safety Torque Off function signal input 2- 

5 STOM+ Safety Torque Off Function Monitor + 

6 STOM- Safety Torque Off Function Monitor- 

7 NC1 Do not use 

8 NC2 Do not use 

9 ALM+ Alarm signal output+ 

10 ALM- Alarm signal output- 

1.14.2 STO Wiring Diagram 

NC2

NC1

STOM-RET

STOM

STO1

STO1-RET

STO2

STO2-RET

DC24V

 
     

DC24V

DC 24V

controller

ALM+

ALM-

NC2

NC1

When STO safety function is not 
used

When using STO safety function

STO1- STO1+

STO2+STO2-

STOM- STOM+

NC1NC2

ALM- ALM+

X3

 

 

When the STO function is enabled, do not use the NC1 and NC2 interfaces. When the STO function is 

disabled, short circuit the NC1 and NC2 interfaces. 
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1.15 I/O Wiring 

1.15.1 Port Symbols and Functions 

◼ I/O Wiring 

Port name 
Pin 

symbol 
Signal name Functions 

Encoder and I/O ports 

(X13/X23/X33/X43/X53/63) 

17

814  

13 DI-COM DI common terminal 

6 HDI0 High-speed DI port 

12 DI1 DI port 

14 DI2 DI port 

5 DO+ DO port+ 

7 DO- DO port- 

1.15.2 I/O Wiring Diagram 

1
2

X13/X23/X33/X43/X53/63

X13/X23/X33/X43/X53/63

DC 24V

DC 24V

DC 24V

controller

High level effective wiring example Low level effective wiring example

HDI0

DI1

DI2

DI-COM13

6

12

14

13

6

12

14

HDI0

DI1

DI2

DI-COM

DO+

DO-

5

7
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1.16 Encoder, I/O Ports and Connectors 

Diagram of encoder, I/O port and connector pins 

8 14

1 7

Connector

17

814

Front of board end 
connector

Front of wire end 
connector

8 14

1 7

Back of wire end 
connector
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Settings 

1.17 Parameter Overview 

1.17.1 Parameter Description 

◼ The servo parameters are divided into the following 4 categories. 

Type Description 

Function 

selection 

parameters 

For such parameters, sub-options can be selected from the drop-down menu. Sub-options cannot 

coexist. Only one sub-option can be selected at a time 

Bit selection 

parameters 
Such parameters can be selected by ticking ✔ in front of the options. 

Numerical 

setting 

parameters 

Values of this type of parameter can be modified directly 

Grayed-out 

parameters 
Such parameters cannot be modified 

Function selection parameters: select by drop-down sub-selection 

 

Bit selection parameters: Select by ticking √ in front of the options 

 

Numerical setting parameters: values of these parameters can be directly modified 
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Read-only parameters: No information can be modified 

 

◼ Ways that parameters come into force are divided into the following two types: 

Ways of 

coming into force 
Description 

Restart 

The drive needs to be restarted for the modified parameters to take effect. For such parameters, you can 

only select [Set saved value]. 

Immediatel

y 

Modified parameters take effect effectively. For such parameters, you can select [Set saved value] or [Set 

temporary value]. If you select [Set temporary value], the currently set value takes effect immediately. 

After restarting the drive, the parameter returns to the previous value. 

◼ Parameter application version 

To meet the needs of using different servo parameters in different applications, you can use the following servo parameters 

that have been debugged to define the application version, and check the application version to confirm whether the current servo 

parameters are suitable for the current application. 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value 
Become 

effective 
Period 

0x21EC 0 
Application Version 

of Servo Parameters 
- 0-4294967295 0 Restart Y 

Description: 

Do not use the default value 0 as the app version. 
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1.17.2 Parameter setting method 

Parameters can be set by using debugging software or through an upper computer. When using the upper computer for parameter 

setting, the control right should be set to the EtherCAT master station first, and then the parameters should be configured as PDO 

and then modified, or modified in SDO. 

An example of using the function selection parameter is given below to explain the procedure for setting parameters with the 

debugging software. 

1. Open the debugging software and connect with the servo drive. In the menu bar of the main interface, select the [Servo 

parameter] option in the [Parameter] drop-down menu. Or find the shortcut icon of servo parameter in the toolbar and click 

the icon to enter. 

  

2. The servo parameter interface is shown below. 
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3. Change the parameters that need to be modified. 

 

4. Click [Set saved value] and close the window. 

 

5. If the effective parameters of power on are modified, the driver will prompt the alarm 0xE006, and the parameters will take 

effect after the driver is restarted. 
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1.17.3 Restore factory settings 

This section describes operations when the parameters are restored to factory settings. There are two cases when the parameters 

are restored to the factory settings: 

◼ Restore default values of current servo parameters 

It means restoring only the current value of the current parameter version to the default value of the current parameter version. 

◼ Initialize all information of servo parameters 

It means restoring the parameter to the factory value of the parameter version in the drive firmware. 

 

The drive must be restarted after successful operation to make the operation take effect 

Keep the drive in the Servo OFF state before operation 

When the operation is complete, the parameters are restored to factory settings. Back up the original 

parameters in advance if required 

◼ Operation steps 

1. Select the [Servo parameter] option in the [Parameter] drop-down menu in the menu bar of the debugging software's main 

interface. Or find the shortcut icon of servo parameter in the toolbar and click the icon to enter. 

  

2. In the [Parameter] drop-down menu at the upper left corner of the [Servo parameter] interface, select [Restore factory 

settings]. 
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3. Select [Restore default values of current servo parameters]/[Initialize all information of servo parameters] and click [OK]. 

 

 

4. Click [Yes] in the pop-up window. 

 

 

5. When prompted that factory settings are restored successfully, click [OK] to restart the drive for the factory settings to take 

effect. 
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1.18 Drive Parameter Setting 

Set the following drive parameters correctly. 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x20D4 0 
External Regeneration 

Resistor Pulse Energy 
J 1—2147483648 0 Restart Y 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value 
Become 

effective 
Period 

0x2130 0 Power Stage Setting — 0x00000000—0x010F0101 0x00000100 Restart Y 

Set the voltage class, AC power phase and AC power frequency of the drive input power according to the type of the 

connected power supply 

Byte0: Main power class level selection 

0x00-AC 220V. 

0x01-AC 380V. 

0x02-DC 310V. 

0x03-DC 540V. 

When set to DC input, the main power phase loss, failure, and under-voltage faults will not be detected. When set to DC input, 

do not connect to the AC power supply. 

Byte1: Main power phase number selection 

0x00-single phase. 

0x01-three phases. 

When set to single-phase AC input, the main power phase loss and under-voltage faults will not be detected. 

Byte2: Reserved 

Byte3: AC main power frequency selection 

0x00-50Hz. 

0x01-60Hz. 

 

Index 
Sub-

index 
Name Unit Setting range 

Default 

value 

Become 

effective 
Period 

0x2131 0 External Regeneration Resistor Capacity Watt 10—65535 1000 Restart Y 

Set the power of the external energy consumption braking resistor. The power should be consistent with the actual braking 

resistor parameter. 

 

Index 
Sub-

index 
Name Unit Setting range 

Default 

value 

Become 

effective 
Period 

0x2132 0 External Regeneration Resistor Value Ohm 1—65535 50 Restart Y 

Set the resistance value of the external energy consumption braking resistor. The resistance should be consistent with the 

actual braking resistor parameter. 
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Index 
Sub-

index 
Name Unit Setting range 

Default 

value 

Become 

effective 
Period 

Index 
Sub-

index 
Name Unit Setting range Default value 

Become 

effective 
Period 

0x2133 0 
Regeneration Resistor 

Setting 
- 0x00000000—0x0F0F030F 0x00000003 Restart Y 

Set energy consumption braking resistor selection and derating specifications. Set the internal/external energy consumption 

braking resistor according to the actual connection state. 

The higher the heat dissipation rate of the regeneration resistor is, the stronger the overload capacity of the regeneration 

resistor is. 

Byte0: Regeneration resistor heat dissipation rate 

0x00-Level 0. 

0x01-Level 1. 

0x02-Level 2. 

0x03-Level 3. 

0x04-Level 4. 

0x05-Level 5. 

0x06-Level 6. 

0x07-level 7. 

0x08-level 8. 

0x09-level 9. 

Byte1: Regeneration resistor selection 

0x00-Use regeneration resistor 

0x01-Don't use regeneration resistor 

When regeneration resistor is not used, "regeneration resistor overload" alarm and "regeneration circuit abnormal" alarm are 

not detected. 

Byte2, Byte3: Reserved 

 

Index 
Sub-

index 
Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2134 0 
Over current protection 

threshold value 
mArms 0-4294967295 1 Restart N 

The parameter is read-only and cannot be modified. 

 

Index 
Sub-

index 
Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2135 0 
Over voltage protection 

threshold value 
V 0-4294967295 800 Restart N 

The parameter is read-only and cannot be modified. 
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Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2136 0 
Under voltage Alarm 

threshold value 
V 120—520 210 Restart Y 

Set the drive DC bus under-voltage fault protection threshold value. When the actual value of the DC bus voltage is lower 

than this set value and the duration exceeds 0x213B, the drive reports a DC bus under-voltage fault. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2137 0 
Under voltage Warning 

threshold value 
V 150—520 260 Restart Y 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2138 0 

Regeneration Brake 

Deactive Voltage of 

220V Input 

V 350—380 370 Restart Y 

The regeneration brake will turn off when DC bus voltage is lower than this set value. 

The Parameter is only active on Driver of 220V input voltage. When the input voltage of the main power supply is high, please 

increase the setting value of this parameter appropriately. 

This parameter value must be less than 380V. 

 

Index 
Sub-

index 
Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2139 0 Inverter Rated Current mArms 0-4294967295 1 Restart N 

The parameter is read-only and cannot be modified. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x213A 0 
Drive Overload 

Derating factor 
% 10—100 100 Restart Y 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x213B 0 

DC Bus 

UnderVoltage 

Detect Time 

ms 1—10000 50 Immediately Y 

Set the drive DC bus under-voltage fault detection time. 

When the actual value of the DC bus voltage is lower than 0x2136 and the duration exceeds the set value of this parameter, 

the drive reports a DC bus under-voltage fault. 
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Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21CC 0 
DC Bus Steady 

Voltage 
mV 0—65535 2000 Restart Y 

When changes of the observed value of the DC bus voltage are less than the set value of this parameter, the DC bus voltage of 

the drive is considered stable. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21ED 0 

External Regeneration 

Resistor Overload 

Protection Threshold 

% 0—65535 1000 Restart Y 

Set the allowable overload multiples of the external energy consumption braking resistor. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21EE 0 

External Regeneration 

Resistor Overload 

Protection Time 

ms 100—65535 5000 Restart Y 

Set the allowable overload time of the external energy consumption braking resistor. 

 

 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21F6 0 
Regeneration Resistor 

Thermal Time Constant 
sec 0-65535 300 Restart Y 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x20D6 0 
PWM Cycle Time 

Setting 
- 0—0x0000010F 0 Restart Y 

The PWM frequency will be set automatically according to the type of power circuit. 

Byte0: PWM frequency selection 

0x00-Auto setting. 

0x01-16KHz. 

0x02-8KHz. 

0x03-4KHz. 

0x04-2KHz. 

Byte1, Byte2, Byte3: Reserved 
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Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x20C1 0 
Control Cycle Time 

Setting 
- 0—0x00000F07 0x00000001 Restart Y 

Set the velocity loop and position loop control cycle. 

Byte0: Position loop cycle selection 

0x00-1 time velocity loop control cycle. 

0x01-2 times velocity loop control cycle. 

0x02-4 times velocity loop control cycle. 

0x03-8 times velocity loop control cycle 

Byte1: Velocity loop cycle selection 

0x00-Auto setting. 

0x01-1-time current loop control cycle. 

0x02-2 times current loop control cycle. 

0x03-4 times current loop control cycle. 

0x04-8 times current loop control cycle. 

The velocity loop control cycle will be set automatically according to the type of encoder. 

Byte2, Byte3: Reserved 

 

Index 
Sub-

index 
Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x20C2 0 Basic Control Setting - 0—0x01000103 0x00000001 Restart Y 

Byte0: Controller selection 

0x00-Local. 

0x01-DriveMaster. 

0x02-EtherCAT Master 

Byte1, Byte2: Reserved 

Byte3: Motor mode 

0x00-Real motor mode 

0x01-Simulated motor mode 

In the virtual motor operation mode, the drive UVW output is invalid. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21B3 0 
Local Modes of 

Operation 
- 0—0x000F000F 0x00080008 Immediately Y 

Byte2: Default control mode after power-up 

  0x01-PP 

  0x02-Reserved 

  0x03-PV 

  0x04-PT 

  0x05-Reserved 
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  0x06-HM 

  0x07-Reserved 

  0x08-CSP 

  0x09-CSV 

  0x0A-CST 

Byte0, Byte1, Byte3: Reserved 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x607E 0 Polarity - 0—0x00E0 0 Restart Y 

Byte0: Polarity setting 

  0x00-The motor rotates in positive direction according to the positive position/velocity/torque command 

  0x01-The motor rotates in negative direction according to the positive position/velocity/torque command 

Set the instruction polarity and the actual motor movement direction. 

Byte1, Byte2, Byte3: Reserved 

 

Index 
Sub-

index 
Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x60C5 0 Max Acceleration AccUnit 1—4294967295 2147483647 Immediately Y 

AccUnit=PosUnit/s^2÷Acceleration unit representing index 

PosUnit is determined by x6089 and 0x608A. Set the parameter according to the actual encoder resolution and mechanical 

transmission composition. 

 

Index 
Sub-

index 
Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x60C6 0 Max Deceleration AccUnit 1—4294967295 2147483647 Immediately Y 

AccUnit=PosUnit/s^2÷Acceleration unit representing index 

PosUnit is determined by x6089 and 0x608A. Set the parameter according to the actual encoder resolution and mechanical 

transmission composition. 
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1.19 Motor Parameters Settings 

Set the following motor parameters correctly. The motor parameters can be obtained from the motor selection manual or 

operation manual. When setting motor parameters, pay attention to the units of motor parameters. 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2050 0 
Phase Angle of Motor 

Magnetic Pole 
0.001rad 0—6284 3140 Restart Y 

The magnetic pole phase angle of the motor is related to the connection relationship of the motor power cable and the 

encoder. When the encoder is replaced or the motor power cable connection relationship is changed, the magnetic pole phase 

angle of the motor needs to be reset. 

    

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2051 0 Motor Rated Power Watt 1—4294967295 50 Restart Y 

Set the rated power of the motor. 

 

Index 
Sub-

index 
Name Unit Setting range Default value 

Become 

effective 
Period 

0x2052 0 Motor Voltage Class - 0x00000000—0x00000001 0x00000001 Restart Y 

Set the voltage class of the motor. 

Byte0: Motor voltage class 

0x00-AC200V. 

0x01-AC400V. 

Byte1, Byte2, Byte3: Reserved 

 

Index 
Sub-

index 
Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2053 0 Motor Rated Speed rev/min 1—100000 3000 Restart Y 

Set the rated speed of the motor. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2054 0 
Motor wire winding 

resistance 
mΩ 1—4294967295 303000 Restart Y 

Set the wire winding resistance. Wire winding resistance = phase winding resistance * 2. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2055 0 
Motor wire winding 

inductance 
uH 1—4294967295 34000 Restart Y 

Set the wire winding inductance. Wire winding inductance = phase winding inductance * 2. 
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Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2056 0 
Motor Rotor 

Inertia 
mkg*cm^2 1—4294967295 50 Restart Y 

Set the moment of inertia of the motor rotor. 

 

Index 
Sub-

index 
Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2057 0 Motor Back EMF mV/rpm 1—10000 56 Restart Y 

Set the back EMF coefficient of the motor. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2058 0 
Motor Pole Pairs 

Number 
- 1—100 4 Restart Y 

Set the number of motor pole pairs. Number of motor pole pairs = Number of motor poles/2. 

 

Index 
Sub-

index 
Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x6072 0 Max motor torque ‰ 1—10000 3000 Immediately Y 

Set the maximum torque of the motor. The setting value is a multiple of the rated torque. 

 

Index 
Sub-

index 
Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x6073 0 Max motor current ‰ 1—10000 3000 Restart Y 

Set maximum motor current. The set value is a multiple of the rated current. 

 

Index 
Sub-

index 
Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x6075 0 Motor Rated Current mArms 1—4294967295 600 Restart Y 

Set the effective value of the rated motor current. 

 

Index 
Sub-

index 
Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x6076 0 Motor rated torque mNm 1—4294967295 159 Restart Y 

Set the motor's rated torque. 
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Index 
Sub-

index 
Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x6080 0 Max Motor Speed rev/min 1—4294967295 5000 Restart Y 

Set the maximum speed of the motor. 

 

Index 
Sub-

index 
Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x6402 0 Motor type - 0x0000—0x000F 0x0003 Restart Y 

The parameter is read-only and cannot be modified. 

Byte0: Motor type 

0x03-rotating motor. 

Byte1, Byte2, Byte3: Reserved 

The setting of the motor type must be consistent with the actual drive motor type, otherwise the drive or motor can be 

damaged. 

 

Index 
Sub-

index 
Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2059 0 
Motor Thermal Time 

Constant 
sec 60—6000 1100 Restart Y 

Set the thermal time constant of the motor. This is for continuous overload protection of the motor. 

 

Index 
Sub-

index 
Name Unit Setting range Default value 

Become 

effective 
Period 

0x205A 0 
Motor Operation 

Environment 
- 0x00000000—0x07010101 0x00010000 Immediately Y 

Set the operating environment of the motor. 

Byte0: Cooling mode 

0x00-Natural cooling. 

0x01-Forced air cooling. 

Byte1: installation mode 

0x00-suspended installation 

0x01-base plate installation 

Byte2: Installation space 

0x00-Confined space. 

0x01-Open space. 

Byte3: Heat dissipation level of motor 

0x00-Level 0. 

0x01-Level 1. 

0x02-Level 2. 

0x03-Level 3. 
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0x04-Level 4. 

0x05-Level 5. 

0x06-Level 6. 

The higher the heat dissipation level of the motor, the higher the heat dissipation capability of the motor, that is, the more 

capable of the motor in handling overload. 

 

Index 
Sub-

index 
Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x205B 0 
Max Motor Torque under 

Max Speed 
‰ 1000—10000 3000 Restart Y 

Set the maximum torque at the maximum speed of the motor. 

 

Index 
Sub-

index 
Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x205C 0 
Max Motor Speed 

under Max Torque 
rev/min 100—20000 6000 Restart Y 

Set the maximum speed at the maximum torque of the motor. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x205D 0 
Motor Tooth-Slot 

Number 
- 1—100 10 Restart Y 

Set the number of motors coggings. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2083 0 

Motor Brake Wire 

Breaked Detecting 

Time 

- 2—16 4 Restart Y 

Set the motor brake disconnection detection time. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21E5 0 
Motor Torque 

Constant 

Nm/ 

mArms 
0—2147483647 0 Restart Y 

Set the motor torque constant. 

If you cannot get the exact value of this parameter, set it to 0. At this point, the inside of the drive considers that the motor 

torque constant = rated motor torque/rated motor current. 
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Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21E7 0 
Motor Temperature 

Sensor Type 
- 0—0x0101010F 0 Restart Y 

Set the type of the motor's temperature sensor. 

Byte0：Motor Temperature sensor type selection 

0x00-No temperature sensor 

0x01-Temperature switch (ON active) 

0x02-Temperature switch (OFF active) 

Byte1, Byte2, Byte3 reserved 
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1.20 Encoder Parameters Settings 

The relevant parameters of the encoder must be set according to the encoder specifications of the used motor. 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2014 0 
Encoder General 

Setting 
— 0—0x01010F00 0x01000000 Restart Y 

Set the general parameters for the encoder. 

Byte0: Reserved 

Byte1: Encoder type 

  0x00-Reserved 

  0x01-PNS 

  0x02-MotorPower 

  0x03-Nikon 

  0x04-Tamagawa 

  0x05-Sankyo 

  0x06-HCFA 

  0x07-Hiperface 

  0x08-BiSS-C(PST) 

  0x09-BiSS-C(YH) 

  0x0A-Nikon (TD) 

Byte2: Encoder multi-turn value counted by drive 

  0x00-Disabled 

  0x01-Enabled 

Only when the encoder type is a single-turn absolute encoder, can the drive count encoder multi-turn value function be 

enabled. This function must be used if the position control mode is running. 

Byte3: Simulated encoder 

  0x00-Disabled 

  0x01-Enabled 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2016 0 
Interface Encoder 

Single-Turn Bits 
Bit 1—31 20 Restart N 

The number of single-turn bits of the interface encoder is a read-only parameter which is automatically set by the drive. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2017 0 
Interface Encoder 

Multi-Turn Bits 
Bit 0—31 11 Restart N 

The parameter of interface encoder multi-turn bits is a read-only parameter which is automatically set by the drive. 

The number of multi-turn bits in the position command issued by the upper computer should not exceed the maximum 

number of bits of motor rotation allowed by the drive. 
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For example, when the parameter value is 10, the multi-turn value in the position command issued by the upper computer 

should be between -1024 and 1023. 

This parameter is not valid when normal infinite position control is valid. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2018 0 
Interface Encoder 

Setting 
— 0—0x031F031F 0x000A000A Restart Y 

Byte0：The single-turn bit of interface encoder 

  0x00-single-turn bit is 10 

  0x01-single-turn bit is 11 

  0x02-single-turn bit is 12 

  0x03-single-turn bit is 13 

  0x04-single-turn bit is 14 

  0x05-single-turn bit is 15 

  0x06-single-turn bit is 16 

  0x07-single-turn bit is 17 

  0x08-single-turn bit is 18 

  0x09-single-turn bit is 19 

  0x0A-single-turn bit is 20 

  0x0B-single-turn bit is 21 

  0x0C-single-turn bit is 22 

  0x0D-single-turn bit is 23 

  0x0E-single-turn bit is 24 

  0x0F-single-turn bit is 25 

  0x10-single-turn bit is 26 

  0x11-single-turn bit is 27 

  0x12-single-turn bit is 28 

  0x13-single-turn bit is 29 

  0x14-single-turn bit is 30 

  0x15-single-turn bit is 31 

Byte1: Single-turn bit mode selection of the interface encoder 

  0x00-Automatic mode 

  0x01-Manual mode 

Byte2: Reserved 

Byte3: Reserved 

Description: 

In the auto setting mode, the interface encoder single-turn resolution = the actual encoder single-turn resolution. 

When the value of interface encoder multi-turn bits (0x2017) does not meet the requirements, the manual mode can be used. 

In this case, the single-turn resolution of the interface encoder is determined by this parameter. 

This parameter is only applicable to absolute encoders, not to incremental encoders. 
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Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2019 0 
Increment Encoder 

Setting 
— 0—0x00010101 0 Restart Y 

Set the incremental encoder parameters. 

Byte0: Incremental encoder UVW phase relationship 

  0x00-In forward rotation, U is 120° electrical angle ahead of V, and V is 120° electrical angle ahead of W 

  0x01-In forward rotation, U lags V 120° electrical angle, while V lags W 120° electrical angle 

Byte1: Incremental encoder AB pulse phase relationship 

  0x00-In forward rotation, pulse A is 90° ahead of pulse B 

  0x01-In forward rotation, pulse B is 90° ahead of pulse A 

Byte2: Index signal moniter switch 

  0x00-Disabled 

  0x01-Enabled 

Byte3: Reserved 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x201B 0 
Absolute encoder 

setting 
— 0—0x03031F3F 0x03001011 Restart Y 

Set the parameters of the absolute encoder. 

Set up the encoder's number of single turn/multi-turn bits and communication rate according to the information of the specific 

driving motor. For related parameters, consult the motor manufacturer. 

Byte0: Single-turn bit of absolute encoder 

  0x00-single-turn bit is 0[Bit] 

  0x01-single-turn bit is 1[Bit] 

  0x02-single-turn bit is 2[Bit] 

  0x03-single-turn bit is 3[Bit] 

  0x04-single-turn bit is 4[Bit] 

  0x05-single-turn bit is 5[Bit] 

  0x06-single-turn bit is 6[Bit] 

  0x07-single-turn bit is 7[Bit] 

  0x08-single-turn bit is 8[Bit] 

  0x09-single-turn bit is 9[Bit] 

  0x0A-single-turn bit is 10[Bit] 

  0x0B-single-turn bit is 11[Bit] 

  0x0C-single-turn bit is 12[Bit] 

  0x0D-single-turn bit is 13[Bit] 

  0x0E-single-turn bit is 14[Bit] 

  0x0F-single-turn bit is 15[Bit] 

  0x10-single-turn bit is 16[Bit] 

  0x11-single-turn bit is 17[Bit] 

  0x12-single-turn bit is 18[Bit] 
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  0x13-single-turn bit is 19[Bit] 

  0x14-single-turn bit is 20[Bit] 

  0x15-single-turn bit is 21[Bit] 

  0x16-single-turn bit is 22[Bit] 

  0x17-single-turn bit is 23[Bit] 

  0x18-single-turn bit is 24[Bit] 

  0x19-single-turn bit is 25[Bit] 

  0x1A-single-turn bit is 26[Bit] 

  0x1B-single-turn bit is 27[Bit] 

  0x1C-single-turn bit is 28[Bit] 

  0x1D-single-turn bit is 29[Bit] 

  0x1E-single-turn bit is 30[Bit] 

  0x1F-single-turn bit is 31[Bit] 

Byte1: Multi-turn bit of absolute encoder 

  0x00-multi-turn bit is 0[Bit] 

  0x01-multi-turn bit is 1[Bit] 

  0x02-multi-turn bit is 2[Bit] 

  0x03-multi-turn bit is 3[Bit] 

  0x04-multi-turn bit is 4[Bit] 

  0x05-multi-turn bit is 5[Bit] 

  0x06-multi-turn bit is 6[Bit] 

  0x07-multi-turn bit is 7[Bit] 

  0x08-multi-turn bit is 8[Bit] 

  0x09-multi-turn bit is 9[Bit] 

  0x0A-multi-turn bit is 10[Bit] 

  0x0B-multi-turn bit is 11[Bit] 

  0x0C-multi-turn bit is 12[Bit] 

  0x0D-multi-turn bit is 13[Bit] 

  0x0E-multi-turn bit is 14[Bit] 

  0x0F-multi-turn bit is 15[Bit] 

  0x10-multi-turn bit is 16[Bit] 

  0x11-multi-turn bit is 17[Bit] 

  0x12-multi-turn bit is 18[Bit] 

  0x13-multi-turn bit is 19[Bit] 

  0x14-multi-turn bit is 20[Bit] 

  0x15-multi-turn bit is 21[Bit] 

  0x16-multi-turn bit is 22[Bit] 

  0x17-multi-turn bit is 23[Bit] 

  0x18-multi-turn bit is 24[Bit] 

Byte2: Absolute encoder communication rate 

  0x00-2.5Mbps 

  0x01-4.0Mbps 
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  0x02-5.0Mbps 

  0x03-8.0Mbps 

Byte3: encoder battery low voltage monitoring selection 

  0x00-disable encoder battery low voltage detection 

  0x01-detect low voltage warning of encoder battery 

  0x02-detect low voltage alarm of encoder battery 

  0x03-detect low voltage warning and alarm of encoder battery 

Description: 

When Byte3 selects 0x00, for encoders that require an external battery, even if the encoder battery voltage is lower than the 

alarm threshold or fault threshold, the servo will not give an alarm or fault prompt. 

When Byte3 selects 0x01, for encoders that require an external battery, if the encoder battery voltage is lower than the alarm 

or fault threshold, the servo only gives an alarm prompt. 

When Byte3 selects 0x02, for encoders that require an external battery, if the encoder battery voltage is lower than the alarm 

or fault threshold, the servo only gives a fault prompt and performs a fault-triggered shutdown. 

When Byte3 selects 0x03, for encoders that require an external battery, if the encoder battery voltage is lower than the alarm 

threshold, and the servo only gives an alarm prompt. When the encoder battery voltage is lower than the fault threshold, the 

servo gives both alarm and fault prompts and performs a fault-triggered shutdown. 

    

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2085 0 
Encoder Multi-Turn 

Upper Limit Value 
Rev 0—65535 0 Restart N 

Set the multi-turn upper limit of the first absolute encoder. 

When the actual multi-turn counting up value of the encoder is greater than the set value, the multi-turn value is adjusted to 0, 

and count up all over again. if the actual multi-turn counting down value of the encoder is less than 0, the multi-turn value is 

adjusted to this set value and count down all over again. 

Only suitable for absolute encoders with multi-turn resolution other than 0. 

When the setting value is 0, the upper limit of the adjusted multi-turn value of the encoder is equal to the upper limit of the 

actual multi-turn value of the encoder. 

Only when servo parameter 0x2000. Byte1 [Position control switch parameter - Infinite position mode switch] is set to 1, that 

is, when the infinite position control mode is enabled, will the parameter setting value be valid. When the infinite position 

control mode is disabled, regardless of the value of this parameter setting, the upper limit of the adjusted multi-turn value of 

the encoder is always equal to the upper limit of the actual multi-turn value of the encoder. 

The setting value of this parameter must be within the range of parameter 0x2017 [Interface encoder multi-turn bits], such as 

0x2017 = 10, then the setting value of this parameter cannot exceed 1023. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21E2 0 
Encoder Inter Status 

Detection Mask 
- 0-4294967295 4294967295 Restart Y 

Based on bitwise definition, when Bit [n] = 1, it indicates the corresponding n-th bit of the internal state of the encoder. 
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Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21F0 0 
Incremental Encoder 

Resolution 
- 1—2147483647 2500 Restart Y 

Set the number of pulses or sine-cosine cycles of the incremental encoder for one rotation of the motor (before 4 times the 

frequency). 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21F5 0 

1Vpp Encoder 

Single Turn Bit 

Setting 

Bit 1—32 20 Restart Y 

Set the single-turn resolution after 1Vpp encoder subdivision. 

When the set value is smaller than the value corresponding to the incremental encoder resolution [0x21F0], the value 

corresponding to [0x21F0] will be used as the actual single-turn resolution. 

You are advised to get the actual single-turn resolution through [0x2016]. 
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1.21 Position Control Settings 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2000 0 
Position control 

switch 
— 0—0x03010303 0x02000000 Restart Y 

Set the position control parameters. 

Byte0：Software position limit function enable switch 

  0x00-Disable software position limit function in all modes. 

  0x01-Enable software position limit function in all modes. 

  0x02-Enable software position limit function only in position control mode. 

Byte1: Infinite position control mode 

  0x00-Disable 

  0x01-Enable normal infinite position control mode 

  0x02-Enable modulo infinite position control mode 

Infinite position control can only be enabled when the position unit is set to Inc and parameter 0x607C = 0. 

When infinite position control is enabled, the following functions will not be available: 

--Position command smooth filtering setting. 

--Position command lowpass filter. 

--Positioning vibration suppression. 

--Software position limit. 

Byte2: Position offset(0x60B0) compensation function 

  0x00-Disable 

  0x01-Enable 

Byte3: Position following error actual value(0x60F4) definition 

  0x00-Position target value minus postion actual value 

  0x01-Position demand value minus postion actual value 

  0x02-Position demand internal value minus postion actual value 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value 
Become 

effective 
Period 

0x2001 0 In Position Setting — 0x00000000—0x00000703 0x00000102 Restart Y 

Set the conditions for affirming that positioning output is complete. 

Byte0: selection of position command source used for judging in postion 

  0x00-uses position target value 

  0x01-uses postion demand value 

  0x02-uses position demand internal value 

Byte1: in position completed condition 

  0x00- in postion is completed when the position following error actual value is below the set value of 0x6067 

  0x01- in postion is completed when the position command has no change and the position following error actual value is 

below the set value of 0x6067 

  0x02- in postion is completed when the position command has no change, and the motor is stationary, and the position 

following error actual value is below the set value of 0x6067 
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  0x03- the position following error actual value is below the set value of 0x6067. When the duration exceeds the set time of 

0x6068, in position is completed 

0x04- the position command has no change and the position following error actual value is below the set value of 0x6067. 

When the duration exceeds the set time of 0x6068, in position is completed 

0x05- the position command has no change, and the motor is stationary, and the position following error actual value is 

below the set value of 0x6067. When the duration exceeds the set time of 0x6068, then in position is completed 

The position following error is determined by the parameter 0x2000.Byte3. 

Byte2, Byte3: Reserved 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2002 0 

Static Position 

Disturbance 

Compensation Gain 

0.001 0—2147483647 0 Immediately N 

Set the static position disturbance compensation gain. When set to 0, the position disturbance compensation function is 

disabled. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value 
Become 

effective 
Period 

0x607D 1 
Min Software 

Position Limit 
PosUnit 

-2147483648—

2147483647 
-1879048193 Immediately Y 

The unit of this parameter is determined by 0x6089 and 0x608A. The set value is the value of the user (application) 

coordinate system. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value 
Become 

effective 
Period 

0x607D 2 
Max Software 

Position Limit 
PosUnit 

-2147483648—

2147483647 
1879048192 Immediately Y 

The unit of this parameter is determined by 0x6089 and 0x608A. The set value is the value of the user (application) 

coordinate system. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value 
Become 

effective 
Period 

0x6067 0 Position window PosUnit 1—4294967295 256 Immediately Y 

The unit of this parameter is determined by 0x6089 and 0x608A. Set the parameter according to the resolution of the actual 

encoder. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x6068 0 Position Window Time ms 0—10000 1 Immediately Y 

Set the positioning completion judgment period. 
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Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x607C 0 Home Offset PosUnit 
-2147483648—

2147483647 
0 Immediately Y 

Set the origin offset of the user (application) coordinate system and the mechanical coordinate system. 

The units are determined by 0x6089 and 0x608A. When infinite position control is enabled, the origin offset can only be set 

to 0. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x607B 1 
Min Position 

Range Limit 
PosUnit 

-2147483648—

2147483647 
-2147483648 Restart N 

For limited position control, the position target value must not be less than the parameter's set value. 

The drive is automatically set according to parameters such as the position factor and the origin offset, and users cannot 

modify it directly. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x607B 2 
Max Position 

Range Limit 
PosUnit 

-2147483648—

2147483647 
2147483647 Restart N 

For limited position control, the position target value cannot be greater than the parameter's setting value. 

The drive is automatically set according to parameters such as the position factor and the origin offset, and users cannot 

modify it directly. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21DF 0 

Static Position 

Disturbance 

Compensation 

Confirmation Time 

ms 1—10000 10 Immediately N 

When the position command no longer changes and the duration exceeds the setting of this parameter, the static position 

disturbance compensation is confirmed to be effective. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21E0 0 

Static Position 

Disturbance 

Compensation 

Acitve Time 

ms 10—10000 100 Immediately N 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x6089 0 
Position Notation 

Index 
- 0—0x00FF 0 Restart Y 

Example: If 0x6089 = 0xFD and 0x608A = 0x01, the setting unit is 0.001m, that is, mm. 

Byte0: Position unit notation index selection 
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  0x03-×1000 

  0x01-×10 

  0x00-×1 

  0xFF-×0.1 

  0xFE-×0.01 

  0xFD-×0.001 

  0xFA-×0.000001 

  0xF7-×0.000000001 

When setting the position unit, also set the motor gear ratio parameters correctly. These parameters include 0x608F, 0x6091, 

0x6092, 0x6093. 

When infinite position control is enabled, only x 1 can be selected as the position unit expression index. 

Byte1, Byte2, Byte3: Reserved 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x608A 0 
Position Dimension 

Index 
- 0—0x00FF 0x00AC Restart Y 

Example: If 0x6089 = 0xFD and 0x608A = 0x01, the setting unit is 0.001m, that is, mm. 

Byte0: Position unit dimension index 

  0x01-Meter(m) 

  0x10-Radian(rad) 

  0x41-Degree(deg) 

  0xAC-Encoder Increment (EncInc) 

When setting the position unit, also set the motor gear ratio parameters correctly. These parameters include 0x608F, 0x6091, 

0x6092, 0x6093. 

When infinite position control is enabled, only Enclnc can be selected as the dimensional index of the position unit. 

Byte1, Byte2, Byte3: Reserved 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x6086 0 
Motion Profile 

Type 
- 0—0x00FF 0 Immediately N 

Example: If 0x6089 = 0xFD and 0x608A = 0x01, the setting unit is 0.001m, that is, mm. 

Byte0: Position profire type 

  0x00-Linear ramp (trapeziodal profile) 

Set the type of motion planning in the position mode. Only the EtherCAT controller is valid in taking control. 

Byte1, Byte2, Byte3: Reserved 
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1.22 Velocity Control Setting 
Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2080 0 
Velocity Control 

Switch 
— 0—0x01010101 0 Restart Y 

Set the parameters associated with the velocity control switch. 

Byte0: Zero speed axis-lock control 

  0x00-Disable 

  0x01-Enable 

Byte1: Velocity offset(0x60B1) compensation function 

  0x00-Disable 

  0x01-Enable 

Byte2: Selection of speed value used for determining motor is stationary or not 

  0x00-Use the speed observation value 

  0x01-Use the speed feedback value 

Byte3: Reserved 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2081 0 
Positive Velocity 

Limit Value 
rev/min 0—100000 6000 Immediately Y 

Set the velocity limit value when the motor is running forward. Valid in velocity control and position control mode. 

The actual motor velocity is influenced by the maximum velocity and maximum planned velocity of the motor and is 

determined by the minimum of these velocity values. 

The forward rotation of the motor refers to the counterclockwise rotation of the motor shaft end. This parameter is 

independent from the parameter 0x607E. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2082 0 
Negative Velocity 

Limit Value 
rev/min 0—100000 6000 Immediately Y 

Set the velocity limit value when the motor runs reversely. Valid in velocity control and position control mode. 

The actual motor velocity is influenced by the maximum velocity and maximum planned velocity of the motor and is 

determined by the minimum of these velocity values. 

The forward rotation of the motor refers to the clockwise rotation of the motor shaft end. This parameter is independent from 

the parameter 0x607E. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x606D 0 Velocity Window VelUnit 1—4294967295 65535 Immediately Y 

Set the threshold for affirming that the velocity has hit the target value 

VelUnit = PosUnit/s ÷ Velocity unit expression index. 

PosUnit is determined by x6089 and 0x608A. Set the parameter according to the actual encoder resolution and mechanical 

transmission composition. 

Detect whether the target velocity is reached only in the CSV and PV modes. 
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Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x606E 0 
Velocity window 

time 
ms 1—65535 10 Immediately Y 

Set the duration for affirming that the velocity has hit the target velocity. 

Detect whether the target velocity is reached only in the CSV and PV modes. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x606F 0 Velocity Threshold VelUnit 1—4294967295 8738 Immediately Y 

Set the zero-velocity judgment threshold. 

VelUnit = PosUnit/s ÷ Velocity unit expression index. 

PosUnit is determined by x6089 and 0x608A. Set the parameter according to the actual encoder resolution and mechanical 

transmission composition. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x6070 0 
Velocity Threshold 

Time 
ms 1—65535 10 Immediately Y 

Set the zero-velocity judgment duration. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x208E 0 
Velocity Reached 

Threshold 
rev/min 10—20000 50 Immediately Y 

Set the threshold for judging those velocities have become consistent. 

If the difference between the velocity command value and the actual velocity is less than (0x208E preset value -5), it is 

determined that the velocity is consistent. 

If the difference between the velocity command value and the actual velocity is greater than (0x208E preset value +5), it is 

determined that the velocity is inconsistent. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x607F 0 
Max Profile 

Velocity 
VelUnit 1—4294967295 2147483647 Immediately Y 

Set the maximum planned velocity in PV and PP control modes. 

The motor speed corresponding to the set value cannot exceed 0x6080. 

VelUnit = PosUnit/s ÷ Velocity unit expression index. 

PosUnit is determined by x6089 and 0x608A. Set the parameter according to the actual encoder resolution and mechanical 

transmission composition. 
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Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x6083 0 Profile Acceleration AccUnit 1—4294967295 50000000 Immediately Y 

Set the planned acceleration in PV and PP control modes. 

AccUnit=PosUnit/s^2÷Acceleration unit representing index 

PosUnit is determined by x6089 and 0x608A. Set the parameter according to the actual encoder resolution and mechanical 

transmission composition. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x6084 0 Profile Deceleration AccUnit 1—4294967295 50000000 Immediately Y 

Set the planned deceleration in PV and PP control modes. 

AccUnit=PosUnit/s^2÷Acceleration unit representing index 

PosUnit is determined by x6089 and 0x608A. Set the parameter according to the actual encoder resolution and mechanical 

transmission composition. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21D8 0 
Zero Speed Axis-

Lock Threshold 
0.1r/min 0—1000 10 Immediately N 

In the velocity control mode, when the velocity command is lower than the parameter setting value, it enters the zero velocity 

shaft lock mode. A position loop is formed inside the servo. If the velocity commanding value is higher than the set value of 

this parameter, it will exit the zero velocity shaft lock mode. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x608B 0 
Velocity Notation 

Index 
- 0—0x00FF 0 Restart Y 

Set the velocity unit expression index. 

Byte0: Velocity notation index selection 

  0x03-×1000 

  0x02-×100 

  0x01-×10 

  0x00-×1 

  0xFF-×0.1 

  0xFE-×0.01 

  0xFD-×0.001 

  0xFA-×0.000001 

Example: 0x6089 = 0xFD, 0x608A = 0x01, 0x608B = 0x01, set the position unit to mm and the velocity unit to 10 * mm/s 

The dimensional index of the velocity unit follows the position unit and is determined as "position unit/second". The drive 

can only set the velocity unit expression index. 

Byte1, Byte2, Byte3: Reserved 
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Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x608D 0 
Acceleration 

Notation Index 
- 0—0x00FF 0 Restart Y 

Set the acceleration unit expression index. 

Byte0: Acceleration notation index selection 

  0x03-×1000 

  0x02-×100 

  0x01-×10 

  0x00-×1 

  0xFF-×0.1 

  0xFE-×0.01 

  0xFD-×0.001 

  0xFA-×0.000001 

Example: when 0x6089 s 0xFD, 0x608A s 0x01, 0x608D s 0x01, set the position unit to mm and the acceleration unit to 

10*mm/s^2 

The dimension index of the acceleration unit follows the position unit and is determined as "position unit/second ^ 2". The 

drive can only set the acceleration unit expression index. 

Byte1, Byte2, Byte3: Reserved 
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1.23 Torque Control Settings 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2100 0 
Positive Direction 

Torque Limit Value 
‰ 0—10000 3000 Immediately Y 

Set the maximum torque value for the forward running of the motor. 

The actual output torque is affected by the maximum torque of the motor 0x6072, the maximum current of the motor 0x6073, 

and the maximum current of the drive, and is determined by the minimum of these set values. 

The forward rotation of the motor refers to the counterclockwise rotation of the motor shaft end. This parameter is 

independent from 0x607E. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2101 0 
Negative Direction 

Torque Limit Value 
‰ 0—10000 3000 Immediately Y 

Set the maximum torque value for the reverse operation of the motor. 

The actual output torque is affected by the maximum torque of the motor 0x6072, the maximum current of the motor 0x6073, 

and the maximum current of the drive, and is determined by the minimum of these set values. 

The forward rotation of the motor refers to the clockwise rotation of the motor shaft end. This parameter is independent from 

0x607E. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2102 0 
Torque Control 

Switch 
- 0—0x01030101 0 Restart N 

Set the parameters of the torque control switch. 

Byte0: Reserved 

Byte1: Torque offset(0x60B2) compensation function 

  0x00-Disable 

  0x01-Enable 

Byte2: Static balance torque compensation selection 

  0x00-Disable 

  0x01-Enable manual compensation 

  0x02-Enable automatic compensation 

Byte3: Reserved 

In the manual static balance torque compensation mode, the user or upper controller needs to set a proper [0x20DA Static 

balance torque compensation value] before the servo is turned on. 

The static balance torque compensation is only valid when the motor brake control mode is [Auto drive control] or [Hybrid 

control]. 

Auto static balance torque compensation mode is not applicable in some situations, such as free stop while the motor is 

running. 
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Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value 
Become 

effective 
Period 

0x20DA 0 

Manual Static 

Balance Torque 

Compensation 

Value 

mNm -100000—100000 0 Immediately Y 

Set the static balance torque compensation value. By setting this parameter reasonably, the instant "nod" action that occurs 

when the servo is powered on can be prevented under gravity load. 

Set the value according to the actual motor torque at the very moment when the servo is powered off. 

It is valid only when the motor brake control mode is set to [Auto drive control] or [Hybrid control]. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2103 0 

Velocity Limit 

During Torque 

Control Mode 

rev/min 0—100000 1000 Immediately Y 

Set the speed limit in the torque control mode. 

The actual speed limit depends on the maximum speed of the motor 0x6080, the maximum value of the forward speed 

0x2081, and the maximum value of the reverse speed 0x2082, and is determined by the minimum of these parameters. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value 
Become 

effective 
Period 

0x6087 0 Torque Slope ‰TN/s 1—4294967295 5000 Immediately N 

Set the torque changing rate for trapezoidal torque planning in the PT mode. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x6088 0 
Torque Profile 

Type 
- 0—0x8301 0 Immediately N 

Set the torque planning mode in the PT mode. It is prohibited to modify this parameter when the servo is ON. 

Byte0: Torque profile type 

  0x00-Linear slope 

  0x01-Reserved 

Byte1, Byte2, Byte3: Reserved 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21B5 0 

Torque Limit Value 

During DC-bus 

UnderVoltage 

% 0—200 50 Immediately Y 

Set the output torque limit value when a DC bus under-voltage alarm occurs. 

When the setting value is 0, this function is disabled, and cannot be enabled until the drive restarts. 
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1.24 Servo Enabling Setting 

This section introduces the related parameters of servo enabling setting. 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2087 0 
Servo ON Axis-

Lock Time 
ms 0—2000 300 Restart N 

Set the shaft lock duration when the servo is ON. 

When the motor brake control mode is set to auto drive control, the actual shaft lock duration during servo ON is determined 

by the maximum value of the sum of this parameter and (0x2154 + 0x2155). 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2154 0 

Motor Brake 

Release OK Delay 

Time 

ms 0—10000 100 Immediately Y 

Set the time from when the drive receives the servo-on command to when the motor brake release command is issued. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2155 0 
Motor Braker 

Release Time 
ms 1—2000 200 Immediately Y 

Set the time from when the motor brake control receives the release signal to the actual release of the machine. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value 
Become 

effective 
Period 

0x20D9 0 
Advanced Control 

Setting 
- 0x00000000—0x01010103 0x00000001 Restart Y 

Byte0: Decouple control method selection 

  0x00-Disable decouple control 

  0x01-Completely decouple control 

  0x02-Partial decouple control 

Partial decoupling control only decouples back EMF coefficient. 

Complete decoupling control decouples resistance, inductance and back EMF coefficients. 

The field weakening control is effective only when the decoupling control is complete. During the partial decoupling control 

or when the decoupling control is disabled, the high-speed running performance of the motor can be affected. 

During partial decoupling control or when decoupling control is disabled, the actual torque observation value can be 

inaccurate. 

Byte1: Servo ON shaft-lock mode 

  0x00-Axis-lock on current position 

  0x00-Axis-lock with zero velocity 

When using the zero-velocity shaft lock mode, the motor might shift position due to disturbance and will not return to the 

position before the shaft lock. To avoid this, you can use the current position shaft lock mode. 
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In the case of gravity, to prevent position drift, use the current position shaft lock mode. 

Byte2: Velocity feedforward calculation mode selection 

  0x00-Mode 0 

  0x01-Mode 1 

Mode 0, low velocity feedforward fluctuation, but slow response. 

Mode 1, high velocity feedforward fluctuation, but fast response. 

Byte3: Reserved 

1.25 Setting of Stop Function 

This section introduces the related parameters of the stop function setting. 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2190 0 
Slow Down Ramp 

Time 
ms 1—10000 100 Immediately N 

Set the stop duration for the motor to gradually decelerate from 1000r/min to zero. 

The actual stop duration also depends on the actual speed when the stop process begins. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2191 0 Slow Down S Time ms 0—1000 0 Immediately N 

Set the motor ramp deceleration S duration. When the setting value is 0, there is no S plan. 

The S duration must be less than half of the ramp deceleration stop duration. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2192 0 

Active Stop 

Completed Velocity 

Threshold 

rev/min 1—200 10 Immediately Y 

Set the judgment speed threshold of completing controlled stop. When stopping under control, if the actual speed is lower 

than this set value and the duration exceeds [0x21DB Active stop completed check time], the drive outputs the motor brake 

signal. Methods of controlled stopping include ramp deceleration stop, emergency deceleration stop, and immediate stop. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2193 0 

Active Stop 

Completed Allowed 

Time 

ms 10—10000 500 Immediately Y 

Set the allowed duration to complete controlled stop. That is, the motor should complete the controlled stop within this 

period, and if the motor has not, the controlled stop process shall be forced to end. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2194 0 
Immediate Stop 

Max Current 
‰ 100—5000 3000 Immediately Y 
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Set the allowed maximum current in immediate stop the unit is set to be a thousandth of the rated motor current. 

The actual current depends on [0x6072 Maximum motor torque], [0x6073 Maximum motor current] and the maximum drive 

current and is determined by the minimum value of these settings. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2195 0 
Fault Reaction Stop 

Option0 
- 0—0x00000001 0x00000001 Restart Y 

Set the group 0 fault stop option. 

Byte 0: Fault reaction stop option code 

  0x00-Disable drive function 

  0x01-Disable drive function, and the motor stops freely 

Byte1: Fault reaction priority 

  0x00-Priority 8 

Byte2, Byte3: Reserved 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2196 0 
Fault Reaction Stop 

Option1 
- 0—0x00070007 0x00000003 Restart Y 

Set the fault stop options for group 1. 

Byte 0: Fault reaction stop option code 

  0x00-Disable drive function 

  0x01-Disable drive function, and the motor stops freely 

  0x02-Slow down on slow down ramp and disable drive function 

  0x03-Slow down on quick stop ramp and disable drive function 

  0x04-Stop immediately and disable drive function 

Byte1: Fault reaction priority 

  0x00-Priority 7 

Byte2, Byte3: Reserved 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2197 0 
Fault Reaction Stop 

Option2 
- 0—0x00070707 0x00000203 Restart Y 

Set the fault stop options for group 2. 

Byte 0: Fault reaction stop option code 

  0x00-Disable drive function 

  0x01-Disable drive function, and the motor stops freely 

  0x02-Slow down on slow down ramp and disable drive function 

  0x03-Slow down on quick stop ramp and disable drive function 

  0x04-Stop immediately and disable drive function 

Byte1: Fault reaction priority 
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  0x00-Priority 8 

  0x01-Priority 7 

  0x02-Priority 6 

  0x03-Priority 5 

  0x04-Priority 4 

  0x05-Priority 3 

  0x06-Priority 2 

  0x07-Priority 1 

The larger the number, the higher the priority. 

Byte2: Fault confirmation delay time option code 

  0x00-Confirm immediately without delay 

  0x01-Confirm with 100ms delay 

  0x02-Confirm with 200ms delay 

  0x03-Confirm with 400ms delay 

  0x04-Confirm with 600ms delay 

  0x05-Confirm with 1000ms delay 

Byte3: Reserved 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2198 0 
Fault Reaction Stop 

Option3 
- 0—0x00070707 0x00000302 Restart Y 

Set the fault stop options for group 3. 

Byte 0: Fault reaction stop option code 

  0x00-Disable drive function 

  0x01-Disable drive function, and the motor stops freely 

  0x02-Slow down on slow down ramp and disable drive function 

  0x03-Slow down on quick stop ramp and disable drive function 

  0x04-Stop immediately and disable drive function 

Byte1: Fault reaction priority 

  0x00-Priority 8 

  0x01-Priority 7 

  0x02-Priority 6 

  0x03-Priority 5 

  0x04-Priority 4 

  0x05-Priority 3 

  0x06-Priority 2 

  0x07-Priority 1 

The larger the number, the higher the priority. 

Byte2: Fault confirmation delay time option code 

  0x00-Confirm immediately without delay 

  0x01-Confirm with 100ms delay 
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  0x02-Confirm with 200ms delay 

  0x03-Confirm with 400ms delay 

  0x04-Confirm with 600ms delay 

  0x05-Confirm with 1000ms delay 

Byte3: Reserved 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2199 0 
Fault Reaction Stop 

Option4 
- 0—0x00070707 0x00000402 Restart Y 

Set the fault stop options for group 4. 

Byte 0: Fault reaction stop option code 

  0x00-Disable drive function 

  0x01-Disable drive function, and the motor stops freely 

  0x02-Slow down on slow down ramp and disable drive function 

  0x03-Slow down on quick stop ramp and disable drive function 

  0x04-Stop immediately and disable drive function 

Byte1: Fault reaction priority 

  0x00-Priority 8 

  0x01-Priority 7 

  0x02-Priority 6 

  0x03-Priority 5 

  0x04-Priority 4 

  0x05-Priority 3 

  0x06-Priority 2 

  0x07-Priority 1 

The larger the number, the higher the priority. 

Byte2: Fault confirmation delay time option code 

  0x00-Confirm immediately without delay 

  0x01-Confirm with 100ms delay 

  0x02-Confirm with 200ms delay 

  0x03-Confirm with 400ms delay 

  0x04-Confirm with 600ms delay 

  0x05-Confirm with 1000ms delay 

Byte3: Reserved 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x219A 0 
Fault Reaction Stop 

Option5 
- 0—0x00070707 0x00000502 Restart Y 

Set the fault stop options for group 5. 

Byte 0: Fault reaction stop option code 

  0x00-Disable drive function 
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  0x01-Disable drive function, and the motor stops freely 

  0x02-Slow down on slow down ramp and disable drive function 

  0x03-Slow down on quick stop ramp and disable drive function 

  0x04-Stop immediately and disable drive function 

Byte1: Fault reaction priority 

  0x00-Priority 8 

  0x01-Priority 7 

  0x02-Priority 6 

  0x03-Priority 5 

  0x04-Priority 4 

  0x05-Priority 3 

  0x06-Priority 2 

  0x07-Priority 1 

The larger the number, the higher the priority. 

Byte2: Fault confirmation delay time option code 

  0x00-Confirm immediately without delay 

  0x01-Confirm with 100ms delay 

  0x02-Confirm with 200ms delay 

  0x03-Confirm with 400ms delay 

  0x04-Confirm with 600ms delay 

  0x05-Confirm with 1000ms delay 

Byte3: Reserved 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x219B 0 
Fault Reaction Stop 

Option6 
- 0—0x00070707 0x00000602 Restart Y 

Set the fault stop options for group 6. 

Byte 0: Fault reaction stop option code 

  0x00-Disable drive function 

  0x01-Disable drive function, and the motor stops freely 

  0x02-Slow down on slow down ramp and disable drive function 

  0x03-Slow down on quick stop ramp and disable drive function 

  0x04-Stop immediately and disable drive function 

Byte1: Fault reaction priority 

  0x00-Priority 8 

  0x01-Priority 7 

  0x02-Priority 6 

  0x03-Priority 5 

  0x04-Priority 4 

  0x05-Priority 3 

  0x06-Priority 2 
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  0x07-Priority 1 

The larger the number, the higher the priority. 

Byte2: Fault confirmation delay time option code 

  0x00-Confirm immediately without delay 

  0x01-Confirm with 100ms delay 

  0x02-Confirm with 200ms delay 

  0x03-Confirm with 400ms delay 

  0x04-Confirm with 600ms delay 

  0x05-Confirm with 1000ms delay 

Byte3: Reserved 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value 
Become 

effective 
Period 

0x219C 0 
Fault Reaction Stop 

Option7 
- 0x00000000—0x00070707 0x00000702 Restart Y 

Set the fault stop options for group 7. 

Byte 0: Fault reaction stop option code 

  0x00-Disable drive function 

  0x01-Disable drive function, and the motor stops freely 

  0x02-Slow down on slow down ramp and disable drive function 

  0x03-Slow down on quick stop ramp and disable drive function 

  0x04-Stop immediately and disable drive function 

Byte1: Fault reaction priority 

  0x00-Priority 8 

  0x01-Priority 7 

  0x02-Priority 6 

  0x03-Priority 5 

  0x04-Priority 4 

  0x05-Priority 3 

  0x06-Priority 2 

  0x07-Priority 1 

The larger the number, the higher the priority. 

Byte2: Fault confirmation delay time option code 

  0x00-Confirm immediately without delay 

  0x01-Confirm with 100ms delay 

  0x02-Confirm with 200ms delay 

  0x03-Confirm with 400ms delay 

  0x04-Confirm with 600ms delay 

  0x05-Confirm with 1000ms delay 

Byte3: Reserved 
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Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x219E 0 

Hardware Limit 

Switch Stop Option 

Code 

- 0—0x000000FF 0x00000002 Immediately Y 

Set the hardware position limit switch trigger stop option code. 

When it is set to stop immediately, the drive's internal speed command is immediately given to zero, and the motor will 

immediately stop with a limited current, which might cause motor vibration. 

Byte0: Hardware limit switch stop option code 

  0xFE-Reaction as a fault 

  0xFF--Disable drive function 

  0x00-Disable drive function, and the motor stops freely 

  0x01-Slow down on slow down ramp and disable drive function 

  0x02-Slow down on quick stop ramp and disable drive function 

  0x03-Stop immediately and disable drive function 

Byte1, Byte2, Byte3: Reserved 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x605A 0 
Quick stop 

option code 
- 0—0x01FF 0x0002 Immediately Y 

Set the hardware position limit switch trigger stop option code. 

When it is set to stop immediately, the drive's internal speed command is immediately given to zero, and the motor will 

immediately stop with a limited current, which might cause motor vibration. 

Byte 0: Quick stop option code 

  0xFF--Disable drive function 

  0x00-Disable drive function, and the motor stops freely 

  0x01-Slow down on slow down ramp and disable drive function 

  0x02-Slow down on quick stop ramp and disable drive function 

  0x03-Stop immediately and disable drive function 

Byte1: Quick stop deceleration selection 

  0x00-Use 0x21B6 value 

  0x01-Use 0x6085 value 

Byte2, Byte3: Reserved 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x605B 0 
Shutdown option 

code 
- 0—0x00FF 0x0001 Immediately Y 

Set shutdown option code 

Byte 0: Shutdown option code 

  0xFF--Disable drive function 

  0x00-Disable drive function, and the motor stops freely 

  0x01-Slow down on slow down ramp and disable drive function 

Byte1, Byte2, Byte3: Reserved 
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Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x605C 0 
Disable operation 

option code 
- 0—0x00FF 0x0001 Immediately Y 

Set servo OFF option code 

Byte 0: Disable operation option code 

  0xFF--Disable drive function 

  0x00-Disable drive function, and the motor stops freely 

  0x01-Slow down on slow down ramp and disable drive function 

Byte1, Byte2, Byte3: Reserved 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21A0 0 STO Option Code - 0—0x00030307 0 Restart Y 

Set the STO action option code. When the STO action stop option code is ≠ 0, the STO action only triggers a stop, not a fault 

alarm. 

When the STO function is not used, disable the STO self-diagnosis function. 

Byte0: STO stop option code 

  0x00-Reaction as a fault 

  0x01-Disable drive function 

  0x02-Disable drive function, and the motor stops freely 

  0x03-Slow down on slow down ramp and disable drive function 

  0x04-Slow down on quick stop ramp and disable drive function 

  0x05-Stop immediately and disable drive function 

Byte3: Servo State Seleciton after STO triggered 

  0x00-Not ready to switch on 

  0x01-Ready to switch on 

  0x02-Switched on 

Byte1, Byte2: Reserved 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x6085 0 
Quick Stop 

Deceleration 
AccUnit 1—4294967295 214748364 Immediately Y 

Set the emergency stop deceleration 

AccUnit=PosUnit/s^2÷Acceleration unit representing index The PosUnit is determined by parameters 0x6089 and 0x608A. 

Set the parameter according to the actual encoder resolution and mechanical transmission composition. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21DB 0 
Active Stop Completed 

Check Time 
ms 0—100 20 Immediately Y 
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When stopped under control, if the actual speed is lower than [0x2192 Active stop completed velocity threshold] and the 

duration exceeds this set value, the drive outputs the motor brake signal. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2150 0 
Motor Brake Active 

Holding Delay Time 
ms 0—10000 300 Immediately Y 

This is the duration that starts from when the drive sends the motor brake command to when the motor output is forbidden. 

After the drive issues a motor brake command, the motor brake can achieve real mechanical braking after a period of time. In 

order to prevent the position of the motor from shifting during this period (especially in the case of gravity load), it is 

necessary to keep motor output for some time. Set this parameter according to the mechanical characteristics of the actual 

motor brake. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2151 0 
Motor Brake 

Control Setting 
- 0—0x01010701 0x01010101 Restart Y 

Byte0: Motor brake wiring break detection switch 

  0x00-Disable 

  0x01-Enable 

Byte1: Motor brake control mode selection 

  0x00-Disabled 

  0x01-Drive automatic control 

  0x02-Drive manual control 

  0x03-Upper controller control 

  0x04-Mixed control 

1) In most occasions, set the motor brake control mode to auto drive control. 

2) If manual control is required through the debugging software, set it to manual drive control. In this case, the right to 

control the drive must be on the debugging software. 

3) If the servo drive needs to be controlled by the upper computer, set it to upper computer control. see parameter [0x60FE] 

for details. In this case, the drive control right must be set to EtherCAT Master. 

4) In the hybrid control mode, when the servo is turned off, it can be controlled by the upper computer. When the servo is 

turned on, it is controlled automatically by the drive. 

5) When set to manual control of the drive, upper computer control, hybrid control, pay attention to safety, especially in the 

case of gravity load. 

Byte2: Motor brake control output mode selection 

  0x00-Normal output mode 

  0x01-Safety output mode 

1) When the motor brake control output mode is set to the normal mode, DO3 must be configured as motor brake. 

2) When the motor brake control output mode is set to the safe mode, DO3 cannot be configured as the motor brake. 

Byte3: Reserved 
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Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2152 0 

Motor Brake Active 

Allowed Delay 

Time 

ms 0—10000 1000 Immediately Y 

Description: 

When the value is set to 0, the delay control is invalid. 

During stopping, if the motor does not stop within this set period, the motor will be forced to brake down . It is valid only 

when parameter 0x203C.Byte1 = 1 (auto drive control mode). 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2153 0 

Motor Brake Active 

Speed Threshold 

Value 

rev/min 1—3000 100 Immediately Y 

Description: 

When the actual speed of the motor is lower than this threshold, immediately activate the motor brake. It is valid only when 

parameter 0x203C.Byte1 = 1 (auto drive control mode). 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2156 0 
Motor Braker 

Action Time 
ms 1—2000 60 Immediately Y 

Description: 

The duration from when the motor brake receives the braking signal to when the braking actually completes. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2157 0 
Motor Braker 

Holding Toruqe 
mNm 1—4294967295 1000 Restart Y 
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1.26 EtherCAT Communication Setting 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21B0 0 

EtherCAT 

Communication 

Setting 

- 0—0x11010101 0 Restart Y 

Byte0: EtherCAT alias name selection 

  0x00-Use alias name stored in ESC EEPROM address 0x0004 

  0x01-Use alias name stored in servo parameter 0x21B2 

Byte1: Reserved 

Byte2: Syncronization mode selection 

  0x00-DS SYNC0 

  0x01-Free Run 

Byte3: Port auto-negotiation selection 

  0x00-Enable input port auto-negotiation, enable output port auto-negotiation 

  0x01-Enable input port auto-negotiation, disable output port auto-negotiation 

  0x10-Disable input port auto-negotiation, enable output port auto-negotiation 

  0x11-Disable input port auto-negotiation, disable output port auto-negotiation 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21B1 0 

EtherCAT SM2 

Event Missed 

Limit 

- 0—255 6 Immediately Y 

Description: 

Set a maximum number of EtherCAT communication SM2 event losses. When the number of SM2 event losses exceeds this 

value, the drive reports an "EtherCAT Communication Exception" fault. When the set value is 0, EtherCAT communication 

timeout exceptions are not detected. 

The larger the set value, the more difficult it is to detect the EtherCAT communication timeout. If this timeout detection is not 

that important, increase this setting value as appropriate. 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21B2 0 
EtherCAT Alias 

Name 
- 0-4294967295 6 Restart Y 
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1.27 CiA402 Setting 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21D6 0 CiA402 setting 1 - 0—0x01010707 0 Restart Y 

Byte0: Definition of status word 0x6041.bit15 

  0x00-Reserved 

  0x01-Motor rotation state (1= rotating) 

  0x02-Alarm detecting state (1=alarm detected) 

  0x03-Homed state (1= homed) 

  0x04-STO status(1=STO) 

Byte1: Definition of status word 0x6041.bit14 

  0x00-Reserved 

  0x01-Motor rotation state (1= rotating) 

  0x02-Alarm detecting state (1=alarm detected) 

  0x03-Homed state (1= homed) 

  0x04-STO status(1=STO) 

Byte2: Object 0x6061 update timing selection 

  0x00-Consistent with object 0x6060 

  0x01-Consistent with the actual control mode 

Byte3: Enter into ready to switch on state automatically switch 

  0x00-Disabled 

  0x01-Enabled 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21D9 0 CiA402 setting 2 - 0—0x03030303 0 Restart Y 

Byte0: Definition of control word 0x6040.Bit12 

  0x00-Reserved 

  0x01-Clear multi-turn value of encoder (rising edge) 

  0x02-Configure encoder (rising edge) 

  0x03-Clear fault of encoder (rising edge) 

Byte1: Definition of control word 0x6040.Bit13 

  0x00-Reserved 

  0x01-Clear multi-turn value of encoder (rising edge) 

  0x02-Configure encoder (rising edge) 

  0x03-Clear fault of encoder (rising edge) 

Byte2: Definition of control word 0x6040.Bit14 

  0x00-Reserved 

  0x01-Clear multi-turn value of encoder (rising edge) 

  0x02-Configure encoder (rising edge) 

  0x03-Clear fault of encoder (rising edge) 

Byte3: Definition of control word 0x6040.Bit15 

  0x00-Reserved 
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  0x01-Clear multi-turn value of encoder (rising edge) 

  0x02-Configure encoder (rising edge) 

  0x03-Clear fault of encoder (rising edge) 

Position loop encoder can be the first encoder or the second encoder according to different settings. 

The encoder initialization configuration is only applicable to Motor Power encoders. 
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Running 

1.28 Precautions before running 

To ensure safe and correct trial operation, check and confirm the following first. When problems are found, handle them properly 

before trial operation. 

Servo motor state: 

⚫ Make sure it is properly configured, wired and connected. 

⚫ Check whether the motor shaft is running smoothly (It is normal that the motor shaft of the servo motor with oil seal has 

higher torque. motor with brake can only rotate after the brake is released). 

⚫ Check whether there are loosened fastening parts (motor encoder connector, motor power cable connector, etc.). 

⚫ For servo motors after long-term storage, inspect them before trial operation. For example, when the motor is oil-sealed, 

check whether the seal is damaged and whether oil has been applied. 

Servo drive state: 

⚫ Make sure that the control supply voltage and power supply voltage supplied to the servo drive are correct. 

⚫ Make sure that the power cable, encoder cable, brake cable, I/O cable are connected correctly. 

 

During the trial operation, do not touch the rotating parts of the motor while the motor is rotating. 

Make sure that there are no persons or other unrelated devices within the movable range of the mechanical 

moving parts. 

 

1.29 Magnetic Pole Phase Angle Detection 

1.29.1 Overview 

Before trial operation of each motor shaft, the parameter 0x2050 (magnetic pole phase angle of the motor) must be set correctly. 

 

Magnetic pole phase angle of the motor refers to the physical offset angle when the motor encoder 

is installed. The angle is related to motor power cable connection, encoder, etc. This parameter 

needs to be reset when the encoder has been replaced or when the motor power cable connection 

has been changed. 

It is known that this value can be manually entered directly. If you directly input the known motor magnetic pole phase angle, 

make sure that the motor phase sequence wiring is correct. When the magnetic pole phase angle of the motor is unknown, use the 

following method to detect it. 

General detection method: Suitable for the case where the motor is not installed on the mechanical device (for example, when 

not installed on the robot body). The motor shaft must be rotated during the test. 

Static detection method: Applicable to the situation where the motor has been installed on the mechanical device (for example, 

installed on the robot body). No need to rotate the motor shaft during the test. 
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1.29.2 Associated parameters 

The parameters associated with this function are shown in the following table: 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2050 0 
Phase Angle of Motor 

Magnetic Pole 
0.001rad 0—6284 3140 Restart Y 

 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21F1 0 
Magnetical Pole Detecting 

Torque 
‰ 1-3000 1000 Restart Y 

0x21F2 0 
Magnetical Pole Detecting 

Torque Up Time 
ms 1- 1000 100 Restart Y 

0x21F3 0 
Magnetical Pole Detecting 

Move Threshold 
inc 1- 65535 5 Restart Y 

0x21F4 0 
Magnetical Pole Detecting 

Stable Time 
ms 1- 65535 500 Restart Y 

The setting unit of the magnetic pole phase angle detection torque is one thousandth of the rated torque of the motor. 

The larger the judgment threshold of the magnetic pole phase angle detection displacement, the larger the motor displacement is 

during the detection. 

The parameters in this table apply only to motors with incremental encoders. 
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1.29.3 How to use 

◼ General detection procedures: 

1. Click [Function] in the menu bar of the debugging software's main interface, click [Servo control] in the drop-down menu, 

and then click the [Magnetic pole phase angle] option. 

 

Or find the shortcut icon of [Magnetic pole phase angle] in the toolbar and click the icon to enter. You can also find the 

shortcut option of [Magnetic pole phase angle] under the corresponding drive model on the left side of the main interface and 

click the icon to enter. 

 

2. In the [Magnetic pole phase angle] dialog box, click the [General method] button. 
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3. There is no need to modify the default settings. Click the [Start] button. 

 

4. When the general detection is complete, you will be prompted that the execution process is complete, and the results are 

successful. Click the [Save] button. 

5. You will be prompted that the general method information was saved successfully. Click the [OK] button. 

6. After the drive is powered on, the magnetic pole phase angle value becomes effective. 

 

If the magnetic pole phase angle detection failure code prompts "1: Phase sequence error" during the test, 

adjust the motor power line phase sequence and try again. 

◼ Static detection procedures: 

1. Click [Function] in the menu bar of the debugging software's main interface, click [Servo Control] in the drop-down menu, 

and then click the [Magnetic Pole Phase Angle] option. 

 

Or find the shortcut icon of the magnetic pole phase angle in the toolbar and click the icon to enter. You can also find the 

shortcut option of [Magnetic Pole Phase Angle] under the corresponding drive model on the left side of the main interface 

and click the icon to enter 
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2. In the [Magnetic Pole Phase Angle] dialog box, click the [Static Method] button. 

 

3. There is no need to modify the default settings. Click the [Start] button. 

 

 

If the detection is unsuccessful, properly adjust parameters such as the magnetic pole phase angle detection 

current, magnetic pole phase angle phase sequence current, and magnetic pole phase angle's phase 
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sequence detection threshold. When you need to detect the phase sequence, select the magnetic pole phase 

angle phase sequence detection switch as [1: Enable phase sequence detection]. 

4. When the static detection is complete, you will be prompted that the execution process is complete, and the results are 

successful. Click the [Save] button. 

5. You will be prompted that the static method information was saved successfully and click the [OK] button. 

6. When the drive is powered on, the motor magnetic pole phase angle parameter takes effect. 

1.30 Trial Operation 

Trial operation is to use the debugging software to control the drive and run the motor in the preset operation mode. There are six 

trial operation modes, namely: simple velocity mode, programming velocity mode, sine wave velocity mode, programming torque 

mode, sine wave torque mode and point-to-point position mode. 

Trial operation window 

Click the [Function] button in the menu bar of the debugging software's main interface and click the [Trial operation] option in 

the drop-down menu. Or find the shortcut icon for trial operation in the toolbar and click the icon to enter. You can also find the 

shortcut option of [Trial operation] under the model number of the drive on the left side of the main interface and double-click the 

option to enter. 

 

The opened trial operation interface is as follows: 
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1.30.1 Simple velocity mode 

Schematic diagram: 
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1. Open the trial operation window and select [Simple velocity mode]. After setting the variables, click [Write] below. 

 

 

When modifying parameters, you can directly select the modification, or you can modify it through the 

buttons in [ ] and [ ] on the left side and right side of the variable. 

The variables are described as follows: 

⚫ [Planned simple velocity target value] Plan the speed of operation and set the upper limit which cannot exceed the 

[Maximum planned simple velocity]. 

⚫ [Planned simple velocity rise time] The time it takes for the motor to accelerate from 0 to the planned simple velocity 

target value. 

⚫ [Planned simple velocity drop time] The time it takes for the motor to decelerate from the planned simple velocity 

target value to 0. 

⚫ [Maximum planned simple velocity] Maximum speed of the planned operation. 
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2. Click the [Servo ON] button. 

 

3. Click the [Forward] button or the [Reverse] button. The motor runs only when the button is pressed and held, and the motor 

stops when the button is released. 

 

4. For continuous operation, select the [Continuous operation] option. Then click the [Forward] button or the [Reverse] button, 

the button description becomes [Stop] and the motor continues to run according to the plan. At this point, just click the 

[Stop] button again to stop the motor operation. 

 

5. Click the [Servo OFF] button to enable the drive, and the operation ends. 
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1.30.2 Programming velocity mode 

Schematic diagram: 
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1. In the trial operation window, select [Programming velocity mode]. After setting the variables, click [Write] below. 

 

The variables are described as follows: 

⚫ [Planned programming velocity target value] Plan the operation velocity. 

⚫ [Planned programming velocity waiting time] The duration that starts from when the forward or reverse rotation is 

clicked to when the motor starts running. 

⚫ [Planned programming velocity rise time] The time it takes for the motor to accelerate from 0 to the planned 

programming velocity target value. 

⚫ [Planned programming velocity drop time] The time it takes for the motor to decelerate from the planned programming 

velocity target value to 0. 

⚫ [Planned programming velocity duration] The duration when the speed keeps running at the target value. 

⚫ [Planned programming velocity S duration] The variable acceleration time, in which the acceleration changes from 

zero to a constant value, or from a constant value to zero. If it is set to 0, the trajectory becomes a T-shaped plan. 

⚫ [Set number of planned programming velocity cycles] The speed changing from 0 to the target value and then back to 0 

makes a cycle. This parameter is the number of cycles that needs to be executed. When set to 0, the program will loop 

indefinitely. 

⚫ [Remaining number of planned programming velocity cycles] Set the total number of cycles less the number of 

executed cycles. 
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⚫ [Alternate planned programming velocity direction] Set to 0: When running in a constant direction, it means that the 

direction of each cycle is consistent. Set to 1: When running in alternating directions, it means that after the direction of 

the first cycle is determined, every subsequent cycle is reverse to the previous cycle. 

2. Click the [Servo ON] button. 

 

3. Click the [Forward] button or the [Reverse] button. The motor executes the program operation. 

 

4. After the program execution is complete, click the [Stop] button. 
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5. Click the [Servo OFF] button to enable the drive, and the operation ends. 

 

1.30.3 Sine wave velocity mode 

Schematic diagram: 

Velocity
[r/min]

Time

Vo

Vm

T=1/F
 

1. In the trial operation window, select [Sine wave velocity mode]. After setting the variables, click [Write] below. 

 

The variables are described as follows: 

⚫ [Planned sine wave velocity amplitude] The amplitude of the sine wave running in the speed mode. 

⚫ [Planned sine wave velocity offset] The offset of the sine speed planning value. 

⚫ [Planned sine wave velocity frequency] The inverse of the sine wave period. 
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2. Click the [Start] button. The motor runs as planned. 

 

 

3. Click the [Stop] button to finish the operation. 

 

1.30.4 Programming torque mode 

Schematic diagram: 

T
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1. In the trial operation window, select [Programming torque mode]. After setting the variables, click [Write] below. 

 

The variables are described as follows: 

⚫ [Torque target value] The target value under torque control. 

⚫ [Planned torque waiting time] The duration from when clicking forward or reverse to when the motor starts running. 

⚫ [Planned torque rise time] The time it takes for the motor to run from 0 torque to the target torque. 

⚫ [Planned torque drop time] The time it takes for the motor to run from the target torque to 0. 

⚫ [Planned torque duration] The period of time in which the motor keeps running after reaching the target value. 

⚫ [Set number of planned torque cycles] The torque changing from 0 to the target value and then 0 makes a cycle. This 

parameter is the number of cycles that needs to be executed. When set to 0, the program will loop indefinitely. 

⚫ [Remaining number of planned torque cycles] Set the number of total cycles less the number of executed cycles. 

⚫ [Alternate planned torque direction] Set to 0: When running in a constant direction, it means that the direction of each 

cycle is consistent. Set to 1: When running in alternating directions, it means that after the direction of the first cycle is 

determined, every subsequent cycle is reverse to the previous cycle. 

⚫ [Velocity limit during torque control] Maximum torque during torque control. 

2. Click the [Enable servo] button. 
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3. Click the [Forward] button or the [Reverse] button. The motor executes the program operation. 

 

4. After the program execution is complete, click the [Stop] button. 
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1.30.5 Sine wave torque mode 

Schematic diagram: 

Torque
[ ]

Time

To

Tm

T=1/F
 

 

1. In the trial operation window, select [Sine wave torque mode]. After setting the variables, click [Write] below. 

 

 The variables are described as follows: 

⚫ [Planned sine wave torque amplitude] The amplitude of the sine wave under torque planning. 

⚫ [Planned sine wave torque offset] 

⚫ [Planned sine wave torque frequency] The inverse of the sine wave period under torque planning. 

⚫ [Velocity limit during torque control] The maximum speed that the motor can reach in torque control mode, 

 

2. Click the [Start] button. The motor runs as planned. 
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3. Click the [Stop] button to finish the operation. 

 

1.30.6 Point-to-point position mode 

Schematic diagram: 
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1.  In the trial operation window, select [Point-to-point position mode]. After setting the variables, click [Write] below. 
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The variables are described as follows: 

⚫ [Remaining number of point-to-point operation cycles] Set the number of cycles - the number of executed cycles. 

⚫ [Point-to-point operation mode] There are two options: 

1) When [Absolute mode] is selected, [Absolute position target value 1] and [Absolute position target value 2] are 

valid. The position value first reaches the setting value of  [Absolute position target value 1], and then the setting 

value of  [Absolute position target value 2]. This makes a cycle. 

2) [Relative position target value] is valid when [Relative mode] is selected. If the position value is increased by a set 

value of [Relative position target value], it makes a cycle. 

⚫ For [Point-to-point direction mode] , there are two options: 

1) [Constant direction operation] means that the next cycle of the motor runs in the same direction as the previous 

cycle. In [Absolute mode], only this direction mode can be selected. 

2) [Alternating direction operation] means that the next cycle of motor running is opposite to the previous cycle. 

⚫ [Set number of point-to-point operation cycles] The number of times the current program is repeatedly executed. 

⚫ [Point-to-point operation velocity] Set the speed at which the motor runs to the target position. 

⚫ [Point-to-point operation acceleration/deceleration time] The time required for the motor to accelerate to the [Point-to-

point operation velocity] or decelerate to 0. 

⚫ [Point-to-point operation waiting time] The time to wait before starting program execution and between each cycle. 

⚫ [Relative position target value] Valid in [Relative mode]. The position value is increased by the changing amount of 

the current parameter setting value. 

⚫ [Absolute position target value 1] Valid in [Absolute mode]. The position value changes to the set value of [Absolute 

position target value 1]. 

⚫ [Absolute position target value 2] Valid in [Absolute mode]. After the position value changes to the set value of 

[Absolute position target value 1], it moves to the set value of [Absolute position target value 2]. 

2. Click the [Start] button. The motor runs as planned. 
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3. Click the [Stop] button to finish the operation. 
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EtherCAT Master Control 

1.31 Control Mode Setting 

Object 0x6060 is used to set the control mode of the slave station, and object 0x6061 is used to display the current control mode. 

In addition, object 0x6502 is used to confirm the control modes supported by the drive. 

0x6502 Supported drive modes 

Index 0x6502 Object type VAR Name Supported drive modes 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO ro UINT32 - Supported drive modes 

1 means that the corresponding mode is supported. 

Bit Description Correspondence 

0 Planned position mode (PP) 1 

1 Velocity mode (VL) 0 

2 Planned velocity mode (PV). 1 

3 Planned torque mode (PT). 1 

4 Reserved 0 

5 Homing mode (HM) 1 

6 Interpolated position mode (IP) 0 

7 Cyclic synchronous position mode (CSP) 1 

8 Cyclic synchronous velocity mode (CSV) 1 

9 Cyclic synchronous torque mode (CST) 1 
 

0x6060 Modes of operation 

Index 0x6060 Object type VAR Name Modes of operation 

Sub-index PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw INT8 - Set the control mode under EtherCAT control 

0x00-Mode unchanged 

0x01-Planned position mode (PP) 

  0x02-Reserved 

  0x03-Planned velocity mode (PV) 

  0x04-Planned torque mode (PT) 

  0x05-Reserved 

  0x06-Homing mode (HM) 

  0x07-Reserved 

  0x08-Cyclic synchronous position mode (CSP) 

  0x09-Cyclic synchronous velocity mode (CSV) 

  0x0A-Cyclic synchronous torque mode (CST) 

Note: The data type of this object is UINT8. When configuring the master station, a parameter 0x5FFF or 0x5FFE needs to 

be configured immediately next to this object to align the data length. 

0x6061 Modes of operation display 
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Index 0x6061 Object type VAR Name Modes of operation display 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 TXPDO rw INT8 - Actual control mode 

0x00-Mode unchanged 

0x01-Planned position mode (PP) 

  0x02-Reserved 

  0x03-Planned velocity mode (PV) 

  0x04-Planned torque mode (PT) 

  0x05-Reserved 

  0x06-Homing mode (HM) 

  0x07-Reserved 

  0x08-Cyclic synchronous position mode (CSP) 

  0x09-Cyclic synchronous velocity mode (CSV) 

  0x0A-Cyclic synchronous torque mode (CST) 

Note: The data type of this object is UINT8. When configuring the master station, a parameter 0x5FFF or 0x5FFE needs to 

be configured immediately next to this object to align the data length. 

0x21B3 Local Modes of Operation 

Index 0x21B3 Object type VAR Name Local Modes of Operation 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw UINT32 - Local operation mode 

Byte0, Byte1: Reserved 

Byte2: Default control mode after power-up 

  0x01-PP 

  0x02-Reserved 

  0x03-PV 

  0x04-PT 

  0x05-Reserved 

  0x06-HM 

  0x07-Reserved 

  0x08-CSP 

  0x09-CSV 

  0x0A-CST 

Byte3: Reserved 
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◼ Control mode setting error diagnosis 

When the control mode is set incorrectly, the drive will prompt fault 0xFF57 (control mode setting error) or alarm 0xE016 

(control mode setting is not supported). 

Possible causes for fault 0xFF57 (control mode setting error): 

⚫ When the servo is enabled, the selected control mode of the controller is not supported by the drive. 

⚫ The control mode is set to CSP/CSV/CST, and EtherCAT has entered the OP state, but SYNC0 is not activated. 

⚫ Control mode switching error in the PP control mode (only supports switching among CPS, CSV and CST modes, 

or between CSP and HM modes). 

⚫ Infinite position control mode is enabled in the PP control mode. 

Possible causes for alarm 0xE016 (control mode setting is not supported): 

⚫ Control mode is set to 0. 

⚫ The control mode is set to a control mode not corresponding to 0x6502 
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1.32 Planned position mode (PP) 

1.32.1 Overview 

As shown in the figure, after the drive receives the position target value, the trajectory generator generates a position command 

and the drive enters the position control stage. 

Trajectory 
generation

position controlTarget position

position 

command
position 

control output

 

 

The following table shows the object dictionary related to the PP mode. 

Index Sub-index Description PDO mapping 

0x6040 0x00 Control word RxPDO 

0x607A 0x00 Target position RxPDO 

0x607B 0x01 Min Position Range Limit NO 

0x607B 0x02 Max Position Range Limit NO 

0x607D 0x01 Min Software Position Limit NO 

0x607D 0x02 Max Software Position Limit NO 

0x6081 0x00 Profile velocity RxPDO 

0x6082 0x00 End velocity RxPDO 

0x607F 0x00 Max Profile Velocity RxPDO 

0x6083 0x00 Profile Acceleration RxPDO 

0x6084 0x00 Profile Deceleration RxPDO 

0x6086 0x00 Motion Profile Type RxPDO 

0x60F2 0x00 Positioning Option Code RxPDO 

0x605D 0x00 Halt option code RxPDO 

0x6041 0x00 Status word TxPDO 

0x60FC 0x00 Position demand internal value TxPDO 

The related objects of the trajectory generator are shown in the figure below. 
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Trajectory generation

Target position（0x607A）

Polarity（0x607E）

Profile velocity（0x6081）

End velocity（0x6082）

Max Profile Velocity（0x607F）

Max Motor Speed（0x6080）

Profile Acceleration（0x6083）

Profile Deceleration（0x6084）

Quick Stop Deceleration（0x6085）

Max Acceleration（0x60C5）

Max Deceleration（0x60C6）

Quick stop option code（0x605A）

Motion Profile Type（0x6086）

Position demand internal 

value（0x60FC）

Status word（0x6041）

Min Position Range Limit（0x607B.01）

Max Position Range Limit（0x607B.02）

Min Software Position Limit（0x607D.01）

Max Software Position Limit（0x607D.02）

 

1.32.2 PP Mode Settings 

In the Profile position mode, select the planned position mode (PP) through parameter 0x6060=0001h and the linear ramp 

(trapezoidal programming) through parameter 0x6086.Byte0=0x00. Supports EtherCAT synchronous mode Free run (servo 

parameter 0x21B0.Byte2=0x01 Free Run needs to be set). 

Bit4, Bit5, Bit6, Bit8 and Bit9 need to be set for control word 0x6040. For the specific settings, see the following table. 

Bit 9 Bit 5 Bit 4 Description 

0 0 0→1 After the current target is set, the setting of the new target takes effect. 

x 1 0→1 The setting of the new target takes effect immediately. 

1 0 0→1 When the current target is set, keep the planned velocity currently set, and transit to the new target setting. 

 

Bit Value Description 

6 
0 The target position is an absolute position. 

1 The target position is the position increment, whose meaning depends on the 0x60F2 setting. 

8 0 Keep operating 

1 The shaft operation pauses according to the setting of the pause option code (0x605D). For the description of object 

0x605D, see Section 1.34.3. 
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State word 0x6041 gives feedback on the operation state of Profile position, as shown in the table below. 

Bit Value Description 

10 0 0x6040.bit8=0, the position target value is not reached. 

0x6040.bit8=1, the motor is decelerating, and the velocity is not 0. 

1 0x6040.bit8=0, the position target value is reached. 

0x6040.bit8=1, the motor velocity is 0. 

12 0 The previous set value has been completed. Waiting for the new set value. 

1 The previous set value is being processed and shall be overwritten by the new set value. 

13 0 No excessive position following error fault. 

1 Excessive position following error fault. 

1.32.3 Description of Object Dictionary 

0x607A Target position 

Index 0x607A Object type VAR Name Target position 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw INT32  Position target value 

Position command value sent to the drive after being planned by the motion controller 

0x607F Max profile velocity 

Index 0x607F Object type VAR Name Max profile velocity 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT32 PosUnit/s Maximum planned velocity 

When the planned velocity exceeds the set value, the operation velocity is limited in the forward and reverse directions. 

0x6081 Profile velocity 

Index 0x6081 Object type VAR Name Profile velocity 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT32  Planned velocity 

Operation velocity after acceleration in the forward and reverse directions 

0x6082 End velocity 

Index 0x6082 Object type VAR Name End velocity 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT32  Planned end velocity 

Velocity when the motor reaches the position target value Usually, if the shaft stops when reaching the position target value, 

the set value is 0. 

0x6083 Profile acceleration 

Index 0x6083 Object type VAR Name Profile acceleration 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT32 PosUnit/s^2 Planned acceleration 
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0x6084 Profile deceleration 

Index 0x6084 Object type VAR Name Profile deceleration 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT32 PosUnit/s^2 Planned deceleration 

0x6086 Motion profile type 

Index 0x6086 Object type VAR Name Motion profile type 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw INT16 - Position profire type 

Set the type of motion planning in the position mode. 

Byte0: Position profire type 

  0x00-Linear ramp (trapeziodal profile) 

0x60F2 Positioning Option Code 

Index 60F2 Object type VAR Name Positioning Option Code 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT16 - Position planning option code 

For position mode operation configuration (currently only PP mode is supported), see the table below. 

Position increment setting option code 

Bit1 Bit0 Description 

0 0 The home position target value (absolute position) is the position increment of the base value. 

0 1 The internal position command value (0x60FC) output by the trajectory generator is the position 

increment of the base value. 

1 0 The actual position value (0x6064) is the side position increment of the base value. 

1 1 Reserved 

Set point immediate update option code 

Bit3 Bit2 Description 

0 0 0x6040 Set point is updated immediately according to Section 1.34.3. 

0 1 After receiving the new setpoint, the operation of the original setpoint is completed first. When the 

original position target is reached, the planned velocity remains unchanged and the setpoint transits to 

the new setpoint. 

1 0 Reserved 

1 1 Reserved 

Set point response auto update option code 

Bit5 Bit4 Description 

0 0 0x6040.bit4 controls the update of the setpoint. 

0 1 The original setpoint is automatically updated after the operation is completed. 

1 0 The setpoint is automatically updated after the cache receives the new setpoint. 

1 1 Reserved 
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0x60FC Position demand internal value 

Index 0x60FC Object type VAR Name Position demand internal value 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 TXPDO ro INT32  Internal position command value 

Position trajectory generator output value 

0x607B Position Range Limit 

Index 0x607B Object type ARRAY Name Position Range Limit 

Sub-index PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO ro UINT8  
Highest sub-index supported 

Maximum sub-index sequence number 

0x01 NO ro INT32 PosUnit 
Min Position Range Limit 

Minimum allowed position range 

0x02 NO ro INT32 PosUnit 
Max Position Range Limit 

Maximum allowed position range 

0x607D Software Position Limit 

Index 0x607D Object type ARRAY Name Software Position Limit 

Sub-index PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO ro UINT8  
Highest sub-index supported 

Maximum sub-index sequence number 

0x01 NO rw INT32 PosUnit 
Min Software Position Limit 

Minimum software position limit 

0x02 NO rw INT32 PosUnit 
Max Software Position Limit 

Maximum software position limit 

 

1.32.4 Operation Exception Diagnosis 

When exception occurs in the Profile position mode, the drive will prompt 0xE027 (Position profile parameters invalid warning) 

or 0xFF40 (Profile position operation error) fault. 

Possible causes for 0xE027 (Position profile parameters invalid warning): 

⚫ The single-turn resolution of the interface encoder is set too high. 

⚫ The distance to the target increment position is less than the distance where the current speed decelerates 

according to the profile deceleration (0x6084) 

⚫ Profile deceleration 0x6084 is set too low. 

⚫ Any object value of 0x6081 (profile velocity), 0x6083 (profile acceleration) and 0x6084 (profile deceleration) is set 

to 0. 

⚫ The deceleration duration exceeds the set value of 0x2193 (active Stop completed allowed time). 

Possible causes for fault 0xFF40 (position planning operation error): 

⚫ More than 4 position target values (including the same position target value) are continuously updated. 

⚫ The control mode is switched during operation. 
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1.33 Cyclic Synchronous Position Mode (CSP) 

1.33.1 Overview 

A position control mode in which the action after the command position generated by the EtherCAT master station (controller) is 

updated according to the compensation cycle. 

The control diagram is as follows. 

Velocity offset
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Position offset
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◼ Action in CSP Control Mode 

The target position is the value of 0x607A (position target value) + 0x60B0 (position offset value), and the target position in CSP 

mode is an absolute position. 

After the servo is enabled, the EtherCAT master station should update the position target when the valid state of the position target 

value is 1 (0x6041.bit12=1). The position target update cycle must be the same as the communication cycle. 

When the servo is disabled, 0x607A (position target value) + 0x60B0 (position offset value) should follow hosts such as 0x6064 

(actual position value). If the motor is moved by external force when the servo is disabled, it is very dangerous the next time the servo 

is enabled due to the action of returning to the input target position. The following action is also required when switching from a 

different control mode back to the CSP control mode. 

When the servo is disabled, if the command position is not consistent with the actual position, hazards can occur. Examples are as 

follows: 

Servo ON

PDS：Operation enabled

Command position 
(command)

Actual 
position

Servo OFF

PDS：Switched on

Servo ON

PDS：Operation enabled

Movement of actual position 
value of workpiece under 

external force

When servo on, the 
workpiece quickly returns 
to the command position

Command position 
(command)

Actual 
position

Command position 
(command)

Actual 
position
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1.33.2 CSP Mode Settings 

Select the cyclic synchronous position mode (CSP) through parameter 0x6060=0008h. 

In the CSP mode, the EtherCAT master station (controller) generates the moving trajectory and transmits the position target value 

to the slave station (servo drive), and the slave station performs position control, velocity control and torque (thrust) control. The 

slave station (servo drive) receives the position command from the EtherCAT master station through the PDO object 0x607A 

(position target value) and gives feedback on the actual position value through object 0x6064. 

State word 0x6041 gives feedback on the operation state, as shown in the table below 

Bit Value Description 

10 0 0x6040.bit8=0, the position target value is not reached. 

0x6040.bit8=1, the motor is decelerating, and the velocity is not 0. 

1 0x6040.bit8=0, the position target value is reached. 

0x6040.bit8=1, the motor velocity is 0. 

12 0 The position target value is invalid. 

1 The position target value is valid. 

13 0 No excessive position following error fault. 

1 Excessive position following error fault. 

The following table shows the object dictionary related to the CSP mode. 

Index Sub-index Description PDO mapping 

0x607A 0x00 Target position RxPDO 

0x60B0 0x00 Position offset  RxPDO 

0x607E 0x00 Polarity NO 

0x607C 0x00 Home Offset NO 

0x6093 0x00 Position factor NO 

0x60FC 0x00 Position demand internal value TxPDO 

0x60F4 0x00 Following error actual value TxPDO 

0x60B1 0x00 Velocity offset  RxPDO 

0x606C 0x00 Velocity actual value TxPDO 

0x60B2 0x00 Torque offset RxPDO 

0x6077 0x00 Torque actual value TxPDO 
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1.33.3 Description of Object Dictionary 

0x607A Target position 

Index 0x607A Object type VAR Name Target position 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw INT32  Position target value 

Position command value sent to the drive after being planned by the motion controller 

0x60B0 Position offset 

Index 0x60B0 Object type VAR Name Position offset 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw INT32  Position offset value 

0x60B1 Velocity offset 

Index 0x60B1 Object type VAR Name Velocity offset 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw INT32  Velocity offset value 

0x60B2 Torque offset 

Index 0x60B2 Object type VAR Name Torque offset 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw INT16  Torque offset value 

0x607E Polarity 

Index 0x607E Object type VAR Name Polarity 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw UINT8 - Motion direction settings 

Byte0: Polarity settings 

  0x00-Positive position command: the motor rotates forward. positive velocity command: the motor rotates forward. 

positive torque command: the motor rotates forward. 

  0xE0-Positive position command: the motor rotates reversely. positive velocity command: the motor rotates reversely. 

positive torque command: the motor rotates reversely. 

0x607C Home offset 

Index 0x607C Object type VAR Name Home offset 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data format Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw INT32 PosUnit Origin offset 

The relative position difference between the user coordinate origin and the mechanical zero point. Once returned to the 

origin, the user coordinate offset is the value of the mechanical origin position plus 0x607C offset. 

Home 
Position

Zero Position

Home offset（0x607C）
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0x6093 Position Factor 

Index 0x6093 Object type ARRAY Name Position Factor 

Sub-index PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO ro UINT8 - 
Highest sub-index supported 

Maximum sub-index sequence number 

0x01 NO rw UINT32 - 
Position Factor Numerator 

 

0x02 NO rw UINT32 - 
Position Factor Denominator 

 

 

0x60F4 Following error actual value 

Index 0x60F4 Object type VAR Name Following error actual value 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 TXPDO ro INT32  Actual position following error 

0x60FC Position demand internal value 

Index 0x60FC Object type VAR Name Position demand internal value 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 TXPDO ro INT32  Internal position command value 

0x606C Velocity actual value 

Index 0x606C Object type VAR Name Velocity actual value 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 TXPDO ro INT32  Actual velocity value 

Provides the actual velocity value obtained by the velocity sensor or the position sensor. 

0x6077 Torque actual value 

Index 0x6077 Object type VAR Name Torque actual value 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 TXPDO ro INT16  Actual torque value 

The actual torque value is consistent with the actual instantaneous torque of the motor. 
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1.33.4 Exception Diagnosis 

When exception occurs in the CSP mode, the drive might report the following faults. The possible causes and solutions for the 

faults are as follows. 

Fault name Fault code Possible causes Solutions 

Excessive position 

following error 
0x8611 

1. The motor load is too large 

2. Improper control parameters 

3. Abnormal release action of 

holding brake 

4. The position following error is 

too large, the determination 

threshold or the determination time 

facility is too small 

1. Reduce the actual mechanical 

load of the motor to ensure that the 

machine is not stuck. 

2. Optimize control parameters and 

enhance corresponding servo 

performance. 

3. Check the motor holding brake 

circuit to ensure that the motor 

holding brake operates normally 

4. Appropriately increase the 

determination threshold or 

determination time for excessive 

position following error 

Target position value 

abnormal 
0xFF22 

1. In CSP mode, at the moment of 

servo enabling, the difference 

between the target position value 

and the actual position value exceeds 

the set threshold value for excessive 

position following error 

2. In CSP mode, when the motor is 

running, the target track 

acceleration exceeds the set 

threshold of the maximum 

acceleration of the parameter, and 

the difference between the target 

value of the position and the actual 

value of the position exceeds the set 

threshold of excessive position 

following error 

1. Check and confirm that there is no 

abnormality between the position 

target value and the position actual 

value, so that the difference does not 

exceed the set threshold of excessive 

position following error 

2. Check and confirm that there is 

no abnormal mutation in the 

position target value, or 

appropriately increase the 

maximum acceleration setting 

threshold or position following 

error threshold 

Target position value 

overflow 
0xFF24 

In position mode, when unlimited 

position control is prohibited, the 

position target value exceeds the 

maximum allowable range 

Perform encoder multi turn zero 

clearing operation, or enable 

infinite position control mode, or 

operate in non position mode 

(torque mode or speed mode) 
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Fault name Fault code Possible causes Solutions 

EtherCAT 

communication period 

error 

0xFF39 

1.EtherCAT communication cycle is 

less than servo control cycle 

2. The EtherCAT communication 

cycle setting is not an integer power 

of 2 of 250us 

1.Adjust the EtherCAT 

communication cycle or servo 

control cycle so that the 

communication cycle is greater than 

the servo control cycle 

2. The EtherCAT communication 

cycle is set to the integer power of 2 

of 250us 

Target position value 

over range 
0xFF42 

When the module infinite position 

control mode or the unlimited 

position control mode is prohibited, 

the position target value exceeds the 

allowable setting range 

The position target value is set 

between the lower limit value of the 

position range and the upper limit 

value of the position range or use 

the normal infinite position mode. 

Position actual value 

overflow 
0xFF83 

In position mode, when unlimited 

position control is prohibited, the 

position actual value exceeds the 

maximum allowable range 

Perform encoder multi turn zero 

clearing operation, or enable 

infinite position control mode, or 

operate in non position mode 

(torque mode or speed mode) 

The second position 

following error 
0xFF8E 

1. The motor load is too large 

2. Improper control parameters 

3. Abnormal release action of 

holding brake 

4. The second position following 

error is too large, the determination 

threshold or the determination time 

facility is too small 

1. Reduce the actual mechanical 

load of the motor to ensure that the 

machine is not stuck. 

2. Optimize control parameters and 

enhance corresponding servo 

performance. 

3. Check the motor holding brake 

circuit to ensure that the motor 

holding brake operates normally 

4. Appropriately increase the 

determination threshold or 

determination time for the second 

excessive position following error 
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1.34 Homing mode (HM) 

1.34.1 Overview 

This section introduces the homing method of the servo drive, and the origin position is also called the base point, reference point 

or zero point. The user can set the velocity, acceleration and method of the homing process or set the origin offset, that is, the 

offset between the zero point of the user coordinate system and the origin position. 

1.34.2 Function Description 

The following table shows the object dictionary related to the home mode. 

Index Sub-index Description PDO mapping 

0x6040 0x00 Control word RxPDO 

0x6041 0x00 Status word RxPDO 

0x6098 0x00 Homing method RxPDO 

0x6099 0x00 Homing speeds RxPDO 

0x609A 0x00 Homing acceleration RxPDO 

0x607C 0x00 Home Offset NO 

 

The input and output relationship of related objects is as shown in the figure below. 

Homing

Control word（0x6040）

Homing Acceleration（0x609A）

Home Offset（0x607C）

Homing Method（0x6098）

Homing speeds（0x6099）

Status word（0x6041）

Position demand internal value（0x60FC）or Position 

demand value（0x6062）

Touch probe function（0x60B8，

not supported）

Touch probe status（0x60B9）

Digital inputs:
Homing switch
Positive limit switch
Negative limit switch

Touch probe1（not supported）

 

There are 5 trigger sources for operation in the home mode: positive limit switch, negative limit switch, origin switch, Touch 

probe1 (not supported for now) and zero pulse signal of incremental encoder (for a single-turn absolute encoder, the zero-pulse 

signal corresponds to the position where the actual single-turn value of the encoder is 0). 

There are 2 homing velocities: limit search velocity (0x6099.0x01) and zero search velocity (0x6099.0x02). The limit search 

velocity should be higher than the zero-point search velocity. 
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In a system with zero point: 

For single-turn absolute encoders and incremental encoders, the homing operation is required every time the encoders are turned 

on. Before the homing operation is performed, the drive prompts the alarm "0xE008-Mechanical origin uncalibrated". After the 

homing operation is successfully performed, the alarm is automatically cleared. 

For multi-turn absolute encoders, only the 35th method (current position) is supported for homing. The homing mode needs to be 

performed again in the following cases. 

1) The multi-turn value of the encoder is reset. 

2) Low battery voltage of the encoder results in loss of the multi-turn value.  

3) The motor or encoder is replaced. 

 

"Mechanical origin uncalibrated" alarm can be set to "0x00 Disable detection" through the parameter 

"0x21D7 Mechanical origin uncalibrated detection setting-Byte0: Mechanical origin uncalibrated 

detection selection". At this time, the drive will no longer detect the "Mechanical origin uncalibrated" 

alarm. The user should modify this parameter as required. 

 

1.34.3 Homing Mode Settings 

To run the homing mode, set 0x6060=6 (HM mode). 

Bit4 and Bit8 need to be set for control word 0x6040. For the specific settings, see the following table: 

Bit Functions Value Description 

4 Start homing 0 Homing process not started 

1 Start the homing process 

8 Pause 0 Allow the homing function (enabling Bit4 is valid) 

1 The motor operation is paused according to the setting of the pause option 

code (0x605D). 

 

Pause option code 0x605D: Select the deceleration to pause the motor operation. The specific settings are as follows: 

Index 0x605D Object type VAR Name Halt option code 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data format Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw UINT16 - Pause option code 

Select the deceleration to pause the motor operation. 

-32768~-1: Reserved. 

0: Reserved 

1: Pause the shaft operation within the ramp deceleration stop duration (0x2190), and keep the servo enabled. 

2: Pause the shaft operation at the emergency stop deceleration (0x6085), and keep the servo enabled. 

3: Pause the shaft operation at the limiting current output, and keep the servo enabled (not supported). 

4: Pause the shaft operation at the limiting voltage output, and keep the servo enabled (not supported). 
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State word 0x6041 gives feedback on the homing state, as shown in the table below 

Bit13: Homing error. Bit12: Homing completed. Bit10: Target value (origin) reached 

Bit13 Bit12 Bit10 Description 

0 0 0 Homing in progress 

0 0 1 Homing terminated or not started 

0 1 0 Origin found, but the target value (origin) not reached 

0 1 1 Origin found, and the target value (origin) reached successfully 

1 0 0 Homing error, and the velocity is not 0 

1 0 1 Homing error, and the velocity is 0 

1 1 X Reserved 

 

1.34.4 Homing method 

1、 Searching Negative Limit Switch and Zero Pulse 

Homing method 1 (0x6098 = 1) is as shown in the figure below. The initial operation direction of the motor is negative, and the 

velocity for searching limit signal is set through 0x6099.0x01. When the negative limit switch is activated, the motor starts to set 

the velocity through 0x6099.0x02 to return to the home position, which is the first index pulse in the positive direction when the 

negative limit switch is activated. 

Index Pulse

Negative Limit Switch

Negative Positive

Speed During Search For 

Swtich（0x6099.0x01）

Speed During Search For Zero

（0x6099.0x02）

Conventional signs

Normal

Activation

1

 

 

2、 Searching Positive Limit Switch and Index Pulse 

Homing method 2 (0x6098 = 2) is as shown in the figure below. The initial operation direction of the motor is positive, and the 

velocity for searching limit signal is set through 0x6099.0x01. When the positive limit switch is activated, the motor starts to set 

the velocity through 0x6099.0x02 to return to the home position, which is the first index pulse in the negative direction when the 

positive limit switch is activated. 
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2

Conventional signs

Speed During Search For 

Swtich（0x6099.0x01）

Speed During Search For Zero

（0x6099.0x02）

Index Pulse

Positive Limit Switch

Negative Positive

Normal

Activation

 

 

3、 Searching Positive Home Switch and Index Pulse 

Homing method 3 (0x6098 = 3) and homing method 4 (0x6098 = 4) are as shown in the figure below. The initial operation 

direction of the motor depends on the initial state of the home switch. When the home switch is in the normal state, the initial 

operation direction of method 3 is positive, and that of method 4 is negative. When the home switch is activated, the initial 

operation direction of method 3 is negative, and that of method 4 is positive. 

During operation, when the home switch state is switched, the home position of method 3 is the first index pulse in the negative 

direction and that of method 4 is the first index pulse in the positive direction. 

The operation velocity before and after the home switch state is switched is the set value of 0x6099.0x01 and 0x6099.0x02, 

respectively. 

3

3

4

4

Speed During Search For 

Swtich（0x6099.0x01）

Speed During Search For Zero

（0x6099.0x02）

Conventional signs

Index Pulse

Home Switch

Negative Positive

Normal

Activation
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4、 Searching Negative Home Switch and Index Pulse 

Homing method 5 (0x6098 = 5) and homing method 6 (0x6098 = 6) are as shown in the figure below. The initial operation 

direction of the motor depends on the initial state of the home switch. When the home switch is in the normal state, the initial 

operation direction of method 5 is negative, and that of method 6 is positive. When the home switch is activated, the initial 

operation direction of method 5 is positive, and that of method 6 is negative. 

During operation, when the home switch state is switched, the home position of method 6 is the first index pulse in the negative 

direction and that of method 5 is the first index pulse in the positive direction. 

The operation velocity before and after the home switch state is switched is the set value of 0x6099.0x01 and 0x6099.0x02, 

respectively. 

6

6

5

5

Speed During Search For 

Swtich（0x6099.0x01）

Speed During Search For Zero

（0x6099.0x02）

Conventional signs

Index Pulse

Home Switch

Negative Positive

Activation

Normal
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5、 Searching Home Switch and Index Pulse 

Homing methods 7, 8, 9 and 10 (0x6098 is set to 7, 8, 9 and 10 respectively) are as shown in the figure below. The initial 

operation direction of the motor depends on the initial state of the home switch. When the home switch is in the normal state, the 

initial operation direction of methods 7, 8, 9 and 10 is positive. When the home switch is activated, the initial operation direction 

of methods 7 and 8 is negative, and that of methods 9 and 10 is still positive. 

During operation, when the home switch state is switched, the home position of methods 7 and 9 is the first index pulse in the 

negative direction and that of methods 8 and 10 is the first index pulse in the positive direction. 

The home switch state is not switched during operation in the positive direction. When the positive limit switch is activated, the 

motor turns to operate in the negative direction and continues to search the limit switch. 

The operation velocity before and after the home switch state is switched is the set value of 0x6099.0x01 and 0x6099.0x02, 

respectively. 

Home Switch

Negative Positive

Normal

Activation

7

Normal

Activation

9

98

8

10

7 10

10

8

7

9

Speed During Search For 

Swtich（0x6099.0x01）

Speed During Search For Zero

（0x6099.0x02）

Conventional signs

Index Pulse

Positive Limit Switch
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Homing methods 11, 12, 13 and 14 (0x6098 is set to 11, 12, 13 and 14 respectively) are as shown in the figure below. The initial 

operation direction of the motor depends on the initial state of the home switch. When the home switch is in the normal state, the 

initial operation direction of methods 11, 12, 13 and 14 is negative. When the home switch is activated, the initial operation 

direction of methods 11 and 12 is positive, and that of methods 13 and 14 is still negative. 

During operation, when the home switch state is switched, the home position of methods 12 and 14 is the first index pulse in the 

negative direction and that of methods 11 and 13 is the first index pulse in the positive direction. 

The home switch state is not switched during operation in the negative direction. When the negative limit switch is activated, the 

motor turns to operate in the positive direction and continues to search the limit switch. 

The operation velocity before and after the home switch state is switched is the set value of 0x6099.0x01 and 0x6099.0x02, 

respectively. 

Index Pulse

Home Switch

Negative Positive

Normal

Activation

Normal

Activation

13

13 12

12

14

1114

14

12

11

13

Negative Limit Switch

11

Speed During Search For 

Swtich（0x6099.0x01）

Speed During Search For Zero

（0x6099.0x02）

Conventional signs
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6、 Homing without Zero Pulse 

Homing method 17 (0x6098 = 17) is as shown in the figure below. The initial operation direction of the motor is negative, and the 

velocity for searching limit signal is set through 0x6099.0x01. When the negative limit switch is activated, the home position is 

the position where the negative limit switch is activated. 

Negative Switch

Negative Positive

Normal

Activation

17

Speed During Search For 

Swtich（0x6099.0x01）

Speed During Search For Zero

（0x6099.0x02）

Conventional signs

 

 

 

Homing method 18 (0x6098 = 18) is as shown in the figure below. The initial operation direction of the motor is the positive 

direction, and the velocity for searching limit signal is set through 0x6099.0x01. When the positive limit switch is activated, the 

home position is the position where the positive limit switch is activated. 

Positive Switch

Negative Positive

Normal

Activation

18

Speed During Search For 

Swtich（0x6099.0x01）

Speed During Search For Zero

（0x6099.0x02）

Conventional signs
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Homing methods 19, 20, 21 and 22 (0x6098 is set to 19, 20, 21 and 22 respectively) are as shown in the figure below. The initial 

operation direction of the motor depends on the initial state of the home switch. When the home switch is in the normal state, the 

initial operation direction of methods 19 and 20 is positive, and that of methods 21 and 22 is negative. When the home switch is 

activated, the initial operation direction of methods 19 and 20 is negative, and that of method 21 and 22 is positive. 

During operation, the home position of methods 19, 20, 21 and 22 is the position where the home switch state is switched. 

Home Switch

Negative Positive

Normal

Activation

19

19

20

20

Speed During Search For 

Swtich（0x6099.0x01）

Speed During Search For Zero

（0x6099.0x02）

Conventional signs

 

Home Swtich

Negative Positive

Normal

Activation

22

22

21

21

Speed During Search For 

Swtich（0x6099.0x01）

Speed During Search For Zero

（0x6099.0x02）

Conventional signs
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Homing methods 23, 24, 25 and 26 (0x6098 is set to 23, 24, 25 and 26 respectively) are as shown in the figure below. The initial 

operation direction of the motor depends on the initial state of the home switch. When the home switch is in the normal state, the 

initial operation direction of methods 23, 24, 25 and 26 is positive. When the home switch is activated, the initial operation 

direction of methods 23 and 24 is negative, and that of methods 25 and 26 is still positive. 

During operation, the home position of methods 23, 24, 25 and 26 is the position where the home switch state is switched. 

The home switch state is not switched during operation in the positive direction. When the positive limit switch is activated, the 

shaft turns to operate in the negative direction and continues to search the limit switch. 

Home Switch

Negative Positive

Normal

Activation

23

Normal

Activation

25

2524

26

23 26

26

24

23

25

Positive Switch

24

Speed During Search For 

Swtich（0x6099.0x01）

Speed During Search For Zero

（0x6099.0x02）

Conventional signs
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Homing methods 27, 28, 29 and 30 (0x6098 is set to 27, 28, 29 and 30 respectively) are as shown in the figure below. The initial 

operation direction of the motor depends on the initial state of the home switch. When the home switch is in the normal state, the 

initial operation direction of methods 27, 28, 29 and 30 is negative. When the home switch is activated, the initial operation 

direction of methods 27 and 28 is positive, and that of methods 29 and 30 is still negative. 

During operation, the home position of methods 27, 28, 29 and 30 is the position where the home switch state is switched. 

The home switch state is not switched during operation in the negative direction. When the negative limit switch is activated, the 

shaft turns to operate in the positive direction and continues to search the limit switch. 

Home Switch

Negative Positive

Normal

Activation

Normal

Activation

29

29 28

28

30

2730

30

28

27

29

Negative Switch

27

Speed During Search For 

Swtich（0x6099.0x01）

Speed During Search For Zero

（0x6099.0x02）

Conventional signs
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7、 Homing with Index Pulse 

Homing method 33 (0x6098 = 33) and Homing method 34 (0x6098 = 34) are as shown in the figure below. When the homing 

operation starts (0x6040.bit4 = 1), the motor searches the origin at the set velocity of 0x6099.0x02. 

The home position of method 33 is the first index pulse in the negative direction of the current position and that of method 34 is 

the first index pulse in the positive direction of the current position. 

Index Pulse

33

34

Speed During Search For 

Swtich（0x6099.0x01）

Speed During Search For Zero

（0x6099.0x02）

Conventional signs

 

 

 

8、 Homing at Current Position 

Homing method 35/37 (0x6098 = 35/37) is as shown in the figure below. When the homing operation starts (0x6040.bit4 = 1), the 

shaft takes the current position as the origin. 

Method 35/37 only supports the homing operation of multi-turn absolute encoders. 

Homing operation 
0x6040.bit4

35/37

1

0

Speed During Search For 

Swtich（0x6099.0x01）

Speed During Search For Zero

（0x6099.0x02）

Conventional signs
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1.34.5 Description of Object Dictionary 

0x607C Home offset 

Index 0x607C Object type VAR Name Home offset 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data format Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw INT32 PosUnit Home offset 

The relative position difference between the user coordinate origin and the mechanical zero point. Once returned to the 

origin, the user coordinate offset is the value of the mechanical origin position plus 0x607C offset. 

Home 
Position

Zero Position

Home offset（0x607C）

 

0x6098 Homing method 

Index 0x6098 Object type VAR Name Homing method 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data format Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw INT8 - Homing method 

0x6099 Homing speeds 

Index 0x6099 Object type REC Name Homing speeds 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data 

format 

Unit Description 

0x00 NO ro UINT8  
Highest sub-index supported 

Maximum sub-index sequence number 

0x01 NO rw UINT32 PosUnit/s 

Speed during search for switch 

Limit search velocity, whose set value must be higher 

than the zero-search velocity. If the set value is higher 

than the velocity limit value, the motor will operate at the 

velocity limit value. 

0x02 NO rw UINT32 PosUnit/s 

Speed during search for zero 

Homing velocity, whose set value must be lower than the 

limit search velocity. If the set value is higher than the 

velocity limit value, the motor will operate at the 

velocity limit value. 

0x609A Homing acceleration 

Index 0x609A Object type VAR Name Homing acceleration 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data format Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT32 PosUnit/s^2 Homing acceleration 

Used to set the acceleration/deceleration for homing. If the set value is higher than the acceleration limit value, the motor 

will operate at the acceleration limit value. 
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1.34.6 Homing Failure Diagnosis 

The following settings or operations will cause homing failure, and the drive will report fault 0xFF36-Homing failure. 

⚫ In the HM mode, 0x6099.0x01 = 0 or 0x6099.0x02 = 0. 

⚫ In the HM mode, 0x6099.01 ≤ 0x6099.02. 

⚫ In the HM mode, the initial state of the positive or negative limit is activated. 

⚫ In the HM mode, method 35 or 37 (0x6098 = 35 or 37) is selected as the homing method for single-turn absolute 

encoders or incremental encoders.  

⚫ In the HM mode, a method other than method 35 (0x6098≠35) is selected as the homing method for multi-turn 

absolute encoders. 

⚫ In the HM mode, the initial state of the shaft is the rotation state. 

⚫ In the HM mode, the position error of two adjacent times for triggering the origin switch or limit switch exceeds 

the set threshold (1/16 turns). 

⚫ In the HM mode, the origin acceleration is set too low. 

⚫ In the HM mode, the setting is a non-existing HM mode. 
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1.35 Cyclic Synchronous Velocity Mode (CSV) 

1.35.1 Overview 

A velocity control mode in which the action after the command velocity generated by the EtherCAT master station (controller) is 

updated according to the compensation cycle. 

The control diagram is as follows. 

0x607E

0x6093

Plarity

Position factor

0x608BVelocity Notation Index

0x608APosition Dimension Index

+
+

Torque actual value
[ ]

0x6077

Torque offset
[ ]

0x60B2

Velocity actual value
[VelUnit]
0x606C

+

+

+

-

-

Velocity offset
[VelUnit]
0x60B1

Target velocity
[VelUnit]
0x60FF

 

 

 

1.35.2 CSV Mode Settings 

Select the cyclic synchronous velocity mode (CSV through parameter 0x6060=0009h. 

In the CSV mode, the EtherCAT master station (controller) generates the moving trajectory and transmits the target velocity to the 

slave station (servo drive), and the slave station performs velocity control and torque (thrust) control. The slave station (servo drive) 

receives the velocity command from the EtherCAT master station through the PDO object 0x60FF (velocity target value) and gives 

feedback on the actual velocity value through object 0x606C. 
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State word 0x6041 gives feedback on the operation state, as shown in the table below 

Bit Value Description 

10 

0 
0x6040.bit8=0, the velocity target value is not reached. 

0x6040.bit8=1, the motor is decelerating, and the velocity is not 0. 

1 
0x6040.bit8=0, the velocity target value is reached. 

0x6040.bit8=1, the motor velocity is 0. 

12 
0 The velocity target value is invalid. 

1 The velocity target value is valid. 

The following table shows the object dictionary related to the CSV mode. 

Index Sub-index Description PDO mapping 

0x60FF 0x00 Target velocity RxPDO 

0x60B1 0x00 Velocity offset RxPDO 

0x607E 0x00 Polarity NO 

0x608B 0x00 Velocity Notation Index NO 

0x608A 0x00 Position Dimension Index NO 

0x606C 0x00 Velocity actual value TxPDO 

0x60B2 0x00 Torque offset RxPDO 

0x6077 0x00 Torque actual value TxPDO 

 

1.35.3 Description of Object Dictionary 

0x60FF Target velocity 

Index 0x60FF Object type VAR Name Target velocity 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw INT32  Target velocity 

Velocity target value, as the input to the trajectory generator. 

0x60B1 Velocity offset 

Index 0x60B1 Object type VAR Name Velocity offset 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw INT32  Velocity offset 

0x607E Polarity 

Index 0x607E Object type VAR Name Polarity 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw UINT8 - Polarity 

Byte0: Polarity settings 

0x00-Positive position command: the motor rotates forward. positive velocity command: the motor rotates forward. positive 

torque command: the motor rotates forward. 

0xE0-Positive position command: the motor rotates reversely. positive velocity command: the motor rotates reversely. 

positive torque command: the motor rotates reversely. 
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0x608B Velocity Notation Index 

Index 0x608B Object type VAR Name Velocity Notation Index 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw UINT8 - Velocity Notation Index 

Set the velocity notation index. 

Byte0: Velocity notation index selection 

  0x03-×1000 

  0x02-×100 

  0x01-×10 

  0x00-×1 

  0xFF-×0.1 

  0xFE-×0.01 

  0xFD-×0.001 

  0xFA-×0.000001 

Example: 0x6089 = 0xFD, 0x608A = 0x01, 0x608B = 0x01, set the position unit to mm and the velocity unit to 10 * mm/s 

The dimensional index of the velocity unit follows the position unit and is determined as "position unit/second". The drive 

can only set the velocity unit expression index. 

0x608A Position Dimension Index 

Index 0x608A Object type VAR Name Position Dimension Index 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw UINT8 - Position Dimension Index 

Example: If 0x6089 = 0xFD and 0x608A = 0x01, the setting unit is 0.001m, that is, mm. 

Byte0: Position unit dimension index 

  0x01-Meter(m) 

  0x10-Radian(rad) 

  0x41-Degree(deg) 

  0xAC-Encoder Increment (EncInc) 

When setting the position unit, also set the motor gear ratio parameters correctly. These parameters include 0x608F, 0x6091, 

0x6092, 0x6093. 

When infinite position control is enabled, only Enclnc can be selected as the dimensional index of the position unit. 

0x606C Velocity actual value 

Index 0x606C Object type VAR Name Velocity actual value 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 TXPDO ro INT32  Actual velocity value 

0x6077 Torque actual value 

Index 0x6077 Object type VAR Name Torque actual value 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 TXPDO ro INT16  Actual torque value 

The actual torque value is consistent with the actual instantaneous torque of the motor. 
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0x60B2 Torque offset 

Index 0x60B2 Object type VAR Name Torque offset 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw INT16  Torque offset 

 

1.35.4 Exception Diagnosis 

When exception occurs in CSV mode, the drive might report the following faults. The possible causes and solutions for the faults 

are as follows. 

Fault name Fault code Possible causes Solutions 

Excessive velocity 

following error 
0xFF34 

1. The motor load is too large 

2. Improper control parameters 

3. Abnormal release action of 

holding brake 

4. The judgment threshold of speed 

following error，or the judgment 

time is too small 

1. Reduce the actual mechanical 

load of the motor to ensure that the 

machine is not stuck. 

2. Optimize control parameters and 

enhance corresponding servo 

performance. 

3. Check the motor holding brake 

circuit to ensure that the motor 

holding brake operates normally 

4. Appropriately increase the 

judgment threshold or judgment 

time for excessive speed following 

error 

EtherCAT 

communication period 

error 

0xFF39 

1.EtherCAT communication cycle is 

less than servo control cycle 

2. The EtherCAT communication 

cycle setting is not an integer power 

of 2 of 250us 

1.Adjust the EtherCAT 

communication cycle or servo 

control cycle so that the 

communication cycle is greater than 

the servo control cycle 

2. The EtherCAT communication 

cycle is set to the integer power of 2 

of 250us 
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1.36 Cyclic Synchronous Torque Mode (CST) 

1.36.1 Overview 

A torque control mode in which the action after the command torque generated by the EtherCAT master station (controller) is updated 

according to the compensation cycle. 

The control diagram is as follows. 

Torque actual value
[ ]

0x6077

+

-

+
+

Torque offset
[ ]

0x60B2

Target torque
[ ]

0x6071 0x607EPolarity

0x6076
Motor rated 

torque

 

1.36.2 CST Mode Settings 

Select the cyclic synchronous torque mode (CST through parameter 0x6060=000Ah. 

In the CST mode, the EtherCAT master station (controller) generates the moving trajectory and transmits 0x6071 (torque target 

value) to the slave station (servo drive) by the cyclic synchronous method, and the slave station performs torque (thrust) control. 

Operation in the CST mode is performed by receiving the torque command from the EtherCAT master station. The servo drive 

receives the torque command through the PDO object 0x6071 and gives feedback on the actual torque value through object 

0x6077. 

State word 0x6041 gives feedback on the operation state, as shown in the table below 

Bit Value Description 

10 

0 
0x6040.bit8=0, the torque target value is not reached. 

0x6040.bit8=1, the motor is decelerating, and the velocity is not 0. 

1 
0x6040.bit8=0, the torque target value is reached. 

0x6040.bit8=1, the motor velocity is 0. 

12 
0 The torque target value is invalid. 

1 The torque target value is valid. 
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The following table shows the object dictionary related to the CST mode. 

Index Sub-index Description PDO mapping 

0x6071 0x00 Torque target RxPDO 

0x60B2 0x00 Torque offset RxPDO 

0x6077 0x00 Torque actual value TxPDO 

0x607E 0x00 Polarity NO 

0x6076 0x00 Motor rated torque NO 

 

1.36.3 Description of Object Dictionary 

0x6071 Target torque 

Index 0x6071 Object type VAR Name Target torque 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw INT16  Target torque 

Torque target value, as the input of torque control. 

0x6077 Torque actual value 

Index 0x6077 Object type VAR Name Torque actual value 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 TXPDO ro INT16  Torque actual value 

The actual torque value is consistent with the actual instantaneous torque of the motor. 

0x60B2 Torque offset 

Index 0x60B2 Object type VAR Name Torque offset 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw INT16  Torque offset 

0x607E Polarity 

Index 0x607E Object type VAR Name Polarity 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw UINT8 - Polarity 

Byte0: Polarity settings 

  0x00-Positive position command: the motor rotates forward. positive velocity command: the motor rotates forward. 

positive torque command: the motor rotates forward. 

  0xE0-Positive position command: the motor rotates reversely. positive velocity command: the motor rotates reversely. 

positive torque command: the motor rotates reversely. 

0x6076 Motor rated torque 

Index 0x6076 Object type VAR Name Motor rated torque 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw UINT32 mNm Motor rated torque 

Provided by the motor manufacturer and used to set the rated torque of the motor. 
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1.36.4 Exception Diagnosis 

When exception occurs in CST mode, the drive might report the following faults. The possible causes and solutions for the faults 

are as follows. 

Fault name Fault code Possible causes Solutions 

Excessive current 

following error 
0xFF21 

1. Unreasonable parameter setting of 

drive regulator leads to excessive 

speed tracking overshoot 

2. Abnormal change of encoder data 

due to electromagnetic noise 

interference 

3. Abnormal change of current 

feedback due to motor damage 

4. The internal circuit of the drive is 

abnormal 

1. Optimize regulator parameters 

2. Improve the electromagnetic 

environment of equipment by 

standardizing wiring and wiring, 

increasing the cross-sectional area of 

grounding wire and adding a 

magnetic ring 

3. Replace the motor  

4. Replace the drive 

Torque saturation fault 0xFF33 

1. The motor load is too large and 

exceeds the torque monitoring alarm 

threshold 

2. The setting of torque saturation 

monitoring threshold is too small 

1. Reduce the actual mechanical 

load of the motor or increase the 

acceleration and deceleration time of 

the motor 

2. Increase the setting value of 

torque saturation monitoring 

threshold. When the threshold is set 

to 0, the fault will not be detected. 

EtherCAT 

communication period 

error 

0xFF39 

1.EtherCAT communication cycle is 

less than servo control cycle 

2. The EtherCAT communication 

cycle setting is not an integer power 

of 2 of 250us 

1.Adjust the EtherCAT 

communication cycle or servo 

control cycle so that the 

communication cycle is greater than 

the servo control cycle 

2. The EtherCAT communication 

cycle is set to the integer power of 2 

of 250us 
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Operation control block diagram 

1.37 Overview 

This section introduces the operation control block diagram of the servo drive in various control modes to help the user better 

understand the system composition intuitively when using the device, and to quickly find the relevant functions and 

corresponding parameters for more efficient debugging. 

The corresponding relationship between the block diagrams and the control mode in this section is as follows: 

◼ Position Mode Control Block Diagram 

⚫  Profile Position Control Mode (pp) 

⚫ Cyclic Position Control Mode (csp) 

⚫ Home Reset Position Control Mode ((hm) 

◼ Velocity Mode Control Block Diagram 

⚫ Profile Velocity Control (pv) 

⚫ Cyclic Velocity Control Mode (csv) 

◼ Torque Mode Control Block Diagram 

⚫ Profile Torque Control (tq) 

⚫ Cyclic Torque Control Mode (cst) 

The main graphic symbols used in this section are as follows: 

Position 
Offset value

[PosUnit]
0x60B0

Icon Description

CiA402 standard monitoring variables
Including variable name, unit, servo index, etc.

functional module. Common modules include associated 
parameters and parameter indexes

Motor, power electronic circuit and other 
hardware equipment

Position actual 
value

[PosUnit]
0x6064

Input parameters, including variable name, unit, servo 
index, etc.

0x20D1Gain

0x20D0Filtering

Custom monitor variables
Including variable names, units, etc.

Position 
reference

[Inc]
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1.38 Position Mode Control Block Diagram 
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1.39 Velocity Mode Control Block Diagram 
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1.40 Torque Mode Control Block Diagram 
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Adjustment 

1.41 Overview of Servo Adjustment Function 

Servo adjustment refers to the process of optimizing the response of the system by setting various adjustment parameters of the 

servo drive. 

The response characteristics of the system are the result of the combination of regulator, filter, vibration suppression and 

compensation functions, so the correlation and influence among parameters must be considered when adjusting. When one 

parameter changes significantly, usually other parameters need adjustments as well. 

1.41.1 Servo adjustment functions 

The various servo adjustment functions are shown below. 

Adjustment function Overview 

System parameter 

identification 

The system parameters such as the inertia moment ratio are automatically estimated. 

Giving priority to this operation during servo adjustment is recommended. 

Basic mode adjustments 
The response characteristics of the system are adjusted by adjusting the proportional gain, 

the integral time constant, and the torque command lowpass filter. 

Stiffness mode adjustment 

According to the stiffness model, the response characteristics of the system are adjusted 

by setting the stiffness level of the system, or respectively setting the stiffness gains of 

the position loop and velocity loop. 

Adaptive gain switching 

According to a preset switching strategy, switching between different gains is to achieve 

the purpose of obtaining better response characteristics under different system operating 

conditions. 

Gain 3 switching 
In addition to the usual gain switching, a third group of gains for the moment of 

shutdown is set to shorten the adjustment time during shutdown. 

Feedforward 
Improves the responsiveness of the system by introducing velocity and acceleration 

feedforward. 

Low pass filters 

Include the position command lowpass filter, velocity command lowpass filter, velocity 

feedback lowpass filter, velocity feedforward lowpass filter, torque command lowpass 

filter, etc., which are used to suppress high-frequency vibration under different operating 

conditions. 

Vibration suppression Used to suppress the mechanical vibration of a specific frequency. 

Friction torque 

compensation 

Used to compensate the influence from static friction torque and viscous friction torque 

on system response. 

Position disturbance 

compensation 
Used to improve the position following performance when the device starts. 

Load disturbance 

compensation 
Used to improve the following performance of the torque response. 

Balanced torque 

compensation 

Used to compensate the instant torque generated by the device's own gravity on the motor 

shaft end when the servo is enabled. 
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1.41.2 Debugging aid 

The data tracing function is integrated in the debugging software used with CDRA. The function supports up to 8 channels of 

simultaneous sampling and a minimum sampling period of 62.5 μs. It can monitor various operating parameters of the servo 

drive. 

In adjusting the servo parameters, the waveform of each target signal can be monitored through the data tracing function to 

confirm whether the adjustment operation takes effect as expected. The practical significance and correlation of each monitoring 

variable are specified in [Operation control block diagram]. 

The debugging software's data tracing function is shown in the figure below, and this section does not provide detailed 

descriptions of its functions. refer to [Monitoring]. 

通道及采样设置

监测变量设置

触发规则设置

采样波形
显示及计算
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1.42 Safety Instructions 

 

1. When the servo is enabled and the motor is rotating, do not touch the rotating parts of the motor. 

2. When the servo motor is running, make it ready for an emergency stop at any time. 

3. During commissioning, make sure that there are no persons or other devices within the movable range 

of the mechanical moving parts. 

1.42.1 Limit setting 

When adjusting the servo parameters, to make sure that the moving parts of the mechanical device move within a safe range, set a 

limit switch to ensure that the motor can stop reliably. The software position limit function of the servo drive can also be used. 

Relevant parameters are as follows: 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value 
Become 

effective 
Period 

0x2000 Position control switch — 0x00000000—0x03010103 0x02000000 Restart Y 

0x607D-1 
Min Software Position 

Limit 
PosUnit 

-2147483648—

2147483647 
-1879048193 Immediately Y 

0x607D-2 
Max Software Position 

Limit 
PosUnit 

-2147483648—

2147483647 
1879048192 Immediately Y 

1.42.2 Torque Limit 

The torque limit function estimates the maximum torque required by mechanical operations and restricts the actual torque to not 

exceed this maximum. It can reduce the impact in the event of mechanical interference or collision. If the torque is set lower than 

the value required for operation, overshoot or vibration can occur. Relevant parameters are as follows: 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value 
Become 

effective 
Period 

0x2100 
Positive Direction Torque 

Limit Value 
‰ 0-10000 3000 Immediately Y 

0x2101 
Negative Direction Torque 

Limit Value 
‰ 0-10000 3000 Immediately Y 

1.42.3 Following error limit 

Position and velocity following error alarms provide effective protection when position and velocity are controlled through servo 

drives. When the motor works inconsistently with commands, proper position and velocity following errors can be set for the 

detection of exceptions to stop the motor. 

When the position command or velocity command changes too fast, the tracing lag value will be larger, which will cause an 

excessive position following error or velocity following error. Keep the acceleration or deceleration of a position or velocity 

command within a range feasible for the motor to trace or increase the position or velocity following error threshold. Relevant 

parameters are as follows: 
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Index Name Unit Setting range Default value 
Become 

effective 
Period 

0x6065 Following Error Window PosUnit 0-4294967295 131072 Immediately Y 

0x6066 Following Error Time Out ms 1-10000 50 Immediately Y 

0x21F7 
2nd Following Error 

Window 
PosUnit 0-4294967295 8388608 Immediately Y 

0x20A3 Velocity following window rev/min 0-10000 50 Immediately Y 

0x20A4 
Velocity following window 

time 
ms 1-10000 50 Immediately Y 

 

 

When the following error window is set to 0, the fault detection of"Excessive position following error" is 

disabled. 

When the Velocity following window is set to 0, the fault detection of "t Excessive velocity following error 

" is disabled. 

When the 2nd Following error window is set to 0, the fault detection of the "The second position following 

error " is disabled. 

1.43 Current Loop Setting 

1.43.1 Overview 

This section introduces the setting method of the related parameters of the current loop regulator. The current loop control settings 

are divided into [Auto setting] and [Manual setting]. 

When [Auto setting] is selected, the setting of the parameter [Current Loop Proportional Gain] (0x2169) and the parameter 

[Current Loop Integration Time Constant] (0x216A) are invalid. Only the parameter [Current Control Gain Auto Setting Factor] 

(0x21E4) is effective. 

When [Manual setting] is selected, the parameter [Current Loop Proportional Gain] (0x2169) and the parameter [Current Loop 

Integration Time Constant] (0x216A) become effective. [Current Control Gain Auto Setting Factor] (0x21E4) is invalid. 

1.43.2 Associated parameters 

The parameters related to [Auto setting] are shown in the table below. 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value 
Become 

effective 
Period 

0x21E3 Current loop control setting — 0-0x00000001 0 Restart Y 

0x21E4 
Current Control Gain Auto 

Setting Factor 
0.001 100-2000 1000 Immediately Y 

The parameters related to [Manual setting] are shown in the table below. 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value 
Become 

effective 
Period 

0x21E3 Current loop control setting — 0-0x00000001 0 Restart Y 

0x2169 Current Loop Proportional Gain 0.001 1-100000 1200 Immediately Y 
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Index Name Unit Setting range Default value 
Become 

effective 
Period 

0x216A 
Current Loop Integration Time 

Constant 
μs 62-1000000 2500 Immediately Y 

 

1.43.3 How to use 

 

During the adjustment, ensure that there are no persons or other irrelevant devices in the movable range of 

the mechanical moving parts, and that reliable emergency shutdown measures are in place. 

◼ Auto setting 

1. Set Byte0 of the parameter [Current loop control setting] (0x21E3) to 0x00 (Auto Setting). Restart the servo drive to make 

the parameter changes take effect. 

2. Trial run the system with the default value of [Current Control Gain Auto Setting Factor] (0x21E4), use the data tracing 

function of the debugging software to trace the response of the system, and then adjust the value of the parameter [Current 

Control Gain Auto Setting Factor] according to the specific conditions. 

3. When it is necessary to improve the response performance of the system, increase the value of [Current Control Gain Auto 

Setting Factor], but if the auto setting coefficient is too high, the current loop can oscillate. 

4. When it is necessary to suppress the current loop oscillation, the value of [Current Control Gain Auto Setting Factor] can be 

reduced, but the system response will also be slowed down accordingly. 

◼ Manual setting 

1. Set Byte0 of the parameter [Current loop control setting] (0x21E3) to 0x01 (manual setting), restart the servo drive to make 

the parameter changes take effect. 

2. Use the data tracing function of the debugging software to trace the response of the system, and then adjust relevant 

parameters according to the actual needs. Each parameter is described below. 

⚫ [Current Loop Control Gain] is used to determine the responsiveness of the current loop. The larger the value, the 

better the response performance. However, if the value is too high, it may cause current loop oscillation and noises. 

⚫ The smaller the setting value of the [Current Loop Integration Time Constant], the stronger the integration effect and 

the better the current loop response performance. However, do not set the value too small, otherwise it may cause 

current loop oscillation and noises. increasing the current loop integration time can reduce the response overshoot, but 

over large current loop integration time might slow down the current loop response. 

 

After the current loop parameters are configured initially, they usually do not need to be adjusted. 
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1.44 System Parameter Identification 

1.44.1 Overview 

The system parameter identification function is used to automatically identify the system's inertia moment ratio, forward and 

reverse static friction torques, and forward and reverse viscous friction coefficients. 

The inertia moment ratio is the benchmark parameter for adjusting gains. For better control effect, it is necessary to set the value 

as accurate as possible. The inertia moment ratio can be obtained by calculation or measurement. For more complex mechanical 

structures, it is difficult to calculate the inertia moment ratio. In this case, use this function to easily obtain a precise load inertia 

moment value. 

In addition, this function can also measure the forward and reverse static friction torques and viscous friction coefficients of the 

system during operation, which is used for the system's friction compensation, to realize more accurate control. 

 

This function is not available in the following situations: 

⚫ The motor can only run in one direction 

⚫ Motor operating range is small, less than ± 1 revolution 

⚫ The motor's allowable operation velocity is relatively small, lower than 100rpm 

Accurate identification results cannot be obtained in the following cases: 

⚫ Motor acceleration torque is too small 

⚫ The system's inertia moment changes greatly during the identification process 

⚫ The dynamic friction of the system is high. 

⚫ The mechanical stiffness of the system is low, and vibration occurs during operation or positioning 

 

1.44.2 Associated parameters 

The parameters associated with this function are shown in the following table: 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21C7 Stiffness level setting — 0-31 14 Immediately N 

0x20C0 Inertia Ratio Setting % 0-5000 100 Immediately Y 

0x20DE 
Static Friction Torque 

Compensation Positive Value 
‰ 0-1000 0 Immediately Y 

0x20DF 

Static Friction Torque 

Compensation Negative 

Value 

‰ 0-1000 0 Immediately Y 

0x20E0 
Friction Torque Viscosity 

Coefficient Positive Value 
0.001 0-1000 0 Immediately Y 

0x20E1 
Friction Torque Viscosity 

Coefficient Negative Value 
0.001 0-1000 0 Immediately Y 

0x2056 Motor Rotor Inertia 
mkg.cm^

2 
1- 4294967295 50 Restart Y 

0x6076 Motor rated torque mNm 1- 4294967295 159 Restart Y 
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Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2053 Motor Rated Speed rev/min 1-100000 3000 Restart Y 

Among them, the load inertia ratio is the ratio of the load equivalent moment of inertia to the moment of inertia of the motor 

rotor. The unit of static friction torque is one thousandth of the rated torque of the motor. The unit of viscous friction coefficient is 

one thousandth of the rated torque of the motor per rated speed. Therefore, the actual value conversion of the system parameter 

identification results is also related to the moment of inertia of the motor rotor, rated torque, rated speed and other parameters. 

1.44.3 How to use 

 

During system parameter identification, the motor will reciprocate.  Ensure that there are no persons or 

other unrelated devices in the movable range of the mechanical moving parts, and that reliable emergency 

shutdown measures are in place. 

The procedures of system parameter identification are shown below. 

1. Connect the servo drive to the system under test, configure the correct motor parameters in the debugging software, and 

change the right of drive control by modifying the parameter 0x20C2.Byte0. 

2. Click [Function] in the main window of the debugging software and select [System parameter identification]. 

3. The pop-up window is shown in the figure below. Please set each variable according to the actual situation. After setting, 

click [Setting] below, and then click [Next]. 

 

The variables are described as follows: 

⚫ [Starting value of load inertia ratio]: The estimated value of the load inertia ratio is used to set the position and speed 

regulator parameters during the identification. The starting value of the load inertia ratio should be close to the actual 

value. otherwise, the motor might not run normally. 

⚫ [Stiffness setting value]: Set the system stiffness level during parameter identification. When the stiffness setting is 

over 15, the regulator parameter for the identification operation is set according to the stiffness of 15. This set value 
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influences the calculation of the regulator parameters in the identification results. For a detailed description of the 

stiffness level, see subsequent sections. 

⚫ [Motor type]: Select a rotating motor. 

⚫ [Acceleration time]: Used to specify the time required for the motor to accelerate to the [Operation velocity] during the 

identification. It needs to be set in line with the [Operation velocity] to obtain a larger acceleration torque, thereby 

improving the identification accuracy. But too high acceleration will cause mechanical oscillation or motor overload. 

⚫ [Operation velocity]: Used to specify the speed at which the motor continues to run stably during the identification. It 

needs to be set in line with [Acceleration time] to obtain a larger acceleration torque, thereby improving the 

identification accuracy. But too high velocity can cause mechanical oscillations. 

⚫ [Operation distance]: Used to specify the number of consecutive running revolutions of the motor in a single direction 

during the identification. Its setting must consider [Acceleration time] and [Operation velocity] to ensure that the motor 

has enough stroke to reach [Operation velocity] and continue to run at this speed for a while. However, it is necessary 

to consider the allowed stroke of the specific device. 

4. The software automatically determines whether the planning parameters are reasonable, and if the result is Fail, the abnormal 

parameters are marked in red, and the parameters should be re-modified. 
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5. If the result is Pass, the relevant parameters are marked in green. After confirming that the working environment is safe and 

correct, click [Enable] below. 

 

6. After enabling, click [Trial operation]. During the trial operation, the motor will run one cycle back and forth. Observe 

whether the motor runs as intended. 

 

7. The following window pops up after the trial operation. If the running is normal, select the [Normal] option in the figure 

below and click [OK]. otherwise, find out the cause and adjust the parameters. After that, the next step in the interface below 

becomes optional, click [Next]. 
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8. After the trial operation is passed, parameter identification can be performed. Click the [Start] button in the figure below and 

the identification function will be performed automatically. After the progress bar reaches 100%, the identification process 

ends. 

 

9. After the identification is completed, the identification results are presented in the following figure, and after confirming that 

they are correct, you can click [Save results] below to write the identification results to the corresponding servo parameters. 

10. The background color of successfully written parameters turns green. Then click [Done]. 

11. Restart the servo drive to make the updated parameter changes take effect. At this point, system parameter identification is 

complete. 
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1.44.4 Real-time identification & real-time auto adjustment 

◼ Real-time identification 

The setting of real-time identification refers to the load inertia ratio of the real-time identification system. The real-time 

identification level can be set according to the speed of load characteristics changes. Relevant parameters are as follows: 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21DC 0 

Real Time 

Identification 

Setting 

- 0—0x00000301 0 Restart Y 

Byte0: Real time identification selection 

  0x00-Disable 

  0x01-Enable 

Byte1: Real time identification level selection 

  0x00-The load characteristics are almost constant 

  0x01-The load characteristics change slowly in minutes 

  0x02-The load characteristics change quickly in seconds 

  0x03-The load characteristics change rapidly in milliseconds 

The real-time identification level is effective only when real-time identification is enabled. 

Byte2 and Byte3 are reserved 

 

 

Real-time identification can be inaccurate in the following situations: 

⚫ The load inertia ratio is more than 10 

⚫ Motor speed is constantly lower than 1% of the rated speed 

⚫ Acceleration and deceleration are lower than the minimum identified acceleration: the speed changes 

by rated speed within 1s 

⚫ The mechanical rigidity is very low 

⚫ The drive mechanism has nonlinear characteristics because of gaps 

◼ Real-time auto adjustment 

Real-time auto adjustment means that the parameter [Load inertia ratio] (0x20C0) can be updated following the real-time 

identification of the load inertia ratio. It is suitable for complicated mechanical structures where the inertia moment ratio is not 

constant. By using this function, the precise value of load inertia moment can be obtained in real time. 

Index Sub-index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21DD 0 
Real Time Auto 

Tuning Setting 
- 0—0x00000001 0 Restart Y 

Byte0: Load inertia ratio selection 

  0x00-Use set value of servo parameter 

  0x01-Use estimated value of real time indentification 

Byte1, Byte2, Byte3 reserved 
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1.45 Stiffness mode gain adjustment 

1.45.1 Overview 

CoolDrive RA supports the gain adjustment method expressed by the stiffness level, and the user can obtain the ideal system 

response performance by adjusting the stiffness level of the servo system. 

To meet the adjustment requirements under different working conditions, the stiffness modes are divided into [Auto stiffness 

mode] and [Manual stiffness mode], as shown in the figure below. 

Velocity 

 

In [Auto stiffness mode], the parameter [Stiffness level] is used for adjustment. When users adjust [Stiffness level], the system 

automatically adjusts the relevant parameters of the position loop, velocity loop and current loop. 

In [Manual stiffness mode], users can adjust parameters such as [Position loop stiffness gain], [Velocity loop stiffness gain], 

[velocity loop control integration time constant] and [Torque command lowpass filter cutoff frequency] respectively to complete 

the adjustment of system response characteristics. 

 

1.45.2 Associated parameters 

The parameters related to [Auto stiffness mode] are as shown in the following table. 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value 
Become 

effective 
Period 

0x21C6 Regulator Basic Control Setting — 0x00000000-0x00000003 0x00000001 Restart Y 

0x21C7 Stiffness level setting — 0-31 14 Immediately N 

0x21E1 Stiffness Level Setting 2 — 0-31 14 Immediately N 

0x20C0 Inertia Ratio Setting % 0-5000 100 Restart Y 
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The parameters related to [Manual stiffness mode] are as shown in the following table. 

Index Name Unit Setting range 
Default 

value 

Become 

effective 
Period 

0x21C6 Regulator Basic Control Setting — 0x00000000-0x00000003 0x00000001 Restart Y 

0x20C0 Inertia Ratio Setting % 0-5000 100 Restart Y 

0x21C8 Position Loop Stiffness Gain 1 0.1/s 0-65535 630 Immediately Y 

0x21C9 Position Loop Stiffness Gain 2 0.1/s 0-65535 630 Immediately Y 

0x21CA Velocity Loop Stiffness Gain 1 
0.1 

Hz 
0-65535 350 Immediately Y 

0x21CB Velocity Loop Stiffness Gain 2 
0.1 

Hz 
0-65535 350 Immediately Y 

0x2166 
Velocity Loop Integration time 

Constant1 
μs 125-1000000 10000 Immediately Y 

0x2168 
Velocity Loop Integration Time 

Constant2 
μs 125-1000000 15000 Immediately Y 

0x2072 
Torque Command Lowpass Filter 

Cutoff Frequency 
Hz 1-8000 8000 Immediately N 

 

 

1. Byte0 of the 0x21C6 parameter [Regulator basic control setting] is used to switch the gain adjustment 

mode: 0x01 for auto stiffness mode and 0x02 for manual stiffness mode. Select the adjustment mode to be 

used before starting the adjustment and conduct a soft reset to make the parameters effective. 

2. Some adjustment variables are divided into two parameters, such as [Stiffness level setting] and [Stiffness 

level setting 2], [Position loop stiffness gain 1] and [Position loop stiffness gain 2]. When the [Gain adaptive 

control] function is enabled, the two sets of parameters will switch to each other according to the preset 

conditions to adapt to the requirements of different working conditions. Refer to subsequent chapters and 

sections for details. 

 

1.45.3 Invalid parameters in the stiffness mode 

Invalid parameters in [Auto stiffness mode] are as follows. 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value 
Become 

effective 
Period 

0x21C8 Position Loop Stiffness Gain 1 0.1/s 0-65535 630 Immediately Y 

0x21C9 Position Loop Stiffness Gain 2 0.1/s 0-65535 630 Immediately Y 

0x2160 Position Loop Proportional Gain1 0.001 0-3000000 1000 Immediately Y 

0x2163 Position Loop Proportional Gain2 0.001 0-3000000 1000 Immediately Y 

0x21CA Velocity Loop Stiffness Gain 1 0.1 Hz 0-65535 350 Immediately Y 

0x21CB Velocity Loop Stiffness Gain 2 0.1 Hz 0-65535 350 Immediately Y 

0x2165 Velocity Loop Proportional Gain1 0.001 1-1000000 6000 Immediately Y 
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Index Name Unit Setting range Default value 
Become 

effective 
Period 

0x2167 Velocity Loop Proportional Gain2 0.001 1-1000000 4000 Immediately Y 

0x2166 
Velocity Loop Integration time 

Constant1 
μs 125-1000000 10000 Immediately 

Y 

0x2168 
Velocity Loop Integration Time 

Constant2 
μs 125-1000000 15000 Immediately 

Y 

0x2072 
Torque Command Lowpass Filter 

Cutoff Frequency 
Hz 1-8000 8000 Immediately N 

Invalid parameters in [Manual stiffness mode] are as follows. 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value 
Become 

effective 
Period 

0x21C7 Stiffness level setting — 0-31 14 Immediately N 

0x21E1 Stiffness Level Setting 2 — 0-31 14 Immediately N 

0x2160 Position Loop Proportional Gain1 0.001 0-3000000 1000 Immediately Y 

0x2163 Position Loop Proportional Gain2 0.001 0-3000000 1000 Immediately Y 

0x2165 Velocity Loop Proportional Gain1 0.001 1-100000 6000 Immediately Y 

0x2167 Velocity Loop Proportional Gain2 0.001 1-100000 4000 Immediately Y 

 

1.45.4 How to use 

 

During the adjustment, ensure that there are no persons or other irrelevant devices in the movable range of 

the mechanical moving parts, and that reliable emergency shutdown measures are in place. 

To ensure the effect of system adjustment, it is recommended to use the [System parameter identification] 

function to obtain the accurate [Load inertia moment ratio]. 

◼ Auto stiffness mode 

1. Input the accurate [Load inertia ratio] (0x20C0) or use the [System parameter identification] function to obtain the [Load 

inertia ratio]. 

2. Set the Byte0 of parameter [Regulator basic control setting] (0x21C6) to 0x01 to set the regulator to [Auto stiffness mode], 

and restart the servo drive, so that the parameter changes take effect. 

3. Trial run the system with the default value or estimated initial value of [Stiffness level setting] (0x21C7), trace the system 

response by using the data tracing function of the debugging software, and then adjust the value of the parameter [Stiffness 

level setting] according to specific conditions. 

4. When system response needs to be improved, the value of stiffness level can be increased, but if the stiffness level is too 

high, system shock may be caused. 

5. When the vibration of the system needs to be suppressed, the value of stiffness level can be decreased, but the response of 

the system will also become worse. 
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◼ Manual stiffness mode 

1. Input the accurate [Inertia Ratio Setting] (0x20C0) or use the [System parameter identification] function to obtain the ‘Load 

inertia ratio’. 

2. Set Byte0 of parameter [Regulator basic control setting] (0x21C6) to 0x02 to set the regulator to [Manual stiffness mode], 

and restart the servo drive, so that the parameter changes take effect. 

3. Use the data tracing function of the debugging software to trace the response of the system, and then adjust relevant 

parameters according to the actual needs. Each parameter is described below. 

⚫ [Position loop stiffness gain] is used to determine the response to the position loop. The bigger the value, the better the 

response and the shorter the positioning time. However, due to the constraint of mechanical characteristics, a too high 

value may cause positioning overshoot or mechanical jitter. 

⚫ [Velocity loop stiffness gain] is used to determine the response to the velocity loop. The bigger the value, the better the 

response. However, a too high value can cause mechanical vibration. 

⚫ The smaller the set value of [velocity loop control integration time constant], the stronger the integration and the better 

the response to the velocity commands. However, a small set value can cause mechanical vibration and noise. 

Increasing the velocity loop control integration time can reduce the overshoot of response, but a too high value might 

slow down the system response. 

⚫ Increasing [Torque command lowpass filter cutoff frequency] can improve system response, while decreasing the value 

can prevent vibration or overshoot. 

4. Generally, the servo parameters can be adjusted in the following sequence. 

⚫ To improve system response 

1) Increase the torque command lowpass filter cutoff frequency 

2) Increase the velocity loop stiffness gain 

3) Decrease the velocity loop control integration time constant 

4) Increase the position loop stiffness gain 

⚫ To slow down system response to prevent vibration and overshoot 

1) Decrease the position loop stiffness gain 

2) Increase the velocity loop control integration time constant 

3) Decrease the velocity loop stiffness gain 

4) Decrease the torque command lowpass filter cutoff frequency 

 

1. If the system vibrates while increasing the velocity loop or position loop stiffness gain, the gain shall 

not be increased further. 

2. Response is the result of all parameters acting together, and when one parameter changes 

significantly, other parameters usually need to be adjusted as well. 

 

1.46 Basic mode gain adjustment 

1.46.1 Overview 

When adopting basic mode gain adjustment, the user can adjust parameters such as [Position Loop Proportional Gain], [Velocity 

Loop Proportional Gain], [Velocity Loop Integration Time Constant] and [Torque Command Lowpass Filter Cutoff Frequency] 

respectively to complete the adjustment of system response characteristics. 
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1.46.2 Associated parameters 

The parameters related to [Basic mode gain adjustment] are shown in the following table. 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value 
Become 

effective 
Period 

0x21C6 Regulator Basic Control Setting — 
0x00000000-

0x00000003 
0x00000001 Restart Y 

0x20C0 Inertia Ratio Setting % 0-5000 100 Restart Y 

0x2160 Position Loop Proportional Gain1 0.001 0-3000000 1000 Immediately Y 

0x2163 Position Loop Proportional Gain2 0.001 0-3000000 1000 Immediately Y 

0x2161 
Positioin Loop Integration Time 

Constant 1 
μs 125-1000000 1000000 Immediately Y 

0x2164 
Positioin Loop Integration Time 

Constant 2 
μs 125-1000000 10000 Immediately Y 

0x2165 Velocity Loop Proportional Gain1 0.001 1-100000 6000 Immediately Y 

0x2167 Velocity Loop Proportional Gain2 0.001 1-100000 4000 Immediately Y 

0x2166 
Velocity Loop Integration time 

Constant1 
μs 125-1000000 10000 Immediately Y 

0x2168 
Velocity Loop Integration Time 

Constant2 
μs 125-1000000 15000 Immediately Y 

0x2072 
Torque Command Lowpass Filter 

Cutoff Frequency 
Hz 1-8000 8000 Immediately N 

 

1.46.3 Invalid parameters in the basic mode 

The invalid parameters in the [Basic mode gain adjustment] mode are as follows. 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21C7 Stiffness level setting — 0-31 14 Immediately N 

0x21E1 Stiffness Level Setting 2 — 0-31 14 Immediately N 
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Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21C8 Position Loop Stiffness Gain 1 0.1/s 0-65535 630 Immediately Y 

0x21C9 Position Loop Stiffness Gain 2 0.1/s 0-65535 630 Immediately Y 

0x21CA Velocity Loop Stiffness Gain 1 0.1 Hz 0-65535 350 Immediately Y 

0x21CB Velocity Loop Stiffness Gain 2 0.1 Hz 0-65535 350 Immediately Y 

1.46.4 How to use 

 

1. During the adjustment, ensure that there are no persons or other irrelevant devices in the movable 

range of the mechanical moving parts, and that reliable emergency shutdown measures are in place. 

2. To guarantee the effect of system adjustment, it is recommended to use the [System parameter 

identification] function to obtain the accurate [Load inertia ratio]. 

3. When [Position loop control integration time constant 1] is set to 1000000, integration control is 

invalid. The setting of invalid integration control only takes effect when the servo is OFF. 

Major steps for using basic mode gain adjustment are as follows. 

1. Input the accurate [Inertia Ratio Setting] (0x20C0) or use the [System parameter identification] function to obtain the 

‘Load inertia ratio’. 

2. Set Byte0 of parameter [Regulator basic control setting] (0x21C6) to 0x00 to set the regulator to [Basic mode], and restart 

the servo drive, so that the parameter changes take effect. 

3. Use the data tracing function of the debugging software to trace the response of the system, and then adjust relevant 

parameters according to the actual needs. Each parameter is described below. 

⚫ [Position loop control gain] is used to determine the response to the position loop. The bigger the value, the better the 

response and the shorter the positioning time. However, due to the constraint of mechanical characteristics, a too high 

value can cause positioning overshoot or mechanical jitter. 

⚫ The smaller the set value of [Position loop control integration time constant], the stronger the integration and the better 

the response to the position commands. However, a small set value might cause position loop oscillation. Increasing 

the position loop integration time can reduce the overshoot of response, but a too high value can slow down the system 

response. 

⚫ The bigger the set value of [Velocity loop control gain], the better the response to the velocity loop. However, a too 

high value can cause mechanical vibration. 

⚫ The smaller the set value of [velocity loop control integration time constant], the stronger the integration and the better 

the response to the velocity commands. However, a small set value can cause mechanical vibration and noise. 

Increasing the velocity loop control integration time can reduce the overshoot of response, but a too high value might 

slow down the system response. 

⚫ Increasing [Torque command lowpass filter cutoff frequency] can improve system response, while decreasing the value 

can prevent vibration or overshoot. 

4. The usual sequence of adjusting parameters is as follows. 

⚫ To improve system response 

1) Increase the torque command lowpass filter cutoff frequency 

2) Increase the proportional gain of the velocity loop 

3) Decrease the velocity loop control integration time constant 

4) Increase the position loop control gain 
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⚫ To slow down system response to prevent vibration and overshoot 

1) Decrease the position loop control gain 

2) Increase the velocity loop control integration time constant 

3) Decrease the proportional gain of the velocity loop 

4) Decrease the torque command lowpass filter cutoff frequency 

 

1. If the system vibrates while increasing the velocity loop or position loop stiffness gain, the gain shall 

not be increased further. 

2. Response is the result of all parameters acting together, and when one parameter changes 

significantly, other parameters usually need to be adjusted as well. 

3. The current loop parameters are only related to the motor parameters, and it is usually unnecessary to 

adjust them after the initial use of the configuration. 
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1.47 Adaptive gain switching 

1.47.1 Overview 

With the [Gain adaptive switching] function, two sets of different adjustment parameters can be switched to each other, to make 

the parameters better match the actual operating conditions of the system and thus improve the system response. Examples: 

⚫ To suppress the vibration during servo locking, the gain during servo locking can be reduced. 

⚫ To shorten the adjustment time during shutdown, the gain during shutdown can be increased. 

⚫ To improve the following of commands, the gain during servo actions can be increased. 

The switching mode of the [Gain adaptive switching] function is shown in the figure below. 

⚫ When the adaptive control function is disabled, the system always uses the first set of gains. 

⚫ When the adaptive control function is enabled, the system switches between the first and second sets of gains according to 

the preset switching conditions. 

 

 

[First set of gains] refers to the regulator parameters marked with the number "1", such as [Position loop 

control gain 1], [Velocity Loop Control Gain 1], etc.. similarly, the [Second set of gains] is the regulator 

parameters marked with the number "2". 
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1.47.2 Associated parameters 

The parameters for setting the [Gain adaptive switching] function are as follows. 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value 
Become 

effective 
Period 

0x216B 
Regulator Adaptive Control 

Setting 
— 0-0x03070101 0x01020000 Restart Y 

0x216E 
Position Regulator Adaptive 

Change High Thrshold Value 
0.001 1-3000 1500 Immediately N 

0x216F 
Position Regulator Adaptive 

Change Low Thrshold Value 
0.001 1-1000 800 Immediately N 

0x216C 
Position Regulator Adaptive 

Change Confirm Time 
ms 0-2000 0 Immediately N 

0x216D 
Position Regulator Adaptive 

Change Smooth Time 
ms 0-2000 0 Immediately N 

0x2170 
Velocity Regulator Adaptive 

Change High Thrshold Value 
0.001 1-3000 1500 Immediately N 

0x2171 
Velocity Regulator Adaptive 

Change Low Thrshold Value 
0.001 1-1000 800 Immediately N 

 

 

The parameters of [Regulator adaptive control setting] involve four Bytes and correspond to different 

settings: 

Byte0: adaptive position loop control switching, for enabling \ disabling adaptive position loop gain 

control. 

Byte1: adaptive velocity loop control switching, for enabling \ disabling adaptive velocity loop gain 

control. 

Byte2: adaptive position loop switching variable, for selecting the variable corresponding to the position 

loop switching condition. 

Byte3: adaptive velocity loop switching variable, for selecting the variable corresponding to the velocity 

loop switching condition. 

The relevant parameters of the [Gain adaptive switching] function are as follows. 

Index Name Unit Setting range 
Default 

value 

Become 

effective 
Period 

0x21C6 Regulator Basic Control Setting — 0x00000000-0x00000003 0x00000001 Restart Y 

0x21C7 Stiffness level setting — 0-31 14 Immediately N 

0x21E1 Stiffness Level Setting 2 — 0-31 14 Immediately N 

0x21C8 Position Loop Stiffness Gain 1 0.1/s 0-65535 630 Immediately Y 

0x21C9 Position Loop Stiffness Gain 2 0.1/s 0-65535 630 Immediately Y 

0x2160 Position Loop Proportional Gain1 0.001 0-3000000 1000 Immediately Y 

0x2163 Position Loop Proportional Gain2 0.001 0-3000000 1000 Immediately Y 
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Index Name Unit Setting range 
Default 

value 

Become 

effective 
Period 

0x21CA Velocity Loop Stiffness Gain 1 0.1 Hz 0-65535 350 Immediately Y 

0x21CB Velocity Loop Stiffness Gain 2 0.1 Hz 0-65535 350 Immediately Y 

0x2165 Velocity Loop Proportional Gain1 0.001 1-100000 6000 Immediately Y 

0x2167 Velocity Loop Proportional Gain2 0.001 1-100000 4000 Immediately Y 

0x2166 
Velocity Loop Integration time 

Constant1 
μs 125-1000000 10000 Immediately Y 

0x2168 
Velocity Loop Integration Time 

Constant2 
μs 125-1000000 15000 Immediately Y 

 

 

When the [Basic mode] is adopted for [Regulator basic control setting], the parameters involved in 

switching are [Position loop control gain] and [Velocity loop control gain]. when the [Manual stiffness 

mode] is adopted, the parameters involved in switching are [Position loop stiffness gain] and [Velocity 

loop stiffness gain]. 

When the [Auto stiffness mode] is adopted, the parameters involved in switching are [Stiffness level 

setting] and [Stiffness level setting 2]. 

 

1.47.3 How to use 

The operation steps of the [Gain adaptive switching] function are as follows. 

1. By adjusting the parameter [Regulator adaptive control setting] (0x216B), select whether to enable the adaptive position loop 

gain control and the adaptive velocity loop gain control respectively, and set the switching variables of the position loop and 

the velocity loop respectively. The switching variable of the velocity loop can be different from that of the position loop, or 

it can follow the adaptive position loop regulator switching variable, which means that it is the same as the switching 

variable of the position loop. After the adjustment, restart the servo drive to make the parameter changes take effect. 

The details of the switching variables are shown in the following table. 

Number Switching variable Basic value of variable 

1 Torque commanding value Rated motor torque 

2 Velocity commanding value Motor Rated Speed 

3 Position error Encoder single-turn bits 

4 Actual velocity feedback Motor Rated Speed 

5 Velocity feedforward Motor Rated Speed 

6 Acceleration feedforward Motor Rated Speed/ms 

7 Positioning completion state —— 

2. Set the first and second sets of gains of the position loop and the velocity loop respectively according to the specific 

requirements. 

3. Pay attention to the following when setting the switching conditions. 

⚫ [Regulator adaptive switching to high/low threshold] is used to specify the switching threshold values. When the 

switching variable is less than the low threshold, regulator parameters are the first set of gains. When the switching 
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variable is between the high and low thresholds, regulator parameters change linearly between the first and second sets 

of gains. When the switching variable is greater than the high threshold, regulator parameters are the second set of 

gains. 

⚫ [Position loop regulator adaptive change confirm time] and [Position loop regulator adaptive change smooth time] are 

only used for switching when the variable is in "positioning completion state". The former is used to specify the time 

between the completion of the switching condition and the start of the gain switching, while the latter to specify the 

time between the start of the gain switching and the completion of the gain switching. The above two parameters are 

invalid when using other switching variables. 

4. An example of two types of switching is shown below. 

high/low thresholds mode confirmation time  transition time mode

confirmation time

transition time 

confirmation time

transition time 
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1.48 Gain 3 

1.48.1 Overview 

The Gain 3 switching function is another option in addition to the usual gain switching function. The positioning adjustment time 

is shortened by increasing the gain during shutdown. 

When Gain 3 is enabled, it takes effect (the gain value is gain 1 × [Gain 3 scale factor]) when the theoretical velocity value 

becomes 0, lasts for a specified period of time, and then switches back to the original gain level. 

 

The Gain 3 switching function only works in the position control mode. 

The Gain 3 switching function is independent of whether the adaptive regulator control is enabled or not. 

Even if the adaptive control is invalid, gain 3 can still take effect. 

1.48.2 Associated parameters 

The parameters for setting the [Gain 3 switching] function are as follows. 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value 
Become 

effective 
Period 

0x20D7 Gain 3rd Effective Time ms 0-1000 0 Restart Y 

0x20D8 Gain 3rd Scale Factor % 50-1000 100 Immediately Y 

 

 

[Gain 3rd Effective Time] specifies the duration after Gain 3 takes effect. When the value is set to 0, Gain 

3 is invalid. 

[Gain 3rd Scale Factor] specifies the multiplier of Gain 3 compared to gain 1, i.e., Gain 3 = gain 1 × the 

multiplier/100. 

[Gain 3 switching] only affects the position loop's proportional gain and the velocity loop's proportional 

gain. 

1.48.3 How to use 

The method about using the [Gain 3 switching] function is as follows. 

1. If the servo stiffness during positioning needs enhancement, the [Gain 3 scale factor] can be increased, and the duration of 

Gain 3 can be adjusted by setting [Gain 3 effective time]. After each adjustment, the drive needs to be restarted to make the 

parameter changes take effect. If oscillation occurs during use, it is usually necessary to reduce the [Gain 3 scale factor]. 

2. In general, when the theoretical velocity value is 0, Gain 3 takes effect, and after the [Gain 3 effective time], gain 1 is 

restored, as shown in the figure below. 
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theoretical velocity 
value

Actual gain

Gain 1st

Gain 3rd

Gain 3rd 
Effective Time

theoretical velocity value 
is 0

 

3. When Gain 3 is effective, if the theoretical velocity value is no longer 0, it will be immediately switched to gain 1, as shown 

in the figure below. 

Gain 1st

theoretical velocity 
value

Actual gain

Gain 3rd

Gain 3rd Effective 
Time

theoretical velocity value is 
0

 

4. When Gain 3 is effective, if the condition for adaptive gain switching is met, the adaptive gain switching will be carried out. 
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1.49 Feedforward 

1.49.1 Overview 

CoolDrive RA's [Feedforward] functions include [Velocity feedforward] and [Acceleration feedforward], as shown in the figure 

below. 

+
++

-

position demand 
value

 position control

velocity 
feedforward

+

-

 Velocity Control

+
+

acceleration 
feedforward

torque control motor

encoder
velocity 

feedback

 position 
feedback

 

In the position control mode, the required velocity control command can be calculated according to the position command, which, 

as the [Velocity feedforward] and together with the output of the position regulator, is the input of the velocity regulator. 

Compared with feedback control, using [Velocity feedforward] can better reduce the position error and improve the response. 

In addition, the required torque command can also be calculated according to the velocity command, which, as the [Acceleration 

feedforward] and together with the output of the velocity regulator, is the input of the torque regulator, improving the response of 

the velocity control system. 

1.49.2 Velocity feedforward 

The parameters for setting the [Velocity feedforward] function are as follows. 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2162 Velocity Feedforward Gain 0.001 0-10000 1000 Immediately Y 

0x2073 
Velocity Feedforward Lowpass 

Filter Cutoff Frequency 
Hz 0-1000 1000 Immediately N 

◼ How to use  

1. Set the [Velocity feedforward lowpass filter cutoff frequency] to the default value of 1000, and gradually increase the value 

of [Velocity feedforward gain] to make the velocity feedforward effective. 

2. Observe the change of position error during the adjustment. Normally, the position error will gradually decrease along with 

the increase of velocity feedforward gain. However, if the feedforward gain is too large, a huge overshoot will occur during 

the acceleration and deceleration process. 

3. In addition, when the update cycle of position command input is much longer than the control cycle of the drive, the use of 

velocity feedforward may cause louder running noise. In this case, improvement can be made by decreasing the [Velocity 

feedforward lowpass filter cutoff frequency] or using a position command filter. 

 

The [Velocity feedforward] function only works in the position control mode. 
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1.49.3 Acceleration feedforward 

The parameters for setting the [Acceleration feedforward] function are as follows. 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value 
Become 

effective 
Period 

0x20D3 Acceleration Feedforward Gain ‰ 0-65535 200 Immediately Y 

0x20D2 

Acceleration Feedforward 

Lowpass Filter Cutoff 

Frequency 

Hz 0-2000 500 Immediately N 

 

 

1. The [Acceleration feedforward] function only works in the position control mode and velocity control 

mode. 

2. When the [Acceleration feedforward gain] is set to 0, acceleration feedforward control is invalid. 

3. When the [Acceleration feedforward lowpass filter cutoff frequency] is set to 0, lowpass filtering is 

disabled. 

◼ How to use  

1. By increasing the [Acceleration feedforward gain], the position error during acceleration and deceleration can be reduced, 

but it cannot be completely adjusted to 0 due to external interference torques. 

2. In addition, by reducing the [Acceleration feedforward lowpass filter cutoff frequency], the running noise caused by the 

introduction of acceleration feedforward can be reduced, but the position error during acceleration and deceleration will 

increase. 
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1.49.4 Acceleration feedforward exceptions correction 

When a position command issued by the upper system is lost in a communication cycle due to interference or other reasons, the 

velocity feedforward and acceleration feedforward will thus become abnormal, affecting the following performance of the motor. 

The parameter [Acceleration feedforward correction threshold] can be used to correct the abnormal situation and make the system 

run smoothly. When the acceleration feedforward value exceeds the set value of this parameter, the drive automatically corrects 

the acceleration feedforward and velocity feedforward. 

acceleration 
feedforward

velocity 
feedforward

Position demand Before correcting

After correcting

Acceleration Feedforward 
Correction Threshold

Acceleration Feedforward 
Correction Threshold

 

The parameters for setting the [Acceleration feedforward correction] function are as follows. 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x20D5 
Acceleration Feedforward 

Correction Threshold 
AccUnit 0-4294967295 0 Immediately Y 

 

 

1. The parameter value must be set reasonably according to the actual trajectory planning. While a too 

small value will affect the following performance, a too high value will prevent the correction of the 

acceleration feedforward exceptions. 

2. When the value is set to 0, the function of auto acceleration feedforward exception correction is 

disabled. 

3. This is applicable to the CSP mode only. 
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1.49.5 Trajectory following zero deviation control 

When the device is in rapid acceleration and deceleration, the motor actions might lag the position commands. By using the 

trajectory following zero deviation control, there is almost no delay in the motor actions corresponding to the position commands. 

because this control mode can prevent trajectory deviation caused by delay in position response and interference between the 

device and moving parts. The parameters for setting the [Trajectory following zero deviation control] function are as follows. 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value 
Become 

effective 
Period 

0x21DE Zero Position Deviation Control Gain 0.001 0-10000 0 Immediately Y 

 

 

1. The [Trajectory following zero deviation control] function only works in the position control mode. 

2. For machines with low rigidity or significant load variation, do not use the trajectory following zero 

deviation control. 

3. When [Trajectory following zero deviation control gain] is set to 0, this control mode is invalid. 
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1.50 Low pass filters 

1.50.1 Overview 

Lowpass filters are used to suppress the high-frequency components in signals, thus reducing the vibration. However, this will 

also increase the delay and thus slow down the response. The effect of these filters is shown in the figure below. 
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CoolDrive RA supports the following lowpass filters. 

Number Name of filter Scope of application 

1 Velocity command lowpass filter Available in position control and velocity control 

2 Velocity feedback lowpass filter Available in position control and velocity control 

3 Velocity feedforward lowpass filter Available in position control 

4 Torque command lowpass filter 
Available in position control, velocity control and torque control, but 

invalid in the auto stiffness mode 

5 Position command lowpass filter Available in position control, but invalid in infinite position control 

6 Position command smoothing filter 
Available in position control CSP mode, but invalid in infinite 

position control 

 

 

When using a lowpass filter, attention shall be paid to its scope of application. 
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1.50.2 Associated parameters 

The parameters for setting the [Low pass filter] function are as follows. 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2076 Lowpass Filter Type Select — 0-0x03030303 0x01010001 Restart Y 

0x2070 
Velocity Command Lowpass 

Filter Cutoff Frequency 
Hz 1-4000 4000 Immediately N 

0x2071 
Velocity Feedback Lowpass 

Filter Cutoff Frequency 
Hz 1-4000 4000 Immediately N 

0x2072 
Torque Command Lowpass 

Filter Cutoff Frequency 
Hz 1-8000 8000 Immediately N 

0x2073 
Velocity Feedforward Lowpass 

Filter Cutoff Frequency 
Hz 0-1000 1000 Immediately N 

0x2074 
Position Command Smooth 

Setting 
— 0-64 0 Immediately N 

0x2075 
Position Command Lowpass 

Filter Cutoff Frequency 
0.1Hz 10-1000 1000 Immediately N 

 

 

The parameter [Lowpass filter type select] is used for enabling and selecting the type of each lowpass filter, and each 

Byte is defined as follows. 

Byte0: Velocity Feedback Lowpass Filter Type (0x00: disabled filter. 0x01: first-order filter. 0x02: second-order filter) 

Byte1: Position Command Lowpass Filter Type (0x00: disabled filter. 0x01: first-order filter. 0x02: second-order filter) 

Byte2: Torque Command Lowpass Filter Type (0x00: disabled filter. 0x01: first-order filter. 0x02: second-order filter) 

Byte3: Velocity Command Lowpass Filter Type (0x00: disabled filter. 0x01: first-order filter. 0x02: second-order filter) 

 

The [Position command smooth filtering setting] is used to configure the smooth position command filter. When the 

parameter is set to 0, smooth position command filtering is disabled. When the parameter is set to 1, position command 

delays for one communication cycle. When the parameter is set to 2, position command delays for two communication 

cycles, and so on. 

1.50.3 How to use 

The method about using the [Low pass filter] function is as follows. 

1. Adjust the parameter [Lowpass filter type select] to enable each lowpass filter and select the filter type according to the 

actual requirements. 

2. The [Velocity feedforward lowpass filtering] and the [Position command smooth filtering] have no separate enabling 

options. Set the parameter [Velocity feedforward lowpass filter cutoff frequency] or [Position command smooth setting] to 0 

if you want to disable the corresponding filter. 

3. Set the [Cutoff frequency] to a relatively high value, observe the actual response, and then gradually reduce the [Cutoff 

frequency] to enhance the filtering effect. In general, reducing the cutoff frequency can suppress the system vibration and 

high-frequency noise, but this will also slow down the system response. 

 

If the lowpass filter cutoff frequency is too low, the system might not operate as intended. Select a 

reasonable cutoff frequency according to the actual working condition. 
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1.51 Vibration suppression 

1.51.1 Overview 

The [Vibration suppression] function is mainly used for the applications with high-velocity and high-precision requirements. In 

such applications, the servo system is usually required to respond quickly. However, due to the intrinsic mechanical frequency, 

mechanical resonance can occur when the gain is increased to a certain extent. By using the [Vibration suppression] function, the 

resonance points can be suppressed, allowing higher gain levels to be selected for quicker response. 

The [Vibration suppression] function is mainly composed of three parts: [Torque command notch filter], [Positioning vibration 

suppression], and [Model-type damping filter]. 

[Torque command notch filter] is mainly used to suppress specific frequency components in torque commands. 

[Positioning vibration suppression] is mainly used to eliminate the shaking of the whole or the end of the device during 

positioning. 

Typical amplitude-frequency characteristics of a [Notch filter] are shown in the figure below. The operating characteristics of the 

filter can be changed by adjusting the parameters [Center frequency], [Bandwidth] and [Depth]. The [Center frequency] is the 

frequency point with the strongest attenuation of the notch filter, which usually corresponds to the resonance frequency to be 

suppressed. The [Bandwidth] is the frequency band width with filter gain less than -3db. The [Depth] is the maximum attenuation 

degree corresponding to the [Center frequency], and the bigger the value, the better the filtering effect, but the greater the 

response delay. 
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The [Positioning vibration suppression] function is invalid when the infinite position mode is enabled. 

The [Model-type damping filter] function only works in CSP mode when the infinite position mode is not 

enabled. 

At present, [Model-type damping filter] only supports the anti-resonance suppression mode. 
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1.51.2 Associated parameters 

The parameters for setting the [Torque command notch filter] function are as follows. 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value 
Become 

effective 
Period 

0x2123 Application Switch — 0-0xFFFFFFFF 0x001F0020 Restart Y 

0x2120 
Torque Command Notch Filter 1 

Depth 
dB -60-0 -60 Immediately Y 

0x2121 
Torque Command Notch Filter 1 

Center Frequency 
Hz 50-4000 100 Immediately Y 

0x2122 
Torque Command Notch Filter 1 

Bandwidth 
Hz 1-2000 10 Immediately Y 

0x2124 
Torque Command Notch Filter 2 

Depth 
dB -60-0 -60 Immediately Y 

0x2125 
Torque Command Notch Filter 2 

Center Frequency 
Hz 50-4000 200 Immediately Y 

0x2126 
Torque Command Notch Filter 2 

Bandwidth 
Hz 1-2000 10 Immediately Y 

0x2127 
Torque Command Notch Filter 3 

Depth 
dB -60-0 -60 Immediately Y 

0x2128 
Torque Command Notch Filter 3 

Center Frequency 
Hz 50-4000 300 Immediately Y 

0x2129 
Torque Command Notch Filter 3 

Bandwidth 
Hz 1-2000 10 Immediately Y 

0x21C0 
Torque Command Notch Filter 4 

Depth 
dB -60-0 -60 Immediately Y 

0x21C1 
Torque Command Notch Filter 4 

Center Frequency 
Hz 50-4000 400 Immediately Y 

0x21C2 
Torque Command Notch Filter 4 

Bandwidth 
Hz 1-2000 10 Immediately Y 

0x21C3 
Torque Command Notch Filter 5 

Depth 
dB -60-0 -60 Immediately Y 

0x21C4 
Torque Command Notch Filter 5 

Center Frequency 
Hz 50-4000 500 Immediately Y 

0x21C5 
Torque Command Notch Filter 5 

Bandwidth 
Hz 1-2000 10 Immediately Y 

 

 

Byte0 of the parameter [Application control switch] is used for enabling the [Torque command notch filter], 

where control bits Bit0 - Bit4 are respectively the enabling switches for filters 1-5, and the corresponding 

notch filter can be enabled by setting the control bit to 1. 
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The parameters for setting the [Positioning vibration suppression] function are as follows. 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value 
Become 

effective 
Period 

0x2106 
Positioning Vibration 

Suppressor Setting 
— 0-0x03030303 0 Restart Y 

0x212A 
Positioning Vibration 

Suppressor Frequency 1 
0.1Hz 5-3000 50 Immediately Y 

0x212B 

Positioning Vibration 

Suppressor Bandwidth 

Frequency 1 

0.1Hz 1-1500 10 Immediately Y 

0x2104 
Positioning Vibration 

Suppressor Depth1 
dB -60-0 -60 Immediately Y 

0x21B8 
Positioning Vibration 

Suppressor Frequency 2 
0.1Hz 5-3000 50 Immediately Y 

0x21B9 
Positioning Vibration 

Suppressor Bandwidth 2 
0.1Hz 1-1500 10 Immediately Y 

0x2105 
Positioning Vibration 

Suppressor Depth 2 
dB -60-0 -60 Immediately Y 

0x21BA 
Positioning Vibration 

Suppressor Frequency 3 
0.1Hz 5-3000 50 Immediately Y 

0x21BB 
Positioning Vibration 

Suppressor Bandwidth 3 
0.1Hz 1-1500 10 Immediately Y 

0x21BE 
Positioning Vibration 

Suppressor Depth 3 
dB -60-0 -60 Immediately Y 

0x21BC 
Positioning Vibration 

Suppressor Frequency 4 
0.1Hz 5-3000 50 Immediately Y 

0x21BD 
Positioning Vibration 

Suppressor Bandwidth 4 
0.1Hz 1-1500 10 Immediately Y 

0x21BF 
Positioning Vibration 

Suppressor Depth 4 
dB -60-0 -60 Immediately Y 

 

 

The parameter [Positioning vibration Suppressor setting] is used for enabling and selecting the type of each 

positioning vibration suppressor filter. Byte0, Byte1, Byte2 and Byte3 correspond to positioning vibration 

suppressor filters 1 - 4 respectively. The definitions of different values of each Byte are as follows: 

0x00: always invalid. 0x01: always valid. 0x02: valid when the position command is in the forward direction. 

0x02: valid when the position command is in the reverse direction. 

The parameters for setting the [Model-type damping filter] function are as follows. 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21E8 Model-type Damping Filter Setting — 0-0x00000101 0 Restart Y 

0x21E9 Model-type Damping Filter Gain 0.1/S 10-20000 150 Immediately N 
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Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x21EA 
Model-type Damping Filter 

Resonance Frequency 
0.1Hz 10-3000 3000 Immediately N 

0x21EB 
Model-type Damping Filter Anti-

Resonance Frequency 
0.1Hz 10-3000 100 Immediately N 

 

 

The parameter [Model-type damping filter setting] is used for enabling and selecting the mode of Model-type 

damping filter, and each Byte is defined as follows. 

Byte0: Model-type damping filter switch (0x00: disable. 0x01: enable) 

Byte1: Model-type damping filter mode (0x00: anti-resonance suppression. 0x01: full suppression) 

 

1.51.3 How to use 

The methods about using the [Torque command notch filter] and [Positioning vibration suppression] functions are as follows. 

1. Disable each notch filter and run the device to find out the mechanical resonance frequency or the jitter frequency during 

positioning. 

2. Enable a notch filter and set the frequency point to be suppressed as the [Center frequency] of the notch filter. 

3. Adjust the [Bandwidth] of the notch filter by taking into consideration the frequency spectrum of the mechanical vibration or 

the vibration suppression effect. 

4. Gradually increase the [Depth] of the notch filter and observe the vibration suppression effect. 

 

1. The set value of the [Bandwidth] of the notch filter shall be less than 1/2 of its [Center frequency]. 

2. If high-frequency oscillation occurs when the [Depth] of the notch filter is increased, the regulator gain 

can be properly reduced to eliminate oscillation. 

The method about using the [Model-type damping filter] function is as follows. 

1. Disable position command lowpass filtering, smoothing filtering and position vibration suppression. 

2. Run the device without enabling [Model-type damping filter] and calculate the actual value of the fluctuating position error 

after positioning or directly observe to find out the jitter frequency during mechanical positioning. 

3. Enable [Model-type damping filter] and select the anti-resonance suppression mode. Set the mechanical jitter frequency to 

the [Model-type damping filter anti-resonance frequency]. 

4. Gradually increase the [Model-type damping filter gain] by taking into consideration the actual vibration suppression effect 

to achieve the best effect. 

 

1. The [Model-type damping filter] function is not recommended for basic mode gain adjustment. 

2. The rigidity of the system shall be adjusted to a proper level before using the [Model-type damping 

filter] function. 

3. The [Model-type damping filter gain] cannot be increased infinitely. After the adjustment, it is required 

that the [Actual value of position loop stiffness gain 1] (it can be found in the monitoring variables of 

the debugging software) shall be greater than the [Model-type damping filter gain] which, in turn, shall 

be greater than the [Model-type damping filter anti-resonance frequency]. 
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1.52 Compensation functions 

1.52.1  Overview 

CoolDrive RA's compensation functions include [Friction torque compensation], [Static balance torque compensation], [Position 

disturbance compensation], and [Load disturbance compensation], which are used for dealing with external disturbances in 

different situations. 

[Friction torque compensation] is used to reduce the influence of mechanical friction resistance on system response, which can be 

divided into the following two types of friction compensation. 

⚫ [Static friction torque compensation] is used to compensate the friction resistance when the mechanical equipment has a 

relative motion trend. 

⚫ [Viscous friction torque compensation] is used to compensate the viscous friction resistance that varies along with the speed 

of mechanical motion. 

[Static balance torque compensation] is used to compensate the torque generated by the equipment's own gravity at the motor 

shaft end, so as to prevent the mechanical equipment from falling down at the instant the servo is enabled. 

[Position disturbance compensation] is used to compensate the output torque at the instant of start, so as to reduce the position 

error during the start process. 

[Load disturbance compensation] is used to compensate load torque disturbance, thus improving the following of torque response. 

1.52.2  Friction torque compensation 

The parameters for setting the [Static friction torque compensation] function are as follows. 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2123 Application Switch — 0-0xFFFFFFFF 0x001F0020 Restart Y 

0x20DE 
Static Friction Torque 

Compensation Positive Value 
‰ 0-1000 0 Immediately Y 

0x20DF 
Static Friction Torque 

Compensation Negative Value 
‰ 0-1000 0 Immediately Y 

0x21D1 

Static Friction Torque 

Compensation Positive 

Velocity 

rev/min 1-65535 1 Immediately N 

0x21D2 

Static Friction Torque 

Compensation Negative 

Velocity 

rev/min 1-65535 1 Immediately N 

The parameters for setting the [Viscous friction torque compensation] function are as follows. 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2123 Application Switch — 0-0xFFFFFFFF 0x001F0020 Restart Y 

0x20E0 
Static Position Disturbance 

Compensation Acitve Time 
0.001 0-1000 0 Immediately Y 
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Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x20E1 
Friction Torque Viscosity 

Coefficient Negative Value 
0.001 0-1000 0 Immediately Y 

 

 

1. Bit9 of the parameter [Application control switch] is used to control [Friction torque compensation]. Friction 

torque compensation can be enabled by ticking this option. 

2. The [Static friction torque compensation setting value] is used to specify the static friction compensation torque, 

and the unit is one thousandth of the rated torque of the motor. 

3. The [Initial velocity of static friction torque compensation] is used to specify the velocity threshold at which the 

static friction compensation takes effect. When the motor speed is greater than the threshold in the corresponding 

direction, the static friction torque compensation takes effect. 

4. The viscous friction compensation value varies linearly with the actual speed, with the slope of the change 

defined by the [Viscous friction coefficient]. The unit is one thousandth of the rated torque per rated speed. 

◼ How to use  

1. Set relevant parameters of friction compensation. The [Static friction torque compensation setting value] and the [Viscous 

friction coefficient] can be obtained through the [System parameter identification] function or can be set manually. To ensure 

the control accuracy, it is recommended to use the [System parameter identification] function to automatically obtain 

relevant parameters. For applications where parameter identification cannot be conducted or IN other occasions with special 

requirements, relevant parameters can be set manually, but reasonable parameter ranges shall be selected according to the 

actual situations. Abnormal parameter settings may cause the system to run abnormally. 

2. When the [Static friction torque compensation] function is used, if the [Static friction torque compensation setting value] is 

correct, the [Initial velocity of static friction torque compensation] can be gradually increased from 0 and then adjusted by 

observing the speed error and position error to obtain the best compensation effect. 

3. When viscous friction compensation is used, the torque compensation value varies linearly along with the motor speed, as 

shown in the figure below. 

Motor velocity feedback value

Viscous friction compensation value

 

The actual compensation value of viscous friction can be calculated as follows: 

Viscous friction compensation torque = rated torque of motor × [Viscous friction coefficient]/1000 × actual speed of motor/motor 

rated speed 
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1.52.3 Static balance torque compensation 

The parameters for setting the [Static balance torque compensation] function are as follows. 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2102 Torque Control Switch — 0-0x01030101 0 Restart N 

0x20DA 
Manual static balance torque 

compensation value 
mNm -100000 – 100000 0 Immediately Y 

0x21DA 
Auto static balance torque 

compensation coefficient 
% 0-200 80 Immediately N 

◼ How to use 

1. Byte2 of the parameter [Torque control switch] is used to control the enabling of static balance torque compensation. When 

it is set to 0x00, compensation is disabled. when set to 0x01, manual static balance torque compensation is enabled. when set 

to 0x02, auto static balance torque compensation is enabled. 

2. When manual static balance torque compensation is selected, the user shall set the appropriate [Manual static balance torque 

compensation value] (0x20DA) before the servo is ON according to the actual working conditions. 

3. When auto static balance torque compensation is selected, the servo drive will automatically calculate the compensation 

value, and the user can adjust the compensation value by using the parameter [Auto static balance torque compensation 

coefficient] (0x21DA) according to the compensation effect. 

 

When the [Static balance torque compensation] function is used, the motor brake control mode shall be set 

to [Auto drive control] or [Hybrid control] through the parameter [Motor brake control setting] (0x2151). 

The auto static balance torque compensation mode is not applicable in some scenarios, such as free stop 

during motor movement. 
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1.52.4 Static position disturbance compensation 

When device positioning is completed, that is, when the motor is static, sudden change of load may cause "nodding" or 

"reciprocating" of the device. To suppress this, the static position disturbance compensation function can be used. 

The parameters for setting the [Position disturbance compensation] function are as follows. 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2002 
Static position disturbance 

compensation gain 
0.001 0-2147483647 0 Immediately N 

0x21DF 

Static Position Disturbance 

Compensation Confirmation 

Time 

ms 1-10000 10 Immediately N 

0x21E0 
Static Position Disturbance 

Compensation Acitve Time 
ms 10-10000 100 Immediately N 

◼ How to use 

1. When the [Static position disturbance compensation gain] is set to 0, the position disturbance compensation is disabled. 

when set to a non-zero value, the position disturbance compensation is enabled. 

2. During the first motion after the servo is ON, the position disturbance compensation takes effect. After that, when the 

position command does not change and the duration exceeds the set value of the [Static position disturbance compensation 

confirmation time], the position disturbance compensation takes effect. 

3. The following performance of position response can be improved by increasing the [Static position disturbance 

compensation gain], and the duration after the position disturbance compensation takes effect can be changed by adjusting 

the [Static position disturbance compensation active time]. 

 

The [Static position disturbance compensation] function only works in the position control mode. 

For machines with poor rigidity, the effect of the [Static position disturbance compensation] function can 

become weaker. 

1.52.5 Load disturbance compensation 

The parameters for setting the [Load disturbance compensation] function are as follows. 

Index Name Unit Setting range 
Default 

value 

Become 

effective 
Period 

0x20D0 
Disturbance Torque Compensation Lowpass 

Filter Cutoff Frequency 
Hz 0-1000 500 Immediately N 

0x20D1 Disturbance Torque Compensation Gain % 0-100 0 Immediately Y 

 

 

When the [Disturbance Torque Compensation Gain] is set to 0, the load disturbance torque compensation 

is invalid. 

When the [Disturbance Torque Compensation Lowpass Filter Cutoff Frequency] is set to 0, the load 

disturbance compensation lowpass filtering is invalid. 
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◼ How to use 

1. In case the load disturbance compensation is invalid, general settings of regulator parameters shall be conducted at first. 

2. Set the [Disturbance Torque Compensation Gain] and the [Disturbance Torque Compensation Lowpass Filter Cutoff 

Frequency] to small values, gradually increase them during the adjustment, and observe the effect of external interference 

suppression. 

3. If motor vibration or abnormal noise occurs during the adjustment, reduce the [Disturbance Torque Compensation Gain] or 

the regulator gain. 

 

When using this function, set the accurate [Load inertia ratio]. otherwise, the system can become 

abnormal. 
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Application functions 

1.53 Overview of servo application functions 

This chapter introduces the application functions supported by CoolDrive RA. 

The main contents include the application scenarios, related parameters, usage methods and precautions of each function. 

The functions covered in this chapter are shown in the table below. 

Application functions Function description 

Position factor 

By setting the coefficient of conversion from the user position command unit to the drive's 

internal position unit, it is easier and more intuitive for the user to plan and issue position 

commands. 

Quadrant projection 

suppression 

By setting the compensation value, quadrant projection is suppressed, and the following of multi-

axis arc planning trajectory is enhanced. 

Infinite position mode 

Used in scenarios where the device is required to run continuously in a single direction to ensure 

that the device can continue to run normally when its stroke exceeds the target position value 

limit or the motor encoder multi-turn value limit. 

Field weakening 

control mode 
Used to increase the upper limit of motor speed under a certain DC bus voltage. 
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1.54 Position factor 

1.54.1 Overview 

[Position factor] is the coefficient of conversion from the user position command unit to the drive's internal position unit. User 

position command unit refers to the actual position unit of load movement and is often intuitive units of distance or angle (such as 

mm or °), while the drive's internal position unit is usually the minimum measuring unit of motor encoder single turn. Therefore, 

by using [Position factor], 1 unit of user position command can be converted into the corresponding increments of motor encoder 

in the servo drive, and then directly involved in the control, so that the user can plan and issue position commands easier and 

more intuitively. 

CoolDrive RA also supports the position factor settings specified by CiA402 as well as the use of position factor numerator and 

denominator settings. 

1.54.2 Associated parameters 

The parameters for setting the [Position factor] function are as follows. 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x608F.01 
Position Encoder Resolution - 

Encoder Increments 
EncInc 1-4294967295 131072 Read-only Y 

0x608F.02 
Position Encoder Resolution - 

Motor Revolutions 
Rev 1-4294967295 1 Read-only Y 

0x6091.01 
Gear Ratio-Motor Shaft 

Revolutions 
Rev 1-4294967295 1 Restart Y 

0x6091.02 
Gear Ratio-Driving Shaft 

Revolutions 
Rev 1-4294967295 1 Restart Y 

0x6092.01 Feed Constant - Feed PosUnit 1-4294967295 1 Restart Y 

0x6092.02 
Feed Constant-Driving Shaft 

Revolutions 
Rev 1-4294967295 1 Restart Y 

0x6093.01 Position Factor Numerator — 0-4294967295 1 Restart Y 

0x6093.02 Position Factor Denominator — 1-4294967295 1 Restart Y 

 

 

1. The [Position encoder resolution - Encoder increments] is a read-only parameter, which is automatically 

set according to relevant parameters of the first or second encoder after power-on. If EncInc is selected 

as the position unit dimension index, the resolution of the position commands issued by the upper 

computer shall refer to this parameter. 

2. The [Position encoder resolution - Motor revolutions] is a read-only parameter, fixed at 1. 

3. The displacement unit of [Feed constant - Feed] is determined by 0x6089 and 0x608A. 
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1.54.3 How to use 

◼ Position factor setting mode 1 

Setting mode 1: Use the objects 0x608F (position encoder resolution), 0x6091 (gear ratio) and 0x6092 (feed constant) specified 

by CiA402 to set the position factor. The actual physical meanings of each object are shown in the figure below. 
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The position factor is calculated by the following formula: 

Electronic gear ratio =  
Encoder Resolution×Gear Ratio

Feed Constant
 = 

Encoder Increments(0x608F.01)

Motor Revolutions(0x608F.02)
 × 

Motor Shaft Revolutions(0x6091.01)

Driving Shaft Revolutions(0x6091.02)

Feed Displacement(0x6092.01)

Driving Shaft Revolutions(0x6092.02)

 

◼ Position factor setting mode 2 

Setting mode 2: Directly use the [Position factor numerator] (0x6093.01) and the [Position factor denominator] (0x6093.02) to set 

the position factor. 

The position factor is calculated by the following formula: 

Position Factor =  
𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟（0𝑥6093.01）

𝑃𝑜𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝐹𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑟 𝐷𝑒𝑛𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑜𝑟（0𝑥6093.02）
 

◼ Selection between mode 1 and mode 2 

When the parameter [Position factor numerator] (0x6093.01) is 0, mode 1 is adopted to set the position factor. 

When the parameter [Position factor numerator] (0x6093.01) is a non-zero value, mode 2 is adopted to set the position factor. 

 

1. If the numerator or denominator of a fraction is not an integer when setting the position factor in the 

above way, the numerator and denominator shall be proportionally multiplied so that both are integers. 

2. When the [Infinite position mode] is enabled, the position factor can only be set to 1. 
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1.54.4 Example of position factor calculation 

   motor

ball screw

encoder

Ball screw lead = 
10mm/Rev

 reduction 
gears

Reduction  ratio = 
20:1

Encoder resolution = 
2^17 Inc/Rev 

 workpiece

 

In the drive structure shown in the figure above, it is assumed that the lead of the ball screw is 10 mm/Rev, the deceleration ratio 

of the reducer is 20:1, and the encoder resolution is 17 bits per turn. 

Assuming that the user position command unit PosUnit is 0.01 mm, if you want the workpiece to move 30 mm, calculate the 

position command increment value to be issued by the upper computer. 

◼ When position factor is not used 

The calculation process is as follows: 

1) Number of turns of the lead screw corresponding to 30 mm = 30/10 = 3 (turns) 

2) Number of revolutions of the motor corresponding to 3 turns of the lead screw = 3 × 20/1 = 60 (revolutions) 

3) Encoder increments corresponding to 60 revolutions of the motor = 60 × 2^17 = 7864320 (EncInc) 

Users need to issue position command increments of 7864320 Inc. In addition, if the command changes, the above calculations 

need to repeat, which is complicated. 

◼ When position factor is used 

The calculation process is as follows: 

1) According to the formula in [Position factor setting mode 1], the Position factor = (2^17/1) × (20/1)/ (1000/1) = 2^16/25 

2) To move 30 mm, the position command of 3000 PosUnit shall be issued, and the drive shall automatically calculate 3000×2^ 

16/25 = 7864320 EncInc according to the position factor 

Users only need to calculate the position factor once, and the position commends issued are more intuitive and easier to use. 

 

It shall be noted that the use of position factor may reduce control accuracy. 
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1.55 Quadrant projection suppression 

1.55.1 Overview 

Due to the existence of such factors in electromechanical systems that are not conducive to accurate position control as nonlinear 

friction and clearance, in the multi-axis arc trajectory interpolation movement, the arc trajectory can be distorted when the 

velocity of a certain axis is reversed. For planar arc trajectory planning, the distortion usually occurs at the alternations of the four 

quadrants, so the phenomenon is called "quadrant projection", as shown in the figure below. 

 y directions 
position error 

actual path

y directions
quadrant 
projection point

x directions

path planning

 

CoolDrive RA has the [Quadrant projection suppression] function, which can effectively suppress the quadrant projection 

phenomenon, thereby enhancing the followability of the multi-axis arc planning trajectory. 

1.55.2 Associated parameters 

The parameters for setting the [Quadrant projection suppression] function are as follows. 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2123 Application Switch — 0-0xFFFFFFFF 0x001F0020 Restart Y 

0x21CD 
Quadrant Projection Positive 

Compensation Value 
0.001 0-65535 0 Immediately N 

0x21CE 
Quadrant Projection Negative 

Compensation Value 
0.001 0-65535 0 Immediately N 

0x21CF 
Quadrant Projection 

Compensation Effective Time 
ms 1-65535 5 Immediately N 

0x21D0 
Quadrant Projection 

Compensation Delay Distance 
0.001Rev 0-65535 0 Immediately N 
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Byte1.Bit8 of the parameter [Application control switch] is used for enabling [Quadrant projection 

suppression]. The [Quadrant projection suppression] function can be enabled by ticking this control bit. 

[Quadrant projection positive compensation value] is used to specify the compensation torque when the motor 

changes from reverse rotation to forward rotation, and the unit is a thousandth of the rated torque 

[Quadrant projection negative compensation value] is used to specify the compensation torque when the motor 

changes from forward rotation to reverse rotation, and the unit is a thousandth of the rated torque 

[Quadrant projection compensation effective time] is used to specify the duration of the compensation torque 

[Quadrant projection compensation delay distance] is used to specify the delay distance for the compensation 

torque to take effect, and the unit is a thousandth of the revolution 

 

1.55.3 How to use 

1. Tick the Byte1.Bit8 of the [Application control switch] (0x2123) to enable quadrant projection suppression. 

2. Set [Quadrant projection compensation effective time] to 5 and [Quadrant projection compensation delay distance] to 0. 

3. Adjust [Quadrant projection positive compensation value] and [Quadrant projection negative compensation value] while 

observing the size of the quadrant projection. 

4. Adjust the [Quadrant projection compensation effective time] according to the duration of the quadrant projection. 

5. In case of any delay in the quadrant projection, the [Quadrant projection compensation delay distance] can be adjusted to 

improve the compensation effect. 

 

1. The [Quadrant projection suppression] function is available in the position control mode. 

2. When the load backlash is large or the mechanical rigidity of the system is too low, the compensation 

effect of the [Quadrant projection suppression] function might not be obvious. 
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1.56 Infinite position mode 

1.56.1 Overview 

The [Infinite position mode] function can be used in scenarios where the device is required to run continuously in a single 

direction to ensure that the device can continue to run normally when the travel exceeds the target position value limit or the 

motor encoder multi-turn value limit, such as the conveyor belt, turntable, and so on. 

turn table n 
revolutions

motor m 
revolutions

reduction ratio n/m

（turn table sketch map）
 

There are three setting methods for the [Infinite position mode] function: setting [Normal infinite position mode] only, 

simultaneously setting [Normal infinite position mode] + [Encoder multi-turn upper limit value], and simultaneously setting 

[Analog-digital infinite position mode] + [Encoder multi-turn upper limit value]. The differences of the three methods are as 

follows: 

◼ Normal infinite position mode 

This method is suitable for scenarios where the device only needs to run continuously in a single direction and the operating 

positions in a single cycle do not need to be known. 

When using this method, the set value of the [Encoder multi-turn upper limit] must be 0. The target position value limit given by 

the upper computer is limited by the data length of the object [0x607A: Target Position], i.e., -231 - 231-1 Inc. When the target 

position value increases progressively and exceeds the upper limit, it is automatically reset to the lower limit and increments are 

counted again. Or, when the target position value decreases progressively and is less than the lower limit, it is automatically reset 

to the upper limit and decrements are counted again. 

◼ Normal infinite position mode + encoder multi-turn upper limit 

This method is suitable for scenarios where the device needs to run continuously in a single direction and the operating positions 

in a single cycle need to be known. Besides, because of the use of absolute multi-turn encoder, it is also possible to know the 

current position after restart without returning to the origin. 

When using this method, the set value of the [Encoder multi-turn upper limit value] shall be a non-zero value according to the 

actual situation. The target position value limit given by the upper computer is limited by the data length of the object [0x607A: 
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Target Position], i.e., -231 - 231-1 Inc. When the target position value increases progressively and exceeds the upper limit, it is 

automatically reset to the lower limit and increments are counted again. Or, when the target position value decreases 

progressively and is less than the lower limit, it is automatically reset to the upper limit and the decrements are counted again. 

◼ Analog-digital infinite position mode + encoder multi-turn upper limit value 

This method is suitable for scenarios where the device needs to run continuously in a single direction and the operating positions 

in a single cycle need to be known. Besides, because of the use of absolute multi-turn encoder, it is also possible to know the 

current position after restart without returning to the origin. 

When using this method, the set value of the [Encoder multi-turn upper limit value] shall be a non-zero value according to the 

actual situation. The target position value limit given by the upper computer is limited by the [Encoder multi-turn upper limit 

value]. When the target position value increases progressively and exceeds (the encoder resolution * the set value of [Encoder 

multi-turn upper limit value] - 1), it is automatically reset to 0 and the increments are counted again. Or, when the target position 

value decreases progressively and is less than 0, it is automatically reset to (the encoder resolution * the set value of [Encoder 

multi-turn upper limit value] - 1) and the decrements are counted again. 

 

1. The [Infinite position mode] only works in the CSP control mode, and the position factor can only be 1 

when the mode is enabled. 

2. Only when the position unit is set to EncInc (0x608A.Byte0 = 0xAC) and the origin offset is 0 (0x607C 

= 0) can the [Infinite position mode] be enabled. 

3. After the [Infinite position mode] is enabled, the following functions cannot be used: 

⚫ Position command smooth filtering 

⚫ Position command lowpass filtering 

⚫ Positioning vibration suppression 

⚫ Software Position Limit Function 

⚫ Model-type damping filter function 

 

1.56.2 Associated parameters 

The parameters for setting the [Infinite position mode] are as follows. 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x2000 Position control switch — 0-0x03010303 0x02000000 Restart Y 

0x2085 
Encoder Multi-Turn Upper Limit 

Value 
Rev 0-65535 0 Restart N 

 

 

1. Byte1 of the parameter [Position control switch] is used to enable the [Infinite position mode] function. 

When it is set to 0x00, the infinite position control mode is disabled. when it is set to 0x01, the normal 

infinite position control mode is enabled. when it is set to 0x02, the analog-digital infinite position 

control mode is enabled. 

2. [Encoder multi-turn upper limit value] is valid when the infinite position mode is enabled and is only 

applicable to absolute encoders whose multi-turn resolution is not 0. Moreover, the set value of this 
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parameter must be within the range specified by the parameter [Interface encoder multi-turn bits] 

(0x2017). 

1.56.3 How to use 

The methods about setting and using the [Normal infinite position mode] are as follows. 

1. Set Byte1 of the parameter [Position control switch] to 0x01 to enable the normal infinite position control mode. 

2. Set the [Encoder multi-turn upper limit value] to 0. 

3. Restart the servo drive to make the parameter changes take effect. 

4. When the target position value issued by the upper computer increases progressively to the upper limit, it shall be switched 

to the lower limit value and then increased progressively, and the actual value of the drive position changes with it, as shown 

in the figure below. 

Position demand  
upper limit
2^31-1 Inc

Position demand lower 
limit

-2^31 Inc

Actual operating position of 
the device

Target position value of 
upper computer 

Actual position value of 
the driver 

Position demand 
upper limit
2^31-1 Inc

Position demand  
lower limit
-2^31 Inc

 

5. When the target position value issued by the upper computer decreases progressively to the lower limit, it shall be switched 

to the upper limit value and then decreased progressively, and the actual value of the drive position changes with it, as shown 

in the figure below. 
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Position demand  upper 
limit

2^31-1 Inc

Position demand 
lower limit
-2^31 Inc

Actual operating position of 
the device

Target position value of 
upper computer 

Actual position value of 
the driver 

Position demand  
upper limit
2^31-1 Inc

Position demand 
lower limit
-2^31 Inc

 

The methods about setting and using the [Normal infinite position mode] + [Encoder multi-turn upper limit value] 

are as follows. 

Consider this example: the encoder single-turn resolution is 17 bits, the deceleration ratio is 25 revolutions of the motor, 

corresponding to 2 turns of the equipment (m=25, n=2). 

1. Set Byte1 of the parameter [Position control switch] to 0x01 to enable the normal infinite position control mode. 

2. Set the [Encoder multi-turn upper limit value] as the denominator of the deceleration ratio (Both the numerator and 

denominator of the deceleration ratio shall be integers. Otherwise, convert them to integers) less 1. Set to 24 in this example. 

 

For example, when the actual deceleration ratio n/m is 1.5/5, both the numerator and denominator of the 

deceleration ratio shall be converted into integers, that is, 3/10, when setting the [Encoder multi-turn upper 

limit value]. In this case, the [Encoder multi-turn upper limit value] can be set to 9. 

3. Restart the servo drive to make the parameter changes take effect. 

4. When the target position value issued by the upper computer increases progressively to the upper limit, it shall be switched 

to the lower limit value and then increased progressively, and the actual value of the drive position changes with it, as shown 

in the figure below. 
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Position demand  
upper limit
2^31-1 Inc

Position demand lower 
limit

-2^31 Inc

Actual operating position of 
the device

Target position value of 
upper computer 

Actual position value of 
the driver 

Position demand 
upper limit
2^31-1 Inc

Position demand  
lower limit
-2^31 Inc

 

5. When the target position value issued by the upper computer decreases progressively to the lower limit, it shall be switched 

to the upper limit value and then decreased progressively, and the actual value of the drive position changes with it, as shown 

in the figure below. 

Position demand  upper 
limit

2^31-1 Inc

Position demand 
lower limit
-2^31 Inc

Actual operating position of 
the device

Target position value of 
upper computer 

Actual position value of 
the driver 

Position demand  
upper limit
2^31-1 Inc

Position demand 
lower limit
-2^31 Inc

 

The methods about setting and using [Analog-digital infinite position mode] + [Encoder multi-turn upper limit value] 

are as follows. 

Consider this example: the encoder single-turn resolution is 17 bits, the deceleration ratio is 25 revolutions of the motor, 

corresponding to 2 turns of the equipment (m=25, n=2). 

1. Set Byte1 of the parameter [Position control switch] to 0x02 to enable the analog-digital infinite position control mode. 

2. Set the [Encoder multi-turn upper limit value] as the denominator of the deceleration ratio (Both the numerator and 

denominator of the deceleration ratio shall be integers. Otherwise, convert them to integers) less 1. Set to 24 in this example. 
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For example, when the actual deceleration ratio n/m is 1.5/5, both the numerator and denominator of the 

deceleration ratio shall be converted into integers, that is, 3/10, when setting the [Encoder multi-turn upper 

limit value]. In this case, the [Encoder multi-turn upper limit value] can be set to 9. 

3. Restart the servo drive to make the parameter changes take effect. 

4. When the target position value issued by the upper computer increases progressively to [(217 * 25) - 1], it shall be switched 

to 0 and then increased progressively, and the actual value of the drive position changes with it, as shown in the figure 

below. 

（2^17 x 25）-1

0

0

Actual operating position of 
the device

Actual position value of the 
driver 

Corresponding position 
for 2 turns

Target position value of 
upper computer 

（2^17 x 25）-1

 

5. When the target position value issued by the upper computer decreases progressively to 0, it shall be switched to [(217 * 25) - 

1] and then increased progressively, and the actual value of the drive position changes with it, as shown in the figure below. 

0

0

（2^17 x 25）-1

（2^17 x 25）-1

Actual operating position of 
the device

Target position value of 
upper computer 

Actual position value of 
the driver 

Corresponding position 
for 2 turns
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1.57 Field weakening control mode 

1.57.1 Overview 

In some cases where the servo motor is required to run at high speed, it might be unable to accelerate to the desired speed due to 

the constraint of the maximum output voltage of the servo drive. In this case, the [Field weakening control] function can be used 

to change the direct-axis excitation current to achieve the purpose of field weakening speed expansion. 

 

When using the field weakening function, the motor speed shall not exceed the maximum speed that can 

be borne by the mechanical structure of the motor, to avoid motor failure, personal injuries, or property 

losses. 

1.57.2 Associated parameters 

The parameters for setting the [Field weakening control] function are as follows. 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Become effective Period 

0x20DB 
Flux Weakening Compensation 

Threshold Velocity 
‰ 1000-3000 2000 Restart Y 

0x20DC 
Flux Weakening Compensation 

Ratio 
0.001 0-1000 0 Restart Y 

0x20DD Max Flux Weakening Current ‰ 0-1000 500 Restart Y 

 

 

1. When the motor speed is greater than the specified value of the parameter [Flux weakening 

compensation threshold velocity], field weakening control is enabled, and the unit is a thousandth of 

the rated speed. 

2. [Flux weakening compensation ratio] is used to specify the slope of the change of flux weakening 

current with the increment of motor speed after the motor speed is higher than [Flux weakening 

compensation threshold velocity]. 

3. When the flux weakening current increases to the specified value of the parameter [maximum flux 

weakening current], it will remain unchanged. 
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1.57.3 How to use 

The method about using [Field weakening control] is as follows. 

1. The meanings of the parameters of [Field weakening control] are as shown in the following figure, where the [Flux 

weakening compensation ratio] = △Id/△v. 

Flux weaking 
compensation 

threshold velocity

Actual motor 
speed

 Flux weaking 
current amplitude

Max flux 

weaking current

Time

Time

 
Id

 
v

 

2. Set the [Maximum flux weakening current] by referring to the parameters provided by the motor manufacturer and keeping a 

certain safety margin. 

3. Set the [Flux weakening compensation threshold velocity] according to the actual requirements. When the motor speed is 

greater than the set value, field weakening control is enabled. 

4. Gradually increase the [Flux weakening compensation ratio] according to the actual field weakening effect. 

5. When the above parameters change, restart the servo drive to make the parameter changes take effect. 

 

When using the field weakening control function, make sure that the reverse excitation current does not 

exceed the value specified by the motor manufacturer. otherwise, the motor can be damaged. 
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Monitoring 

1.58 Debugging software monitoring 

1.58.1  Overview 

[Debugging software monitoring] refers to the monitoring of the servo drive through debugging software, mainly including such 

functions as viewing the device information, real-time monitoring of the operating state, fault information and I/O state of servo 

drive, and real-time waveform of traced data. 

The main interface of debugging software is shown in the figure below, mainly including the following items. 

⚫ [View] and [Monitoring] menus: used to select the type of information to monitor. 

⚫ [Data tracing] shortcut button: used to enable data tracing. 

⚫ [Monitoring data]: including operating data monitoring, fault and alarm monitoring, IO state monitoring, etc. 

⚫ [State information]: including device operating state, servo drive state machine, EtherCAT communication state, etc. 

 

View and Monitor menu Data trace Monitor data Status information
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1.58.2 Debugging software monitoring - device information 

Go to the [View] menu and click [Product information], and the following dialog box will pop up, covering [Device information] 

and [Version information]. 

⚫ [Device information] mainly includes device model, manufacturing number, hardware version, software version, encoder 

model, motor model, etc. 

⚫ [Version information] mainly includes debugging software protocol version, object dictionary version, parameters version, 

database version, etc. 
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1.58.3 Debugging software monitoring - state information 

[State information] includes device operating state, servo drive state machine, EtherCAT communication state, etc., which can be 

viewed on the right side of the main interface of the debugging software, as shown in the figure below. 

◼ Device operating state monitoring 

Device operating state can display the current control mode of the device, selection of control permission, actual operating 

current value and motor speed value. 

 

 

 

◼ Servo state machine 

[Servo state machine] shows the servo state of servo drive and the switching relationship among different states. The current 

servo state is marked with a highlighted color block. 
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◼ EtherCAT state machine 

[EtherCAT state machine] shows the communication state of EtherCAT and the switching relationship among different states. 

The current EtherCAT communication state is marked with a highlighted color block. 

 

 

1.58.4  Debugging software monitoring - operating data 

[Operating data] includes operating parameters, intermediate variables, feedback variables, etc., which can be viewed in the 

middle of the main interface of the debugging software, as shown in the figure below. 

Monitoring item selection Monitoring area Variable groups
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There are two ways to go to the [Operating data] monitoring interface. 

⚫ Go to the [Monitoring] menu, click on [Monitoring parameters], and the display area on the main page will show [Operating 

data]. 

⚫ Click [Monitoring] in the [Monitoring item selection] bar on the main page, as shown in the figure below, and the display 

area of the main page will show [Operating data]. 

 

◼ Variable group selection 

The group of monitoring variables can be selected in the area shown in the box below. After clicking the corresponding group 

option, the data display area will only show the monitoring variables under this group. When "All" is selected, the display area 

will show all the monitoring variables in the ascending order of serial number by default. 

 

◼ Configure variables to [Data tracing] 

Monitoring variables in the display area can be directly configured as the variables in the [Data tracing] function. 

As shown in the figure below, right-click the corresponding variable in the display area, select [Send to [Trace]] in the pop-up 

dialog box, and channels of [Data tracing] will be displayed in the sub-menu, where: 

⚫ [Configured channel] is a channel for which trace variable has been configured in the [Data tracing] function. If the trace 

variable needs to be overridden, click the channel and replace the trace variable with the current monitoring variable. 

⚫ [Configurable channel] is currently available its trace variable has not been configured. The font is in black. It is usually the 

first channel following the [Configured channel]. Its tracing variable can be set as the current monitoring variable by 

directly clicking on it. 
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⚫ [Unconfigurable channel] is currently not available and its trace variable has not been configured. The font is in gray. It is 

usually the channel following the [Configurable channel], and after trace variable is configured for the [Configurable 

channel], the first [Unconfigurable channel] changes into a [Configurable channel]. 

Configured channels

Configurable channel

 

◼ Change the unit of monitoring variable 

The unit of monitoring variable can be changed in the display area. 

As shown in the figure below, right click the corresponding variable, select [Change the unit to] in the pop-up dialog box, and 

variable units that can be set will be displayed in the sub-menu. Just click on the target unit, and the setting will be completed. 

 

 

This operation also affects the unit of the corresponding variable in the [Data tracing] function. 

◼ User-defined grouping 

Monitoring variables can be added to user-defined group to facilitate users to monitor variables according to the actual needs. 

Right click the corresponding variable, select [Move to [User-defined group 1]] in the pop-up dialog box, then click [User-defined 

group 1] in the variable type of selection bar, as shown in the box below. The selected variable can be viewed in [User-defined 

group 1]. The [User-defined group 2] can be set in the same way. 
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1.58.5 Debugging software monitoring - fault and alarm information 

Select the [Alarm/fault] tab, and the fault and alarm information can be viewed, which is divided into the following four 

categories: 

⚫ The [Current fault] shows the current fault of the servo drive and is thus empty when there is no fault. 

⚫ The [Historical fault records] shows the historical faults of the servo drive. Double click the group name, and the detailed 

fault records will be displayed. The records are sorted according to the sequence of faults, and the latest faults are located at 

the top. 

⚫ The [Historical alarm records] is used to show the historical alarms of the servo drive. Double click the group name, and the 

detailed alarm records will be displayed. The records are sorted according to the sequence of alarms, and the latest alarms 

are located at the top. 

⚫ In [Detailed historical fault records], double click the group name, and the historical faults will be displayed in detail. 

Compared with the historical fault records, this group features additional information such as the continuous operating time 

before a fault, so that the user can better understand the fault conditions and fault causes. 
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◼ Fault record clearing 

As shown in the figure below, by right clicking on a blank area of the alarm/fault monitoring interface, the [Clear historical alarm 

records], [Clear detailed historical fault records] and [Clear fault counts] can be selected in the pop-up dialog box. 

 

 

This function is only used to clear the historical fault/alarm records, not the current fault/alarm of the servo 

drive. 
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1.58.6 Debugging software monitoring - IO state 

Select the [IO state] tab to view various types of IO state. 

The [Standard digital input/output] corresponds to the object dictionaries 0x60FD Digital Inputs and 0x60FE Digital Outputs, and 

the [General digital input/output] corresponds to the digital input/output channels of the servo drive. 
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1.58.7  Debugging software monitoring - Data tracing 

[Data tracing] is used to grab the waveform of trace variables according to given trigger conditions. 

Click the [Data tracing] button in the shortcut button bar of the main interface of the debugging software, and the [Data tracing] 

window will be opened, as shown in the figure below. 

Configure 
information

Data trace display

Sampling 
settings

Variable 
tracing 

settings

Trigger 
settings

Sampling 
and saving

 

The functions of each part are as follows. 

⚫ [Configuration information]: used to save sampling settings as a fixed scheme for direct call in the future. 

⚫ [Sampling settings]: used to set such information as number of channels, number of sampling points and sampling time. 

⚫ [Tracing variable settings]: used to set the traced variables corresponding to each channel. 

⚫ [Trigger setting]: used to set such trigger conditions as trigger source, trigger mode and trigger level. 

⚫ [Sampling and saving]: used to configure sampling options, starting sampling and saving waveform files. 

⚫ [Data tracing display interface]: used to show data waveforms collected by each channel.  

 

◼ Sampling settings 

Before data tracing, the sampling parameters shall be set according to the number of variables and the wave properties. 

⚫ [Number of channels] is used to set the number of channels to be used, which can be selected from the drop-down menu. Up 

to 8 channels are supported. 

⚫ [Number of sampling points] is used to set the total number of sampling points of a single channel, which can be selected 

from the drop-down menu. The maximum sampling number is 8192. 

⚫ [Sampling period] is used to set the time interval between two sampling points, which can be selected from the drop-down 

menu or manually entered. The data unit is 62.5 μs. For example, when the parameter is set to 10, the sampling period is 

10×62.5 μs = 625 μs. 

⚫ In addition, the total sampling time is [Sampling period] × [Number of sampling points]. 
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◼ Tracing variable settings 

Set the traced variables for each channel as needed. 

Click the drop-down box of a channel, and the selection interface on the right of the following figure will pop up. The traced 

variables can be selected from the monitoring data. 

 

 

Alternatively, traced variables can be configured in the data monitoring interface. In addition, units of 

traced variables can also be modified in the monitoring interface. 

Refer to [Debugging software monitoring - Operating data]. 

 

◼ Trigger settings 

Trigger settings specify the starting conditions for data tracing. 

⚫ [Trigger channel] is used to select a channel as the trigger source, which shall be selected from the activated channels. 

⚫ [Trigger mode] is used to specify the form of trigger, including the auto mode (that is, unconditional trigger), rising edge 

trigger, falling edge trigger, bilateral edge trigger, out-of-tolerance-band trigger, in-tolerance-band trigger, external 

synchronous input trigger, etc. 

⚫ [Position] is used to specify the position of the trigger point on the data waveform. 

⚫ [Trigger level] is used to set the trigger threshold, which, together with the trigger channel and trigger mode, constitute the 

trigger conditions. 
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⚫ [Bit trigger] shall be ticked when a specific bit of the trigger variable needs to be used as a trigger condition, and then the 

specific bit as the trigger condition shall be selected in the pop-up dialog box. 

 

◼ Sampling and saving 

This section is used to set the saving conditions, make the configurations take effect, start data tracing, read and store data files, 

and so on. 

⚫ The corresponding options can be ticked to realize auto reading, auto saving of data and saving of system time. The text box 

beside the option of auto reading is used to input the time interval of auto reading in seconds. 

⚫ [CONFIG] is used to make the trace configurations mentioned above take effect. 

⚫ [START] is used to start data tracing. 

⚫ [READ] is used to read data files. 

⚫ [SAVE] is used to store collected waveforms as data files. 

 

 

After each modification of trace configuration, click [CONFIG] to make the modification take effect, and 

then click on [START] to start tracing. 

 

◼ Trace configuration saving 

The trace settings that need to be used frequently can be saved as configuration schemes. 

⚫ Before setting the trace conditions, select the configuration scheme number from the [Configuration parameters] drop-down 

menu, and up to 8 groups of configuration schemes are supported. 

⚫ Fill related information in [Description] and [Notes] below. 

⚫ Then, carry out various configurations mentioned above, and all the configuration information will be automatically stored 

in the current configuration scheme. 

⚫ For another use of the trace settings, just select the preset configuration scheme in [Configuration parameters]. 
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1.59 LED Display 

Description of LED display content 

Number Drive state Display method Display content Description 

1 Initialization Cyclic display H- [init step1, 4 digits] 

-[init step2, 4 digits] 

"OFF" 

When initialization fails, the current step is 

displayed. For the initialization procedure, see the 

initialization fault code. 

2 Fault-free operation Normal display [1 digit] The displayed characters show the current 402 state 

value: 

0- STATE_NOT_READY_TO_SWITCH_ON 

1- STATE_SWITCH_ON_DISABLED 

2- STATE_READY_TO_SWITCH_ON 

3- STATE_SWITCHED_ON 

4- STATE_QUICK_STOP_ACTIVE 

5- STATE_OPERATION_ENABLED 

6- STATE_SHUTDOWN_ACTIVE 

7- STATE_DISABLE_OPERATION_ACTIVE 

8- STATE_FAULT_REACTION_ACTIVE 

3 Alarm Cyclic display A- [ Alarm code, 4 

characters] "OFF" 

 

4 Fault Cyclic display E- [Fault code, 4 

characters] "OFF" 

 

5 CPU exception Normal display 4 At this time, the drive cannot operate normally due to 

the stack space overflow fault. 

6 Virtual mode Normal display • Decimal point When the drive works in the virtual motor mode, the 

decimal point is always on. 

 

When the duration of initialization to a certain step is longer than 4s, the initialization fails, and the current initialization step is 

displayed. 

Take the initialization where the CiA402 standard object dictionary's linked list is initialized in the EtherCAT initialization step as 

an example. The current first-level initialization step is 3, the second-level initialization step is 1, and the third-level initialization step 

is 2. If the initialization step cannot be completed within 4s, the LED will circularly display H-0301-0200 "OFF" 

 

Cyclic Display Rules 

For cyclic display, each character is displayed for 500ms and off for 100ms, and then the next character is displayed.  

Take the character E-2320 "OFF" as an example. A total of 6 characters needs to be displayed. The display sequence is as shown 

in the figure below. 

— 2 3 2 0

500ms
OFF

100ms
500ms

OFF
100ms

500ms
OFF

100ms
500ms

OFF
100ms

500ms
OFF

100ms
500ms

OFF
100ms

E

500ms
OFF

100ms

E

500ms
OFF

100ms
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 Maintenance 

1.60 Maintenance overview 

 

1. In the case of an alarm, perform failure analysis and troubleshooting. Make sure the system is safe and 

stay out of the range of mechanical movements before resetting the alarm. otherwise, there are chances of 

personal injuries. 

2. When power supply is resumed after a sudden power outage, do not get close to the device to avoid 

personal injuries due to the automatic restart of the system. 

3. If you need to repair the servo drive, please contact us. Do not disassemble the drive by yourself. 

Otherwise, new alarms can occur. 

1.60.1 View alarm and warning records 

Alarm and warning information can be viewed through servo driver LED and debugging software. 

◼ View alarm information through LED 

To view the current alarm information, refer to [LED Display] in Section [Monitoring]. 

1.60.2  Settings of relevant parameters 

The parameters related to alarms and warnings can be divided into two categories: [detection switch parameters] and 

[configuration parameters]. 

⚫ By setting the [detection switch parameters], the detection of some alarms or warnings can be enabled or disabled. 

⚫ By setting the [configuration parameters], the detection conditions of corresponding alarms or warnings can be adjusted. 

The detection switch parameters of alarms and warnings are as follows: 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Effective Period 

0x20A1 Fault Detection Switch — 0-0xFFFFFFFF 0x0000F14B Restart Y 

0x20A2 Warning Detection Switch — 0-0xFFFFFFFF 0x0F0F044E Restart Y 

 

Each bit of the parameter [fault detection switch] can be used to enable the detection of corresponding alarm. When the value 

is set to 1, the corresponding alarm will be detected. when the value is set to 0, the alarm will not be detected. The detailed 

correspondence relations are shown below. 

Byte Bit Corresponding alarm detection 

Byte0 

Bit0 Enable [motor blockage] fault detection 

Bit1 Enable [drive output lack phase] fault detection 

Bit2 Enable [drive output short circuit to ground] fault detection 

Bit3 Enable [encoder data overflow] fault detection in non-position control mode 

Bit4 Enable [hardware limit switch abnormal] fault detection 
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Bit5 Enable [drive over current 2] fault detection 

Bit6 Enable [emergency stop input switch trigger] fault detection 

Bit7 Enable [current following error over-range] fault detection 

Byte1 

Bit8 Enable [DriveMaster communication timeout] fault detection 

Bit9 Reserved 

Bit10 Enable [encoder overheating] fault detection 

Bit11 Enable [Drive other axes abnormal] fault detection 

Bit12 Enable [servo ON failed] fault detection 

Bit13 Enable [encoder data overflow on power-up] fault detection 

Bit14 Reserved 

Bit15 Enable [brake control circuit abnormal] fault detection 

Byte2 

Bit16 Enable the initialization status code mapping to 0x603F 

Bit17 Reset encoder fault while reseting drive fault 

Bit18 Reserved 

Bit19 Enable fault automatic reset after EtherCAT Re-OP 

Byte3 Bit24 Enable Hiperface encoder status detection 

 

 

1. When the "emergency stop input switch trigger" alarm detection is enabled, the motor will stop in 

fault reaction stop according to the configuration of 0x2196 in the case of a fault. otherwise, the motor 

will stop in emergency stop mode to slow down and then stop. 

2. Encoder overheating alarm is only detected in some encoder types. 

Each bit of the parameter [warning detection switch] can be used to enable the detection of corresponding warning. When 

the value is set to 1, the corresponding warning will be detected. when set to 0, the warning will not be detected. The detailed 

correspondence relations are shown below. 

字节 位 对应告警检测 

Byte0 

Bit0 Reserved, do not use. 

Bit1 Enable [alarm history records abnormal] warning detection 

Bit2 Enable [CoE communication parameter abnormal] warning detection 

Bit3 Reserved 

Bit4 Enable [Servo parameters restored to default value] warning detection 

Bit5 Enable [control power undervoltage] warning detection 

Bit6 Enable [regeneration resistor overload warning] detection 

Bit7 Enable [STO triggered warning] detection 

Byte1 

Bit8 Alarm code object are shared with warning code object 

Bit9 Enable [SDO write failure] warning detection 

Bit10 Enable [Contrl mode not supported warning] detection 

Byte2 

Bit16 Enable [encoder communication abnormal] warning detection 

Bit17 Enable [encoder communication timeout] warning detection 

Bit18 Enable [encoder data abnormal] warning detection 
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Byte3 

Bit24 Reserved 

Bit25 Reserved 

Bit26 Reserved 

 

 

When warning code object and alarm code object are the same, use the object 0x603F. when warning code 

object and alarm code object are different, use objects 0x603F and 0x3004, respectively. 

The configuration parameters of alarms and warnings are as follows: 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Effective Period 

0x2037 First Encoder Max Acceleration Rev/s^2 0-4294967295 0 Restart Y 

Description: 

The two parameters are used to set the maximum allowed accelerations of the encoder, respectively. When the values are set 

to 0, the encoder acceleration data overflow detection is deactivated. 

 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Effective Period 

0x20A0 Motor Stall Protection Threshold r/min 1-100000 6000 Immediately Y 

Description: 

Different from the motor overspeed protection, when motor stall alarm occurs, controlled stop is impossible. Therefore, in 

general, set the motor stall protection threshold to a value higher than the maximum speed of the motor. 

 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Effective Period 

0x20A3 
excessive velocity following 

error threshold 
rev/min 0-10000 50 Immediately Y 

0x20A4 
Excessive velocity following 

error detection time 
ms 1-10000 50 Immediately Y 

Description: 

The two parameters are used to set the threshold and detection time of the excessive velocity following error alarm. 

When the [Excessive velocity following error threshold] is set to 0, the "excessive velocity following error" alarm will not be 

detected. 

 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Effective Period 

0x20A5 Motor Overload Warning Level % 1-100 80 Immediately Y 

Description: 

This parameter is used to set the threshold of the motor overload warning. 

 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Effective Period 

0x20A6 
Rotor Positioning Error Detection 

Sensitivity 
— 1-10 2 Restart Y 

Description: 
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Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Effective Period 

This parameter is used to set the [Magnetic pole positioning failed] detection sensitivity. The higher the set value, the less 

sensitive the detection. 

 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Effective Period 

0x20A7 
Torque Saturation Monitor 

Threshold 
‰ 0-10000 0 Immediately Y 

0x20A8 Torque Saturation Monitor Time ms 1-5000 1 Immediately Y 

Description: 

The unit of [torque saturation monitoring threshold] is a thousandth of the rated torque of motor. When the value is set to 0, 

torque saturation monitoring is disabled. The controller can adjust the set value of this parameter in real time according to the 

actual operation. 

The [Torque Saturation Monitor Time] is used to set the torque saturation detection time. When the output torque of the motor 

exceeds the torque saturation monitoring threshold and the duration exceeds the set value of this parameter, a torque saturation 

alarm occurs. 

 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Effective Period 

0x20A9 
Main Power Supply Failure 

Detection Time 
10ms 2-2000 4 Restart Y 

Description: 

This parameter is used to set the detection time for detecting main power supply failures. 

 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Effective Period 

0x6065 
Excessive position following 

error threshold 
PosUnit 0-4294967295 131072 Immediately Y 

0x6066 
Excessive position following 

error detection time 
ms 1-10000 50 Immediately Y 

Description: 

When the [Excessive position following error threshold] is set to 0, the "excessive position following error" alarm will not be 

detected. The unit is determined by 0x6089 and 0x608A. Set this parameter according to the actual encoder resolution. 

The [Excessive position following error detection time] is used to set the period of time for judging excessive position 

following errors. 

 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Effective Period 

0x21F7 
Second excessive position 

following error threshold 
PosUnit 0-4294967295 262144 Immediately Y 

Description: 
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Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Effective Period 

When the [Second excessive position following error threshold] is set to 0, the "second excessive position following error" 

alarm will not be detected. The unit is determined by 0x6089 and 0x608A. Set this parameter according to the actual encoder 

resolution. 

As long as the position error exceeds the set value of this parameter, "second excessive position following error" will be 

immediately reported. In general, set the value of this parameter to be greater than the [position following error threshold]. 

 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Effective Period 

0x20AA 
Motor Instantaneous Overload 

Threshold 
% 100-500 200 Immediately Y 

0x20AB 
Motor Instantaneous Overload 

Detection Time 
sec 1-100 10 Immediately Y 

Description: 

The unit of [Motor Instantaneous Overload Threshold] is one percent of the rated current of motor. 

 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Effective Period 

0x20AC 
Excessive Power- On Position 

Error Threshold 
PosUnit 0-4294967295 0 Immediately Y 

Description: 

This parameter is used to set the threshold of excessive power-on position error. If the set value is 0, whether the position error 

is too large will not be checked at power-on. The unit is determined by 0x6089 and 0x608A. Set this parameter according to 

the actual encoder resolution. 

 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Effective Period 

0x20C6 
Control Power Supply Under-

voltage Detection Sensitivity 
% 50-200 100 Immediately Y 

Description: 

This parameter is used to set the detection sensitivity of control power supply under-voltage. The higher the set value, the 

more difficult the under-voltage alarm detection. This parameter can only be modified with developer authority. 

 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Effective Period 

0x219F 
Main Power Supply Monitoring 

Option Code 
— 0-0x01010107 0x00010100 Restart Y 

Byte 0: Main power off stop option code 

0x00: Reaction as a fault 

0x01: Disable drive function 

0x02: Disable drive function, and the motor stops freely 

0x03: Slow down on slow down ramp and disable drive function 

0x04: Slow down on quick stop ramp and disable drive function 
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Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Effective Period 

0x05: Stop immediately and disable drive function 

Byte1: Main power off detection switch 

0 x00: Disable 

0 x01: Enable 

Byte2: Main power abnormal detection switch 

0 x00: Disable 

0 x01: Enable 

Byte3: Reserved 

Description: 

When the main power off stop option code is not equal to 0, the motor will stop when detecting main power off, and no fault 

will be reported. 

Abnormal detection of main power supply is only applicable to three-phase AC main power supply input, not single-phase AC 

main power supply input. 

 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Effective Period 

0x21B4 
Motor Braking Abnormal 

Monitoring Level 
PosUnit 0-4294967295 0 Immediately Y 

Description: 

This parameter is used to set the allowed displacement value of the motor after braking. When the position of the motor after 

braking exceeds the preset value of this parameter, the "motor braking abnormal" alarm will be reported. 

When the value is set to 0, motor braking abnormal detection will be disabled. 

The units are determined by 0x6089 and 0x608A. Set the parameter according to the resolution of the actual encoder. 

 

Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Effective Period 

0x21D5 Alarm Latch Switch — 0-0x01010303 0 Restart Y 

Byte0: Encoder battery undervoltage alarm latch selection 

Byte1: Reserved 

Byte2: Encoder data overflow alarm latch selection 

Byte3: Reserved 

Among them, when Byte0 and Byte1 are set to 0x00, latches are disabled. when they are set to 0x01, latches are enabled at 

power-on. when they are set to 0x02, latches are always enabled. 

When Byte2 and Byte3 are set to 0x00, latches are disabled. when they are set 0x01, latches are enabled. 

Description: 

When enabling alarm latch function, the following steps shall be performed to clear the alarm: 

1. Troubleshooting reasons. 

2. Perform <fault clear> operation or power up again. 

3. Perform <encoder multi-turn clear> operation. 

"Encoder data overflow" and "encoder battery undervoltage" faults only apply to multi-turn absolute encoders. 
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Index Name Unit Setting range Default value Effective Period 

0x21D7 
Homing Not Attained Detection 

Setting 
— 0x00000000-0x03010101 0 Restart Y 

Byte0: Homing not attained detection selection 

0x00: Disable  

0x01: Enable 

Byte1: Action selection after multi-turn clear operation of position encoder 

0x00: Do not report homing not attained 

0x01: Report homing not attained 

Byte2: Action selection after excessive position error on power-up occured 

0x00: Do not report homing not attained 

0x01: Report homing not attained. 

Byte3: Action selection after battery undervoltage of position encoder occured 

0x00: Do not report homing not attained 

0x01: Report homing not attained on power-up 

0x02: Always report homing not attained. 
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1.61 Alarm 

1.61.1  Alarm list 

[Alarm list] introduces the alarms that can be detected and their attributes, such as: 

⚫ [Shield properties]: used to identify whether the alarm can be ignored. Y for yes and N for no. 

⚫ [Assigned properties]: used to identify whether the group of the alarm can be changed. Y for yes and N for no. 

⚫ [Whether to Reset]: When it is Y, the alarm can be cleared by the debugging software or the reset command of the upper 

computer. when it is N, the alarm shall be cleared by restarting the servo drive or the soft reset function of the debugging 

software. 

⚫ [Default group]: the default grouping state of the alarm, which can be used to configure the alarm priority, stop mode, etc. 

Number Alarm name 
Alarm 

code 

Whether 

to Reset  

Shield 

properties  

Assigned 

properties 

Default 

group 

1.  Drive short circuit 0x2250 N N N 0 

2.  Continuous over current Phase U 0x2310 Y N Y 3 

3.  Continuous over current Phase V 0x2311 Y N Y 3 

4.  Continuous over current Phase W 0x2312 Y N Y 3 

5.  Hardware over current 0x2320 Y N N 0 

6.  Drive output short circuit to ground 0x2330 N Y N 0 

7.  Main power input abnormal 0x3130 Y Y Y 3 

8.  DC bus over voltage 0x3210 Y N Y 3 

9.  DC bus under voltage 0x3220 Y N Y 3 

10.  Power module overheating 0x4210 Y N Y 3 

11.  CPU1 watchdog expired 0x6010 Y N N 0 

12.  CPU2 watchdog expired 0x6011 Y N N 0 

13.  Regeneration resistor overload 0x7112 Y N Y 3 

14.  Motor continuous overload 0x8311 Y N Y 3 

15.  Excessive position following error 0x8611 Y Y Y 4 

16.  Positive software position limited 0x8612 Y Y Y 2 

17.  Negative software position limited 0x8613 Y Y Y 2 

18.  Encoder data overflow 0x8800 N N Y 4 

19.  CPU1 abnormal 0xFF00 N N N 0 

20.  CPU2 abnormal 0xFF01 N N N 0 

21.  CPU1 memory abnormal 0xFF02 N N N 0 

22.  CPU2 memory abnormal 0xFF03 N N N 0 

23.  CPU memory confliction 0xFF04 N N N 0 

24.  Magnetic pole positioning failed 0xFF05 Y N N 0 

25.  Encoder data abnormal 0xFF06 Y N N 0 

26.  Encoder communication abnormal 0xFF07 Y N N 0 

27.  Encoder communication timeout 0xFF08 Y N N 0 

28.  Encoder internal abnormal 1 0xFF09 N N Y 3 
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Number Alarm name 
Alarm 

code 

Whether 

to Reset  

Shield 

properties  

Assigned 

properties 

Default 

group 

29.  The other axes of the drive are abnormal 0xFF10 Y Y Y 4 

30.  Broken wire of motor holding brake 0xFF11 Y Y Y 2 

31.  Control encoder over speed 0xFF14 Y N N 0 

32.  Drive continuous overload 0xFF15 Y N Y 3 

33.  Drive output lack phase 0xFF17 Y Y N 0 

34.  Motor stall 0xFF18 Y N N 0 

35.  Co-CPU communication abnormal 0xFF19 Y N N 0 

36.  Encoder AB signal change abnormal 0xFF20 Y N N 0 

37.  Excessive current following error 0xFF21 Y Y Y 3 

38.  Target position value abnormal 0xFF22 Y N Y 4 

39.  Encoder data overflow on power-up 0xFF23 Y Y N 0 

40.  Target position value overflow 0xFF24 Y N Y 4 

41.  Motor brake abnormal 0xFF25 Y Y Y 2 

42.  Control power under voltage 0xFF26 N N N 0 

43.  STO1 triggered alarm 0xFF27 Y Y N 1 

44.  STO2 triggered alarm 0xFF28 Y Y N 1 

45.  Positive hardware limit switch triggered alarm 0xFF29 Y Y N 1 

46.  Negative hardware limit switch triggered alarm 0xFF30 Y Y N 1 

47.  Motor over speed 0xFF31 Y N N 1 

48.  Emergency stop switch triggered alarm 0xFF32 Y Y N 1 

49.  Torque saturation fault 0xFF33 Y Y N 0 

50.  Excessive velocity following error 0xFF34 Y Y Y 4 

51.  Drive overcurrent 2 0xFF35 Y Y N 0 

52.  Homing failed 0xFF36 Y N Y 5 

53.  EtherCAT process data error 0xFF37 Y N Y 4 

54.  EtherCAT command illegal 0xFF38 Y N Y 4 

55.  EtherCAT communication period error 0xFF39 Y N Y 4 

56.  Profile position operation error 0xFF40 Y N Y 4 

57.  EtherCAT sync mode error 0xFF41 Y N Y 4 

58.  Target position value over range 0xFF42 Y N Y 4 

59.  Rectifier overheating 0xFF43 Y N Y 3 

60.  Heatsink overheating 0xFF44 Y N Y 3 

61.  Motor instantaneous overload Phase U 0xFF45 Y N Y 3 

62.  Motor instantaneous overload Phase V 0xFF46 Y N Y 3 

63.  Motor instantaneous overload Phase W 0xFF47 Y N Y 3 

64.  Drive internal abnormal 1 0xFF49 N N N 0 

65.  Limit switch abnormal 0xFF50 Y Y Y 2 

66.  EtherCAT bus communication error 0xFF51 Y N Y 4 

67.  Interface encoder resolution change 0xFF52 N N N 0 
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Number Alarm name 
Alarm 

code 

Whether 

to Reset  

Shield 

properties  

Assigned 

properties 

Default 

group 

68.  Encoder overheat 0xFF53 Y Y Y 3 

69.  Encoder battery undervoltage fault 0xFF54 Y Y Y 3 

70.  The control mode is set incorrectly 0xFF57 Y N Y 3 

71.  Deviation of the power-on position out of range 0xFF58 Y Y Y 3 

72.  Encoder acceleration abnormal fault 0xFF59 Y Y N 0 

73.  Motor blocked 0xFF60 Y Y Y 2 

74.  Motor overheating 0xFF61 Y Y Y 3 

75.  Z signal of incremental encoder is abnormal 0xFF62 Y Y N 0 

76.  Abnormal writing EEPROM data 0xFF63 Y N Y 5 

77.  Abnormal reading EEPROM data 0xFF64 Y N Y 5 

78.  Abnormal regenerative braking circuit 0xFF65 Y N Y 4 

79.  Abnormal holding brake control circuit 0xFF66 Y Y N 0 

80.  CPU overheating 0xFF67 Y N Y 3 

81.  CPU1 overload 0xFF68 Y N N 1 

82.  CPU2 overload 0xFF69 Y N N 1 

83.  CPU1 handshake failed 0xFF70 Y N N 1 

84.  Drivemaster communication timeout 0xFF71 Y N Y 3 

85.  ESC configured EEPROM exception 0xFF75 N N Y 5 

86.  ESC internal access error 0xFF76 Y N Y 3 

87.  Servo enable not ready 0xFF77 Y Y N 0 

88.  CPU2 handshake failed 0xFF78 Y N N 1 

89.  CPU1 main task timeout 0xFF79 Y N N 1 

90.  Power failure of main power supply 0xFF80 Y Y N 1 

91.  The DC bus charging relay is abnormal 0xFF81 Y N N 0 

92.  An internal CPU error 0xFF82 Y N N 1 

93.  Position actual value overflow 0xFF83 Y N Y 4 

94.  Encoder internal abnormal 2 0xFF85 Y Y N 0 

95.  Encoder internal abnormal 3 0xFF87 Y Y N 0 

96.  The STO1 circuit diagnoses an abnormality 0xFF8A Y Y N 1 

97.  The STO2 circuit diagnoses an abnormality 0xFF8B Y Y N 1 

98.  Hall signal abnormal 0xFF8C Y Y Y 2 

99.  The encoder Hall-AB signal is abnormally under-phased 0xFF8D Y Y Y 2 

100.  The second position following error 0xFF8E Y Y N 0 

101.  STO wiring is abnormal 0xFF8F Y Y N 1 

102.  The second speed following error 0xFF90 N N N 0 

103.  Drive internal abnormal 2 0xFF91 Y N N 0 
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1.61.2 Alarm configuration 

The alarm query interface can be visited through [View] - [Alarm/warning] - [Alarm code query] in the menu bar of the 

debugging software, as shown in the figure below. 

 

◼ Browsing of grouped alarms 

Alarms can be browsed in groups through the following options. Click the corresponding group number, and only the alarm 

entries under this group will be displayed in the alarm browsing area. When "All" is selected, all alarm entries will be displayed. 
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◼ Alarm query 

With this function, the corresponding alarm entry can be searched based on the alarm code or alarm description keyword. 

 

◼ Alarm configuration 

In the browsing interface, as shown in the figure below, the alarm entries whose [default group] values are shown in 

orange can be modified, and those whose "default group" values are shown in gray cannot. 

Modifiable

Not modifiable

 

By double clicking a modifiable alarm entry, the following dialog box will pop up, where the entry's [reset attribute] and 

[grouping attribute] can be modified. After modification, click [Settings]. 
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1.61.3 Troubleshooting 

This section introduces the causes of some common alarms and their solutions. 

Number Alarm name 
Alarm 

code 
Possible causes Solutions 

1.  Drive short circuit 0x2250 

1. The UVW output cable of the drive 

is short circuited or short circuited to 

the ground 

2. Motor UVW is short circuited or 

short circuited to ground 

3. There is a short circuit or short 

circuit to ground inside the drive 

4. The drive is disturbed, resulting in 

false alarm of this fault 

1. In case of short circuit between UVW 

phases of the cable and between UVW and 

grounding, handle or replace the cable. 

2. In case of short circuit between UVW 

phases of the motor and between UVW 

and grounding, replace the motor. 

3. Disconnect the output UVW wiring of 

the drive and replace the drive if it still 

fails. 

4. Improve the electromagnetic 

environment of equipment by 

standardizing wiring and wiring, 

increasing the cross-sectional area of 

grounding wire and adding a magnetic 

ring. 

2.  
Continuous over 

current Phase U 
0x2310 

1. Unreasonable parameter setting of 

current loop regulator leads to current 

control oscillation 

2. Motor parameter setting error 

3.The internal current sampling 

circuit of the drive is abnormal 

1. Adjust the parameters of current loop 

regulator 

2. Set motor parameters correctly 

3. Replace the drive 

3.  
Continuous over 

current Phase V 
0x2311 

1. Unreasonable parameter setting of 

current loop regulator leads to current 

control oscillation 

2. Motor parameter setting error 

3.The internal current sampling 

circuit of the drive is abnormal 

1. Adjust the parameters of current loop 

regulator 

2. Set motor parameters correctly 

3. Replace the drive 

4.  
Continuous over 

current Phase W 
0x2312 

1. Unreasonable parameter setting of 

current loop regulator leads to current 

control oscillation 

2. Motor parameter setting error 

3.The internal current sampling 

circuit of the drive is abnormal 

1. Adjust the parameters of current loop 

regulator 

2. Set motor parameters correctly 

3. Replace the drive 

5.  Hardware over current 0x2320 

1. The motor load is too large or the 

motor acceleration and deceleration 

settings are too large, and the 

1. Detect and handle the mechanical load 

transmission to ensure that there is no 

jamming and increase the acceleration and 

deceleration time 
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Number Alarm name 
Alarm 

code 
Possible causes Solutions 

acceleration and deceleration time 

settings are too small 

2. The setting value of rotor 

compensation angle has deviation and 

does not meet the detection conditions 

of rotor positioning error 

3. Encoder feedback has abnormal 

jump 

4. Unreasonable parameter setting of 

current loop regulator leads to current 

control oscillation 

5. Motor parameter setting error (line 

resistance, line inductance, back 

EMF, rotor inertia, etc.) 

6. The internal current detection 

circuit of the drive is abnormal, or the 

holding brake circuit of the drive is 

damaged, and there is no 24V output 

7. The motor holding brake is 

damaged 

8. The setting of torque offset value or 

static balance compensation value is 

unreasonable 

2. Recheck the rotor compensation angle 

3. Check the wiring of motor encoder and 

ensure that the wiring specification is 

correct 

4. Adjust the parameters of current loop 

regulator 

5. Set motor parameters correctly 

6. Replace the drive 

7. Replace the motor 

8. Optimize the dynamic model of the 

upper controller, optimize the given value, 

or set according to the actual load 

6.  
Drive output short 

circuit to ground 
0x2330 

1. The UVW output cable of the drive 

is short circuited to the ground 

2. Motor UVW is short circuited to 

ground 

3. There is a short circuit or short 

circuit to ground inside the drive 

1. In case of short circuit between UVW of 

cable and grounding, handle or replace the 

cable. 

2. In case of short circuit between UVW of 

motor and grounding, replace the motor. 

3. Disconnect the output UVW wiring of 

the drive and replace the drive if it still 

fails. 

7.  
Main power input 

abnormal 
0x3130 

1. Poor connection of power input 

power supply of drive 

2. The drive power circuit is set as 

three-phase input, but the actual 

power supply input is single-phase 

3. Electronic transformer is used at 

the front end, and the harmonic of 

electronic transformer is abnormal 

1. Check the power input power wiring of 

the drive and ensure reliable wiring 

2. Correctly set the drive power circuit, 

and the setting value is consistent with the 

actual power supply input 

3. Wiring shall be conducted according to 

the transformer manual, and a filter shall 

be installed at the front end of the servo 

drive if necessary 
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Alarm 
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8.  DC bus over voltage 0x3210 DC bus over voltage 

1. The power input voltage of the drive is 

too high 

2. The braking energy consumption when 

the motor stops quickly is too large 

3. The energy consumption braking 

resistance is not connected or the wiring is 

wrong 

4. The energy consumption braking 

resistance is too large 

5. Internal abnormality of the drive 

9.  DC bus under voltage 0x3220 

1. The power input voltage of the 

drive is too low 

2.The internal voltage sampling 

circuit of the drive is abnormal 

3.The drive power circuit is set 

incorrectly, and the 220V power 

supply is set to 380V power supply 

4.Disconnect the power input line of 

the drive 

1. Adjust the power input power supply of 

the drive to the allowable range of normal 

operation 

2. Replace the drive 

3.The setting of drive power circuit is 

consistent with the actual power supply 

4.Check and handle the power input power 

line wiring of the drive to ensure that the 

wiring is correct and firm 

10.  
Power module 

overheating 
0x4210 

1. The motor load is too large 

2. The internal temperature sampling 

circuit of the drive is abnormal 

3. The operating ambient temperature 

of the drive exceeds the allowable 

working range 

1. Reduce the actual mechanical load of 

the motor 

2. Replace the drive 

3. Reduce the ambient temperature, such 

as improving the heat dissipation 

conditions of the cabinet 

11.  
CPU1 watchdog 

expired 
0x6010 Drive internal exception Replace the drive. 

12.  
CPU2 watchdog 

expired 
0x6011 Drive internal exception Replace the drive. 

13.  
Regeneration resistor 

overload 
0x7112 

1.Frequent quick stop operation of 

motor leads to excessive energy 

consumption braking energy 

2.The power setting of energy 

consumption braking resistance is 

inconsistent with the actual 

resistance 

1.Change the operating conditions of the 

motor to avoid frequent and rapid stop 

operations of the motor, such as 

prolonging the stop time of the motor. Or 

replace the energy consumption braking 

resistor with higher power 

2.Correctly set the power of energy 

consumption braking resistor, and the 

setting value is consistent with the actual 

power of energy consumption braking 

resistor 
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14.  
Motor continuous 

overload 
0x8311 

1. The motor load is too large 

2.Motor acceleration and 

deceleration time setting is too small 

3. Motor parameter setting error 

4. Abnormal release action of 

holding brake 

5.Wrong motor selection and low 

power (such as high-power drive, 

loaded low-power motor running at 

full load and high speed for a long 

time) 

6.The internal current sampling 

circuit of the drive is abnormal 

1. Reduce the actual mechanical load of 

the motor to ensure that the machine is 

not stuck. 

2.Increase the acceleration and 

deceleration time when the motor is 

running 

3. Check the motor parameters to ensure 

that the motor parameters are set correctly 

(such as motor rated current, motor 

thermal time constant, etc.) 

4. Check the motor holding brake circuit 

to ensure that the motor holding brake 

operates normally 

5. Replace the large capacity motor 

6. Replace the drive 

15.  
Excessive position 

following error 
0x8611 

1. The motor load is too large 

2. Improper control parameters 

3. Abnormal release action of 

holding brake 

4. The position following error is too 

large, the determination threshold or 

the determination time facility is too 

small 

1. Reduce the actual mechanical load of 

the motor to ensure that the machine is 

not stuck. 

2.Optimize control parameters and 

enhance corresponding servo 

performance. 

3. Check the motor holding brake circuit 

to ensure that the motor holding brake 

operates normally 

4.Appropriately increase the 

determination threshold or determination 

time for excessive position following 

error 

16.  
Positive software 

position limited 
0x8612 

Position feedback value exceeds 

(forward soft limit value + positioning 

completion threshold) 

The movement range shall not exceed the 

set value of forward soft limit. If the 

forward soft limit function is not required, 

it can be prohibited through the parameter 

position control switch 

17.  
Negative software 

position limited 
0x8613 

Position feedback value exceeds 

(negative soft limit value - positioning 

completion threshold) 

The movement range shall not exceed the 

negative soft limit setting value. If the 

positive soft limit function is not required, 

it can be prohibited through the parameter 

position control switch 

18.  Encoder data overflow 0x8800 
In the position mode, when the 

infinite position control is not 

Perform encoder multi turn zero clearing 

operation, or enable infinite position 
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enabled, the multi turn value of the 

encoder exceeds the multi turn 

number of the actual encoder. 

control mode, or operate in non position 

mode (torque mode or speed mode). 

19.  CPU1 abnormal 0xFF00 
1.The drive firmware runs abnormally 

2. Drive internal exception 

1. Upgrade the drive firmware. 

2. Replace the drive. 

20.  CPU2 abnormal 0xFF01 
1.The drive firmware runs abnormally 

2. Drive internal exception 

1. Upgrade the drive firmware. 

2. Replace the drive. 

21.  
CPU1 memory 

abnormal 
0xFF02 

1.The drive firmware runs abnormally 

2. Drive internal exception 

1. Upgrade the drive firmware. 

2. Replace the drive. 

22.  
CPU2 memory 

abnormal 
0xFF03 

1.The drive firmware runs abnormally 

2. Drive internal exception 

1. Upgrade the drive firmware. 

2. Replace the drive. 

23.  
CPU memory 

confliction 
0xFF04 

1.The drive firmware runs abnormally 

2. Drive internal exception 

1. Upgrade the drive firmware. 

2. Replace the drive. 

24.  
Magnetic pole 

positioning failed 
0xFF05 

1.The set value of motor rotor 

position compensation angle is 

inconsistent with the detected value 

2.The sensitivity setting of rotor 

positioning fault detection is too small 

3. The setting of static balance torque 

compensation value is inconsistent 

with the actual load. 

4. The motor wiring error causes the 

rotor phase angle to change. 

5. Abnormal motor causes the rotor 

phase angle to change. 

6. The gravity load causes the motor 

to rotate at the moment when the 

servo is enabled, and the speed 

exceeds the set threshold of rotor 

positioning fault detection sensitivity 

1. Recheck the motor rotor position 

compensation angle and set it correctly. 

2. Appropriately increase the setting 

value of rotor positioning fault detection 

sensitivity. 

3.Set the static balance torque 

compensation value correctly according 

to the actual load. 

4. Correct wiring and recheck the motor 

rotor position compensation angle. 

5. Replace the motor. 

6.Set the static balance torque 

compensation value correctly according 

to the actual load. 

25.  Encoder data abnormal 0xFF06 

1. The encoder data is abnormal 

2.Encoder cable has wrong wire 

sequence or poor contact 

3.Abnormal encoder data due to noise 

interference 

1. Replace the motor or encoder. 

2. Correct the wiring sequence or 

reinforce the wiring. 

3.Improve the electromagnetic 

environment of equipment by 

standardizing wiring and wiring, 

increasing the cross-sectional area of 

grounding wire and adding a magnetic 

ring. 
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26.  

Encoder 

communication 

abnormal 

0xFF07 

1.The encoder itself is abnormal 

2.Encoder cable has wrong wire 

sequence or poor contact 

3.Abnormal encoder data due to noise 

interference 

1. Replace the motor or encoder. 

2. Correct the wiring sequence or 

reinforce the wiring. 

3.Improve the electromagnetic 

environment of equipment by 

standardizing wiring and wiring, 

increasing the cross-sectional area of 

grounding wire and adding a magnetic 

ring. 

27.  
Encoder 

communication timeout 
0xFF08 

1.The encoder itself is abnormal 

2.Encoder cable has wrong wire 

sequence or poor contact 

3.Abnormal encoder data due to noise 

interference 

1. Replace the motor or encoder. 

2. Correct the wiring sequence or 

reinforce the wiring. 

3.Improve the electromagnetic 

environment of equipment by 

standardizing wiring and wiring, 

increasing the cross-sectional area of 

grounding wire and adding a magnetic 

ring. 

28.  
Encoder internal 

abnormal 1 
0xFF09 Abnormal internal status of encoder 

Soft reset or restart the drive after the 

encoder is cleared 

29.  
The other axes of the 

drive are abnormal 
0xFF10 

1. Other axes failed 

2. The internal circuit of the drive is 

abnormal 

1. Check other axes and reset the axis 

reporting fault to ensure that other axes 

have no fault. This fault can be prohibited 

from detection through parameter 0x2094 

2. Replace the drive 

30.  
Broken wire of motor 

holding brake 
0xFF11 

1. The motor holding brake is not 

connected or has poor contact 

2. Abnormal holding brake of motor 

3. Internal abnormality of the drive 

1.Check and handle the motor holding 

brake wiring to ensure that the wiring is 

correct and firm 

2. Replace the motor 

3. Replace the drive 

31.  
Control encoder over 

speed 
0xFF14 

1.The change of encoder position 

feedback value in a position sampling 

period is too large, exceeding 1.3 

times the maximum speed of the 

motor. 

2 encoder abnormality 

3.Abnormal encoder data due to noise 

interference 

1. Optimize motor parameters and control 

parameters, and the set value of maximum 

motor speed is usually not less than the 

actual maximum motor speed. 

2.Check encoder settings and encoder 

wiring 

3.Improve the electromagnetic 

environment of equipment by 

standardizing wiring and wiring, 
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increasing the cross-sectional area of 

grounding wire and adding a magnetic ring 

32.  
Drive continuous 

overload 
0xFF15 

1. The motor load is too large, or the 

acceleration and deceleration time 

setting is too small 

2. The actual mechanical load is too 

large or stuck 

3. The motor holding brake is not 

released 

4. Abnormal motor or motor holding 

brake 

5. Internal abnormality of the drive 

1. Reduce the actual mechanical load of 

the motor or increase the acceleration and 

deceleration time of the motor 

2. Check the mechanical load transmission 

mode to ensure there is no jamming and 

other phenomena 

3. Check the motor holding brake wiring 

to ensure reliable wiring 

4. Replace the motor 

5. Replace the drive 

33.  Drive output lack phase 0xFF17 

1.The U, V and W outputs of the drive 

are disconnected or poorly wired 

2. The motor impedance is too large 

3.The internal current sampling 

circuit of the drive is abnormal 

1. Check motor u, V and W wiring and 

ensure reliable wiring 

2. Replace the motor or prohibit the phase 

loss detection function of the drive output 

3. Replace the drive 

34.  Motor stall 0xFF18 

1. Unreasonable parameter setting of 

drive regulator leads to excessive 

speed tracking overshoot 

2. Abnormal change of encoder data 

due to electromagnetic noise 

interference 

3. Encoder data changes abnormally 

due to encoder damage 

4. The internal circuit of the drive is 

abnormal 

1. Optimize regulator parameters 

2.Improve the electromagnetic 

environment of equipment by 

standardizing wiring and wiring, 

increasing the cross-sectional area of 

grounding wire and adding a magnetic 

ring 

3. Replace the motor or encoder 

4. Replace the drive 

35.  

Co-CPU 

communication 

abnormal 

0xFF19 

1. Encoder cable has wrong wire 

sequence or poor contact 

2. Abnormal encoder data due to 

noise interference 

1. Correct the wiring sequence or 

reinforce the wiring. 

2.Improve the electromagnetic 

environment of equipment by 

standardizing wiring and wiring, 

increasing the cross-sectional area of 

grounding wire and adding a magnetic 

ring. 

36.  
Encoder AB signal 

change abnormal 
0xFF20 

1. Encoder cable has wrong wire 

sequence or poor contact 

2. Abnormal encoder data due to 

noise interference 

1. Correct the wiring sequence or 

reinforce the wiring. 

2.Improve the electromagnetic 

environment of equipment by 

standardizing wiring and wiring, 
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increasing the cross-sectional area of 

grounding wire and adding a magnetic 

ring. 

37.  
Excessive current 

following error 
0xFF21 

1. Unreasonable parameter setting of 

drive regulator leads to excessive 

speed tracking overshoot 

2. Abnormal change of encoder data 

due to electromagnetic noise 

interference 

3.Abnormal change of current 

feedback due to motor damage 

4. The internal circuit of the drive is 

abnormal 

1. Optimize regulator parameters 

2.Improve the electromagnetic 

environment of equipment by 

standardizing wiring and wiring, 

increasing the cross-sectional area of 

grounding wire and adding a magnetic ring 

3. Replace the motor  

4. Replace the drive 

38.  
Target position value 

abnormal 
0xFF22 

1. In CSP mode, at the moment of 

servo enabling, the difference 

between the target position value and 

the actual position value exceeds the 

set threshold value for excessive 

position following error 

2. In CSP mode, when the motor is 

running, the target track acceleration 

exceeds the set threshold of the 

maximum acceleration of the 

parameter, and the difference between 

the target value of the position and the 

actual value of the position exceeds 

the set threshold of excessive position 

following error 

1. Check and confirm that there is no 

abnormality between the position target 

value and the position actual value, so that 

the difference does not exceed the set 

threshold of excessive position following 

error 

2. Check and confirm that there is no 

abnormal mutation in the position target 

value, or appropriately increase the 

maximum acceleration setting threshold or 

position following error threshold 

39.  
Encoder data overflow 

on power-up 
0xFF23 

When the drive is powered on, the 

feedback position value exceeds the 

maximum range allowed by the 

encoder 

Soft reset or restart the drive after the 

encoder is cleared 

40.  
Target position value 

overflow 
0xFF24 

In position mode, when unlimited 

position control is prohibited, the 

position target value exceeds the 

maximum allowable range 

Perform encoder multi turn zero clearing 

operation, or enable infinite position 

control mode, or operate in non position 

mode (torque mode or speed mode) 

41.  Motor brake abnormal 0xFF25 

1. The motor holding brake itself is 

abnormal and cannot be braked 

normally. 

1. Replace the motor. 

2. Optimize the process logic control to 

avoid sudden servo off during high-speed 

operation. 
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2. When the motor is running at high 

speed, the servo is suddenly off, and 

the braking time is too long. 

3. The setting value of motor holding 

brake braking time is less than the 

actual braking action time of holding 

brake. 

4. The sensitivity setting of rotor 

positioning fault detection is too small 

3. The setting value of motor holding 

brake braking time shall not be less than 

the actual braking action time of holding 

brake. 

4. Appropriately increase the setting value 

of rotor positioning fault detection 

sensitivity 

42.  
Control power under 

voltage 
0xFF26 

1. 24V control power supply is 

abnormal 

2. 24V control power supply wiring 

error or poor contact 

3. The load of 24V control power 

supply is too large 

4. The internal circuit of the drive is 

abnormal 

1. Replace 24V control power supply 

2. Check the wiring of 24V control power 

supply and ensure reliable wiring 

3. Check the load of 24V control power 

supply to ensure that the capacity of 24V 

control power supply can meet the load 

consumption under all working conditions 

4. Replace the drive 

43.  STO1 triggered alarm 0xFF27 STO1 trigger or poor wiring 
Check the STO wiring to ensure that the 

wiring is reliable and not triggered 

44.  STO2 triggered alarm 0xFF28 STO2 trigger or poor wiring 
Check the STO wiring to ensure that the 

wiring is reliable and not triggered 

45.  
Positive hardware limit 

switch triggered alarm 
0xFF29 

One way operation to mechanical 

limit, resulting in hardware limit 

triggering 

It can directly clear the fault and run in the 

opposite direction until the mechanical 

limit is restored. Note that the location 

planning should not exceed the hardware 

limit 

46.  

Negative hardware 

limit switch triggered 

alarm 

0xFF30 

One way operation to mechanical 

limit, resulting in hardware limit 

triggering 

It can directly clear the fault and run in the 

opposite direction until the mechanical 

limit is restored. Note that the location 

planning should not exceed the hardware 

limit 

47.  Motor over speed 0xFF31 

1. The actual speed feedback value of 

the motor exceeds 1.1 times the 

maximum speed of the motor. 

2 encoder abnormality 

1. Optimize the motor parameters and 

control parameters, and the set value of the 

maximum motor speed is usually not less 

than the actual maximum motor speed. 

2 check encoder settings and encoder 

wiring 

48.  
Emergency stop switch 

triggered alarm 
0xFF32 

Emergency stop switch triggered or 

poor wiring 

Check the wiring of the emergency stop 

switch to ensure that the wiring is reliable 

and not triggered 
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49.  Torque saturation fault 0xFF33 

1. The motor load is too large and 

exceeds the torque monitoring alarm 

threshold 

2. The setting of torque saturation 

monitoring threshold is too small 

1. Reduce the actual mechanical load of 

the motor or increase the acceleration and 

deceleration time of the motor 

2. Increase the setting value of torque 

saturation monitoring threshold. When the 

threshold is set to 0, the fault will not be 

detected. 

50.  
Excessive velocity 

following error 
0xFF34 

1. The motor load is too large 

2. Improper control parameters 

3. Abnormal release action of holding 

brake 

4. The judgment threshold of speed 

following error，or the judgment time 

is too small 

1. Reduce the actual mechanical load of 

the motor to ensure that the machine is 

not stuck. 

2.Optimize control parameters and 

enhance corresponding servo 

performance. 

3. Check the motor holding brake circuit 

to ensure that the motor holding brake 

operates normally 

4.Appropriately increase the judgment 

threshold or judgment time for excessive 

speed following error 

51.  Drive overcurrent 2 0xFF35 

1. The UVW output cable of the drive 

is short circuited or short circuited to 

the ground 

2. Motor UVW is short circuited or 

short circuited to ground 

3. There is a short circuit or short 

circuit to ground inside the drive 

4. The drive is disturbed, resulting in 

false alarm of this fault 

1. In case of short circuit between UVW 

phases of the cable and between UVW 

and grounding, handle or replace the 

cable. 

2. In case of short circuit between UVW 

phases of the motor and between UVW 

and grounding, replace the motor. 

3. Disconnect the output UVW wiring of 

the drive and replace the drive if it still 

fails. 

4.Improve the electromagnetic 

environment of equipment by 

standardizing wiring and wiring, 

increasing the cross-sectional area of 

grounding wire and adding a magnetic 

ring. 

52.  Homing failed 0xFF36 

1. Unreasonable setting of origin 

seeking parameters 

2. When starting the homing point, the 

motor has been in the trigger state of 

the limit switch 

1. Set the homing parameter correctly 

2. Ensure that the motor is not in the 

trigger state of limit switch when starting 

the homing point 
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3. Switch to non-HM mode during 

homing 

3. Avoid switching the control mode in the 

process of finding the origin 

53.  
EtherCAT process data 

error 
0xFF37 

The set value of PDO exceeds the 

allowable range of the object 

The set value of PDO is within the 

allowable range of the object 

54.  
EtherCAT command 

illegal 
0xFF38 

EtherCAT communication state 

machine and control word timing 

matching error 

The upper computer correctly handles 

EtherCAT communication state machine 

and control word timing 

55.  

EtherCAT 

communication period 

error 

0xFF39 

1.EtherCAT communication cycle is 

less than servo control cycle 

2.The EtherCAT communication 

cycle setting is not an integer power 

of 2 of 250us 

1.Adjust the EtherCAT communication 

cycle or servo control cycle so that the 

communication cycle is greater than the 

servo control cycle 

2. The EtherCAT communication cycle is 

set to the integer power of 2 of 250us 

56.  
Profile position 

operation error 
0xFF40 

1.Under EtherCAT control, when 

running PP mode, the position target 

value cache exceeds the limit 

2. Internal abnormality of the drive 

1.Optimize the control process of 

EtherCAT master station and reduce the 

number of location target value caches. 

Generally, there are no more than 4 

location target value caches 

2. Replace the drive 

57.  
EtherCAT sync mode 

error 
0xFF41 

1.EtherCAT communication DC 

mode configuration error 

2. EtherCAT communication does not 

activate DC mode 

1. Configure EtherCAT communication 

DC mode correctly 

2. Activate EtherCAT communication DC 

mode 

58.  
Target position value 

over range 
0xFF42 

When the module infinite position 

control mode or the unlimited 

position control mode is prohibited, 

the position target value exceeds the 

allowable setting range 

The position target value is set between the 

lower limit value of the position range and 

the upper limit value of the position range 

or use the normal infinite position mode. 

59.  Rectifier overheating 0xFF43 

1. The internal temperature sampling 

circuit of the drive is abnormal 

2. The operating ambient temperature 

of the drive exceeds the allowable 

working range 

1. Replace the drive 

2. Reduce the ambient temperature, such 

as improving the heat dissipation 

conditions of the cabinet 

60.  Heatsink overheating 0xFF44 

1. The internal temperature sampling 

circuit of the drive is abnormal 

2. The operating ambient temperature 

of the drive exceeds the allowable 

working range 

1. Replace the drive 

2. Reduce the ambient temperature, such 

as improving the heat dissipation 

conditions of the cabinet 
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61.  
Motor instantaneous 

overload Phase U 
0xFF45 

1. The motor load is too large 

2. Motor acceleration and 

deceleration time setting is too small 

3. Motor parameter setting error 

4. Abnormal release action of 

holding brake 

5. Wrong motor selection and low 

power (such as high-power drive, 

loaded low-power motor running at 

full load and high speed for a long 

time) 

6. The internal current sampling 

circuit of the drive is abnormal 

7. The setting of motor fast overload 

protection threshold and protection 

time is too small 

1. Reduce the actual mechanical load of 

the motor to ensure that the machine is 

not stuck. 

2. Increase the acceleration and 

deceleration time when the motor is 

running 

3. Check the motor parameters to ensure 

that the motor parameters are set correctly 

(such as motor rated current, motor 

thermal time constant, etc.) 

4. Check the motor holding brake circuit 

to ensure that the motor holding brake 

operates normally 

5. Replace the large capacity motor 

6. Replace the drive 

7. Appropriately increase the motor fast 

overload protection threshold and 

protection time 

62.  
Motor instantaneous 

overload Phase V 
0xFF46 

1. The motor load is too large 

2. Motor acceleration and 

deceleration time setting is too small 

3. Motor parameter setting error 

4. Abnormal release action of 

holding brake 

5. Wrong motor selection and low 

power (such as high-power drive, 

loaded low-power motor running at 

full load and high speed for a long 

time) 

6. The internal current sampling 

circuit of the drive is abnormal 

7. The setting of motor fast overload 

protection threshold and protection 

time is too small 

1. Reduce the actual mechanical load of 

the motor to ensure that the machine is 

not stuck. 

2. Increase the acceleration and 

deceleration time when the motor is 

running 

3. Check the motor parameters to ensure 

that the motor parameters are set correctly 

(such as motor rated current, motor 

thermal time constant, etc.) 

4. Check the motor holding brake circuit 

to ensure that the motor holding brake 

operates normally 

5. Replace the large capacity motor 

6. Replace the drive 

7. Appropriately increase the motor fast 

overload protection threshold and 

protection time 

63.  
Motor instantaneous 

overload Phase W 
0xFF47 

1. The motor load is too large 

2. Motor acceleration and 

deceleration time setting is too small 

3. Motor parameter setting error 

1. Reduce the actual mechanical load of 

the motor to ensure that the machine is 

not stuck. 
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4. Abnormal release action of 

holding brake 

5. Wrong motor selection and low 

power (such as high-power drive, 

loaded low-power motor running at 

full load and high speed for a long 

time) 

6. The internal current sampling 

circuit of the drive is abnormal 

7. The setting of motor fast overload 

protection threshold and protection 

time is too small 

2. Increase the acceleration and 

deceleration time when the motor is 

running 

3. Check the motor parameters to ensure 

that the motor parameters are set correctly 

(such as motor rated current, motor 

thermal time constant, etc.) 

4. Check the motor holding brake circuit 

to ensure that the motor holding brake 

operates normally 

5. Replace the large capacity motor 

6. Replace the drive 

7. Appropriately increase the motor fast 

overload protection threshold and 

protection time 

64.  
Drive internal abnormal 

1 
0xFF49 Drive internal exception Replace the drive. 

65.  Limit switch abnormal 0xFF50 Limit switch triggered or poor wiring 

Check the wiring of the limit switch to 

ensure that the wiring is reliable and not 

triggered 

66.  
EtherCAT bus 

communication error 
0xFF51 

1. EtherCAT communication is 

disturbed 

2. Ethernet cable is disconnected or 

in poor contact 

3. The real-time performance of the 

upper computer is not enough 

4. The underlying DC 

synchronization mechanism of the 

upper computer EtherCAT master 

station does not match the drive 

requirements 

5. Internal abnormality of the drive 

1. Improve the electromagnetic 

environment of equipment by 

standardizing wiring and wiring, 

increasing the cross-sectional area of 

grounding wire and adding a magnetic 

ring 

2. Check and handle EtherCAT network 

cable connection to ensure reliable 

connection 

3. Replace the host computer with 

stronger real-time performance, or extend 

the EtherCAT communication cycle, or 

appropriately increase the set value of 

timeout detection sensitivity 

4. Modify the underlying DC 

synchronization mechanism of the 

EtherCAT master station of the upper 

computer to ensure that the SM2 event of 

the upper computer is at least 125us 

ahead of the DC synchronization signal 
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5. Replace the drive 

67.  
Interface encoder 

resolution change 
0xFF52 Interface encoder resolution changed Power on again or soft reset the drive 

68.  Encoder overheat 0xFF53 

1. The actual temperature of encoder 

is too high 

2. Encoder abnormality 

1. Reduce the actual working ambient 

temperature of the encoder to the 

allowable range 

2. Replace the motor or encoder 

69.  
Encoder battery 

undervoltage fault 
0xFF54 

1. Encoder battery voltage is too low 

2. Poor connection of encoder battery 

wiring 

1. Replace the encoder battery 

2. Check and handle the battery wiring to 

ensure that the battery wiring is correct 

and firm 

70.  
The control mode is set 

incorrectly 
0xFF57 

When the servo is on, the control 

mode is set to the mode not supported 

by the drive, such as NM, VL or IP, or 

in the control right of EtherCAT 

master, the control mode is set to PV 

or PT 

When the servo ON, set the control mode 

supported by the drive 

71.  
Deviation of the power-

on position out of range 
0xFF58 

When the drive is powered on, it is 

inconsistent with the storage position 

of the last power failure, exceeding 

the set threshold 

Check whether the mechanical position is 

changed. It can be cleared after confirming 

that the mechanical zero point is normal 

72.  
Encoder acceleration 

abnormal fault 
0xFF59 

1. The encoder data is abnormal 

2. Encoder cable has wrong wire 

sequence or poor contact 

3. Abnormal encoder data due to 

noise interference 

1. Replace the motor or encoder. 

2. Correct the wiring sequence or 

reinforce the wiring. 

3. Improve the electromagnetic 

environment of equipment by 

standardizing wiring and wiring, 

increasing the cross-sectional area of 

grounding wire and adding a magnetic 

ring. 

73.  Motor blocked 0xFF60 

1. The mechanical load is stuck or 

locked 

2. The motor holding brake is not 

released 

1. Detect and handle mechanical load 

transmission to ensure that there are no 

jamming and other phenomena 

2. Detect and handle the holding brake 

circuit to ensure the normal release of 

motor holding brake 

74.  Motor overheating 0xFF61 

1. The motor load is too large 

2. The operating ambient temperature 

of the motor is too high, exceeding 

the allowable range 

1. Reduce the actual mechanical load of 

the motor to ensure that the machine is 

not stuck. 
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Number Alarm name 
Alarm 

code 
Possible causes Solutions 

3. The thermocouple resistance value 

of motor overheating protection is set 

incorrectly 

4. Abnormal motor temperature 

sensor 

5. Internal abnormality of the drive 

2. Enhance the heat dissipation of the 

motor to ensure that the operating 

ambient temperature is within the 

allowable range 

3. Correctly set the setting value of motor 

overheating protection thermocouple 

resistance 

4. Replace the motor 

5. Replace the drive 

75.  
Z signal of incremental 

encoder is abnormal 
0xFF62 

1. The encoder data is abnormal 

2. Encoder cable has wrong wire 

sequence or poor contact 

3. Abnormal encoder data due to 

noise interference 

1. Replace the motor or encoder. 

2. Correct the wiring sequence or 

reinforce the wiring. 

3. Improve the electromagnetic 

environment of equipment by 

standardizing wiring and wiring, 

increasing the cross-sectional area of 

grounding wire and adding a magnetic 

ring. 

76.  
Abnormal writing 

EEPROM data 
0xFF63 Drive internal exception Replace the drive. 

77.  
Abnormal reading 

EEPROM data 
0xFF64 Drive internal exception Replace the drive. 

78.  
Abnormal regenerative 

braking circuit 
0xFF65 

The regenerative braking selection of 

servo parameter setting is inconsistent 

with the actual wiring of regenerative 

braking resistance 

Correctly set the servo parameters 

selected for regenerative braking to make 

them consistent with the actual wiring of 

regenerative braking resistance 

79.  
Abnormal holding 

brake control circuit 
0xFF66 

1. Short circuit or poor contact of 

motor holding brake wiring 

2. There is short circuit or poor 

contact inside the motor holding 

brake 

3. Internal abnormality of the drive 

1. Check the output wiring of the drive 

holding brake and ensure that the wiring 

is correct and reliable 

2. Replace the motor 

3. Replace the drive 

80.  CPU overheating 0xFF67 

1. The internal temperature sampling 

circuit of the drive is abnormal 

2. The operating ambient temperature 

of the drive exceeds the allowable 

working range 

1. Replace the drive 

2. Reduce the ambient temperature, such 

as improving the heat dissipation 

conditions of the cabinet 

81.  CPU1 overload 0xFF68 
1. The operation of the drive is 

disturbed by noise 

1. Improve the electromagnetic 

environment of equipment by 
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Number Alarm name 
Alarm 

code 
Possible causes Solutions 

2. Debugging software data 

acquisition is too large 

3. The internal circuit of the drive is 

abnormal 

standardizing wiring and wiring, 

increasing the cross-sectional area of 

grounding wire and adding a magnetic 

ring. 

2. Close some debugging software data 

acquisition channels. 

3. Replace the drive. 

82.  CPU2 overload 0xFF69 

1. The operation of the drive is 

disturbed by noise 

2. Debugging software data 

acquisition is too large 

3. The internal circuit of the drive is 

abnormal 

1. Improve the electromagnetic 

environment of equipment by 

standardizing wiring and wiring, 

increasing the cross-sectional area of 

grounding wire and adding a magnetic 

ring. 

2. Close some debugging software data 

acquisition channels. 

3. Replace the drive. 

83.  CPU1 handshake failed 0xFF70 

1. The drive firmware runs 

abnormally 

2. Drive internal exception 

1. Upgrade the drive firmware. 

2. Replace the drive. 

84.  
Drivemaster 

communication timeout 
0xFF71 

1. The drive commissioning cable is 

disconnected or in poor contact 

2. drive debugging serial port 

communication is disturbed 

1. Check the drive commissioning cable 

wiring and ensure reliable connection 

2. Use isolated serial port to debug the 

cable, or improve the electromagnetic 

environment of the equipment by 

standardizing wiring and wiring, 

increasing the cross-sectional area of 

grounding wire, adding a magnetic ring 

and other measures 

85.  
ESC configured 

EEPROM exception 
0xFF75 Drive internal exception Replace the drive. 

86.  
ESC internal access 

error 
0xFF76 Drive internal exception Replace the drive. 

87.  Servo enable not ready 0xFF77 

1. When the servo is on, the driver is 

in the actual motor and virtual 

encoder mode 

2. When the servo is on, the encoder 

communication is disconnected 

3. When the servo is on, the motor 

speed is higher than 30rpm 

1. Check the motor mode of the driver to 

ensure that the driver is in the actual 

motor and actual encoder mode when the 

servo is on 

2. Check the encoder communication 

status to ensure that the encoder 

communication status is normal when the 

servo is on 
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Number Alarm name 
Alarm 

code 
Possible causes Solutions 

4. When the servo is on, the sto 

status is not released 

5. When the servo is on, the DC bus 

voltage is too low, and the charging 

relay is not closed 

6. When the servo is on, the dynamic 

braking state is not released 

7. Drive internal abnormality 

3. Check the running state of the motor to 

ensure that the motor is in a static state 

when the servo is on 

4. Check the sto status to ensure that the 

sto status has been released when the 

servo is on 

5. Check the DC bus voltage status to 

ensure that the DC bus voltage meets the 

enabling threshold, and the charging relay 

is closed when the servo is on 

6. Check the dynamic braking status to 

ensure that the dynamic braking status 

has been released when the servo is on 

7. Replace the drive 

88.  CPU2 handshake failed 0xFF78 

1. The drive firmware runs 

abnormally 

2. Drive internal exception 

1. Upgrade the drive firmware. 

2. Replace the drive. 

89.  
CPU1 main task 

timeout 
0xFF79 

1. The operation of the drive is 

disturbed by noise 

2. Debugging software data 

acquisition is too large 

3. The internal circuit of the drive is 

abnormal 

1. Improve the electromagnetic 

environment of equipment by 

standardizing wiring and wiring, 

increasing the cross-sectional area of 

grounding wire and adding a magnetic 

ring. 

2. Close some debugging software data 

acquisition channels. 

3. Replace the drive. 

90.  
Power failure of main 

power supply 
0xFF80 

1. When the drive is servo on, the 

power supply is powered off 

2. Abnormal detection of power 

failure of main power supply due to 

noise interference 

3. Servo parameter main power 

failure detection time setting is too 

small 

1. Check the power supply and wiring of 

the driver to ensure that the power supply 

is normal, and the connection is reliable 

2. Improve the electromagnetic 

environment of equipment by 

standardizing wiring and wiring, 

increasing the cross-sectional area of 

grounding wire and adding a magnetic 

ring 

3. Appropriately increase the setting 

value of servo parameter main power 

failure detection time 

91.  
The DC bus charging 

relay is abnormal 
0xFF81 

The charging relay inside the drive is 

abnormal 
Replace the drive. 
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Number Alarm name 
Alarm 

code 
Possible causes Solutions 

92.  An internal CPU error 0xFF82 

1. The drive firmware runs 

abnormally 

2. Drive internal exception 

1. Upgrade the drive firmware. 

2. Replace the drive. 

93.  
Position actual value 

overflow 
0xFF83 

In position mode, when unlimited 

position control is prohibited, the 

position actual value exceeds the 

maximum allowable range 

Perform encoder multi turn zero clearing 

operation, or enable infinite position 

control mode, or operate in non position 

mode (torque mode or speed mode) 

94.  
Encoder internal 

abnormal 2 
0xFF85 Abnormal internal status of encoder 

Soft reset or restart the drive after the 

encoder is cleared 

95.  
Encoder internal 

abnormal 3 
0xFF87 Abnormal internal status of encoder 

Soft reset or restart the drive after the 

encoder is cleared 

96.  

The STO1 circuit 

diagnoses an 

abnormality 

0xFF8A 
1.STO1 trigger or poor wiring 

2.Drive internal exception 

Check the STO wiring to ensure that the 

wiring is reliable and not triggered 

97.  

The STO2 circuit 

diagnoses an 

abnormality 

0xFF8B 
1.STO2 trigger or poor wiring 

2.Drive internal exception 

Check the STO wiring to ensure that the 

wiring is reliable and not triggered 

98.  Hall signal abnormal 0xFF8C 

1. The signal of Hall sensor is 

abnormal 

2. Hall sensor wiring sequence error 

or poor contact 

3. Abnormal Hall signal due to noise 

interference 

1. Replace the motor or Hall sensor or 

prohibit Hall signal detection. 

2. Correct the wiring sequence or 

reinforce the wiring. 

3. Improve the electromagnetic 

environment of equipment by 

standardizing wiring and wiring, 

increasing the cross-sectional area of 

grounding wire and adding a magnetic 

ring. 

99.  

The encoder Hall-AB 

signal is abnormally 

under-phased 

0xFF8D 

1. The signal of Hall sensor or AB 

encoder is abnormal 

2. The wiring sequence of Hall 

sensor or AB encoder is wrong, or 

the contact is poor 

3. Abnormal Hall or AB encoder 

signal due to noise interference 

1. Replace the motor or Hall sensor and 

ecoder 

2. Correct the wiring sequence or 

reinforce the wiring. 

3. Improve the electromagnetic 

environment of equipment by 

standardizing wiring and wiring, 

increasing the cross-sectional area of 

grounding wire and adding a magnetic 

ring. 
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Number Alarm name 
Alarm 

code 
Possible causes Solutions 

100.  
The second position 

following error 
0xFF8E 

1. The motor load is too large 

2. Improper control parameters 

3. Abnormal release action of 

holding brake 

4. The second position following 

error is too large, the determination 

threshold or the determination time 

facility is too small 

1. Reduce the actual mechanical load of 

the motor to ensure that the machine is 

not stuck. 

2. Optimize control parameters and 

enhance corresponding servo 

performance. 

3. Check the motor holding brake circuit 

to ensure that the motor holding brake 

operates normally 

4. Appropriately increase the 

determination threshold or determination 

time for the second excessive position 

following error 

101.  STO wiring is abnormal 0xFF8F STO1 or STO2 trigger or poor wiring 
Check the STO wiring to ensure that the 

wiring is reliable and not triggered 

102.  
The second speed 

following error 
0xFF90 

1. The motor load is too large 

2. Improper control parameters 

3. Abnormal release action of 

holding brake 

4. The second speed following error 

is too large, the judgment threshold 

or the judgment time facility is too 

small 

1. Reduce the actual mechanical load of 

the motor to ensure that the machine is 

not stuck. 

2. Optimize control parameters and 

enhance corresponding servo 

performance. 

3. Check the motor holding brake circuit 

to ensure that the motor holding brake 

operates normally 

4. Appropriately increase the judgment 

threshold or judgment time for the second 

excessive speed following error 

103.  
Drive internal abnormal 

2 
0xFF91 Drive internal exception Replace the drive. 
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1.62  Warning 

1.62.1 Warning list 

This section describes the warnings that the servo drive can detect. 

Number Warning name Warning code 

1.  Control power undervoltage warning 0xE000 

2.  STO triggered 0xE002 

3.  Torque saturation warning 0xE003 

4.  CPU1 overload 0xE004 

5.  CPU2 overload 0xE005 

6.  Power-on effective parameters changed 0xE006 

7.  Emergency stop switch triggered 0xE007 

8.  Mechanical home position uncalibrated 0xE008 

9.  Motor overload warning 0xE009 

10.  Speed limited due to undervoltage warning 0xE010 

11.  DC bus undervoltage warning 0xE011 

12.  Historical fault record missing warning 0xE012 

13.  AD calibration factor invalid warning 0xE013 

14.  CoE communication parameter exception 0xE014 

15.  Servo parameters return to default values 0xE015 

16.  Unsupported operation mode 0xE016 

17.  Encoder battery undervoltage warning 0xE017 

18.  Drive internal warning 0xE019 

19.  Encoder communication abnormal alarm 0xE020 

20.  Encoder communication timeout warning 0xE022 

21.  Encoder data abnormal warning 0xE024 

22.  Position software limit trigged warning 0xE026 

23.  Position profile parameters invalid warning 0xE027 

24.  SDO write failure warning 0xE028 

25.  Homing configuration error 0xE029 

26.  Encoder internal warning 0xE030 

27.  Regeneration braking overload warning 0xE031 
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1.62.2 Warning handling methods 

This section introduces the causes of some warnings and how to handle them. 

Number Warning name 
Warning 

code 
Possible causes Handling Suggestions 

1.  
Control power under 

voltage warning 
0xE000 

1. 24V control power supply is 

abnormal 

2. 24V control power supply 

wiring error or poor contact 

3. The load of 24V control power 

supply is too large 

4. The internal circuit of the drive 

is abnormal 

1. Replace 24V control power 

supply 

2. Check the wiring of 24V control 

power supply and ensure reliable 

wiring 

3. Check the load of 24V control 

power supply to ensure that the 

capacity of 24V control power 

supply can meet the load 

consumption under all working 

conditions 

4. Replace the drive 

2.  STO triggered 0xE002 
STO1 or STO2 trigger or poor 

wiring 

Check the STO wiring to ensure 

that the wiring is reliable and not 

triggered 

3.  
Torque saturation 

warning 
0xE003 

1. The motor load is too large and 

exceeds the torque monitoring 

alarm threshold 

2. The setting of torque saturation 

monitoring threshold is too small 

1. Reduce the actual mechanical 

load of the motor or increase the 

acceleration and deceleration time 

of the motor 

2. Increase the setting value of 

torque saturation monitoring 

threshold. When the threshold is 

set to 0, the fault will not be 

detected. 

4.  CPU1 overload 0xE004 

1. The operation of the drive is 

disturbed by noise 

2. Debugging software data 

acquisition is too large 

3. The internal circuit of the drive 

is abnormal 

1. Improve the electromagnetic 

environment of equipment by 

standardizing wiring and wiring, 

increasing the cross-sectional area 

of grounding wire and adding a 

magnetic ring. 

2. Close some debugging software 

data acquisition channels. 

3. Replace the drive. 

5.  CPU2 overload 0xE005 

1. The operation of the drive is 

disturbed by noise 

2. Debugging software data 

acquisition is too large 

1. Improve the electromagnetic 

environment of equipment by 

standardizing wiring and wiring, 

increasing the cross-sectional area 
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Number Warning name 
Warning 

code 
Possible causes Handling Suggestions 

3. The internal circuit of the drive 

is abnormal 

of grounding wire and adding a 

magnetic ring. 

2. Close some debugging software 

data acquisition channels. 

3. Replace the drive. 

6.  
Power-on effective 

parameters changed 
0xE006 

Changed parameters valid for 

power on again 
Restart the drive or soft reset 

7.  
Emergency stop switch 

triggered 
0xE007 

Emergency stop switch triggered 

or poor wiring 

Check the wiring of the emergency 

stop switch to ensure that the 

wiring is reliable and not triggered 

8.  
Mechanical home 

position uncalibrated 
0xE008 

Uncalibrated mechanical zero 

point 

Recalibrate the mechanical zero 

point 

9.  
Motor overload 

warning 
0xE009 

1. The motor load is too large 

2. Motor acceleration and 

deceleration time setting is too 

small 

3. Motor parameter setting error 

4. Abnormal release action of 

holding brake 

5. Wrong motor selection and low 

power (such as high-power drive, 

loaded low-power motor running 

at full load and high speed for a 

long time) 

6. The internal current sampling 

circuit of the drive is abnormal 

1. Reduce the actual mechanical 

load of the motor to ensure that the 

machine is not stuck. 

2. Increase the acceleration and 

deceleration time when the motor 

is running 

3. Check the motor parameters to 

ensure that the motor parameters 

are set correctly (such as motor 

rated current, motor thermal time 

constant, etc.) 

4. Check the motor holding brake 

circuit to ensure that the motor 

holding brake operates normally 

5. Replace the large capacity 

motor 

6. Replace the drive 

10.  
Speed limited due to 

undervoltage warning 
0xE010 

The motor speed is limited due to 

the low input power supply 

voltage of the drive 

Check the input power supply 

voltage or enable the field 

weakening control function 

11.  
DC bus undervoltage 

warning 
0xE011 

1. The power input voltage of the 

drive is too low 

2. The internal voltage sampling 

circuit of the drive is abnormal 

3. The drive power circuit is set 

incorrectly, and the 220V power 

supply is set to 380V power supply 

1. Adjust the power input power 

supply of the drive to the 

allowable range of normal 

operation 

2. Replace the drive 

3. The setting of drive power 

circuit is consistent with the actual 

power supply 
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Number Warning name 
Warning 

code 
Possible causes Handling Suggestions 

4. Disconnect the power input line 

of the drive 

4. Check and handle the power 

input power line wiring of the 

drive to ensure that the wiring is 

correct and firm 

12.  
Historical fault record 

missing warning 
0xE012 

1. Abnormal historical fault record 

2. Internal abnormality of drive 

1 Restart the drive or soft reset 

2. If the alarm still occurs after 

restarting the drive, repair or 

replace the drive 

13.  
AD calibration factor 

invalid warning 
0xE013 

1. Internal abnormality of the drive 

2. AD correction factor error 

1. Replace the drive 

2. Reset AD correction factor 

14.  
CoE communication 

parameter exception 
0xE014 Drive internal exception 

Restart the drive or soft reset. If the 

problem persists, replace the drive 

15.  
Servo parameters return 

to default values 
0xE015 

The servo parameter restores the 

default values 
Restart drive or soft reset 

16.  
Unsupported operation 

mode 
0xE016 

When the servo OFF, the control 

mode is set to unsupported modes 

such as nm, VL or IP 

When the servo OFF, set the 

control mode supported by the 

drive 

17.  
Encoder battery 

undervoltage warning  
0xE017 

1. Encoder battery voltage is too 

low 

2. Poor connection of encoder 

battery wiring 

1. Replace the encoder battery 

2. Check and handle the battery 

wiring to ensure that the battery 

wiring is correct and firm 

18.  Drive internal warning 0xE019 Drive internal exception Replace the drive. 

19.  

Encoder 

communication 

abnormal alarm 

0xE020 

1. The encoder itself is abnormal 

2. Encoder cable has wrong wire 

sequence or poor contact 

3. Abnormal encoder data due to 

noise interference 

1. Replace the motor or encoder. 

2. Correct the wiring sequence or 

reinforce the wiring. 

3. Improve the electromagnetic 

environment of equipment by 

standardizing wiring and wiring, 

increasing the cross-sectional area 

of grounding wire and adding a 

magnetic ring. 

20.  

Encoder 

communication timeout 

warning 

0xE022 

1. The encoder itself is abnormal 

2. Encoder cable has wrong wire 

sequence or poor contact 

3. Abnormal encoder data due to 

noise interference 

1. Replace the motor or encoder. 

2. Correct the wiring sequence or 

reinforce the wiring. 

3. Improve the electromagnetic 

environment of equipment by 

standardizing wiring and wiring, 

increasing the cross-sectional area 

of grounding wire and adding a 

magnetic ring. 
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Number Warning name 
Warning 

code 
Possible causes Handling Suggestions 

21.  
Encoder data abnormal 

warning 
0xE024 

1. The encoder itself is abnormal 

2. Encoder cable has wrong wire 

sequence or poor contact 

3. Abnormal encoder data due to 

noise interference 

1. Replace the motor or encoder. 

2. Correct the wiring sequence or 

reinforce the wiring. 

3. Improve the electromagnetic 

environment of equipment by 

standardizing wiring and wiring, 

increasing the cross-sectional area 

of grounding wire and adding a 

magnetic ring. 

22.  
Position software limit 

trigged warning 
0xE026 

One way operation to mechanical 

limit, resulting in hardware limit 

triggering 

It can directly clear the fault and 

run in the opposite direction until 

the mechanical limit is restored. 

Note that the location planning 

should not exceed the hardware 

limit 

23.  

Position profile 

parameters invalid 

warning 

0xE027 

1. Set the planned speed, or 

planned acceleration, or planned 

deceleration to 0 

2. The planned deceleration is too 

small, so that the deceleration time 

at the maximum speed of the 

motor exceeds the specified value 

of the allowable time for 

controlled shutdown 

1. Correctly set the planned speed, 

planned acceleration and planned 

deceleration so that they are not 0 

2. Increase the set value of planned 

deceleration so that the 

deceleration time at the maximum 

speed of the motor is within the 

specified value range of the 

allowable time for controlled 

shutdown 

24.  
SDO write failure 

warning 
0xE028 

SDO object writing failed because 

the setting value is outside the 

allowable range of the object 

Confirm that the set value is within 

the allowable range of the object 

25.  
Homing configuration 

error 
0xE029 

1. The parameter setting of homing 

does not match the actual encoder 

type 

2. The di signal matching the set 

origin finding method is not 

configured 

3. The origin finding method sets a 

value that is not specified in 

CiA402 standard 

1. The origin finding method of 

single turn absolute value encoder 

does not support setting to 35 or 

37, and multi turn absolute value 

encoder only supports setting to 35 

or 37 

2. When limit switch or origin 

switch is required for origin 

finding method, corresponding Di 

signal shall be configured 
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Number Warning name 
Warning 

code 
Possible causes Handling Suggestions 

3. The setting value of origin 

finding method shall be the value 

specified in cia402 

26.  
Encoder internal 

warning 
0xE030 

1. The encoder itself is abnormal 

2. Encoder cable has wrong wire 

sequence or poor contact 

3. Abnormal encoder data due to 

noise interference 

1. Replace the motor or encoder. 

2. Correct the wiring sequence or 

reinforce the wiring. 

3. Improve the electromagnetic 

environment of equipment by 

standardizing wiring and wiring, 

increasing the cross-sectional area 

of grounding wire and adding a 

magnetic ring. 

27.  
Regeneration braking 

overload warning 
0xE031 

1. Frequent quick stop operation of 

motor leads to excessive energy 

consumption braking energy 

2. The power setting of energy 

consumption braking resistance is 

inconsistent with the actual 

resistance 

1. Change the operating conditions 

of the motor to avoid frequent and 

rapid stop operations of the motor, 

such as prolonging the stop time of 

the motor. Or replace the energy 

consumption braking resistor with 

higher power 

2. Correctly set the power of energy 

consumption braking resistor, and 

the setting value is consistent with 

the actual power of energy 

consumption braking resistor 
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1.63 Init 

1.63.1 Init list 

Number Init step name Init code 

1.  EEPROM information initialization 0x01010100 

2.  EEPROM version updating initialization 0x01010200 

3.  Slave module address initialization 0x01020100 

4.  Device type read initialization 0x01030100 

5.  Device type configuration initialization 0x01030200 

6.  Manufacture data initialization 0x01030300 

7.  Device serial number initialization 0x01030400 

8.  Device name initialization 0x01030500 

9.  Excessive position error flag on power-up initialization 0x01030600 

10.  Encoder saved value initialization 0x01030700 

11.  Alarm configuration version initialization 0x01030800 

12.  Homing not attained flag initialization 0x01030900 

13.  Interface encoder initialization 0x01030A00 

14.  Board test flag initialization 0x01030B00 

15.  Machine test flag initialization 0x01030C00 

16.  Servo parameter version initialization 0x01030D00 

17.  User remark information initialization 0x01030E00 

18.  Servo parameter number initialization 0x01030F00 

19.  Motor type initialization 0x01031000 

20.  Encoder offset initialization 0x01031100 

21.  Device Hardware configuration initialization 0x01031500 

22.  ADC parameters initialization 0x01040100 

23.  Alarm history record initialization 0x01050100 

24.  Run statistics initialization 0x01060100 

25.  CoE communication parameters 1 initialization 0x01070100 

26.  CoE communication parameters 2 initializations 0x01070200 

27.  CoE communication parameters 3 initializations 0x01070300 

28.  CoE communication parameters 4 initializations 0x01070400 

29.  CoE communication parameters 5 initializations 0x01070500 

30.  CoE communication parameters 6 initializations 0x01070600 

31.  CoE communication parameters 7 initializations 0x01070700 

32.  CoE communication parameters 8 initializations 0x01070800 

33.  CoE communication parameters 9 initializations 0x01070900 

34.  Alarm configuration data initialization 0x01080100 

35.  Servo parameter no. XXXX read initialization 0x0201XXXX 

36.  Servo parameter content re-initialization 0x02020400 
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Number Init step name Init code 

37.  Servo parameter version re-initialization 0x02020500 

38.  Servo parameter number re-initialization 0x02020600 

39.  Reboot effective servo parameter no. XXXX initialization 0x0203XXXX 

40.  CoE communication objects initialization 0x03010100 

41.  CiA402 objects initialization 0x03010200 

42.  CoolDrive objects initialization 0x03010300 

43.  ESC chip error 0x03020100 

44.  ESC chip initialization 0x03020200 

45.  EtherCAT interrupt initialization 0x03030100 

46.  EtherCAT PDO mapping initialization 0x03040100 

47.  Motor voltage class initialization 0x04010100 

48.  Motor pole pairs initialization 0x04010200 

49.  Motor rated power initialization 0x04010300 

50.  Motor rated speed initialization 0x04010400 

51.  Motor max speed initialization 0x04010500 

52.  Motor rated current initialization 0x04010600 

53.  Motor max current initialization 0x04010700 

54.  Motor rated torque initialization 0x04010800 

55.  Motor max torque initialization 0x04010900 

56.  Motor winding resistor initialization 0x04010A00 

57.  Motor winding inductance initialization 0x04010B00 

58.  Motor back EMF initialization 0x04010C00 

59.  Motor inertia initialization 0x04010D00 

60.  Motor type initialization 0x04010E00 

61.  Motor torque constant initialization 0x04010F00 

62.  Power board mismatch 0x05010100 

63.  Control board mismatch 0x05010200 

64.  IO initialization 0x06010100 

65.  CPU2 initialization 0x0A010100 

66.  Encoder initialization 0x0A020200 

67.  Position control parameters initialization 0x0A030100 

68.  Servo parameter no. XXXX configuration initialization 0x0B02XXXX 

69.  Regulator parameters initialization 0x0B030100 

70.  Servo parameter no. XXXX configuration failed 0x0B04XXXX 
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Security functions 

1.64  Overview 

Security functions are defined in IEC61508-1: 

⚫ One or more safety-related systems of electrical/electronic/programmable electronic devices are included. 

⚫ Possible dangers caused by the failures of the safety functions performed by E/E/PE safety-related systems are included. 

⚫ The focus is on the E/E/PE safety-related systems whose failures affect human and/or environmental safety. 

⚫ E/E/PE safety-related systems, other technical safety-related systems, and external risk reduction facilities are considered, in 

order to systematically determine the safety specifications for E/E/PE safety-related systems in a risk-based manner. 

⚫ With the overall safety life cycle model serving as the technical framework, the activities that are needed to ensure the 

functional safety of E/E/PE safety-related systems are systematically discussed. 

The CDRA servo drives have built-in security functions to protect operators from dangerous movements of the moving parts of 

the machine, reduce the risk of using the machine, and improve its safety. 

The CoolDrive RA servo drives feature safety is ensured by Safety Torque Off (STO), preventing accidental starts and 

uncontrolled stops.  

This section describes the features and uses of the STO function of CoolDrive RA series servo drives. 

This section includes key operational information, including expected behaviors, moving systems when using the STO function, 

limitations in use, and requirements for periodic user testing. 

 

Not all drives from the CoolDrive RA product series pass the certification for functional safety, and the 

information in this manual applies only to the certified drives. 

 

1.65  Definition of STO function 

STO function is defined as uncontrolled stop in EN/IEC 61800-5-2 and corresponds to the stop class 0 in IEC 60204-1. 

The safety requirements of speed-regulating electrical drive system are defined in EN/IEC 61800-5-2. According to this standard, 

power motor that may cause motion will not be applied when the STO function is enabled. STO function can be used in situations 

where power-off is required to prevent accidents. 
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1.66  Implementation of STO function 

With the Safety Torque Off (hereinafter referred to as STO) function of CoolDrive RA series servo drives, the drive signal of the 

power element inside a servo drive is forced off through the hardware circuit via the safety input signal, thus turning off the 

output torque of the motor. 

3

4

5

6

7

8

STOM-RET

STOM

STO2

STO2-RET

STO1

STO1-RET

X8

M
Cutoff

PWM

PWM

Cutoff

EDM

 

1.67  Safety function risk assessment 

Be sure to conduct a risk assessment of the device before using the STO safety function to ensure that the device meets the safety 

level specified in the standard. 

In order to satisfy the PL e in EN ISO 13849-1 and the SIL3 in IEC 61508, the servo parameter 0x21A0 must be set to enable the 

self-diagnosis function switch through the servo drive, and the EDM signal must be monitored by the upper computer. If the 

above steps are not followed, the results will be PL d and SIL2. 

Even with the STO function, the following dangers can still exist. 

⚫ When this function is used while the servo motor is running, although the power of the servo motor has been cut off, the 

motor will continue to rotate for some time due to inertia. Design a safety system to ensure that no danger will occur before 

the servo motor stops completely. 

⚫ When applied in such cases as vertical gravity axis, the motor will move under gravity. To prevent this, set the mechanical 

brake system in advance to stop the motor. In addition, note that the servo brake circuit of the servo drive and the holding 

brake of the servo motor are not safety protection measures. 

⚫ If a fault occurs in the power element of the servo drive and causes a short circuit between the phases of the servo motor, the 

servo motor can operate within a maximum electrical angle of 180° and continue to maintain the excitation state. Be sure to 

conduct this operation without causing danger. 

⚫ Before mechanical installation and drive replacement, be sure to carry out the confirmation test of this function. Such cases 

as wrong wiring of input and output signals may affect the normal use of this function and lead to danger. 

⚫ When this function is operating, the input power of the drive is not cut off. Cut off the power supply before maintaining and 

checking the drive to prevent electric shock. 

⚫ The EDM output signal is not a safety output. Do not use for purposes other than fault monitoring. 

 

Improper use may lead to personal accidents. Assess risks to ensure safety even in the above situations. 
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1.68  STO action sequence 

Diagram of STO action sequence under normal operation of servo drive: 

STO input

Motor speed

triggerNot triggered

Disable PWM 
output

Disable PWM 
output

Enable PWM 
output

Enable PWM 
output

Software 
control

PWM state

Hardware 
control

PWM state

 

1.69  STO fault detection monitoring (EDM) 

The fault detection monitoring (EDM) output is used to monitor the signal of any wiring fault between the STO circuit or safety 

device and the STO input. The relationship between STO input signal and fault detection monitoring output is shown in the table 

below. 

Signal name Logical relationship 

STO1 input ON ON OFF OFF 

STO2 input ON OFF ON OFF 

EDM output OFF OFF OFF ON 

 

When the STO2 input signal is set to OFF, the EDM output signal will be ON within a maximum of 6 ms when the safety 

function is enabled. 

STO input

triggerNot triggered

max 6ms

Optocoupler 
disconnect

Optocoupler 
closedEDM output
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Upper Computer Interfaces 

1.70 EtherCAT Overview 

This chapter describes the technical specifications for how to construct EtherCAT network communication, how to adjust 

physical parameters, and how to activate various functions.  

Users of this book need to have certain level of knowledge about servo drives, motion control, network, and EtherCAT CoE 

(CANopen over EtherCAT).  

You can get the detailed information of EtherCAT through the ETG official website (EtherCAT Technology Group) below.  

http://www.ethercat.org/ 

■ Trademark  

EtherCAT® is registered trademark and patented technology, licensed by Beckhoff Automation GmbH, Germany. 

◼ Overview  

EtherCAT is short for Ethernet for Control Automation Technology, which is developed by BECKHOFF for open network 

communication between master station and slave station through real-time Ethernet and managed by EtherCAT Technology 

Group.  

EtherCAT can be connected by using twisted-pair or optical fiber cables. Through EtherCAT, various topologies can be 

constructed, such as bus topology, tree topology, daisy-chain topology, cellular topology, etc. Data frames sent from the master 

station read the Output data and insert the Input data in the same way when they pass through the slave station. At the same time, 

because the communication protocol follows the standard Ethernet protocol based on IEEE802.3, it is not necessary to build a 

new sub-bus for EtherCAT connection. 

The protocol realizes the function of broadcast and multicast communication through direct transmission of Ethernet frames, 

composition of multiple sub-messages, each message and 4GB process image.  

When using Ethernet that complies with the 100BASE-TX standard, the maximum cable length can be 100m, and the system can 

accommodate up to 65535 subshafts, so the entire network scale is almost unlimited.  

In addition, EtherCAT can be interconnected with normal TCP/IP through switches. 

◼ EtherCAT Profile  

IEC61158 Section12  

･IEC61158-2-12 (EtherCAT Physical Layer Specification and service definition)  

･IEC61158-3-12 (EtherCAT Data-link service definition)  

･IEC61158-5-12 (EtherCAT layer service definition)  

･IEC61158-6-12 (EtherCAT layer protocol specification)  

IEC61158 specifies the basic communication structure of Ethernet-based network. Section12 describes the EtherCAT State 

Machine (ESM) of the EtherCAT communication profile, the Process Data communication method with the FMMU feature, the 

http://www.ethercat.org/
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CoE service channel based on the EtherCAT mailbox, and the synchronization structure using Synchronization Management 

(SM) and Distributed Clock (DC).  

IEC61800 Part7 (Adjustable speed electrical power drive systems)  

･IEC61800-7-1 (Generic interface and use of profiles for power drive systems - Interface definition)  

･IEC61800-7-200 (Generic interface and use of profiles for power drive systems - Profile specifications)  

･IEC61800-7-300 (Generic interface and use of profiles for power drive systems - Mapping of profiles to network 

technologies)  

IEC61800 Part7 (Adjustable speed electrical power drive systems) specifies the functional actions of the servo drive. Section1 

specifies universal interfaces of PDS and how to use the profile.  

Section200 specifies the specifications of profile types. Profile type1 (-201) describes in detail the object dictionary, transition 

state FSA and action mode functions of data protocol CiA402. Profile type4 (-204) mainly describes the IDN and phase of 

SERCOS in detail.  

Section300 specifies the mapping in network technologies. Mapping of profile type1 (-301) describes CANopen and CANopen 

over EtherCAT. Mapping of profile type4 (-304) describes SERCOS, Servo drive over EtherCAT and other communication 

protocols. 

1.71 System Composition 

The EtherCAT network structure is shown in the figure below, and the most typical linear topology is used in this example. 

Relevant documentation is available if other structures are selected. The number of nodes that can be connected to the slave 

station depends on the processing performance of the master station or the communication cycle, number of bytes to be 

transmitted, etc., and needs to be confirmed according to the specifications of the master station. 

EtherCAT Master

EtherCAT
Networking tools

ESI file

CoolDrive RA
(As EtherCAT Slave)

Other slave 
stations

Other slave 
stations

RJ45

RJ45 RJ45

RJ45

 

ESI (EtherCAT Slave Information) file:  

The xml file provided by the slave station contains the device information of the slave station (vendor information, product 

information, Profile, object, process data, synchronization, SyncManager settings, etc.). 
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1.72 EtherCAT Specifications 

Item Specifications Notes 

Topology Linear  

Communication rate 100Mbps (full duplex)  

Communication 

cable 

Cable type CAT6A shielded twisted pair  

Cable length 100m (between nodes)  

Number of connected slave stations 

(shafts) 

Max 65535  

Communication port RJ45  

Profile IEC61800-7 Profile type1 (CiA402), CoE (CANopen over 

EtherCAT) 

 

Supported communication cycles 250*2nus (n=0,1, 2,…) Depends on the 

performance of the 

master station 

Synchronization type SYNC0 event synchronization, Free Run  

Control mode Planned position mode (PP), homing mode (HM), cyclic 

synchronous position mode (CSP), cyclic synchronous velocity 

mode (CSV), and cyclic synchronous torque mode (CST). 

 

Communication object PDO (Process Data Object), SDO (Service Data Object)  

PDO operation PDO mapping Supports PDO free mapping  

Maximum number of 

PDO configurations 

RxPDO: 20. TxPDO: 20  
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1.73 EtherCAT State Machine 

ESM contains various states specified in EtherCAT. 

⚫ Init 

⚫ Pre-Operational 

⚫ Safe-Operational 

⚫ Operational 

⚫ Bootstrap 

1.73.1 ESM 

The change of ESM state is initiated by the master station. 

The master station requests to change the state by writing the new ESM to be changed into the AL control register of the slave 

station. The slave station responds to this command, performs the requested command transition, and writes the state transition 

success or failure result into the local AL state. If the requested state transition fails, the slave station shows an Error Flag. 

The ESM state transition diagram is as follows: 

Init

Pre-Operational BootStrap

Safe-Operational

Operational

(OI)

(IP)

(PS)

(SO)

(OP) (SP)

(SI) (IB) (BI)(PI)

(OS)

 

 

The state transitions and management services are as follows: 

State transition 

flag 

Transition direction Management service 

IP INIT TO PREOP Start mailbox communication 

PI PREOP TO INIT Stop mailbox communication 

PS PREOP TO SAFEOP Start input update 

SP SAFEOP TO PREOP Stop input update 

SO SAFEOP TO OP Start output update 

OS OP TO SAFEOP Stop output update 
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OP OP TO PREOP Stop output update, stop input update 

SI SAFEOP TO INIT Stop input updates, stop mailbox communication 

OI OP TO INIT Stop output updates, stop input update Stop mailbox 

communication 

IB INIT TO BOOT Start boot state mode (FoE) 

BI BOOT TO INIT Restart the device (FoE) 

The ESM states and communication actions are as follows: 

ESM states Communication action 

Init A state in which the SDO (Mailbox) can send and receive emails while the PDO 

cannot send or receive emails when the communication unit is initialized.  

Pre-Operational (Pre-Op) A state in which the SDO (Mailbox) can send and receive emails. 

Safe-Operational 

(Safe-Op) 

A state in which the SDO (Mailbox) can send and receive emails and the PDO 

can send emails (from slave station to master station). 

Operational 

(Op) 

A state in which both SDO (Mailbox) and PDO can send and receive emails. 

 

1.73.2 State 

◼ Init state 

The initialization state defines the initial communication relationship between master station and slave station at the 

application layer. 

Direct communication between master station and slave station is not allowed in the application layer. 

The master station uses the "Init" state to initialize the slave station configuration register. 

When the slave station supports the mailbox communication service, the corresponding SM settings will be executed in the 

"Init" state. 

◼ Pre-Operational state 

In the Pre-Operational state, mailbox communication is allowed if the slave station supports optional mailbox. 

The master station and slave station can use the mailbox to initialize the application configuration and change the 

parameters. Process data communication is not allowed in this state. 

◼ Safe-Operational state 

In the Safe-Operational state, the slave station application removes unprocessed output data, and transmits the actual input 

data. The output is in a "safe state". 

◼ Operational state 

In the Operational state, the slave station application sends input data, and the master station application sends output data. 

◼ Bootstrap state 
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1.74 Synchronization Mode 

CoolDrive series servo drives support the following synchronization modes. 

Synchronization mode Synchronization method Features 

DC SYNC0 event 

synchronization 

Synchronize the time information of other slave 

stations based on the time of slave station 1 (shaft 1). 

High precision, high 

requirements on real-time 

performance of the master 

station, and compensation by 

master station required. 

FreeRun The slave station application is not synchronized with 

the EtherCAT synchronization signal, that is, the 

asynchronization mode. 

Poor real-time performance and 

simple processing of master 

station. 

 

1.74.1 DC SYNC0 event synchronization 

Related object settings: 

0x1C32 Output Sync Manager Parameter 

Index 0x1C32 Object type RECORD Name Output Sync Manager Parameter 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO ro UINT8 - Number of Entries 

0x01 NO rw UINT16 - 
Sync mode  

0x02: DC Sync0-synchronized with Sync0 Event. 

0x02 NO ro UINT32 - 
Cycle Time 

Sync0 Cycle Time. 

0x03 NO ro UINT32 - 

Shift Time 

Time between Sync0 event and the Outputs valid. 

Not supported. 

0x04 NO ro UINT16 - 

Sync Modes Supported 

Bit4~2: DC Type Supported 

    001 = DC Sync0 

0x05 NO ro UINT32 - 

Minimum Cycle Time 

Minimum cycle time supported by the slave, used 

in DC mode or Synchronous Mode. 

0x06 NO ro UINT32 ns 

Calc and Copy Time  

Time needed by the drive to copy the process data 

from the Sync Manager to the local memory and 

perform calculations before the data is sent to the 

process.  

Used in DC mode. 

0x08 NO rw UINT16 - Get Cycle Time 
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Not supported 

0x09 NO r UINT32 - 
Delay Time 

Time between Sync0 event and the Outputs valid. 

0x0A NO rw UINT32 - 
Sync0 Cycle Time 

Time between two Sync0 signals 

0x0B 
NO 

ro UINT16 
- 

SM-Event Missed (Cycle exceeded counter) 

Not supported 

0x0C NO ro UINT16 

- 

Cycle Time Too Small (SM event missed counter) 

This error counter is incremented when the Slave 

expects a SM Event but does not receive it in time 

and as consequence the data cannot be copied any 

more. 

Used in DC mode. 

0x0D NO ro UINT16 
- 

Shift Time Too Small (Shift too short counter) 

Not supported 

0x20 NO ro 

UINT16 - 

Sync Error 

0: No Synchronization Error 

1: Synchronization Error. 

0x1C33 Input Sync Manager Parameter 

Index 0x1C33 Object type RECORD Name Input Sync Manager Parameter 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO ro UINT8 - Number of Entries 

0x01 NO rw UINT16 - 
Sync mode 

0x02: DC Sync0-synchronized with Sync0 Event 

0x02 NO r UINT32 - 
Cycle Time 

Same time as for 0x1C32:02 

0x03 NO rw UINT32 ns 

Shift Time 

Time between Sync0 event and the Inputs Latch. 

It should be set with the times of 62500[ns]. 

0x04 NO ro UINT16 - 

Sync Modes Supported 

Bit4~2: DC Type Supported 

       001 = DC Sync0 

0x05 NO ro UINT32 - 
Minimum Cycle Time 

Same time as for 0x1C32:05 

0x06 NO ro UINT32 - 

Calc and Copy Time  

Time needed by the drive to perform calculations 

on the input values and to copy the process data 

from the local memory to the Sync Manager 

before the data is available for EtherCAT. 

Used in DC mode. 
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0x08 NO rw UINT16 - 
Get Cycle Time 

Not supported 

0x09 NO ro UINT32 - 
Delay Time 

Not supported 

0x0A NO rw UINT32 - 
Sync0 Cycle Time 

Same time as for 0x1C32:0A 

0x0B 
NO 

ro UINT16 
- 

Cycle exceeded counter 

Not supported 

0x0C NO ro UINT16 
- 

SM event missed counter 

Not supported 

0x0D NO ro UINT16 
- 

Shift Time Too Short (Shift too short counter) 

Not supported 

0x20 NO ro 
UINT16 - 

Sync Error, 

Not supported 

 

The timing diagram of DC SYNC0 mode is as follows: 

FrameFrame

SM2 Event

0x1C32.6
Calc and copy time

0x1C32.2
Cycle time

0x1C32.6
Calc and copy time

0x1C32.9
Delay time

DC SYNC0 
Event

SM2-DC 
SYNC0 shift 

time

Output valid

DC SYNC0 
EventSM2 Event

Input latch

0x1C33.3
Input shift time

0x1C33.6
Calc and copy time

Input valid

Note:
1. 0x1C32.2(cycle time), 0x1C33.3(input shift time) and SM2-DC SYNC0 shift time are set by 
EtherCAT master
2. SM2-DC SYNC0 shift time must be greater than 0x1C32.6(calc and copy time)  
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1.74.2 Free Run 

Related object settings: 

0x1C32 Output Sync Manager Parameter 

Index 0x1C32 Object type RECORD Name Output Sync Manager Parameter 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x01 NO rw UINT16 - 
Sync mode  

0x00: Free Run (not synchronized) 

0x02 NO ro UINT32 - 
Cycle Time 

Sync0 Cycle Time 

0x04 NO ro UINT16 - 
Sync Modes Supported 

Bit0: Free Run Supported 

0x05 NO ro UINT32 - 

Minimum Cycle Time 

Minimum cycle time supported by the slave, used in 

DC mode or Synchronous Mode 

0x1C33 Input Sync Manager Parameter 

Index 0x1C33 Object type RECORD Name Input Sync Manager Parameter 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO ro UINT8 - Number of Entries 

0x01 NO rw UINT16 - 
Sync mode 

0x00: Free Run (not synchronized) 

0x02 NO r UINT32 - 
Cycle Time 

Same time as for 0x1C32:02 

0x04 NO ro UINT16 - 
Sync Modes Supported 

Bit0: Free Run Supported 

0x05 NO ro UINT32 - 
Minimum Cycle Time 

Same time as for 0x1C32:05 

The timing diagram of Free Run mode is as follows: 

0x1C32.2
Cycle time

Local cycle time event

0x1C32.5
Minimum cycle time

Local cycle time event

Output valid Input latch

Copy and prepare 
output

Get and copy input
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1.74.3 Input Shift Time 

Data interaction between master station and slave station is performed before entering the next communication cycle. Input shift 

time is used to provide the master station with more real-time slave station information. 

Set 0x1C33.03 (Shift time) to adjust the time of Input Latch, so as to transmit more real-time slave station information to the 

master station during data interaction. Object 0x1C33.03 (Shift time) must be set to an integer multiple of 62500 in ns. 

Therefore, the longer the communication cycle (cycle time), the higher the real-time performance of data interaction after using 

the Input shift time function. 

(DC Cycle Time = 250 μs、Input shift time = 0 μs)

Frame

62.5μs

Cycle time =250μs

(DC Cycle Time = 250 μs、Input shift time = 125 μs)

SYNC0 SYNC0 

Master application taskMaster

EtherCAT
Frame

Slave

Slave 
application
task

Shift time =125μs

Input Latch

Frame

SYNC0 

Master application task

Slave 
application
task

Shift time =125μs

Input Latch

Frame

62.5μs

Cycle time =250μs

SYNC0 SYNC0 

Master application taskMaster

EtherCAT
Frame

Slave

Slave 
application
task

Input Latch

Frame

SYNC0 

Master application task

Slave 
application
task

Input LatchInput Latch
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1.75 Object Dictionary Access 

The CDRA drive supports CoE (CANopen over EtherCAT) and can access the device object dictionary in either of the following 

ways.  

◼ Service Data Object (SDO) 

◼ Process Data Object (PDO)  

1.75.1  Service Data Object (SDO)  

The master station can control various parameters of the slave station drive such as device settings and monitoring by using SDO 

to transmit object dictionary items to read/write.  

Master station that supports EtherCAT CoE will perform SDO transmission for each slave station device, and perform operations 

such as data change and reading R_SDO request through T_SDO sent by SDO master station. 

（1） Mailbox Frame Structure 

The frame structure of Mailbox is as shown in the figure below. For details, see the ETG specification (ETG1000-5 and 

ETG1000-6) 

Ethernet Header ECT Header 1st ECT Datagrams 2nd     Nth   ECT Datagrams FCS

Datagram Header Mailbox Protocol WKC

Mailbox Header CoE Header CMD Specific

Length Address Channel Priority Type Counter Number Res Type Cmd Specific

10byte Max:1486 byte 2  byte

6byte 2 byte Max:1478  byte

16bit 16bit 6bit 2bit 4bit 4bit 9bit 3bit 4bit Max:1478  byte

 

Composition of Mailbox Header 

Item Data length Description 

Length 16 bits Length of followed mailbox service data 

Address 16 bits Sender station address 

Channel 6 bits Reserved 

Priority 2 bits Reserved 

Type 4 bits Mailbox type, followed by the data protocol identifier. 

0: Mailbox Error 

3: CoE (CAN open over EtherCAT) 

Counter 4 bits Number 
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Composition of CoE Header 

Item Data length Description 

Number 9 bits PDO sequence number (only used during PDO transmission) 

Type 4 bits Information type. 

0: Reserved 

1: Emergency event information 

2: SDO request 

3: SDO response 

4: Reserved 

5: Reserved 

6: Reserved 

7: Reserved 

8: SDO information 

9~15: Reserved 

（2） SDO information 

SDO information consists of CoE Header and SDO data frames. Generally, up to 4Byte data can be transmitted. In addition, the 

Optional Data zone can be used to extend the transmitted data to 1470Byte. 

The SDO information is as shown in the figure below 

Mailbox Header CoE Header CMD Specific

6byte 2 byte Max:1478  byte

SDO Control Index Sub-Index Data Optional data

8bit 16bit 8bit 32bit 1~1470byte

 

Structure of SDO information  

Item Data length Description 

SDO Control 8 bits Standard CAN open SDO service 

Index 16 bits Index identification object address 

Sub-Index 8 bits Sub-index identification object address 

Data 32 bits SDO data 

Optional Data 1~1470byte When the optional extension command is used, data above 32bit can be 

sent in one frame. 
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1.75.2 Process Data Object (PDO) 

"Process Data Object (PDO)" needs to be used for real-time data transmission of EtherCAT. Two types of PDOs are used: 

◼ RxPDO (receiving PDO) for transmission from master station to slave station 

◼ TxPDO (sending PDO) for transmission from slave station to master station 

PDO mapping refers to the mapping from the object dictionary to the application object of PDO. In CoolDrive series drives, 

0x1C12 is configured with RxPDO and 0x1C13 with TxPDO. RxPDO uses 1600h ~ 1603h mapping objects, and TxPDO uses 

1A00h ~ 1A03h mapping objects. Free mapping of PDO objects is supported. 

（1） PDO configuration example 

This example shows how to configure object 0x1600 to 0x1C12. 

Object contents

0x01

0x1600

0x00

0x00

0x00

Sub-Index

0x00

0x01

0x02

0x03

0x04

Index

0x1C12

RxPDO_1

RxPDO_2

RxPDO_3

RxPDO_4

0x1600

0x1601

0x1602

0x1603

RxPDO_1

Configure PDO mapping entry to 0x1C12
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（2） PDO mapping configuration example 

This example shows how to assign application objects 0x6040, 0x6060, 0x5FFE and 0x607A to mapping object 0x1600. 

Object contents

0x04

0x6040

0x6060

0x5FFE

0x607A

Sub-Index

0x00

0x01

0x02

0x03

0x04

Index

0x1600
Data of mapping object 0x1600 (rxpdo_1) on 

EtherCAT frame PDO_Length = 72bit(9byte) 

0x000x05

0x00...

Control word

Mode of operation

0x00

0x01

0x6040

0x6060

Dummy byte 1

Target position

0x00

0x01

0x5FFE

0x607A

U16

I8

I8

I32

0x6040 0x6060 0x5FFE 0x607A

 

Note that the minimum length of data processed by the CoolDrive servo drive is 2byte. Therefore, be sure to configure a dummy 

byte 0x5FFE or 0x5FFF immediately next to objects 0x6060 and 0x6061when configuring the PDO mapping. For example: 

TxPDO configuration 

0x6040 0x00 Control word U16 

... ... ... ... 

0x6060 0x00 Mode of operation I8 

0x5FFE 0x00 Dummy byte 1 I8 

... ... ... ... 

RxPDO configuration 

0x6041 0x00 Status word U16 

... ... ... ... 

0x6061 0x00 Mode of operation display I8 

0x5FFF 0x00 Dummy byte 1 I8 

... ... ... ... 
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1.75.3 EEPROM Write of Objects 

Usually, the parameters of the servo drive are modified and saved in the debugging software of the drive. See 1.17.2Parameter 

setting method for details. 

When using SDO to modify parameters, the parameters are temporarily stored in the internal RAM of the drive. When the drive is 

restarted or soft reset, the servo parameters will be restored to the values before modification. To save the parameters modified by 

SDO to the EEPROM inside the drive, you can use the following method. 

Write the value "0x65766173" in the object 0x1010.01 (Save all parameters) to save the parameters modified by SDO to the 

EEPROM inside the drive. 

0x1010 Store parameters 

Index 0x1010 Object type ARRAY Name Store parameters 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO ro UINT8 - Number of entries  

0x01 NO rw UINT32 - 

Save all parameters 

Save all parameters. 

Batch save all parameters with content changes. 

Saving is not allowed until a special mark 

"0x65766173" is written into the sub-index 

0x01. 

 "0x00000001" is always displayed when 

reading this object. 

 

1.76 EtherCAT Communication Exception Handling 

Description Code Possible causes Solutions 

Incorrect EtherCAT 

process data 
0xFF37 

1. The planned target position value 

of the upper computer is not 

reasonable, for example, when 

there is a sudden change in the 

target position value 

2. The set values of the servo 

parameters 0x6065 and 0x6066 

are too small 

3. The EtherCAT communication is 

disrupted 

4. After the communication between 

the upper controller and the drive 

is established, the target position 

value is not updated (this 

1. Reasonably plan the target 

position value of the upper 

computer 

2. Properly increase the set values 

of the servo parameters 0x6065 

and 0x6066 

3. Optimize the wiring of the 

EtherCAT communication and 

enhance the anti-interference 

measures, for example, by using 

CAT6 shielded network cable 

and ensuring reliable grounding 

of the controller 

4. Modify the program of the upper 

controller, establish the 
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phenomenon generally occurs 

during the first enabling). 

5. The communication of the 

external network line is disturbed, 

for example, when there is loss of 

SM2 data 

6. The upper controller is disturbed 

EtherCAT bus communication, 

and update the target position 

value 

5. Reliably ground the system, and 

power on the system separately 

from any external strong 

interference source, such as a 

welding machine 

6. Enable position command smooth 

filtering setting 

Illegal EtherCAT bus 

command 
0xFF38 

The timing sequences of the 

EtherCAT communication state 

machine and the control word are 

wrongly matched 

Make the upper computer correctly 

process the timing sequences of the 

EtherCAT communication state 

machine and the control word 

EtherCAT 

communication cycle 

error 

0xFF39 

1. The EtherCAT communication 

period is shorter than the position 

control cycle in the position 

control mode 

2. The EtherCAT communication 

cycle is shorter than the velocity 

control cycle in the velocity 

control mode 

3. The EtherCAT communication 

cycle is shorter than the torque 

control cycle in the torque control 

mode 

4. The set value of the EtherCAT 

communication cycle is not an 

integer power of 250us with 2 

being the exponent. 

1. Ensure that the EtherCAT 

communication cycle is longer 

than the position control cycle in 

the position control mode 

2. Ensure that the EtherCAT 

communication cycle is longer 

than the velocity control cycle in 

the velocity control mode 

3. Ensure that the EtherCAT 

communication cycle is longer 

than the torque control cycle in 

the torque control mode 

4. Ensure that the set value of the 

EtherCAT communication cycle 

is an integer power of 250 us with 

2 being the exponent 

Illegal syncing mode of 

EtherCAT 
0xFF41 

1. The settings of the drive's 

EtherCAT communication 

synchronization mode and that of 

the upper computer's 

synchronization mode do not 

match each other 

2. The upper computer's 

synchronization mode is 

configured as the DC SYNC0 

mode, but the DC clock is not 

enabled 

1. Ensure that the synchronization 

modes of the drive and the upper 

computer are consistently set 

2. If the synchronization mode is 

configured as the DC SYNC0 

mode, the DC clock must be 

enabled 

3. Avoid setting the synchronization 

mode to any mode other than DC 

SYNC0 or Free Run 
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3. The EtherCAT's synchronization 

mode is neither DC SYNC0 nor 

Free Run mode, namely, the set 

value of 0x1c32.01 is wrong 

EtherCAT bus 

communication exception 
0xFF51 

1. The EtherCAT communication is 

disrupted 

2. The EtherCAT cable is 

disconnected or not reliably 

connected 

3. The upper computer is not real-

time enough 

4. The underlying DC 

synchronization mechanism of 

the upper computer EtherCAT 

master station does not meet the 

requirements of the drive 

5. The internal circuit of the drive is 

abnormal 

1. Optimize the wiring of the 

EtherCAT communication and 

enhance the anti-interference 

measures, for example, by using 

CAT6 shielded network cable 

and ensuring reliable grounding 

of the controller 

2. Check the connections of the 

EtherCAT cables to ensure that 

they are reliable 

3. Replace the upper computer with 

a more real-time one, or extend 

the EtherCAT communication 

cycle 

4. When the real-time requirement 

is not high, increase the set value 

of the servo parameter 0x21B1 

properly 

5. Modify the underlying DC 

synchronization mechanism of 

the upper computer EtherCAT 

master station to ensure that the 

RxPDO data sent by the upper 

computer is at least 100 us ahead 

of the DC synchronization signal 

6. Replace the drive 

ESC internal access error 0xFF76 There is a problem inside the drive Restart or replace the drive 

CoE communication 

parameter exception 
0xE014 There is a problem inside the drive Conduct soft reset or restart the drive 

SDO writing failure alarm 0xE028 The SDO object is not successfully 

written 
Execute the fault clearing command 
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Object Dictionary 

1.77 Overview of Object Dictionary 

1.77.1 Object Dictionary Structure 

The object dictionary structure complies with the CiA402 standard, as shown in the table below. 

Index Description 

0x1000-0x1FFF COE communication protocol zone 

0x2000-0x5FFF CDRA series object zone 

0x6000-0x9FFF Data object zone defined by the CiA402 profile 

1.77.2 Description of Object Dictionary 

For the description of object dictionary, see the following table. 

Name Description 

Index An object-specific function, data, or task. 

Name Short description of the use of an object. 

Data Type Information about data type, such as INT16. 

Dir. Object operation properties. 

Ro: read-only 

RW: read and write 

Object Type Data type of object. 

VAR: variable 

ARRAY: array 

RECORD: record 

PDO Mapping How to map PDO objects. 

NO: mapping is not supported 

RXPDO: data receiving mapping 

TXPDO: data sending mapping 

RXPDO/TXPDO: data receiving/sending mapping 
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1.78 Communication Parameter Object 

1.78.1 Device Description 

0x1000 Device type 

Index 0x1000 Object type VAR Name Device type 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO ro UINT32 - Device type 

0x1001 Error Resistor 

Index 0x1001 Object type VAR Name Error Resistor 

Sub-index PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO ro UINT8 - Shows the fault state of EtherCAT slave station 

0x1008 Device name 

Index 0x1008 Object type VAR Name Device name 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO ro STRING - Device name 

0x1009 Hardware version 

Index 0x1009 Object type VAR Name Hardware version 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO ro STRING - Hardware version 

0x100A Software version 

Index 0x100A Object type VAR Name Software version 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO ro STRING - Software version 

0x1018 Device identifier 

Index 0x1018 Object type REC Name Device identifier 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO ro UINT8 - Number of Entries 

0x01 NO ro UINT32 - Vendor ID 

0x02 NO ro UINT32 - Product code 

0x03 NO ro UINT32 - Revision Number 

0x04 NO ro UINT32 - Serial Number 

0x10F1 Error Settings 

Index 0x10F1 Object type REC Name Error Settings 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO ro UINT8 - Number of Entries 

0x01 NO ro UINT32 - Local Error Reaction 

0x02 NO ro UINT32 - Sync Error Counter Limit 
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1.78.2 PDO mapping 

0x1600 1st Reception PDO 

Index 0x1600 Object type REC Name 1st Reception PDO 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw UINT8 - Number of Entry to RxPDO 

0x01 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 1st 

0x02 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 2nd 

0x03 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 3rd 

0x04 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 4th 

0x05 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 5th 

0x06 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 6th 

0x07 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 7th 

0x08 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 8th 

0x09 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 9th 

0x0A NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 10th 

0x0B NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 11th 

0x0C NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 12th 

0x0D NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 13th 

0x0E NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 14th 

0x0F NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 15th 

0x1601 2nd Reception PDO 

Index 0x1601 Object type REC Name 2nd Reception PDO 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw UINT8 - Number of Entry to RxPDO 

0x01 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 1st 

0x02 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 2nd 

0x03 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 3rd 

0x04 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 4th 

0x05 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 5th 

0x06 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 6th 

0x07 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 7th 

0x08 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 8th 

0x09 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 9th 

0x0A NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 10th 

0x0B NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 11th 

0x0C NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 12th 

0x0D NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 13th 

0x0E NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 14th 

0x0F NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 15th 
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0x1602 3rd Reception PDO 

Index 0x1602 Object type REC Name 3rd Reception PDO 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw UINT8 - Number of Entry to RxPDO 

0x01 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 1st 

0x02 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 2nd 

0x03 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 3rd 

0x04 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 4th， 

0x05 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 5th 

0x06 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 6th 

0x07 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 7th 

0x08 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 8th 

0x09 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 9th 

0x0A NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 10th 

0x0B NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 11th 

0x0C NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 12th 

0x0D NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 13th 

0x0E NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 14th 

0x0F NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 15th 

0x1603 4th Reception PDO 

Index 0x1603 Object type REC Name 4th Reception PDO 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw UINT8 - Number of Entry to RxPDO 

0x01 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 1st 

0x02 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 2nd 

0x03 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 3rd 

0x04 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 4th 

0x05 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 5th 

0x06 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 6th 

0x07 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 7th 

0x08 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 8th 

0x09 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 9th 

0x0A NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 10th 

0x0B NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 11th 

0x0C NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 12th 

0x0D NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 13th 

0x0E NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 14th 

0x0F NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 15th 
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It supports free mapping of 4 groups of PDO objects, and each group can be configured with up to 15 PDO objects, with a total of 

no more than 16 objects. The master station can be freely configured, provided that the number of PDO objects of corresponding 

groups and the total number are not exceeded. 

0x1A00 1st Transmission PDO 

Index 0x1A00 Object type REC Name 1st Transmission PDO 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw UINT8 - Number of Entry to TxPDO 

0x01 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 1st 

0x02 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 2nd 

0x03 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 3rd 

0x04 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 4th 

0x05 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 5th 

0x06 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 6th 

0x07 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 7th 

0x08 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 8th 

0x09 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 9th 

0x0A NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 10th 

0x0B NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 11th 

0x0C NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 12th 

0x0D NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 13th 

0x0E NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 14th 

0x0F NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 15th 

0x1A01 2nd Transmission PDO 

Index 0x1A01 Object type REC Name 2nd Transmission PDO 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw UINT8 - Number of Entry to TxPDO 

0x01 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 1st 

0x02 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 2nd 

0x03 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 3rd 

0x04 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 4th 

0x05 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 5th 

0x06 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 6th 

0x07 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 7th 

0x08 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 8th 

0x09 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 9th 

0x0A NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 10th 

0x0B NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 11th 

0x0C NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 12th 

0x0D NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 13th 

0x0E NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 14th 

0x0F NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 15th 
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0x1A02 3rd Transmission PDO 

Index 0x1A02 Object type REC Name 3rd Transmission PDO 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw UINT8 - Number of Entry to TxPDO 

0x01 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 1st 

0x02 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 2nd 

0x03 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 3rd 

0x04 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 4th 

0x05 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 5th 

0x06 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 6th 

0x07 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 7th 

0x08 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 8th 

0x09 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 9th 

0x0A NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 10th 

0x0B NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 11th 

0x0C NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 12th 

0x0D NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 13th 

0x0E NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 14th 

0x0F NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 15th 

0x1A03 4th Transmission PDO 

Index 0x1A03 Object type REC Name 4th Transmission PDO 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw UINT8 - Number of Entry to TxPDO 

0x01 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 1st 

0x02 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 2nd 

0x03 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 3rd 

0x04 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 4th 

0x05 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 5th 

0x06 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 6th 

0x07 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 7th 

0x08 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 8th 

0x09 NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 9th 

0x0A NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 10th 

0x0B NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 11th 

0x0C NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 12th 

0x0D NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 13th 

0x0E NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 14th 

0x0F NO rw UINT32 - Object mapped in the 15th 

It supports free mapping of 4 groups of PDO objects, and each group can be configured with up to 15 PDO objects, with a total 

of no more than 16 objects. 
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1.78.3 Communication 

0x1C00 Sync manager type 

Index 0x1C00 Object type ARRAY Name Sync manager type 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO ro UINT8 - Number of Entries 

0x01 NO ro UINT8 - SubIndex001 

0x02 NO ro UINT8 - SubIndex002 

0x03 NO ro UINT8 - SubIndex003 

0x04 NO ro UINT8 - SubIndex004 

0x1C12 PDO Assignment of SM2 

Index 0x1C12 Object type ARRAY Name PDO Assignment of SM2 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw UINT8 - Number of Entries 

0x01 NO rw UINT16 - SubIndex001 

0x1C13 PDO Assignment of SM3 

Index 0x1C13 Object type ARRAY Name PDO Assignment of SM3 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw UINT8 - Number of Entries 

0x01 NO rw UINT16 - SubIndex001 

0x1C32 Output Sync Manager Parameter 

Index 0x1C32 Object type RECORD Name Output Sync Manager Parameter 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO ro UINT8 - Number of Entries 

0x01 NO rw UINT16 - 

Sync mode  

0x00: Free Run (not synchronized) 

0x01: Synchronous synchronized with SM 

Event 

0x02: DC Sync0-synchronized with Sync0 

Event 

0x03: DC Sync1-synchronized with Sync1 

Event 

0x02 NO ro UINT32 - 
Cycle Time 

Sync0 Cycle Time 

0x03 NO ro UINT32 - 

Shift Time 

Time between Sync0 event and the Outputs 

valid. 

Not supported. 

0x04 NO ro UINT16 - 
Sync Modes Supported 

Bit0: Free Run Supported 
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Bit1: Synchronous Supported 

Bit4~2: DC Type Supported 

    000 = No DC 

    001 = DC Sync0 

    010 = DC Sync1 

Bit6~5: Shift Settings 

    00 = No Output Shift Supported 

    01 = Output Shift with Local Timer 

    10 = Output Shift with Sync1 

0x05 NO ro UINT32 - 

Minimum Cycle Time 

Minimum cycle time supported by the slave, 

used in DC mode or Synchronous Mode 

0x06 NO ro UINT32 ns 

Calc and Copy Time  

Time needed by the drive to copy the process 

data from the Sync Manager to the local 

memory and perform calculations before the 

data is sent to the process. 

Used in DC mode. 

0x08 NO rw UINT16 - 
Get Cycle Time 

Not supported 

0x09 NO r UINT32 - 

Delay Time 

Time between Sync0 event and the Outputs 

valid. 

0x0A NO rw UINT32 - 
Sync0 Cycle Time 

Time between two Sync0 signals 

0x0B 
NO 

ro UINT16 
- 

SM-Event Missed (Cycle exceeded counter) 

Not supported 

0x0C NO ro UINT16 

- 

Cycle Time Too Small (SM event missed 

counter) 

This error counter is incremented when the 

Slave expects a SM Event but does not receive 

it in time and as consequence the data cannot be 

copied any more. 

Used in DC mode. 

0x0D NO ro UINT16 
- 

Shift Time Too Small (Shift too short counter) 

Not supported 

0x20 NO ro 

UINT16 - 

Sync Error, 

0: No Synchronization Error 

1: Synchronization Error. 
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0x1C33 Input Sync Manager Parameter 

Index 0x1C33 Object type RECORD Name Input Sync Manager Parameter 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO ro UINT8 - Number of Entries 

0x01 NO rw UINT16 - 

Sync mode 

0x00: Free Run (not synchronized) 

0x01: Synchronous synchronized with SM 

Event 

0x02: DC Sync0-synchronized with Sync0 

Event 

0x03: DC Sync1-synchronized with Sync1 

Event 

0x02 NO r UINT32 - 
Cycle Time 

Same time as for 0x1C32:02 

0x03 NO rw UINT32 ns 

Shift Time 

Time between Sync0 event and the Inputs 

Latch. It should be set with the times of 

62500[ns]. 

0x04 NO ro UINT16 - 

Sync Modes Supported 

Bit0: Free Run Supported 

Bit1: Synchronous Supported 

Bit4~2: DC Type Supported 

    000 = No DC 

    001 = DC Sync0 

    010 = DC Sync1 

Bit6~5: Shift Settings 

    00 = No Input Shift Supported 

    01 = Input Shift with Local Timer 

    10 = Input Shift with Sync1 

0x05 NO ro UINT32 - 
Minimum Cycle Time 

Same time as for 0x1C32:05 

0x06 NO ro UINT32 - 

Calc and Copy Time  

Time needed by the drive to perform 

calculations on the input values and to copy the 

process data from the local memory to the Sync 

Manager before the data is available for 

EtherCAT. 

Used in DC mode. 

0x08 NO rw UINT16 - 
Get Cycle Time 

Not supported 

0x09 NO ro UINT32 - Delay Time 
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Not supported 

0x0A NO rw UINT32 - 
Sync0 Cycle Time 

Same time as for 0x1C32:0A 

0x0B 
NO 

ro UINT16 
- 

Cycle exceeded counter 

Not supported 

0x0C NO ro UINT16 
- 

SM event missed counter 

Not supported 

0x0D NO ro UINT16 
- 

Shift Time Too Short (Shift too short counter) 

Not supported 

0x20 NO ro 
UINT16 - 

Sync Error, 

Not supported 
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1.79 CiA402 Parameter Object 

1.79.1 System State Machine 

1.79.1.1 System State Machine 

Diagram of system state machine: 

Not ready

Switch on 
disabled

Ready to 
switch on

Switched on

Operation 
enabled

Shut down 
active

Servo off 
active

Quick stop 
active

Deal with 
fault

Fault

0

1

2 7

3 6

4 5

9

12

10

11
16

8'
5'

11'

88"

5"

13

14

15

Enable servo 
operation

Fault occur

- Motor is not exciting
- Brake activated
- Main power not connected

- Motor is not exciting
- Brake activated
- Main power connected

- Motor is working
- Brake released
- Main power connected
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1.79.1.2 Event Description 

The following table lists the specific meaning of various state transition trigger events of the drive. 

State 

jump No. 
Condition Action 

0 Automatically executed after power-on or reset Drive self-test and initialization 

1 Drive self-test and initialization completed properly Activate the communication function 

2 Shutdown command received None 

3 
Switch On command received and AC contactor 

closed 

Turn on the precharge relay switch after the DC bus is 

charged 

4 
Enable Operation command received and precharge 

relay closed 
Enable motor output 

5 
Disable Operation command received and 

0x605C=0 
Disable motor output 

5' 
Disable Operation command received and 

0x605C=1 

Choose a controlled shutdown method and perform 

controlled shutdown 

5" Controlled shutdown completed Disable motor output 

6 Shutdown command received Turn off the precharge relay switch 

7 Quick Stop or Disable voltage command received None 

8 Shutdown command received and 0x605B=0 Disable motor output, and turn off the precharge relay switch 

8' Shutdown command received and 0x605B=1 
Choose a controlled shutdown method and perform 

controlled shutdown 

8" Controlled shutdown completed Disable motor output, and turn off the precharge relay switch 

9 Disable voltage command received Disable motor output, and turn off the precharge relay switch 

10 Quick Stop or Disable voltage command received Turn off the precharge relay switch 

11 Quick Stop command received and 0x605A! = 0 
Choose a controlled shutdown method and perform 

controlled shutdown 

11' Quick Stop command received and 0x605A = 0 Disable motor output, and turn off the precharge relay switch 

12 
Controlled shutdown completed and 0x605A! = 0, 

or Disable Voltage command received 
Disable motor output, and turn off the precharge relay switch 

13 Fault occurred Choose a shutdown method and record historical faults 

14 Shutdown completed Disable motor output 

15 Fault Reset command received 
Turn off the precharge relay switch, and clear the fault flag if 

the fault has been eliminated 
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1.79.1.3 Relevant Parameters 

0x603F Error code 

Index 0x603F Object type VAR Name Error code 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 TXPDO ro UINT16 - 
Fault code 

Get the drive fault code through this parameter. 

0x6040 Controlword 

Index 0x6040 Object type VAR Name Controlword 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT16 - CiA402 control word 

The control word shows the control commands of the drive system state machine, and each bit has a different meaning. 

Bit0: close precharge relay  

Bit1: main power on 

Bit2: quick stop 

Bit3: enable operation  

Bit4~Bit6: operation mode definition 

Bit7: fault reset 

Bit8: stop 

Bit9~Bit10: reserved 

Bit11~Bit15: defined by vendor 

The control word controls the device through the following bit combinations. 

Order 
Control word bit Transition 

No. Bit7t Bit3 Bit2 Bit1 Bit0 

Shut down 0 X 1 1 0 2, 6, 8 

Switch On 0 X 1 1 1 3 

Disable Voltage 0 X X 0 X 7, 9, 10, 12 

Quick Stop 0 X 0 1 X 7, 10, 11 

Disable Operation 0 0 1 1 1 5 

Enable Operation 0 1 1 1 1 4, 16 

Fault Reset 
 

X X X X 15 

0x21D9 CiA402 Setting 2 

Index 0x21D9 Object type VAR Name CiA402 Setting 2 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw UINT32 - CiA402 setting 2 

Byte0: State word 0x6040.Bit12 definition 

0x00-Reserved. 
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0x01-multi-turn reset of position loop encoder (rising edge). 

0x02-Configuration initialization of position loop encoder (rising edge). 

0x03-Fault-triggered reset of position loop encoder (rising edge). 

Byte1: State word 0x6040.Bit13 definition 

0x00-Reserved. 

0x01-multi-turn reset of position loop encoder (rising edge). 

0x02-Configuration initialization of position loop encoder (rising edge). 

0x03-Fault-triggered reset of position loop encoder (rising edge). 

Byte2: State word 0x6040.Bit14 definition 

0x00-Reserved. 

0x01-multi-turn reset of position loop encoder (rising edge). 

0x02-Configuration initialization of position loop encoder (rising edge). 

0x03-Fault-triggered reset of position loop encoder (rising edge). 

Byte3: State word 0x6040.Bit15 definition 

0x00-Reserved. 

0x01-multi-turn reset of position loop encoder (rising edge). 

0x02-Configuration initialization of position loop encoder (rising edge). 

0x03-Fault-triggered reset of position loop encoder (rising edge). 

The encoder initialization configuration is only applicable to Motor Power encoders. 

0x6041 Statusword 

Index 0x6041 Object type VAR Name Statusword 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 TXPDO ro UINT16 - State word 

The state word shows the state of the system state machine, and each bit has a different meaning. 

Bit0: ready to close precharge relay  

Bit1: close precharge relay  

Bit2: enable operation 

Bit3: fault 

Bit4: main power flag bit (1: main power on, 0: main power off) 

Bit5: quick stop 

Bit6: prohibit the closing of precharge relay (1: alarm occurred, 0: no alarm occurred) 

Bit7: warning bit 

Bit8: motor power flag bit (1: motor outputting. 0: no motor output) 

Bit9: remote (1: control word processed. 0: control word not processed) 

Bit10: target completion flag bit (1: target completed. 0: target not completed) 

Bit11: internal command limit flag bit (1: command being limited internally. 0: command not limited internally) 

Bit12~Bit13: related to the current mode (see the table below) 

Bit14~Bit15: defined by vendor 
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The meanings of Bit12 and Bit13 are as follows in different current control modes: 

Current 

control mode 
Bit13 meaning Bit12 meaning 

CSP mode 

Bit13: Position tracking error bit 

1: position tracking error occurred. 0: no position 

tracking error occurred 

Bit12: Position target value validity bit 

1: valid position target value     0: invalid 

position target value 

CSV mode Bit13: Reserved 

Bit12: Velocity target value validity bit 

1: valid velocity target value     0: invalid 

velocity target value 

CST mode Bit13: Reserved 

Bit12: Torque target value validity bit 

1: valid torque target value     0: invalid 

torque target value 

HM mode 

Bit13: Homing error bit 

1: homing error occurred      0: no homing error 

occurred 

Bit12: Homing success or failure flag bit 

1: homing succeeded              0: 

homing failed 

PV mode 

Bit13: Velocity tracking error bit 

1: velocity tracking error occurred       0: no 

velocity tracking error occurred 

Bit12: Motor motion bit 

1: motor motionless                  0: 

motor rotating 

The state word shows the device state through the following bit combinations: 

State 
State word bit 

Bit6 Bit5 Bit3 Bit2 Bit1 Bit0 

Not Ready to Switch On 0 X 0 0 0 0 

Switch On Disabled 1 X 0 0 0 0 

Ready to Switch On 0 1 0 0 0 1 

Switched On 0 1 0 0 1 1 

Operation Enabled 0 1 0 1 1 1 

Fault 0 X 1 1 1 1 

Fault Reaction Active 0 X 1 1 1 1 

Quick Stop Active 0 0 0 1 1 1 

 

0x21D6 CiA402 Setting 1 

Index 0x21D6 Object type VAR Name CiA402 Setting 1 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw UINT32 - CiA402 setting 1 

Byte0: State word 0x6041. Bit15 definition 

0x00-Reserved. 

0x01-Motor motion state (1= motion). 

0x02-Fault detection state (1 = fault detected). 
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0x03-Mechanical origin has been calibrated (1 = calibrated). 

Byte1: State word 0x6041.Bit14 definition 

0x00-Reserved. 

0x01-Motor motion state (1= motion). 

0x02-Fault detection state (1 = fault detected). 

0x03-Mechanical origin has been calibrated (1 = calibrated). 

Byte2: Object 0x6061 Update Mechanism Selection 

0x00-Consistent with the set control mode 0x6060. 

0x01-Consistent with the actual control mode. 

Byte2: Auto-entry ready to turn on main power state switch 

0x00-Disable. 

0x01-Enable 

0x605A Quick stop option code 

Index 0x605A Object type VAR Name Quick stop option code 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw INT16 - Emergency stop option code 

0xFF-Stop the motor output immediately and dynamic braking is off. 

0x00-Immediately stop the motor output and the motor stops freely. 

0x01-Ramp deceleration, and then stop the motor output. 

0x02-Emergency deceleration, and then stop the motor output. 

0x03-Stop immediately, and then stop the motor output. 

0x605B Shutdown option code 

Index 0x605B Object type VAR Name Shutdown option code 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw INT16 - Shutdown option code 

0xFF-Stop the motor output immediately and dynamic braking is off. 

0x00-Immediately stop the motor output and the motor stops freely. 

0x01-Ramp deceleration, and then stop the motor output. 

0x605C Disable operation option code 

Index 0x605C Object type VAR Name Disable operation option code 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw INT16 - Servo OFF option code 

0xFF-Stop the motor output immediately and dynamic braking is off. 

0x00-Immediately stop the motor output and the motor stops freely. 

0x01-Ramp deceleration, and then stop the motor output. 
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0x605D Halt option code 

Index 0x605D Object type VAR Name Halt option code 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 - rw INT16 - - 

Select the deceleration to pause the motor operation. 

-32768~-1: Reserved. 

0: Reserved 

1: Pause the shaft operation at the ramp stop deceleration (0x2090), and keep the servo enabled. 

2: Pause the shaft operation at the emergency stop deceleration (0x6085), and keep the servo enabled. 

3: Pause the shaft operation at the limiting current output, and keep the servo enabled (not supported). 

4: Pause the shaft operation at the limiting voltage output, and keep the servo enabled (not supported). 

1.79.2 Control mode selection 

Object 0x6060 is used to set the control mode of the slave station, and object 0x6061 is used to display the current control mode. 

In addition, object 0x6502 is used to confirm the control modes supported by the drive. 

0x6502 Supported drive modes 

Index 0x6502 Object type VAR Name Supported drive modes 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 TXPDO ro UINT32 - Supported control modes 

1 means that the corresponding mode is supported. 

Bit Description Correspondence 

0 Planned position mode (PP) 1 

1 Velocity mode (VL) 0 

2 Planned velocity mode (PV). 1 

3 Planned torque mode (PT). 1 

4 Reserved 0 

5 Homing mode (HM) 1 

6 Interpolated position mode (IP) 0 

7 Cyclic synchronous position mode (CSP) 1 

8 Cyclic synchronous velocity mode (CSV) 1 

9 Cyclic synchronous torque mode (CST) 1 
 

0x6060 Modes of operation 

Index 0x6060 Object type VAR Name Modes of operation 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw INT8 - Set the control mode under EtherCAT control 

Byte0:  

0x00-Mode unchanged 
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0x01-Planned position mode (PP) 

  0x02-Reserved 

  0x03-Planned velocity mode (PV) 

  0x04-Planned torque mode (PT) 

  0x05-Reserved 

  0x06-Homing mode (HM) 

  0x07-Reserved 

  0x08-Cyclic synchronous position mode (CSP) 

  0x09-Cyclic synchronous velocity mode (CSV) 

  0x0A-Cyclic synchronous torque mode (CST) 

Note: The data type of this object is UINT8. When configuring the master station, a parameter 0x5FFF or 0x5FFE needs to 

be configured immediately next to this object to align the data length. 

0x6061 Modes of operation display 

Index 0x6061 Object type VAR Name Modes of operation display 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 TXPDO rw INT8 - Current control mode 

Byte0:  

0x00-Mode unchanged 

0x01-Planned position mode (PP) 

  0x02-Reserved 

  0x03-Planned velocity mode (PV) 

  0x04-Planned torque mode (PT) 

  0x05-Reserved 

  0x06-Homing mode (HM) 

  0x07-Reserved 

  0x08-Cyclic synchronous position mode (CSP) 

  0x09-Cyclic synchronous velocity mode (CSV) 

  0x0A-Cyclic synchronous torque mode (CST) 

Note: The data type of this object is UINT8. When configuring the master station, a parameter 0x5FFF or 0x5FFE needs to 

be configured immediately next to this object to align the data length. 

0x21B3 Local Modes of Operation 

Index 0x21B3 Object type VAR Name Local Modes of Operation 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw UINT32 - Local operation mode 

Byte0, Byte1: Reserved 

Byte2: Power-on default control mode 

  0x01-Planned position mode (PP) 

  0x02-Reserved 
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  0x03-Planned velocity mode (PV) 

  0x04-Planned torque mode (PT) 

  0x05-Reserved 

  0x06-Homing mode (HM) 

  0x07-Reserved 

  0x08-Cyclic synchronous position mode (CSP) 

  0x09-Cyclic synchronous velocity mode (CSV) 

  0x0A-Cyclic synchronous torque mode (CST) 

Byte3: Reserved 
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1.79.3 Position mode 

Object 0x6060 chooses objects used in PP and CSP modes. 

0x6062 Position demand value 

Index 0x6062 Object type VAR Name Position demand value 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 TXPDO ro INT32  Position command value 

Provides the position command value. 

0x6063 Position actual internal value 

Index 0x6063 Object type VAR Name Position actual internal value 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 TXPDO ro INT32  Actual internal position value 

0x6064 Position actual value 

Index 0x6064 Object type VAR Name Position actual value 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 TXPDO ro INT32  Actual position value 

Provides the actual position value measured by the position feedback device. 

0x6065 Following error window 

Index 0x6065 Object type VAR Name Following error window 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT32 PosUnit 
Threshold for excessive second 

position following error 

Used to set an allowable position following error range. If the actual position following error relative to the position 

command value exceeds the set threshold, a fault of excessive position following error is triggered. 

0x6066 Following error time out 

Index 0x6066 Object type VAR Name Following error time out 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT16 ms 
Duration for judging excessive 

position following error 

Used to set the judgment duration after the fault of excessive position following error occurred. After the judgment 

duration expires, bit13 of the state word is set to 1. 

0x6067 Position window 

Index 0x6067 Object type VAR Name Position window 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT32 PosUnit 
Threshold values of completed 

positioning 

Used to set an acceptable position value relative to the target position. 
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0x6068 Position window time 

Index 0x6068 Object type VAR Name Position window time 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT16 ms Period for judging the positioning completion 

Used to set the judgment duration after positioning is completed. 

0x607A Target position 

Index 0x607A Object type VAR Name Target position 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw INT32  Position target value 

Position command value sent to the drive after being planned by the motion controller 

0x607B Position Range Limit 

Index 0x607B Object type ARRAY Name Position Range Limit 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO ro UINT8  
Highest sub-index supported 

Maximum sub-index sequence number 

0x01 NO ro INT32 PosUnit 
Min Position Range Limit 

Minimum allowed position range 

0x02 NO ro INT32 PosUnit 
Max Position Range Limit 

Maximum allowed position range 

0x607D Software Position Limit 

Index 0x607D Object type ARRAY Name Software Position Limit 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO ro UINT8  
Highest sub-index supported 

Maximum sub-index sequence number 

0x01 NO rw INT32 PosUnit 
Min Software Position Limit 

Minimum software position limit 

0x02 NO rw INT32 PosUnit 
Max Software Position Limit 

Maximum software position limit 

0x607E Polarity 

Index 0x607E Object type VAR Name Polarity 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw UINT8 - Motion direction settings 

Byte0: Polarity settings 

  0x00-Positive position command: the motor rotates forward. positive velocity command: the motor rotates forward. 

positive torque command: the motor rotates forward. 

  0xE0-Positive position command: the motor rotates reversely. positive velocity command: the motor rotates reversely. 

positive torque command: the motor rotates reversely. 
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0x607F Max profile velocity 

Index 0x607F Object type VAR Name Max profile velocity 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT32 PosUnit/s Maximum planned velocity 

0x6080 Max motor speed 

Index 0x6080 Object type VAR Name Max motor speed 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT32 r/min Maximum motor speed 

Used to set the maximum allowable motor velocity in the forward and reverse directions. 

0x6081 Profile velocity 

Index 0x6081 Object type VAR Name Profile velocity 

Sub-index PDO mapping Read/Write operation Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT32  Planned velocity 

0x6082 End velocity 

Index 0x6082 Object type VAR Name End velocity 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT32  Planned end velocity 

0x6083 Profile acceleration 

Index 0x6083 Object type VAR Name Profile acceleration 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT32 
PosUnit/

s^2 
Planned acceleration 

0x6084 Profile deceleration 

Index 0x6084 Object type VAR Name Profile deceleration 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT32 
PosUnit/

s^2 
Planned deceleration 

0x6085 Quick stop deceleration 

Index 0x6085 Object type VAR Name Quick stop deceleration 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT32 
PosUnit/

s^2 
Emergency stop deceleration 

Used to set the deceleration when the servo stops quickly. For object 0x605A: If Byte0 is set to 0x02, the servo performs 

emergency stop at this deceleration. 
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0x6086 Motion profile type 

Index 0x6086 Object type VAR Name Motion profile type 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw INT16 - Position planning type 

Set the type of motion planning in the position mode. 

Byte0: Position planning type 

  0x00-Linear ramp (trapezoidal programming). 

0x6089 Position Notation Index 

Index 0x6089 Object type VAR Name Position Notation Index 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw INT8 - Position unit expression index 

Example: If 0x6089 = 0xFD and 0x608A = 0x01, the setting unit is 0.001m, that is, mm. 

Byte0: Position unit expression index 

0x03-×1000. 

0x01-×10. 

0x00-×1. 

0xFF-×0.1. 

0xFE-×0.01. 

0xFD-×0.001. 

0xFA-×0.000001. 

0xF7-×0.000000001. 

When setting the position unit, also set the motor gear ratio parameters correctly. These parameters include 0x608F, 0x6091, 

0x6092, 0x6093. 

When infinite position control is enabled, only x 1 can be selected as the position unit expression index. 

0x608A Position Dimension Index 

Index 0x608A Object type VAR Name Position Dimension Index 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw UINT8 - Position unit dimension index 

Example: If 0x6089 = 0xFD and 0x608A = 0x01, the setting unit is 0.001m, that is, mm. 

Byte0: Dimension of position unit 

0x01-meter (m). 

0x10-radian (rad). 

0x41-degree (deg). 

0xAC-encoder pulse (Enclnc). 

When setting the position unit, also set the motor gear ratio parameters correctly. These parameters include 0x608F, 0x6091, 

0x6092, 0x6093. 

When infinite position control is enabled,  only Enclnc can be selected as the dimensional index of the position unit. 
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0x608F Position Encoder Resolution 

Index 608F Object type ARRAY Name Position Encoder Resolution 
 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO ro UINT8 - 
Highest sub-index supported 

Maximum sub-index sequence number 

0x01 NO ro UINT32 Inc 
Position Encoder Resolution-Encoder 

Increments 

0x02 NO ro UINT32 Rev Position Encoder Resolution-Motor Revolutions 

0x6091 Gear Ratio 

Index 6091 Object type ARRAY Name Gear Ratio 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO ro UINT8 - 
Highest sub-index supported 

Maximum sub-index sequence number 

0x01 NO rw UINT32 Rev 
Gear Ratio-Motor Shaft Revolutions 

 

0x02 NO rw UINT32 Rev 
Gear Ratio-Driving Shaft Revolutions 

 

0x6092 Feed Constant 

Index 6092 Object type ARRAY Name Feed Constant 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO ro UINT8 - 
Highest sub-index supported 

Maximum sub-index sequence number 

0x01 NO rw UINT32 Rev Feed Constant - Feed 

0x02 NO rw UINT32 Rev 

Feed Constant-Driving Shaft Revolutions 

 

0x6093 Position Factor 

Index 6093 Object type ARRAY Name Position Factor 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO ro UINT8 - 
Highest sub-index supported 

Maximum sub-index sequence number 

0x01 NO rw UINT32 - 
Position Factor Numerator 

Position Factor Numerator 

0x02 NO rw UINT32 - 
Position Factor Denominator 

Position Factor Denominator 

0x60B0 Position offset 
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Index 0x60B0 Object type VAR Name Position offset 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw INT32  Position offset value 

0x60B1 Velocity offset 

Index 0x60B1 Object type VAR Name Velocity offset 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw INT32  Velocity offset value 

0x60B2 Torque offset 

Index 0x60B2 Object type VAR Name Torque offset 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw INT16  Torque offset value 

0x60C5 Max Acceleration 

Index 0x60C5 Object type VAR Name Max Acceleration 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw 
UINT32 PosUnit/

s^2 
Max acceleration 

0x60C6 Max Deceleration 

Index 0x60C6 Object type VAR Name Max Deceleration 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw 
UINT32 PosUnit/

s^2 
Max deceleration 

0x60F2 Positioning Option Code 

Index 60F2 Object type VAR Name Positioning Option Code 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT16 - Position planning option code 

0x60F4 Following error actual value 

Index 0x60F4 Object type VAR Name Following error actual value 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 TXPDO ro INT32  Actual position following error 

0x60FC Position demand internal value 

Index 0x60FC Object type VAR Name Position demand internal value 
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Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 TXPDO ro INT32  Internal position command value 
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1.79.4 Velocity Mode 

Object 0x6060 chooses objects used in PV and CSV modes. 

0x606B Velocity demand value 

Index 0x606B Object type VAR Name Velocity demand value 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 TXPDO ro INT32  Velocity commanding value 

Provides the velocity command value output by the trajectory generator. 

0x606C Velocity actual value 

Index 0x606C Object type VAR Name Velocity actual value 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 TXPDO ro INT32  Actual velocity value 

Provides the actual velocity value obtained by the velocity sensor or the position sensor. 

0x606D Velocity window 

Index 0x606D Object type VAR Name Velocity window 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT32  Target velocity judgment threshold 

Provides the actual velocity value obtained by the velocity sensor or the position sensor. 

0x606E Velocity window time 

Index 0x606E Object type VAR Name Velocity window time 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT16 ms Target velocity judgment duration 

0x606F Velocity threshold 

Index 0x606F Object type VAR Name Velocity threshold 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT32  Zero velocity judgment threshold 

0x6070 Velocity threshold time 

Index 0x6070 Object type VAR Name Velocity threshold time 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT16 ms Zero velocity judgment duration 
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0x607F Max profile velocity 

Index 0x607F Object type VAR Name Max profile velocity 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT32 
PosUnit/

s 
Maximum planned velocity 

0x608B Velocity Notation Index 

Index 608B Object type VAR Name Velocity Notation Index 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw UINT8 - Velocity unit expression index 

Set the velocity unit expression index. 

Byte0: Velocity unit expression index 

0x03-×1000. 

0x01-×10. 

0x00-×1. 

0xFF-×0.1. 

0xFE-×0.01. 

0xFD-×0.001. 

0xFA-×0.000001. 

Example: 0x6089 = 0xFD, 0x608A = 0x01, 0x608B = 0x01, set the position unit to mm and the velocity unit to 10 * mm/s 

The dimensional index of the velocity unit follows the position unit and is determined as "position unit/second". The drive 

can only set the velocity unit expression index. 

0x608D Acceleration Notation Index 

Index 0x608D Object type VAR Name Acceleration Notation Index 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw UINT8 - Acceleration unit expression index 

Set the acceleration unit expression index. 

Byte0: Acceleration unit expression index 

0x03-×1000. 

0x01-×10. 

0x00-×1. 

0xFF-×0.1. 

0xFE-×0.01. 

0xFD-×0.001. 

0xFA-×0.000001. 

Example: when 0x6089 s 0xFD, 0x608A s 0x01, 0x608D s 0x01, set the position unit to mm and the acceleration unit to 

10*mm/s^2 

The dimension index of the acceleration unit follows the position unit and is determined as "position unit/second ^ 2". The 

drive can only set the acceleration unit expression index. 
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0x60C2 Interpolation time period 

Index 0x60C2 Object type REC Name Interpolation time period 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO ro UINT8 - Number of Entries 

0x01 NO rw UINT8 - Ip time units 

0x02 NO rw UINT8 - Ip time index 

0x60FF Target velocity 

Index 0x60FF Object type VAR Name Target velocity 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw INT32  Velocity target value 

Velocity target value, as the input to the trajectory generator. 
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1.79.5 Torque Mode 

Object 0x6060 chooses objects used in PT and CST modes. 

0x6071 Target torque 

Index 0x6071 Object type VAR Name Target torque 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw INT16  Torque target value 

Torque target value, as the input of torque control. 

0x6072 Max torque 

Index 0x6072 Object type VAR Name Max torque 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT16 ‰ Max motor torque 

Used to set the maximum torque allowed for the motor. 

0x6073 Max Motor Current 

Index 0x6073 Object type VAR Name Max Motor Current 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT16 ‰ Max motor current 

Set the maximum torque current allowed for the motor 

0x6074 Torque demand value 

Index 0x6074 Object type VAR Name Torque demand value 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 TXPDO ro INT16  Torque commanding value 

Provides the torque command value output by the trajectory generator 

0x6075 Motor rated current 

Index 0x6075 Object type VAR Name Motor rated current 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw UINT32 mA Rated motor current 

Set the rated current of the motor, which is provided by the motor manufacturer. 

0x6076 Motor rated torque 

Index 0x6076 Object type VAR Name Motor rated torque 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw UINT32 mNm Rated motor torque 

Provided by the motor manufacturer and used to set the rated torque of the motor. 
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0x6077 Torque actual value 

Index 0x6077 Object type VAR Name Torque actual value 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 TXPDO ro INT16  Actual torque value 

The actual torque value is consistent with the actual instantaneous torque of the motor. 

0x6078 Current actual value 

Index 0x6078 Object type VAR Name Current actual value 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 TXPDO ro INT16  Effective current value 

Effective current value, which is consistent with the actual instantaneous current of the motor. 

0x6079 DC link circuit voltage 

Index 0x6079 Object type VAR Name DC link circuit voltage 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 TXPDO rw UINT32  Measured DC bus voltage 

Measured DC bus voltage, which is consistent with the actual instantaneous DC bus voltage of the drive. 

0x6087 Torque slope 

Index 0x6087 Object type VAR Name Torque slope 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT32 ‰/s Planned torque slope 

Used to set the changing rate of the torque. 

 

0x6088 Torque profile type 

Index 0x6088 Object type VAR Name Torque profile type 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw INT16  Torque planning mode 

Set the torque planning mode in the PT mode. 

Byte0: Torque planning mode 

  0x00-Trapezoidal programming (slope model). 

  0x01-Reserved 
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0x60E0 Positive torque limit value 

Index 0x60E0 Object type VAR Name Positive torque limit value 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT16  Maximum positive torque value 

Used to set the maximum positive torque value. 

0x60E1 Negative torque limit value 

Index 0x60E1 Object type VAR Name Negative torque limit value 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT16  Maximum negative torque value 

Used to set the maximum negative torque value. 

1.79.6 Homing Mode 

0x607C Home offset 

Index 0x607C Object type VAR Name Home offset 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data 

format 

Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw INT32 inc Origin offset 

The relative position difference between the user coordinate origin and the mechanical zero point. Once returned to the 

origin, the user coordinate offset is the value of the mechanical origin position plus 0x607C offset. 

Home 
Position

Zero Position

Home offset（0x607C）

 

0x6098 Homing method 

Index 0x6098 Object type VAR Name Homing method 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data 

format 

Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw INT8 - Homing method 

0x6099 Homing speeds 

Index 0x6099 Object type REC Name Homing speeds 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data 

format 

Unit Description 

0x00 NO ro UINT8  
Highest sub-index supported 

Maximum sub-index sequence number 

0x01 NO rw UINT32  Speed during search for switch 
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Limit search velocity, whose set value must be 

higher than the zero-search velocity. If the set 

value is higher than the velocity limit value, the 

motor will operate at the velocity limit value. 

0x02 NO rw UINT32  

Speed during search for zero 

Homing velocity, whose set value must be lower 

than the limit search velocity. If the set value is 

higher than the velocity limit value, the motor 

will operate at the velocity limit value. 

0x609A Homing acceleration 

Index 0x609A Object type VAR Name Homing acceleration 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data 

format 

Unit Description 

0x00 RXPDO rw UINT32 PosUnit/s^2 Homing acceleration 

Used to set the acceleration/deceleration for homing. If the set value is higher than the acceleration limit value, the motor 

will operate at the acceleration limit value. 

1.79.7 Other objects 

0x60FD Digital inputs 

Index 0x60FD Object type VAR Name Digital inputs 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 TXPDO ro UINT32 - Digital signal input 

0x60FE Digital Outputs 

Index 0x60FE Object type REC Name Digital Outputs 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO ro UINT8 - Number of Entries 

0x01 RXPDO rw UINT32 - Physical outputs 

0x02 RXPDO rw UINT32 - Bit mask 

0x6402 Motor type 

Index 0x6402 Object type VAR Name Motor type 

Sub-

index 

PDO 

mapping 

Read/Write 

operation 

Data type Unit Description 

0x00 NO rw UINT16 - Motor type 
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1.80 List of Object Dictionaries 

1.80.1 Communication Parameters 

 

Index Sub-index Object Type Name Data Type Read/Write operation PDO mapping Unit 

0x1000 0x00 VAR Device type UINT32 ro NO - 

0x1001 0x00 VAR Error register UINT8 ro NO - 

0x1008 0x00 VAR Device name STRING ro NO - 

0x1009 0x00 VAR Hardware version STRING ro NO - 

0x100A 0x00 VAR Software version STRING ro NO - 

0x1018 - REC Device Identifier - - - - 

0x1018 0x00 REC Number of Entries UINT8 ro NO - 

0x1018 0x01 REC Vendor ID UINT32 ro NO - 

0x1018 0x02 REC Product code UINT32 ro NO - 

0x1018 0x03 REC Revision UINT32 ro NO - 

0x1018 0x04 REC Serial number UINT32 ro NO - 

0x10F1 - REC Error Settings - - - - 

0x10F1 0x00 REC Number of Entries UINT8 ro NO - 

0x10F1 0x01 REC Local Error Reaction UINT32 ro NO - 

0x10F1 0x02 REC Sync Error Counter Limit UINT32 ro NO - 

0x1600 - REC 1st Reception PDO PDO Mapping - - - 

0x1600 0x00 REC Number of Entry to RxPDO UINT8 rw NO - 

0x1600 0x01 REC Object mapped in the 1st UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1600 0x02 REC Object mapped in the 2nd UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1600 0x03 REC Object mapped in the 3rd UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1600 0x04 REC Object mapped in the 4th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1600 0x05 REC Object mapped in the 5th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1600 0x06 REC Object mapped in the 6th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1600 0x07 REC Object mapped in the 7th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1600 0x08 REC Object mapped in the 8th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1600 0x09 REC Object mapped in the 9th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1600 0x0A REC Object mapped in the 10th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1600 0x0B REC Object mapped in the 11st UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1600 0x0C REC Object mapped in the 12th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1600 0x0D REC Object mapped in the 13th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1600 0x0E REC Object mapped in the 14th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1600 0x0F REC Object mapped in the 15th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1601 - REC 2nd Reception PDO PDO Mapping - - - 

0x1601 0x00 REC Number of Entry to RxPDO UINT8 rw NO - 

0x1601 0x01 REC Object mapped in the 1st UINT32 rw NO - 
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Index Sub-index Object Type Name Data Type Read/Write operation PDO mapping Unit 

0x1601 0x02 REC Object mapped in the 2nd UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1601 0x03 REC Object mapped in the 3rd UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1601 0x04 REC Object mapped in the 4th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1601 0x05 REC Object mapped in the 5th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1601 0x06 REC Object mapped in the 6th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1601 0x07 REC Object mapped in the 7th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1601 0x08 REC Object mapped in the 8th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1601 0x09 REC Object mapped in the 9th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1601 0x0A REC Object mapped in the 10th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1601 0x0B REC Object mapped in the 11st UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1601 0x0C REC Object mapped in the 12th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1601 0x0D REC Object mapped in the 13th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1601 0x0E REC Object mapped in the 14th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1601 0x0F REC Object mapped in the 15th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1602 - REC 3rd Reception PDO PDO Mapping - - - 

0x1602 0x00 REC Number of Entry to RxPDO UINT8 rw NO - 

0x1602 0x01 REC Object mapped in the 1st UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1602 0x02 REC Object mapped in the 2nd UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1602 0x03 REC Object mapped in the 3rd UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1602 0x04 REC Object mapped in the 4th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1602 0x05 REC Object mapped in the 5th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1602 0x06 REC Object mapped in the 6th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1602 0x07 REC Object mapped in the 7th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1602 0x08 REC Object mapped in the 8th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1602 0x09 REC Object mapped in the 9th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1602 0x0A REC Object mapped in the 10th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1602 0x0B REC Object mapped in the 11st UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1602 0x0C REC Object mapped in the 12th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1602 0x0D REC Object mapped in the 13th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1602 0x0E REC Object mapped in the 14th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1602 0x0F REC Object mapped in the 15th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1603 - REC 4th Reception PDO PDO Mapping - - - 

0x1603 0x00 REC Number of Entry to RxPDO UINT8 rw NO - 

0x1603 0x01 REC Object mapped in the 1st UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1603 0x02 REC Object mapped in the 2nd UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1603 0x03 REC Object mapped in the 3rd UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1603 0x04 REC Object mapped in the 4th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1603 0x05 REC Object mapped in the 5th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1603 0x06 REC Object mapped in the 6th UINT32 rw NO - 
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Index Sub-index Object Type Name Data Type Read/Write operation PDO mapping Unit 

0x1603 0x07 REC Object mapped in the 7th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1603 0x08 REC Object mapped in the 8th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1603 0x09 REC Object mapped in the 9th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1603 0x0A REC Object mapped in the 10th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1603 0x0B REC Object mapped in the 11st UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1603 0x0C REC Object mapped in the 12th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1603 0x0D REC Object mapped in the 13th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1603 0x0E REC Object mapped in the 14th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1603 0x0F REC Object mapped in the 15th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A00 - REC 1st Transmission PDO PDO Mapping - - - 

0x1A00 0x00 REC Number of Entry to TxPDO UINT8 rw NO - 

0x1A00 0x01 REC Object mapped in the 1st UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A00 0x02 REC Object mapped in the 2nd UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A00 0x03 REC Object mapped in the 3rd UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A00 0x04 REC Object mapped in the 4th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A00 0x05 REC Object mapped in the 5th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A00 0x06 REC Object mapped in the 6th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A00 0x07 REC Object mapped in the 7th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A00 0x08 REC Object mapped in the 8th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A00 0x09 REC Object mapped in the 9th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A00 0x0A REC Object mapped in the 10th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A00 0x0B REC Object mapped in the 11st UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A00 0x0C REC Object mapped in the 12th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A00 0x0D REC Object mapped in the 13th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A00 0x0E REC Object mapped in the 14th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A00 0x0F REC Object mapped in the 15th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A01 - REC 2nd Transmission PDO PDO Mapping - - - 

0x1A01 0x00 REC Number of Entry to TxPDO UINT8 rw NO - 

0x1A01 0x01 REC Object mapped in the 1st UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A01 0x02 REC Object mapped in the 2nd UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A01 0x03 REC Object mapped in the 3rd UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A01 0x04 REC Object mapped in the 4th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A01 0x05 REC Object mapped in the 5th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A01 0x06 REC Object mapped in the 6th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A01 0x07 REC Object mapped in the 7th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A01 0x08 REC Object mapped in the 8th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A01 0x09 REC Object mapped in the 9th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A01 0x0A REC Object mapped in the 10th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A01 0x0B REC Object mapped in the 11st UINT32 rw NO - 
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Index Sub-index Object Type Name Data Type Read/Write operation PDO mapping Unit 

0x1A01 0x0C REC Object mapped in the 12th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A01 0x0D REC Object mapped in the 13th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A01 0x0E REC Object mapped in the 14th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A01 0x0F REC Object mapped in the 15th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A02 - REC 3rd Transmission PDO PDO Mapping - - - 

0x1A02 0x00 REC Number of Entry to TxPDO UINT8 rw NO - 

0x1A02 0x01 REC Object mapped in the 1st UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A02 0x02 REC Object mapped in the 2nd UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A02 0x03 REC Object mapped in the 3rd UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A02 0x04 REC Object mapped in the 4th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A02 0x05 REC Object mapped in the 5th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A02 0x06 REC Object mapped in the 6th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A02 0x07 REC Object mapped in the 7th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A02 0x08 REC Object mapped in the 8th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A02 0x09 REC Object mapped in the 9th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A02 0x0A REC Object mapped in the 10th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A02 0x0B REC Object mapped in the 11st UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A02 0x0C REC Object mapped in the 12th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A02 0x0D REC Object mapped in the 13th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A02 0x0E REC Object mapped in the 14th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A02 0x0F REC Object mapped in the 15th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A03 - REC 4th Transmission PDO PDO Mapping - - - 

0x1A03 0x00 REC Number of Entry to TxPDO UINT8 rw NO - 

0x1A03 0x01 REC Object mapped in the 1st UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A03 0x02 REC Object mapped in the 2nd UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A03 0x03 REC Object mapped in the 3rd UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A03 0x04 REC Object mapped in the 4th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A03 0x05 REC Object mapped in the 5th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A03 0x06 REC Object mapped in the 6th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A03 0x07 REC Object mapped in the 7th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A03 0x08 REC Object mapped in the 8th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A03 0x09 REC Object mapped in the 9th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A03 0x0A REC Object mapped in the 10th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A03 0x0B REC Object mapped in the 11st UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A03 0x0C REC Object mapped in the 12th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A03 0x0D REC Object mapped in the 13th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A03 0x0E REC Object mapped in the 14th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1A03 0x0F REC Object mapped in the 15th UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1C00 - ARRAY Sync manager type - - - - 
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Index Sub-index Object Type Name Data Type Read/Write operation PDO mapping Unit 

0x1C00 0x00 ARRAY Number of Entries UINT8 ro NO - 

0x1C00 0x01 ARRAY SubIndex 001 UINT8 ro NO - 

0x1C00 0x02 ARRAY SubIndex 002 UINT8 ro NO - 

0x1C00 0x03 ARRAY SubIndex 003 UINT8 ro NO - 

0x1C00 0x04 ARRAY SubIndex 004 UINT8 ro NO - 

0x1C12 - ARRAY PDO Assignment of SM2 - - - - 

0x1C12 0x00 ARRAY Number of Entries UINT8 rw NO - 

0x1C12 0x01 ARRAY SubIndex 001 UINT16 rw NO - 

0x1C13 - ARRAY PDO Assignment of SM3 - - - - 

0x1C13 0x00 ARRAY Number of Entries UINT8 rw NO - 

0x1C13 0x01 ARRAY SubIndex 001 UINT16 rw NO - 

0x1C32 - REC 
Output Sync Manager 

Parameter 
- - - - 

0x1C32 0x00 REC Number of Entries UINT8 ro NO - 

0x1C32 0x01 REC Sync mode UINT16 rw NO - 

0x1C32 0x02 REC Cycle Time UINT32 ro NO - 

0x1C32 0x03 REC Shift Time UINT32 ro NO - 

0x1C32 0x04 REC Sync Modes Supported UINT16 ro NO - 

0x1C32 0x05 REC Minimum Cycle Time UINT32 ro NO ns 

0x1C32 0x06 REC Calc and Copy Time UINT32 ro NO ns 

0x1C32 0x08 REC Get Cycle Time UINT16 rw NO - 

0x1C32 0x09 REC Delay Time UINT32 r NO - 

0x1C32 0x0A REC Sync0 Cycle Time UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1C32 0x0B REC 
SM-Event Missed (Cycle 

exceeded counter) 
UINT16 ro NO - 

0x1C32 0x0C REC 
Cycle Time Too Small (SM 

event missed counter) 
UINT16 ro NO - 

0x1C32 0x0D REC 
Shift Time Too Small (Shift 

too short counter) 
UINT16 ro NO - 

0x1C32 0x20 REC Sync Error BOOL ro NO - 

0x1C33 - REC Input Sync Manager Parameter - - - - 

0x1C33 0x00 REC Number of Entries UINT8 ro NO - 

0x1C33 0x01 REC Sync mode UINT16 rw NO - 

0x1C33 0x02 REC Cycle Time UINT32 r NO ns 

0x1C33 0x03 REC Shift Time UINT32 rw NO ns 

0x1C33 0x04 REC Sync Modes Supported UINT16 ro NO - 

0x1C33 0x05 REC Minimum Cycle Time UINT32 r NO ns 

0x1C33 0x06 REC Calc and Copy Time UINT32 r NO ns 

0x1C33 0x08 REC Get Cycle Time UINT16 rw NO - 
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Index Sub-index Object Type Name Data Type Read/Write operation PDO mapping Unit 

0x1C33 0x09 REC Delay Time UINT32 ro NO - 

0x1C33 0x0A REC Sync0 Cycle Time UINT32 rw NO - 

0x1C33 0x0B REC Cycle exceeded counter UINT16 ro NO - 

0x1C33 0x0C REC SM event missed counter UINT16 ro NO - 

0x1C33 0x0D REC 
Shift Time Too Short (Shift too 

short counter) 
UINT16 ro NO - 

0x1C33 0x20 REC Sync Error UINT16 ro NO - 
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1.80.2 CiA402 Standard Objects 

Index Sub-index Object Type Name Data type Read/Write operation PDO mapping Unit 

0x603F 0x00 VAR Error code UINT16 ro TXPDO - 

0x6040 0x00 VAR Control word UINT16 rw RXPDO - 

0x6041 0x00 VAR Status word UINT16 ro TXPDO - 

0x605A 0x00 VAR Quick stop option code INT16 rw NO - 

0x605B 0x00 VAR Shutdown option code INT16 rw NO - 

0x605C 0x00 VAR Disable operation option code INT16 rw NO - 

0x605D 0x00 VAR Halt option code INT16 rw  - 

0x6060 0x00 VAR Modes of operation INT8 rw RXPDO - 

0x6061 0x00 VAR Modes of operation display INT8 ro TXPDO - 

0x6062 0x00 VAR Position demand value INT32 ro TXPDO - 

0x6063 0x00 VAR Position actual internal value INT32 ro TXPDO - 

0x6064 0x00 VAR Position actual value INT32 ro TXPDO - 

0x6065 0x00 VAR Following error window UINT32 rw RXPDO PosUnit 

0x6066 0x00 VAR Following error time out UINT16 rw RXPDO ms 

0x6067 0x00 VAR Position window UINT32 rw RXPDO PosUnit 

0x6068 0x00 VAR Position window time UINT16 rw RXPDO ms 

0x606B 0x00 VAR Velocity demand value INT32 ro TXPDO - 

0x606C 0x00 VAR Velocity actual value INT32 ro TXPDO - 

0x606D 0x00 VAR Velocity window UINT32 rw RXPDO - 

0x606E 0x00 VAR Velocity window time UINT16 rw RXPDO ms 

0x606F 0x00 VAR Velocity threshold UINT32 rw RXPDO - 

0x6070 0x00 VAR Velocity threshold time UINT16 rw RXPDO ms 

0x6071 0x00 VAR Target torque INT16 rw RXPDO - 

0x6072 0x00 VAR Max torque UINT16 rw RXPDO ‰ 

0x6073 0x00 VAR Max current UINT16 rw RXPDO ‰ 

0x6074 0x00 VAR Torque demand value INT16 ro TXPDO - 

0x6075 0x00 VAR Motor rated current UINT32 rw NO mA 

0x6076 0x00 VAR Motor rated torque UINT32 rw NO mNm 

0x6077 0x00 VAR Torque actual value INT16 ro TXPDO - 

0x6078 0x00 VAR Current actual value INT16 ro TXPDO - 

0x6079 0x00 VAR DC link circuit voltage UINT32 ro TXPDO - 

0x607A 0x00 VAR Target position INT32 rw RXPDO - 

0x607B - ARRAY Position Range Limit INT32 - - - 

0x607B 0x00 ARRAY Highest sub-index supported UINT8 ro NO - 

0x607B 0x01 ARRAY Min Position Range Limit INT32 ro NO PosUnit 

0x607B 0x02 ARRAY Max Position Range Limit INT32 ro NO PosUnit 

0x607C 0x00 VAR Home offset INT32 rw NO PosUnit 

0x607D - ARRAY Software Position Limit INT32 - - - 
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Index Sub-index Object Type Name Data type Read/Write operation PDO mapping Unit 

0x607D 0x00 ARRAY Highest sub-index supported UINT8 ro NO - 

0x607D 0x01 ARRAY Min Software Position Limit INT32 rw NO PosUnit 

0x607D 0x02 ARRAY Max Software Position Limit INT32 rw NO PosUnit 

0x607E 0x00 VAR Polarity UINT8 rw NO - 

0x607F 0x00 VAR Max profile velocity UINT32 rw RXPDO PosUnit/s 

0x6080 0x00 VAR Max motor speed UINT32 rw RXPDO r/min 

0x6081 0x00 VAR Profile velocity UINT32 rw RXPDO - 

0x6082 0x00 VAR End velocity UINT32 rw RXPDO - 

0x6083 0x00 VAR Profile acceleration UINT32 rw RXPDO PosUnit/s^2 

0x6084 0x00 VAR Profile deceleration UINT32 rw RXPDO PosUnit/s^2 

0x6085 0x00 VAR Quickstop deceleration UINT32 rw RXPDO PosUnit/s^2 

0x6086 0x00 VAR Motion profile type INT16 rw RXPDO - 

0x6087 0x00 VAR Torque slope UINT32 rw RXPDO ‰/s 

0x6088 0x00 VAR Torque profile type INT16 rw RXPDO - 

0x6089 0x00 VAR Position Notation Index INT8 rw NO - 

0x608A 0x00 VAR Position Dimension Index UINT8 rw NO - 

0x608B 0x00 VAR Velocity Notation Index UINT8 rw NO - 

0x608D 0x00 VAR Acceleration Notation Index UINT8 rw NO - 

0x608F - ARRAY Position Encoder Resolution - - - - 

0x608F 0x00 ARRAY Highest sub-index supported UINT8 ro NO - 

0x608F 0x01 ARRAY 
Position Encoder Resolution-

Encoder Increments 
UINT32 ro NO Inc 

0x608F 0x02 ARRAY 
Position Encoder Resolution-

Motor Revolutions 
UINT32 ro NO Rev 

0x6091 - ARRAY Gear Ratio - - - - 

0x6091 0x00 ARRAY Highest sub-index supported UINT8 ro NO - 

0x6091 0x01 ARRAY 
Gear Ratio-Motor Shaft 

Revolutions 
UINT32 rw NO Rev 

0x6091 0x02 ARRAY 
Gear Ratio-Driving Shaft 

Revolutions 
UINT32 rw NO Rev 

0x6092 - ARRAY Feed Constant - - - - 

0x6092 0x00 ARRAY Highest sub-index supported UINT8 ro NO - 

0x6092 0x01 ARRAY Feed Constant - Feed UINT32 rw NO PosUnit 

0x6092 0x02 ARRAY 
Feed Constant-Driving Shaft 

Revolutions 
UINT32 rw NO Rev 

0x6093 - ARRAY Position Factor - - - - 

0x6093 0x00 ARRAY Highest sub-index supported UINT8 ro NO - 

0x6093 0x01 ARRAY Position Factor Numerator UINT32 rw NO - 
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Index Sub-index Object Type Name Data type Read/Write operation PDO mapping Unit 

0x6093 0x02 ARRAY Position Factor Denominator UINT32 rw NO - 

0x6098 0x00 VAR Homing Method INT8 rw RXPDO - 

0x6099 - REC Homing speeds - - - - 

0x6099 0x00 REC Highest sub-index supported UINT8 ro NO - 

0x6099 0x01 REC Speed during search for switch  UINT32 rw NO PosUnit/s 

0x6099 0x02 REC Speed during search for zero UINT32 rw NO PosUnit/s 

0x609A 0x00 VAR Homing acceleration UINT32 rw RXPDO PosUnit/s^2 

0x60B0 0x00 VAR Position offset INT32 rw RXPDO - 

0x60B1 0x00 VAR Velocity offset INT32 rw RXPDO - 

0x60B2 0x00 VAR Torque offset INT16 rw RXPDO - 

0x60C2 - REC Interpolation time period - - - - 

0x60C2 0x00 REC Number of Entries UINT8 ro NO - 

0x60C2 0x01 REC ip time units UINT8 rw NO - 

0x60C2 0x02 REC ip time index UINT8 rw NO - 

0x60C5 0x00 VAR Max acceleration UINT32 rw RXPDO PosUnit/s^2 

0x60C6 0x00 VAR Max deceleration UINT32 rw RXPDO PosUnit/s^2 

0x60D0 - ARRAY Touch probe source INT16 rw NO  

0x60D0 0x00 ARRAY Number of Entries INT16 ro NO  

0x60D0 0x01 ARRAY Touch probe1 source INT16 rw NO  

0x60D0 0x02 ARRAY Touch probe2 source INT16 rw NO  

0x60D5 0x00 VAR 
Touch probe1 positive edge 

counter 
UINT16 ro TXPDO - 

0x60D6 0x00 VAR 
Touch probe1 negative edge 

counter 
UINT16 ro TXPDO - 

0x60D7 0x00 VAR 
Touch probe2 positive edge 

counter 
UINT16 ro TXPDO - 

0x60D8 0x00 VAR 
Touch probe2 negative edge 

counter 
UINT16 ro TXPDO - 

0x60E0 0x00 VAR Positive torque limit value UINT16 rw RXPDO  

0x60E1 0x00 VAR Negative torque limit value UINT16 rw RXPDO  

0x60F2 0x00 VAR Positioning option code UINT16 rw RXPDO  

0x60F4 0x00 VAR Following error actual value INT32 ro TXPDO  

0x60FC 0x00 VAR Position demand internal value INT32 ro TXPDO  

0x60FD 0x00 VAR Digital inputs UINT32 ro TXPDO  

0x60FE - REC Digital Outputs - - - - 

0x60FE 0x00 REC Number of Entries UINT8 ro NO - 

0x60FE 0x01 REC Physical outputs UINT32 rw RXPDO - 

0x60FE 0x02 REC Bit mask UINT32 rw RXPDO - 

0x60FF 0x00 VAR Target velocity INT32 rw RXPDO - 
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Index Sub-index Object Type Name Data type Read/Write operation PDO mapping Unit 

0x6402 0x00 VAR Motor type UINT16 rw NO - 

0x6502 0x00 VAR Supported drive modes UINT32 ro NO - 

1.80.3 CDRA Series Parameters 

Index Sub-index Object Type Name Data type Read/Write operation PDO mapping Unit 

0x2000 0x00 VAR Position control switch UINT32 rw NO - 

0x2001 0x00 VAR In Position Setting UINT32 rw NO - 

0x2002 0x00 VAR 
Static Position Disturbance 

Compensation Gain 
UINT16 rw NO - 

0x2010 0x00 VAR 
Full-Closed Encoder Scale 

Numerator 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x2011 0x00 VAR 
Full-Closed Encoder Scale 

Denominator 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x2012 0x00 VAR 
Full-Closed Position Deviation 

Threshold Value 
UINT32 rw NO PosUnit 

0x2013 0x00 VAR 
Full-Closed Position Deviation 

Auto-Clear Threshold Value 
UINT32 rw NO Rev 

0x2014 0x00 VAR First Encoder General Setting UINT32 rw NO - 

0x2015 0x00 VAR 
Second Encoder General 

Setting 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x2016 0x00 VAR 
Interface Encoder Single-Turn 

Bits 
UINT16 ro NO Bit 

0x2017 0x00 VAR 
Interface Encoder Multi-Turn 

Bits 
UINT16 ro NO Bit 

0x2018 0x00 VAR Interface Encoder Setting UINT32 rw NO - 

0x2019 0x00 VAR Incremental Encoder Setting UINT32 rw NO - 

0x201A 0x00 VAR Hall Signal Offset Phase UINT32 rw NO - 

0x201B 0x00 VAR First Absolute Encoder Setting UINT32 rw NO - 

0x201C 0x00 VAR 
Second Absolute Encoder 

Setting 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x201D 0x00 VAR Resolver Parameter Setting UINT32 rw NO - 

0x2030 0x00 VAR 
Position Compare Output Pulse 

Width 
UINT16 rw NO ms 

0x2031 0x00 VAR 
Position Compare Output 

Compensation Time 
INT32 rw NO 10ns 

0x2032 0x00 VAR 
Position Compare Output 

Assign Setting 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x2033 0x00 VAR 
Position Compare Output 

Value 1 
INT32 rw RXPDO PosUnit 
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0x2034 0x00 VAR 
Position Compare Output 

Value 2 
INT32 rw RXPDO PosUnit 

0x2035 0x00 VAR 
Position Compare Output 

Value 3 
INT32 rw RXPDO PosUnit 

0x2036 0x00 VAR 
Position Compare Output 

Value 4 
INT32 rw RXPDO PosUnit 

0x2037 0x00 VAR 
First Encoder Max 

Acceleration 
UINT32 rw NO Rev/s^2 

0x2038 0x00 VAR 
Second Encoder Max 

Acceleration 
UINT32 rw NO Rev/s^2 

0x2039 0x00 VAR 
System Initialization Wait 

Time 
UINT16 rw NO ms 

0x2050 0x00 VAR 
Rotor Position Compensation 

Angle 
UINT16 rw NO 0.001Rad 

0x2051 0x00 VAR Motor Rated Power UINT32 rw NO Watt 

0x2052 0x00 VAR Motor Voltage Class UINT32 rw NO - 

0x2053 0x00 VAR Motor Rated Speed UINT32 rw NO r/min 

0x2054 0x00 VAR Motor Winding Resistance UINT32 rw NO mΩ 

0x2055 0x00 VAR Motor Winding Inductance UINT32 rw NO uH 

0x2056 0x00 VAR Motor Rotor Inertia UINT32 rw NO mkg.cm^2 

0x2057 0x00 VAR Motor Back EMF UINT32 rw NO mV/rpm 

0x2058 0x00 VAR Motor Pole Pairs Number UINT16 rw NO - 

0x2059 0x00 VAR Motor Thermal Time Constant UINT16 rw NO sec 

0x205A 0x00 VAR Motor Operation Environment UINT32 rw NO - 

0x205B 0x00 VAR 
Max Motor Torque under Max 

Speed 
UINT32 rw NO ‰ 

0x205C 0x00 VAR 
Max Motor Speed under Max 

Torque 
UINT32 rw NO r/min 

0x205D 0x00 VAR Motor Tooth-Slot Number UINT16 rw NO - 

0x2070 0x00 VAR 
Velocity Command Lowpass 

Filter Cutoff Frequency 
UINT32 rw NO Hz 

0x2071 0x00 VAR 
Velocity Feedback Lowpass 

Filter Cutoff Frequency 
UINT32 rw NO Hz 

0x2072 0x00 VAR 
Torque Command Lowpass 

Filter Cutoff Frequency 
UINT32 rw NO Hz 

0x2073 0x00 VAR 
Velocity Feedforward Lowpass 

Filter Cutoff Frequency 
UINT32 rw NO Hz 

0x2074 0x00 VAR 
Position Command Smooth 

Setting 
UINT16 rw NO - 
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0x2075 0x00 VAR 
Position Command Lowpass 

Filter Cutoff Frequency 
UINT32 rw NO 0.1Hz 

0x2076 0x00 VAR Lowpass Filter Type Select UINT32 rw NO - 

0x2080 0x00 VAR Velocity Control Switch UINT32 rw NO - 

0x2081 0x00 VAR Positive Velocity Limit Value UINT32 rw NO r/min 

0x2082 0x00 VAR Negative Velocity Limit Value UINT32 rw NO r/min 

0x2083 0x00 VAR Max Motor Temperature UINT32 rw NO °C 

0x2084 0x00 VAR 
Position Compare Output 

Mode 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x2085 0x00 VAR 
First Encoder Multi-Turn 

Upper Limit Value 
UINT32 rw NO Rev 

0x2086 0x00 VAR 
Second Encoder Multi-Turn 

Upper Limit Value 
UINT32 rw NO Rev 

0x2087 0x00 VAR Servo ON Lock Axis Time UINT16 rw NO ms 

0x2088 0x00 VAR OLED Display Setting UINT16 rw NO ms 

0x2089 0x00 VAR 
OLED Display Content 

Setting1 
UINT16 rw NO - 

0x208A 0x00 VAR 
OLED Display Content 

Setting2 
UINT32 rw NO r/min 

0x208B 0x00 VAR 
OLED Display Content 

Setting3 
INT16 rw NO r/min 

0x208C 0x00 VAR 
OLED Display Content 

Setting4 
UINT16 rw NO 0.1Hz 

0x208D 0x00 VAR Miscellaneous Function Setting UINT32 rw RXPDO r/min 

0x208E 0x00 VAR Velocity Reached Threshold UINT32 rw NO r/min 

0x20A0 0x00 VAR Motor Speed Lost Threshold UINT32 rw NO r/min 

0x20A1 0x00 VAR Fault Detection Switch UINT32 rw NO - 

0x20A2 0x00 VAR Warning Detection Switch UINT32 rw NO - 

0x20A3 0x00 VAR Velocity following window UINT16 rw NO r/min 

0x20A4 0x00 VAR 
Velocity following window 

time 
UINT16 rw NO ms 

0x20A5 0x00 VAR 
Motor Overload Warning 

Level 
UINT16 rw NO % 

0x20A6 0x00 VAR Rotor Positioning Error Level UINT16 rw NO - 

0x20A7 0x00 VAR 
Torque Saturation Monitor 

Threshold 
UINT16 rw  % 

0x20A8 0x00 VAR 
Torque Saturation Monitor 

Time 
UINT16 rw NO ms 

0x20A9 0x00 VAR 
Main Power OFF Window 

Time 
UINT16 rw NO ms 
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0x20A

A 
0x00 VAR 

Motor Fast Overload Alarm 

Level 
UINT16 rw NO % 

0x20A

B 
0x00 VAR 

Motor Fast Overload Alarm 

Time 
UINT16 rw NO s 

0x20A

C 
0x00 VAR Power On Position Error Limit UINT32 rw NO PosUnit 

0x20C0 0x00 VAR Load Inertia Ratio Setting UINT16 rw NO % 

0x20C2 0x00 VAR Basic Control Setting UINT32 rw NO - 

0x20C3 0x00 VAR DI Functions Selection 1 UINT32 rw NO - 

0x20C4 0x00 VAR DI Functions Selection 2 UINT32 rw NO - 

0x20C5 0x00 VAR DO Functions Selection UINT32 rw NO - 

0x20D0 0x00 VAR 

Disturbance Torque 

Compensation Lowpass Filter 

Cutoff Frequency 

UINT32 ro NO Hz 

0x20D1 0x00 VAR 
Disturbance Torque 

Compensation Gain 
UINT32 rw NO % 

0x20D2 0x00 VAR 

Acceleration Feedforward 

Lowpass Filter Cutoff 

Frequency 

UINT32 rw NO Hz 

0x20D3 0x00 VAR Acceleration Feedforward Gain UINT32 rw NO ‰ 

0x20D4 0x00 VAR 
External Regenerative Resistor 

Pulse Energy 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x20D5 0x00 VAR 
Acceleration Feedforward 

Correction Threshold 
UINT32 rw RXPDO PosUnit/s^2 

0x20D7 0x00 VAR Gain 3 Effective Time UINT16 rw NO ms 

0x20D8 0x00 VAR Gain 3 Scale Factor UINT16 rw NO % 

0x20D9 0x00 VAR Advanced Control Setting UINT32 rw NO - 

0x20D

A 
0x00 VAR 

Manual Static Balance Torque 

Compensation Value 
INT32 rw RXPDO mNm 

0x20D

B 
0x00 VAR 

Flux Weakening Compensation 

Threshold Velocity 
UINT32 rw NO ‰ 

0x20D

C 
0x00 VAR 

Flux Weakening Compensation 

Ratio 
UINT32 rw NO 0.001 

0x20D

D 
0x00 VAR Max Flux Weakening Current UINT32 rw NO ‰ 

0x20D

E 
0x00 VAR 

Friction Torque Compensation 

Positive Setting Value 
UINT32 rw NO ‰ 

0x20D

F 
0x00 VAR 

Friction Torque Compensation 

Negative Setting Value 
UINT32 rw NO ‰ 
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0x20E0 0x00 VAR 
Friction Torque Compensation 

Positive Active Speed 
UINT32 rw NO r/min 

0x20E1 0x00 VAR 
Friction Torque Compensation 

Negative Active Speed 
UINT32 rw NO r/min 

0x20E2 0x00 VAR 
Pulse Torque Compensation 

Amplitude 
UINT32 rw NO ‰ 

0x20E3 0x00 VAR 
Pulse Torque Compensation 

Phase 
UINT32 rw NO 0.001rad 

0x2100 0x00 VAR 
Positive Direction Torque 

Limit Value 
UINT16 rw NO ‰ 

0x2101 0x00 VAR 
Negative Direction Torque 

Limit Value 
UINT16 rw NO ‰ 

0x2102 0x00 VAR Torque Control Switch UINT32 rw NO - 

0x2103 0x00 VAR 
Velocity Limit During Torque 

Control Mode 
UINT32 rw NO r/min 

0x2104 0x00 VAR 
Positioning Vibration 

Suppression Depth 1 
INT16 rw NO dB 

0x2105 0x00 VAR 
Positioning Vibration 

Suppression Depth 2 
INT16 rw NO dB 

0x2106 0x00 VAR Positioning Vibration Setting UINT32 rw NO - 

0x2120 0x00 VAR 
Torque Command Notch 

Filter1 Depth 
INT16 rw NO dB 

0x2121 0x00 VAR 
Torque Command Notch 

Filter1 Center Frequency 
UINT16 rw NO Hz 

0x2122 0x00 VAR 
Torque Command Notch Filter 

1 Bandwidth 
UINT16 rw NO Hz 

0x2123 0x00 VAR 
Vibration Suppress Control 

Switch 
UINT32 rw NO ‰ 

0x2124 0x00 VAR 
Torque Command Notch Filter 

2 Depth 
INT16 rw NO dB 

0x2125 0x00 VAR 
Torque Command Notch Filter 

2 Center Frequency 
UINT16 rw NO Hz 

0x2126 0x00 VAR 
Torque Command Notch Filter 

2 Bandwidth 
UINT16 rw NO Hz 

0x2127 0x00 VAR 
Torque Command Notch Filter 

3 Depth 
INT16 rw NO Hz 

0x2128 0x00 VAR 
Torque Command Notch Filter 

3 Center Frequency 
INT16 rw NO Hz 

0x2129 0x00 VAR 
Torque Command Notch Filter 

3 Bandwidth 
INT16 rw NO Hz 
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0x212A 0x00 VAR 
Positioning Vibration 

Suppression Frequency 1 
INT16 rw NO 0.1Hz 

0x212B 0x00 VAR 

Positioning Vibration 

Suppression Bandwidth 

Frequency 1 

INT16 rw NO 0.1Hz 

0x2130 0x00 VAR Power Stage Setting UINT32 rw NO - 

0x2131 0x00 VAR 
External Regenerative Resistor 

Capacity 
UINT16 rw NO Watt 

0x2132 0x00 VAR 
External Regenerative Resistor 

Value 
UINT16 rw NO Ohm 

0x2133 0x00 VAR Regenerative Resistor Setting UINT32 rw NO - 

0x2134 0x00 VAR 
Over current protection 

threshold value 
UINT32 ro NO mA 

0x2135 0x00 VAR 
Over voltage protection 

threshold value 
UINT32 ro NO mV 

0x2136 0x00 VAR 
Under voltage Alarm threshold 

value 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x2137 0x00 VAR 
Under voltage Warning 

threshold value 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x2138 0x00 VAR 
Regeneration Brake Deactive 

Voltage 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x2139 0x00 VAR Inverter Rated Current UINT32 ro NO mA 

0x213A 0x00 VAR Drive Overload Derating factor UINT16 rw NO % 

0x213B 0x00 VAR 
DC Bus UnderVoltage Detect 

Time 
UINT16 rw NO ms 

0x2150 0x00 VAR 
Motor Brake Active Holding 

Delay Time 
UINT16 rw NO ms 

0x2151 0x00 VAR Motor Brake Control Setting UINT32 rw NO - 

0x2152 0x00 VAR 
Motor Brake Active Allowed 

Delay Time 
UINT16 rw NO ms 

0x2153 0x00 VAR 
Motor Brake Active Speed 

Threshold Value 
UINT16 rw NO r/min 

0x2154 0x00 VAR 
Motor Brake Release OK 

Delay Time 
UINT16 rw NO ms 

0x2155 0x00 VAR Motor Brake Release Time UINT16 rw NO ms 

0x2156 0x00 VAR Motor Brake Action Time UINT16 rw NO ms 

0x2157 0x00 VAR Motor Brake Holding Torque UINT32 rw NO mNm 

0x2160 0x00 VAR Position Loop Control Gain 1 UINT32 rw RXPDO 0.001 

0x2161 0x00 VAR 
Position Loop Control 

Integration Time Constant 1 
UINT32 rw RXPDO us 
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0x2162 0x00 VAR Velocity Feedforward Gain UINT32 rw RXPDO 0.001 

0x2163 0x00 VAR Position Loop Control Gain 2 UINT32 rw RXPDO 0.001 

0x2164 0x00 VAR 
Position Loop Control 

Integration Time Constant 2 
UINT32 rw RXPDO us 

0x2165 0x00 VAR Velocity Loop Control Gain 1 UINT32 rw RXPDO 0.001 

0x2166 0x00 VAR 
Velocity Loop Control 

Integration time constant 1 
UINT32 rw RXPDO us 

0x2167 0x00 VAR Velocity Loop Control Gain 2 UINT32 rw RXPDO 0.001 

0x2168 0x00 VAR 
Velocity Loop Control 

Integration time constant 2 
UINT32 rw RXPDO us 

0x2169 0x00 VAR Current Loop Control Gain UINT32 rw RXPDO 0.001 

0x216A 0x00 VAR 
Current Loop Control 

Integration Time Constant 
UINT32 rw RXPDO us 

0x216B 0x00 VAR 
Regulator Adaptive Control 

Setting 
UINT32 rw RXPDO - 

0x216C 0x00 VAR 
Position Regulator Adaptive 

Change Confirm Time 
UINT32 rw NO ms 

0x216D 0x00 VAR 
Position Regulator Adaptive 

Change Smooth Time 
UINT32 rw NO ms 

0x216E 0x00 VAR 
Position Regulator Adaptive 

Change High Threshold Value 
UINT32 rw NO 0.001 

0x216F 0x00 VAR 
Position Regulator Adaptive 

Change Low Threshold Value 
UINT32 rw NO 0.001 

0x2170 0x00 VAR 
Velocity Regulator Adaptive 

Change High Threshold Value 
UINT32 rw NO 0.001 

0x2171 0x00 VAR 
Velocity Regulator Adaptive 

Change Low Threshold Value 
UINT32 rw NO 0.001 

0x2190 0x00 VAR Slow Down Ramp Time UINT16 rw NO ms 

0x2191 0x00 VAR Slow Down S Time UINT16 rw NO ms 

0x2192 0x00 VAR 
Active Stop Completed 

Velocity Threshold 
UINT16 rw NO r/min 

0x2193 0x00 VAR 
Active Stop Completed 

Allowed Time 
UINT16 rw NO ms 

0x2194 0x00 VAR Immediate Stop Max Current UINT16 rw NO ‰ 

0x2195 0x00 VAR Fault Reaction Stop Option0 UINT32 rw NO - 

0x2196 0x00 VAR Fault Reaction Stop Option1 UINT32 rw NO - 

0x2197 0x00 VAR Fault Reaction Stop Option2 UINT32 rw NO - 

0x2198 0x00 VAR Fault Reaction Stop Option3 UINT32 rw NO - 

0x2199 0x00 VAR Fault Reaction Stop Option4 UINT32 rw NO - 

0x219A 0x00 VAR Fault Reaction Stop Option5 UINT32 rw NO - 
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0x219B 0x00 VAR Fault Reaction Stop Option6 UINT32 rw NO - 

0x219C 0x00 VAR Fault Reaction Stop Option7 UINT32 rw NO - 

0x219E 0x00 VAR 
Hardware Limit Switch Stop 

Option Code 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x219F 0x00 VAR 
Main Power Monitor Option 

Code 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21A0 0x00 VAR STO Option Code UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21B0 0x00 VAR 
EtherCAT Communication 

Setting 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21B1 0x00 VAR 
EtherCAT SM2 Event Missed 

Limit 
UINT16 rw NO - 

0x21B2 0x00 VAR EtherCAT Alias Name UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21B3 0x00 VAR Local Modes of Operation UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21B4 0x00 VAR 
Motor Brake Abnormal 

Monitor Level 
UINT32 rw NO PosUnit 

0x21B5 0x00 VAR 
Torque Limit Value During 

DC-bus UnderVoltage 
UINT16 rw NO % 

0x21B6 0x00 VAR 
Full-Closed Position Control 

Setting 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21B7 0x00 VAR Homing Setting UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21B8 0x00 VAR 
Positioning Vibration 

Suppression Frequency 2 
UINT16 rw NO 0.1Hz 

0x21B9 0x00 VAR 

Positioning Vibration 

Suppression Bandwidth 

Frequency 2 

UINT16 rw NO 0.1Hz 

0x21B

A 
0x00 VAR 

Positioning Vibration 

Suppression Frequency 3 
UINT16 rw NO 0.1Hz 

0x21B

B 
0x00 VAR 

Positioning Vibration 

Suppression Bandwidth 

Frequency 3 

UINT16 rw NO 0.1Hz 

0x21B

C 
0x00 VAR 

Positioning Vibration 

Suppression Frequency 4 
UINT16 rw NO 0.1Hz 

0x21B

D 
0x00 VAR 

Positioning Vibration 

Suppression Bandwidth 

Frequency 4 

UINT16 rw NO 0.1Hz 

0x21B

E 
0x00 VAR 

Positioning Vibration 

Suppression Depth3 
INT16 rw NO dB 

0x21BF 0x00 VAR 
Positioning Vibration 

Suppression Depth4 
INT16 rw NO dB 
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0x21C0 0x00 VAR 
Torque Command Notch Filter 

4 Depth 
INT16 rw NO dB 

0x21C1 0x00 VAR 
Torque Command Notch Filter 

4 Center Frequency 
UINT16 rw NO Hz 

0x21C2 0x00 VAR 
Torque Command Notch Filter 

4 Bandwidth 
UINT16 rw NO Hz 

0x21C3 0x00 VAR 
Torque Command Notch 

Filter5 Depth 
INT16 rw NO dB 

0x21C4 0x00 VAR 
Torque Command Notch 

Filter5 Center Frequency 
UINT16 rw NO Hz 

0x21C5 0x00 VAR 
Torque Command Notch 

Filter5 Bandwidth 
UINT16 rw NO Hz 

0x21C6 0x00 VAR 
Regulator Basic Control 

Setting 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21C7 0x00 VAR Stiffness Level Setting UINT16 rw NO - 

0x21C8 0x00 VAR Position Loop Stiffness Gain 1 UINT16 rw RXPDO 0.1/s 

0x21C9 0x00 VAR Position Loop Stiffness Gain 2 UINT16 rw RXPDO 0.1/s 

0x21C

A 
0x00 VAR Velocity Loop Stiffness Gain 1 UINT16 rw RXPDO 0.1Hz 

0x21C

B 
0x00 VAR Velocity Loop Stiffness Gain 2 UINT16 rw RXPDO 0.1Hz 

0x21C

D 
0x00 VAR 

Quadrant Projection Positive 

Compensation Value 
UINT16 rw  0.001 

0x21C

E 
0x00 VAR 

Quadrant Projection Negative 

Compensation Value 
UINT16 rw  0.001 

0x21CF 0x00 VAR 
Quadrant Projection 

Compensation Effective Time 
UINT16 rw  ms 

0x21D0 0x00 VAR 
Quadrant Projection 

Compensation Delay Distance 
UINT16 rw  0.001Rev 

0x21D1 0x00 VAR 

Static Friction Torque 

Compensation Positive 

Velocity 

UINT16 rw  Rev/min 

0x21D2 0x00 VAR 

Static Friction Torque 

Compensation Negative 

Velocity 

UINT16 rw  Rev/min 

0x21D5 0x00 VAR Alarm Latch Switch  UINT32 rw  - 

0x21D6 0x00 VAR CiA402 Setting 1 UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21D7 0x00 VAR 
Homing Not Attained 

Detection Setting  
UINT32 rw NO - 
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0x21D8 0x00 VAR 
Zero Speed Axis-Lock 

Threshold 
UINT16 rw NO 0.1r/min 

0x21D9 0x00 VAR CiA402 Setting 2 UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21D

A 
0x00 VAR 

Auto Static Balance Torque 

Compensation Factor 
UINT16 rw NO % 

0x21D

B 
0x00 VAR 

Active Stop Completed Check 

Time 
UINT16 rw NO ms 

0x21D

C 
0x00 VAR 

Real Time Identification 

Setting 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21D

D 
0x00 VAR Real Time Auto Tuning Setting UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21D

E 
0x00 VAR 

No Position Deviation Control 

Gain 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21D

F 
0x00 VAR 

Static Position Disturbance 

Compensation Confirmation 

Time 

UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21E0 0x00 VAR 
Static Position Disturbance 

Compensation Active Time 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21E1 0x00 VAR Stiffness Level Setting 2 UINT16 rw NO - 

0x21E3 0x00 VAR Current Loop Control Setting UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21E4 0x00 VAR 
Current Loop Control Gain 

Auto Setting Factor 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21E5 0x00 VAR Motor Torque Constant UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21E6 0x00 VAR Remote DO Default Setting UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21E7 0x00 VAR 
Motor Temperature Sensor 

Type 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21E8 0x00 VAR 
Model-type Damping Filter 

Setting 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21E9 0x00 VAR 
Model-type Damping Filter 

Gain 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21E

A 
0x00 VAR 

Model-type Damping Filter 

Resonance Frequency 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21E

B 
0x00 VAR 

Model-type Damping Filter 

Anti-Resonance Frequency 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21E

C 
0x00 VAR 

Application Version of Servo 

Parameters 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21E

D 
0x00 VAR 

External Regenerative Resistor 

Overload Protection Threshold 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21EE 0x00 VAR 
External Regenerative Resistor 

Overload Protection Time 
UINT32 rw NO - 
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0x21EF 0x00 VAR 
Magnetical Pole Angle 

Detection Setting 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21F0 0x00 VAR 
Incremental Encoder 

Resolution 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21F1 0x00 VAR 
Magnetical Pole Detecting 

Torque 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21F2 0x00 VAR 
Magnetical Pole Detecting 

Torque Up Time 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21F3 0x00 VAR 
Magnetical Pole Detecting 

Move Threshold 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21F5 0x00 VAR 
1Vpp Encoder Single-turn Bit 

Setting 
UINT32 rw NO - 

0x21F7 0x00 VAR 2nd Following Error Window UINT32 rw RXPDO - 

0x21F8 0x00 VAR 
Torque Actual Value Lowpass 

Filter Cutoff Frequency 
UINT32 rw RXPDO - 

0x3000 0x00 VAR 
Last saved position value of 1st 

encoder 
INT32 ro NO PosUnit 

0x3001 0x00 VAR 
Last saved position value of 

2nd encoder 
INT32 ro NO PosUnit 

0x3002 0x00 VAR Control Word 2 UINT16 rw RXPDO  

0x3003 0x00 VAR Drive Init Status Code UINT32 ro TXPDO - 

0x3004 0x00 VAR Warning Code UINT16 ro TXPDO - 

0x3005 0x00 VAR General Digital Output Setting UINT32 rw RXPDO - 

0x3006 0x00 VAR General Digital Input Status UINT32 ro TXPDO - 

0x3007 0x00 VAR Encoder Offset INT32 ro TXPDO - 

0x3008 0x00 VAR 
DC-Bus Charge Relay 

Operating Count 
UINT32 ro NO - 

0x300A 0x00 VAR Fan Operation Time UINT32 ro NO Sec 

0x300B 0x00 VAR PP Parameters Abnormal Code UINT16 ro NO  

0x300C 0x00 VAR 
Load Inertia Ratio Actual 

Value 
UINT16 ro NO % 

0x3100 0x00 VAR System Initial Status UINT32 ro NO - 

0x5FFE 0x00 VAR Dummy Byte 1 UINT8 rw RXPDO - 

0x5FFF 0x00 VAR Dummy Byte 2 UINT8 ro TXPDO - 
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